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CHILDREN AND YOUTH: THE CRISIS AT HOME
FOR AMERICAN FAMILIES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, IX'.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room SD-

430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Dodd, Wellstone, Thurmond and
Durenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. We'll come to order.
Today is Martin Luther King's birthday, and although as a

Nation we celebrate it next Monda,,, it is entirely appropriate that
today we take notice of Dr. King's birthday and all of his work. He
made a very noble crusade to strike down the barriers of discrimi-
nation in our country, a country in whose Constitution is inscribed
the acceptance of slavery. We fought a great war, the Civil War,
with extraordinary loss of' life of our fellow citizens, and in the
early 1960's we moved toward a peaceful revolution by striking
down the barriers. We have made important progressnot all the
progress that we would likein understanding race, gender, and
disability. But all too often we forget the strong commiiment that
Dr. King had to the most vulnerable in our society, the children,
and particularly those children with the greatest need.

We take note as we start this hearing, that children are the
future of our Nation and also our most vulnerable citizens. If there
is a responsibility of government, it is to protect their interests and
ensure that in our society they are treated with the kind of dignity
and fairness and justice on which this Nation is founded.

Today, January 15, a day that may live in infamy, the eyes of the
American people and citizens around the world are on the Persian
Gulf, All of us hope diplomacy can lead us to a peaceful resolution
of the crisis. Much is at stake. DzTisions will soon be made that
will profoundly affect the lives of millions of people in many differ-
ent lands.

But as we decide about war or peace in the desert, we must not
forget that for millions of American children and families, the
battle against poverty, poor health, hunger, homelessness and lack
of opportunity is already being waged here at home. And in many
significant respects the American people are losing that battle.

(1.1
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Many citizens look at children in crisis as a problem for other
communities or other countries. Not true. An American infant is
less likely to be immunized against polio than a baby in Botswana.
A black child born in Boston has less chance of living to his first
birthday than a child born in Panama.

And despite our desire to excel in areas of critical importance,
the United States invests less in children's health and youth em-
ployment opportunities than any other industrialized Nation in the
world.

In our own back yard, one in five American children live in pov-
ertyan increase of nearly 25 percent during the 1980'o. Two mil-
lion children go hungry each day, and 12 million lack health insur-
ance.

These cold statistics do not begin to measure the toll of human
suffering and lives damaged, disabled and destroyed by the shame-
ful abdication of our responsibilities. It is a disgrace that in a
Nation as rich as ours, we have failed to adequately invest our
most valuable national resourceour children. The consequences
of this neglect pose a long-term threat to the Nation that we
cannot afford to ignore.

As the 102nd Congress begins, children and youth must once
again assume their proper place in our national priorities. This
year we have the opportunity to begin to make a long overdue
down payment on their future. The Labor Committee will be part
of this effort with a three-pronged strategy to deal with child pov-
erty and its tragic consequences.

First we must invest in cost-effective programs that we know can
work, but currently reach only a small percentage of poor children
and families in need. Experts and practitioners are virtually unani-
mous that these preventive measures save lives and build success-
ful futures.

One dollar spent on prenatal care and WIC saves $3 in short-
term hospital costs. Yet every day 670 American children are born
to women who do not receive these services.

One dollar spent on Head Start saves $7 in lower future costs for
special education, public assistance and crime. And despite its 25-
year proven track record, this program still serves only 35 percent
of eligib.- children.

Our tailure to make these services more widely available under-
mines our Nation and increases our national debt. We can no
longer afford the cost of our own inaction.

Second, we must invest in families and help them to build on
their strengths by not only focusing on their weaknesses. We must
provide support for parents to develop the skills necessary to be an
anchor in their children's lives and a catalyst for their children's
success.

Rather than treat each individual symptom of poverty, we must
recognize that many families have multiple, interrelated needs
that are poorly served by a delivery system that resembles an ob-
stacle course. By providing incentives for communities to work to-
gether to meet the needs of whole families, we can make our exist-
ing programs more effective.

: 7
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Solutions may be a simple as "one-stop shopping" where services
are located at a single site, or may require more complex efforts to
break down institutional bavriers to such coordination.

In any case, our ultimate goal must be to empower families by
improving their access to necessary services.

Third, we must do more to support young children as they face
the challenges of adulthood and ensure they have the tools to
break the cycle of poverty. A range of strategies will be needed to
reach teenagers by helping them to stay in school, to avoid drugs,
violence and early parenthood, and to obtain the skills that they
need to find a job with a future.

We must provide more effective assistance to the "forgotten
half" of our young people who do not attend college and rekindle
the hope in those for whom the system has not worked.

"Empowerment" is not a partisan word. Parents, schools, com-
munities, businesses and all levels of government must come to-
gether to ensure that the young citizens of today acquire the skills
and determination to be the responsible parents and workers of to-
morrow.

What we need is the courage and the commitment to be as un-
wavering in dealing with our problems at home as we are with our
problems abroad. We must strive not only for peace in the Middle
East, but for peace and opportunity in America.

[Additional material supplied by the Chairman follows:I
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INITIATIVES FOB YOUNG CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
102nd CONGRESS

Seek fuLl fundine of iproarams thal, have been Proven ffective
and currentlY Serve only &Small ofroentatte of thole_who are_
income elieible _Weed Start. child Care. WIC., immunieations.

prenatal health care, tc.)

Promote coordination gf comprehensive services to enable

Proerams tda zest the full canoe of nrsda of low-incomeLchildren
and families --Aamove institutionkl bartiers and reward

collaboration;

Evaluate all programs currently targeted at children and

families in order improve effectiveness end reduce duplication

and unnecessary bureaucractisation.

Simplify the process of accessing entitlement and
categorical programa targeted at children and families through

"one stop shopping", consolidated eligibility, outreach, and
incentives for coordination.

Expand Part H, an early intervention program for handicapped
infants and toddlers and their families to include coordination
of services for those at-risk of developmental delay.

Encourage joint training of social service, child welfare,
early childhood/child care, and other professionals to promote
cross-disciplinary responses to the needs of families and to

improve working conditions end communication in high stress jobs

in communities with high concentrations of poverty.

" Increase access to _prenatal health care and care for young
children by beoinnina tO retice the malpsegtj&e_kuideajkad_.

illaLELLIEL.-12121.140.

Extend federal tort claim protection to Community Health

Centers (CHC*). cliCe currently spend $75 million on malpractice
insurance (almost 20% of their total grant) which could be
redirected to outreach, prenatal health care, parenting, and

follow-up activities.

Expand access to prenatal health cart by examining practices

of medicaid 'dumping of low income women on the basis of their
' high-risk" Status --- nearly 504 of doctors refuse to treat
women on Medicaid on this basis.

Increale provider pool through changes in the health
professions reauthorization*, and explore reimbursement of nurse
practitioners for services among underserved in urban and rural

settings.

Increase access to voluntary npnpunitive drug abuse treatment

Proorams for pregnant women who've traguently denied aorvicea_
with IteriOus oonsecoenoes fox themselves and qAti.K. Children.
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YOUTH EMPON1RXINT STRATMGIES (TIS)
102nd CONGA=

9,0,0
' a #

VI 41.

V

401.1 la I.
jtsiggimign_ ja_taAilytas

Ensure the stability of the gains made through arly
intervention and early childhood education by monitoring the
implementation of the 'transition program from Headstart;
expand the scope of these services through other ducation
programs;

Establish a LIFE PLANNING prograx to provide academic and
social service support required to nable youth to sot
goals and to pursue them; tho program would be multifaceted
(drop-out prevention, pregnancy prevention, drug abuse
prevention) and would necessitate strong linkage* with parent
groups, business, and community-based youth service
organizations; eervices would be on-sito or easily accessible;

Pursue effective strategies for helping teenage parents stayin school while receiving parenting education, follow-up medicalcare, child care and other necessary support services;

Incorporate a MENTORING component into the school system and
youth service programs, working with business and school systemsto create a mutually supportive

structure flexible enough toassist youth in exploring and pursuing optiona whether college ortraining focused;

Reform the JTPA youth training components to ensure a moretargeted, comprehensive and result oriented system; expand
apprenticeship programs in employment fields with a promising
future; create an infrastructure for non-college bound youth thatallows for long term planning and training opportunities forcareers in skilled jobs with career paths; include an incentive
program targeted at absent fathers who families aro on AFDC;

Enhance the potential of disabled youth to take advantage ofthe Americans with Disabilities Act employment opportunities byensuring that life-planning programa receive additional funds tomeat the special needs of persons with disabilities through the
re-authorisation of Rehabilitation Act;

11.2
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CRISIS AT HOME
One Day in the Lives of American Chedren

babies are born to women who have
had inadequate prenatal care

babies are born at low birthwelght
(4125 at less than 3 IWO

babies cie before one month of kfe
babies die before their first birthday

children die because of poverty
children are killed or wounded by gur
teens commit suicide

children are abused
children run away from home

teenagers drop out of school
teenagers are in adult jails
children bring a gun to school

teenagers become scually active
teenagers get pregnant
teenagers give birth

children are born to a single parent
children see their parents divorced

TODAY34,285 people lose their jobs

... AND TOMORROW'S ANOTHER DAY !
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wellstone.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL D. WELLSTONE, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I did not hear the beginning of Senator Kennedy's remarks, but

as I came in I believe I heard him say that this is indeed a very
somber day.

Like so many people today, I am focusing on how we can prevent
the rush to war. But I came to this committee meeting, Senator
Kennedy, because it reminds me of why I worked so hard to be
elected to the U.S. Senate. This is what I believe in.

I am sure that when historians write about the decade of the
Eighties, they will say that the ultimate indictment of the Eighties
was the way that we treated our children and also the way that we
treated adults who deal with our children.

I have been a teacher my whole adult life, Senator Kennedy, and
I have seen how the spark of learning, when ignited, can take a
child from any background to a life of accomplishment and creativ-
ity. And I think the cruelest thing that you can ever do is to pour
cold water on that spark. I think that has happened to too many
children in our country.

I am here today, and I want to thank the panelists, because you
represent what I believe in. I am absolutely convinced that the
children are our future. I know that education is the foundation of
opportunity. I know that we have to have citizens who can think
on their own two feet, and that is what is crucial to a democracy.
And most important of all, I am absolutely convinced that our
country has got to move forward with public policy that is really
going to make a difference in the lives of children and therefore
make us a much more whole and a much better Nation.

I really look forward to listening to the panels, and if I have to
leave any time during this hearing it is only because of some other
meetings that are taking place today, Senator, as this deadline ap-
proaches.

Thank you.
[The prepared opening statement of Senator Ilatch follows:I

PREPARED OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Mr. Chairman, there is common concern about the health, educa-
tion, and security of American children and youth.

The litany of tragedies to which our children are exposed cannot
be fully examined in the course of this, or even several, hearings.
For young children, issues range from inadequate prenatal care
that results in high infant mortality, birth complications, physical
defects, and learning disabilities to child abuse. As children become
older, the issues change to unemployment, drug abuse, or teen
pregnancy. These are complex issues that policy makers at all
levels of government are trying to grapple with.

Utah has already tackled prenatal care and child health in a sig-
nificant and effective way. The "Baby Your Baby" program is an
excellent example of a public-private partnership to assist low-
income families. S )onsored by the Utah Department of Health,

ti3
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KUTV-Channel 2, Blue Crass, and many others, this program pro-
vides "one-stop shopping" for low-income mothers in need of WIC
benefits, food stamps, or other assistance. Not only are more low-
income families aware of the assistance that is available to them,
but the user-friendly process makes it far more likely that a family
will seek out such benefits for their children. The dispersion of pro-
grams and uncoordinated procedures have not only made the appli-
cation process for recipients more difficult and more humiliating,
but also less efficient. I am proud that Utahans have recognized
this problem and have taken positive steps to deal with it. The end
result is a healthy beby with a good start to life.

I am sure that there are other interesting, innovative programs
for families operating throughout the country. I appreciate them as
well. Working together, we can enhance State, local, and communi-
ty initiatives to seal the cracks through which too many children
can fall.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much; well-said, Senator.
It is fitting as we begin our morning to address the issues facing

children and youth that we hear first from families who are daily
meeting the challenges of getting established and raising young
children.

We are pleased to welcome Angela Soares from Boston, MA, who
is accompanied by her son Dexter and Carol Brooks, a nurse from
Boston City Hospital and co-director of the women and infants pro-
gram that Ms. Soares is enrolled in. Ms. Soares has a personal
story to tell, and we are grateful that she is willing to share it with
us.

Our next witnesses will be Jamie and Stacey Goins and their 4
month-old daughter Miranda, who have come from Jacksboro, TN.
They are accompanied by Carolyn Cox, the assistant principal at
Campbell County Comprehensive High School in Jacksboro, where
Jamie is currently a student.

We are grateful to them for joining us today and look forward totheir testimony.
We thank all of our witnesses for coming. We know that Dexter

and Miranda have not testified before committees and we are glad
to have them join us today.

I would like to point out that we, as members of the human con-
dition, understand that it is never easy to talk about the emotional
and physical challenges we face, whether they deal with health or
personal matters. We therefore very much appreciate your willing-
ness to share these matters with us. The kinds of experiences you
have had are replicated in communities across this country. Only if
we understand them are we able to try, to the extent that we can,
to come to grips with them in a way that is constructive and posi-
tive and decent. So we very much appreciate your willingness to go
over some rather difficult times in your lives and we are grateful
to you for your presence. We thank you very much.

Ms. Soares, we want to thank you very much for joining us,

4
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STATEMENTS OF ANGELA SOARES AND SON, DEXTER, ROXBURY,
MA, ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL BROOKS; AND JAMIE AND
STACEY GOINS AND DAUGHTER, MIRANDA, JACKSBORO, TN,
ACCOMPANIED BY CAROLYN COX

MS. SOARES. Good morning. My name is Angela Soares, and I am
from Boston. My son is here with me today to represent Boston
City Hospital and the program that I am involved in.

It is a "stop-and-shop" program that provides me with a lot of
personal things as far as one-on-one counseling, counseling for my
son, as a group and personal. It has a lot of good things in the pro-
gram.

I am really good friends with Carol Brooks and a lot of people on
her staff.

My son is a rape pregnancy, and at the time I was a little upset
about it from the rape, and I got involved with drugs. Then, when I
found out I was pregnant, I chose to get clean and go straight. My
son is a year old now; I have been clean tor almost a year and a
half, and it is a result of Carol and the program and the people
who were involved in the program.

They see to it that I get care for my son as well as myself, per-
sonal, group time, and health care fbr my son. Just about every-
thing I need is there. They call me weekends, weekdays, to see how
I am doing, check on my son. It is a real good program.

I have gone back to work. I go to school at Wheeler College. I am
a head teacher at a day care center, and I am doing pretty woll
now. I feel good about myself, and I am trying to make sure my son
grows up and is on the right road to recovery.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a wonderful story, It Obviously has

enormously tragic and traumatic moments. I imagine that after
the rape experience you had a tremendous amount of despair :nel
discouragement, and that that was one of the principal reasons you
became involved in the use of crack; is that correct'?

Ms. SOARES. Yes. That was the main reason that led me to tha'.
Like I said, I was kind of confused about the situation, and atter
t hat--

The CHAIRMAN. You found out at soffit,' point, then, that you
were pregnant.

Ms. SOARES. Yes. And after that I chose to stay clean. Then I re-
lapsed during the pregnancy. Then my son was born, and that is
how I met Carol Brooks and got ;ntroduced o the program.

The CHAIRMAN. How did you hear about the program or how did
you become involved in the program'?

Ms. SOARES. If a child is born with drugs in his system. a DSS
worker is usually appointed to you, and she appointed me to Carol
Brooks. and I took it from there,

The CHAIRMAN. And what are the kinds of service, that they pro-
vide fo you in the program'?

MS. SOARES. Services include transportation vouchers to see that
I am able to get there---

The CHAIRMAN. Back to the hospital so that you can get the
follow-up care?

1 5
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MS. SOARES [continuing]. Back and forth, exactlymedicine, if I
can't afford it, to help me get my medicine; milk; food pantryev-
erything. Everything that you could possibly want is right there.
Housing, any kind of information that you need about anything
pertaining to bringing up your child.

The CHAIRMAN. SO all of these kinds of services are right there
what we might call "one-stop shopping."

Ms. SOARES. Exactly, everything is right there.
The CHAIRMAN. And Carol Brooks is the person you look for or

call.
MS. SOARES. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. And this has permitted you to go on. It looks like

Dexter is pretty full of energy there.
Ms. SOARES. Yes, he is. He keeps me going.
The CHAIRMAN. He's got a cookie there; would he like to share

that? [Laughter.] Dexter was addicted to crack at birth, is that
right?

Ms. SOARES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And how is he now?
MS. SOARES. Ile is excellent. He takes child growth and develop-

ment, and they monitor him and have been monitoring him since
he has been born, and he is doing very well.

The CHAIRMAN. SO all the vital signs are okay.
MS. SOARES. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to school now?
Ms. SOARES. Yes. I am taking child growth and development, and

child psychology I.
The CHAIRMAN. And do you intend to go on to college?
MS. SOARES. Yes, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And are you working as well?
Ms. SOARES. Yes. I work at a day care center.
The CHAIRMAN. And do you take Dexter there sometimes?
MS. SOARES. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN. But the salary at the day care center, even

though you are ready to work and you are going on to school, is not
sufficient to provide those other kinds of support or services that
you need.

Ms. SOARES. Oh, no, never. I could never pull it off, no way.
The CHAIRMAN. If you didn't have that support, do you think

your life would be different?
Ms. SOARES. Yes. It would be very, very hard for me to get the

care foi my son without those services.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Brooks, could you tell us a little bit about

the program itself?
MS. BROOKS. The women and infants program was developed a

little over a year ago in response to increasing concern about the
number of babies being born cocaine-exposed. We were well aware
of +he difficulties of women receiving services and being referred to
any number of places to get these services, and we decided that we
wanted to try and provide as many services in one place as possible
to decrease the confusion and the fragmentation of treatment.

What our program primarily offers is pediatric primary care,
child development services, substance abuse treatment, family

1 6
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planning, case management, and we have linkage with visiting
nurses who also provide an advocate for the women.

The basic program provides individual as well as group substance
abuse treatment, individual parenting counseling, as well as a
parent/child group that is run by early childhood specialists.

We also provide counseling around housing issues. All of our
women who are in our program have WIC and AFDC, so we make
sure they have the entitlements that they need. We also help with
housing, job training, and education as well.

The CHAIRMAN. How many women are you actually able to take
care of under this program?

Ms. BROOKS. We enrolled 14 women originally.
The CHAIRMAN. And what is the need? We are talking about a

program that seems to have very significant success, and yet it is
really a pilot program.

Ms. BROOKS. Yes, it is a pilot program. Dr. Zuckerman made a
study from 1986 to 1988, looking at women and the amount of
drugs that women use during the prenatal period, and what was
found was that 18 percent of the women in the study were found to
use cocaine during their pregnancy. We have reason to believe that
in fact that number is probably higher at Boston Cityprobably
more than 18 percent of the women who deliver at our hospital.

The CHAIRMAN. How are the other women doing at staying in
the program? Of the 14, what percent stay in the program and con-
tinue to utilize the services offered?

Ms. BROOKS. Of the 14 women, we have 12 remaining in the pro-
gram. Two of the women dropped out, and their babies were put
into foster care. Two other women were referred to long-term resi-
dential treatment because we found that it was just too hard for
them to meintain their sobriety on an outpatient basis. The rest of
the women remain in the program over a year later, certainly with
struggles and ups and downu, but definitely connected to the pro-
gram and coming in.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good. I have a feeling we have just opened
the first Senate child care program here.

Senator DODD. Second.
The CHAIRMAN. SecondSenator Dodd opened the first one.

[Laughter.]
Senator Wellstone.
Senator WELLSTONE. Ms. Soares, I wanted to ask you just one

question. You were saying in your testimony, and it caught my at-
tention, something like "I really feel good about myself now; I feel
much better about myself." And I wanted to ask you in what way
do you feel that this program has really best contributed to your
feeling better about yourself, so that I can understand better how
this program works?

MS. SOARES. Well, first of all they let me know that anyone who
uses drugs, it is a sickness; you don't use it because it is because
you want to do. It is a disease. And they let me know that it
doesn't make me a bad person, that I can change myself and turn
myself around, and I can be the person that I know I am capable of
be.ing. They let me know that they are there for me, and I'm not by
myself, that I'm not the only one in the world who has a problem,
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and that I can change. So I really feel good about myself, a lotbetter than I felt last year at this time.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you for the answer. Just one other

not so much a question but a comment. In listening to what you
said, Senator Kennedy used the word "empowerment," and he said
this is not a partisan word for Democrats or Republicans. I really
believe that your story and the way you talked about yourself and
the way you have gotten back up on your two feet is a pretty im-
portant story for a whole lot of people around the country to hear,I think. I think what you have said here is very, very important,
and I want to thank you.

Could I ask one question, Ms. Brooksif that is okay with Dexter
there. One thing you hear quite often about a program such as the
program you are involved with, and a number of different social
service programs or what are called social programs, is that they
reinforce dependency. I'd like for you to speak to that question be-
cause I have an idea that you do not view your program that wayat all.

Ms. BaooKs. No, we don't. We believe that the best way to help achild is by helping his or her mother. We also believe in helping
women to gain skills which will make them more independent so
that by helping them look at their problems, get control over their
addiction, learn some parenting skills, get interested in education
or job training, it allows them to become more independent and go
out and accomplish the things that they all have hopes and dreams
about accomplishing.

Senator WEI-I-STONE. Than; u.
The CHAIRMAN. SenatOr Dtput.1.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let ,ne first of all just ask unanimous consent to introduce an

opening statement into the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be included in the record.
[The prepared opening statement of Senator Dodd followsd

PREPARED OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

I want to thank Chairman Kennedy for conducting this series ofhearings to lay out general goals for the Committee on Labor andHuman Resources for the 102nd Congress. I am particularly
pleased that an entire day has been devoted to issues affecting chit-
dren; I believe we must focus even greater attention on their needs.

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs
and Alcoholism, I look forward to a discussion today that willinform the work of my subcommittee in the months to come. Asthe next step in our work on these issues, the subcommittee will
conduct 2 days of hearingstomorrow and Thursdaytaking acloser look at the state of the American family and at promising
proposals for supporting families and children.

I remarked yesterday on the Senate floor that 1990 was the most
successful year for America's working families in over a quartercentury. The passage of comprehensive child care legislation, a
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major expansion of Head Start and other human service programs,
generous changes in Medicaid eligibility criteriathese are but a
few of the many accomplishments we made on behalf of American
families last year.

Despite these remarkable achievements, many American chil-
dren remain second-class citizens throughout our Nation. Their de-
teriorating circumstances cry out for a re-direction of Federal
policy. The alarming trends have become all too familiar: One-fifth
of our children live in poverty. One hundred thousand children go
to sleep homeless every night. Over two million children are re-
ported abused every year. We project a tripling of children in foster
care from 1985 to 1995. We see sharp decreases in the Federal pro-
grams that help children, such as AFDC, elementary and second-

ary education, and low-income housing assistance. This is a grim
picture indeed.

Trends so clear and so devastating touch all of us. But we cannot
let the magnitude of the challenging dissuade us. I believe that in
terms of public policy, we are at a turning point that offers much
promise. Broad consensus existsperhaps for the first time in
American historyfor the goal of making children and families
our Nation's first priority. To a large extent, we know what
worksearly intervention for children at risk, comprehensive and
accessible support services for families. Successful models have
sprung up in States and communities across the country, sufficient-
ly tested for replication. Some of these models were incorporated
last year in this Committee's Human Services and McKinney reau-
thorizations.

I believe that our approach to children's issues has been far too
fragrlented. Distorted by a piecemeal approach, we have helped
families with Head Start services, while cutting back on housing
assistance for the very same families. We have assisted a child in
one area like special education services while ignoring supportive
services des:erately needed by the family as a whole. Countless ex-
amples could be cited. At the local and the national level, we must
take a more comprehensive approachan approach that applies
the principle of making children a priority across policies and pro-
grams.

Yesterday I reintroduced the Family and Medical Leave Act, S.
5. This legislation reflects the philosophy of supporting children
and families wherever possible. To claim that we as a society care
about children rings hollow unless we are willing to provide job se-
curity when a worker must deal with a short-term family crisis.

Tomorrow and Thursday, at the subcommittee hearings, I will
discuss other proposals for putting children and families first.
Sketched broadly, they cover four areasfour themes which should
govern our efforts to tackle problems facing the American family:
(1) Family preservation, (2) income support for at-risk families, (3)
helping families balance work and family responsibilities, and (4)
greater and more innovative public investments for the future. The
well-being of our Nation's children lies in the hands of their fami-
lies. Government programs cannot substitute for strong families,
but can help families strengthen themselves. Our policies should do
a better job at giving families the tools they need to remain strong
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and to nurture their children, to this end, I look forward to hearing
from today's witnesses.

Senator DODD. I want to thank the chairman for this set of hear-
ings, particularly today's on the American family. I am struck by
two pointsand I'd ask you, Ms. Brooks, and any of the witnesses
with you, to comment on them. The first is the coordinated services
approach. Last year we began some work here on that. I wasstruck with what the average person puts up with today, anybody
who has a job and is leading a relatively normal life. There is tre-
mendous difficulty that families have just going from one place tothe next trying to properly service their needs, whether it is food
or physicians or clothing or whatever else has to be done.

And for the person who is depending upon a governmental infra-
structure to make ends meet, to then expect them to move aroundwith all the other related difficulties it seems to me is self-defeat-ing. You end up having an awful lot of people who miss outnot
because they are unaware that there is assistance out therebut
because it is just overwhelming.

I wonder if' you might comment on that a bit, and I'll ask any ofthe other witnesses to comment on it as well.
Ms. BROOKS. I absolutely Agree with you. I have had instances

where women have come in to me with a list of seven or eightthings that they were required to do in order to get entitlements orin order to get housing
Senator Done. Why don't you just use an example? I hink it is

so important. I don't know if many people are aware of that. Spe-
cifically, what are they required to do?

Ms. I3Rooxs. I had one woman come into my office who had twobabies with her, a 13-month-old and a newborn, and she was usingpublic transportation other than the taxi vouchers that we provide.In order to qualify for housing, she needed to get a number of docu-ments, one of which was her birth certificate, which was very diffi-cult to find because it had been misplaced, or there was a problemwith it.
They wanted her to go to Worcester from Boston to get her birth

certificate in order to qualify for housing. And along with that,
there were a number of other things on the list that she also hadto do, and it required several trips for her to do that.

Another problem is women who come in to see us who may haveWIC set up in another office or may have other health care set upin another office or another part of the city. and they just don't gobecause they can't afford to get there, or they can't bring theirchildren, or it is just too inconvenient.
So I believe that a lot of times the system is get up in a way forfailure; that it is self-defeating. It is not that the women that I seedo not want to do these things; they feel overwhelmed, they feeldefeated, and they feel it is just an impossible taskwhich is whywe try to provide as much as possible in one place so that theydon't feel defeated, so that they feel that they can come in and getthose services, meet their needs and move on.
Senator DODD. I am a strong advocate of that. In fact last year inthe committee we passed legislation to help coordinate those serv-ices a bit. We'll see how it works, but it is based on that very ideabecause it has been overwhelming.

2,0
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The second notion, just brieflyI wonder if you might comment,
and maybe you, Ms. Soares, can speak specifically about this from
your own personal experiencewe have seen the tripling in the
last couple of years of children in foster care in this country, and
the numbers mount on a daily or hourly basis. One of the things
that this committee has been trying to do is to see if we can't re-
verse that with the notion of family preservation being a major cor-
nerstone of this.

In the area of drug abuse and drug treatment, one of the first
things our courts do if they are aware of a problem, or at least they
attempt to do in some cases, is to separate the child from the
mother. This is usually the case.

Our experience has been, just listening to witnesses, that that is
about the worst thing you can do in terms of treatmentplacing
that child in foster care and then increasing the risk to that child
in terms of their own proper development in the years ahead.

I wonder if you might comment about that just from your own
experience. In your particular case, Ms. Soares, did you end up in
the justice system at all, or did you manage to avoid that because
they were not aware?

Ms. SOARES. No, I had nothing to do with that systemknock on
woodbecause I don't know what I would have done if I had.

Senator DODD. Do you know people who did?
MS. SOARES. Yes.
Senator Donn And what happened?
Ms. SOARES. It is not healthy. It gives them an attitude that the

system is fighting against them and is not here to help them. A lot
of people avoid coming to group and things of that nature because
they are scared of the system. I have friends on the outside who I
have been trying to encourage to join the group, but they are
scared of DSS involvement because they write them, and they
really scare them a lot. I know that is their job, because you hear
so much about child abuse and so on, but in some situations that
my friends have spoken to me about, they are really, really scared
to even get involved with a program such as Carol's becausP of the
DSS and the system, how they fight so hard against them. It is not
like they are diere for them.

Senator DODD. Do you know of people who have had---
Ms. SOARES. Children taken away?
Senator DODD. Yes.
Ms. Sows. Yes. And it has only led them to go heavier into

drugs and into the street, just not caring, nothing to fight for.
Senator DODD. Well, that confirms what we have heard from a

number of others as well.
What about you, Ms. Brooksdo you have any comment on that,

generally?
Ms. BROOKS. Yes. I think one of the major problems that I see

with the women that I work with is the lack of appropriate treat-
ment programs for them. Alcohol and drug treatment programs
were originally developed for men primarily and don't really meet
the needs of women, so that many women with whom I have
spoken would be very willing to go into an inpatient drug treat-
ment program if they could bring their children with them into
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treatment. But there are very few programs existing which allow
women to do that, so they stay out of treatment.

They are also afraid of losing their children. They are afraid ifthey give their children up to go into drug treatment, they will
never get them back. So they stay away from treatment; they are
afraid to come in.

Outpatient treatment is one modality, but it is not the only mo-dality or the most appropriate modality for all women. There needsto be a range of treatment programs which address the special
issues of women and their children and which supports preserving
families vers as separating them.

Senator DODD. To give you an idea of how bad it is, the City of
New Yorkand again I agree with you, there are various modali-ties that can workbut one of the statistically most successful is
inpatient programs where you can be with your infant. In the City
of New York there are 19 beds for women for that kind of program,and yet the success rate is well in excess of 95 percent. It is costly,obviously, but when you have success rates like that, it ought to
encourage others to try and expand those opportunities. That is
one of the things that we are going to try and do this coming Con-
gress with some of these ideas we are talking about.

Anyway, thank you all very much for being here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Information supplied by Ms. Brooks followsl

BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL, BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OP MEDICINE,
818 Hanison Avenue, Boston, MA, January 17, 1991.

The Honorable EDWARD KIEPINZDY,
SIS Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. DC

Dean SENATOR KENNI:DY: Thank you for providing the opportunity for AngelaSoares, her one-year-old son, Dexter and me to appear before your committee. It wasa great honor and thrill.
While you heard a lot from Angela and oome from me regarding the positiveimpact that our "one stop shopeig" Women and Infant's Clinic has had on themothere, you did not get a chance to hear about benefits for Dexter and the otherchildren. I would like to extend my remarks and tell you about the children. Youmight even consider this a repert card on the infanta After more than a year, of the14 children originally enrolled, all have received regular pediatric check ups, pre-ventive care and immunizations. There have been no serious injuries nor reports ofchild abuse. Only two children were hospitalized. At this juncture, one year afterthe Program's inception, only one child of the 14 appears to have a developmental

disability. She also is HIV positive. Only two have had to go into foster care. Ourimpression is that the children are doing remarkably well and at least as well oreven better than many other children at Bodkin City Hospital who have not beendrug exposed. The fact that all are immunized speaks for itself Our program showsthat we can deliver key services, (pediatric care, child development and drug treat-ment) to mothers and children in one place (the pediatric primary care clinic) andthat this can make a significant difference in their lives at a relatively small andhighly affordable incremental cost-
As these children enter their second year of life, we have every hope that theywill have the opportunity to continue growing emotionally and physically so theywill enter school ready te learn. For professionals in an inner city hospital, this re-fleets a remarkable optimism as the press continue to refer to these children ascrack babies and by inference, throw away people.

Sincerely.
CAROL. BROOKS, R.N.
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WOMEN'S AND INFANT'S PROGRAM: AN EXAMPLE OF ONE-STOP
SHOPPING

BY BASHI' ZuCKICRALAN. M.D. allo CA/201. Eis(X/sti, RN.

WOMAN AND INIrANT's CLINIC

We have developed a small, special pilot program for 14 women and their infants
at Boston City lioapital involving pediatric care, drug treatment, child development
services and family planning at one site in the Pediatric Primary Care Clinic. This

is a two for one program in that we provide care for both the mother and her
infant. The program was developed in response to our experience that women who
gave birth to newborns with cocaine in their system were referred to the above four
services which are located at different sites with different appointment systems and
personnel. Experience showed that women did not follow through on these recom-
mendations although they did tend to come to pediatric care for their infant for six
to eight months, Thus, these women were lost to the system until they showed up
later because of problems such as child abuse, failure to thrive, injuries, etc.

At the end of the first year of this program, 12 of the 14 women remain involved
and appear to be benefiting from this comprehensive but relatively nonrestrictive
program. While only one woman ia totally drug free, many of the women have peri-
ods of 30 to 90 days of abstinence. The treatment uses a cognitive behavioral ap-
proach emphasizing denial busting, identification and development of alternative re-
sponses of triggers leading to drug use as well as community resources such as AA

or NA.
In addition to clinic based services, we developed a relapae prevention group for

the mothers and a parent/child group. The parent/child group provides mothers
with strategies to support their child's development and their role as a competent
and caring mother. Part of the parent/child orientation includes outings to places
like the Children's Museum and zoo to provide mothers with alternative child ori-
ented activities.

Thirteen of the fourteen infants at one year of a40 appear to be developing nor-
mally. The one infant who is somewhat delayed in development also has HIV infec-

tion. The early success of our program could be attributed to the following key com-
ponents: (1) Mother/child oriented and nonstigmatizing environment. (2) Promotion
of the child's wellbeing including physical and emotional health, (3) Emphasis on
age appropriate developmental interventions, (4) Support for maternal competencies
at each developmental stage. (4) Case management by the drug therapist. These key
components can be found in many other programs, but to the best of our knowledge,
we are one of the few programs in the country that have combined them in one site
with a small number of personnel. It is this model of "one stop shopping" that is
user friendly and doesn't fragment familiee into bureaucratic or service pieces.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We had a former drug czar who was for the prosecution of sub-

stance abusing expectant mothers, who wanted to prosecute them
and put them in jail. So this will certainly be an area that we want
to review very carefully with Mr. Martinez, who has been nominat-
ed for that position. We hear a great deal about the war on drugs,
and one of the critical areas which has been vast underserved has
been the area of treatment, and I think you have reminded us of a
very important aspect of one that is successful.

We are delighted to have the Goins family here, Stacey and
Jamie. I understand, Jamie, that you are missing some school
today; is that correct?

Mr. GOINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And I understand that if you have five absences,

you are in trouble; is that correct?
Mr. GOMEL Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And this is your fifth one; is that right,
Mr. GOINS. Probably.

23
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The CHAIRMAN. But I understand that you brought your princi-
pal with you this morning. [Laughter.) Stacey, we are delighted to
have you here, and perhaps you could tell us a little bit about your
situation.

Mrs. Goizis. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

My name is Stacey Goins, and I am here with my husband Jamie
and my daughter Miranda. The assistant principal from my school,
Ms. Carolyn Cox, has come here wit.h us.

Our story began a little over a year and a half ago. We met at
the local movie theater and began dating shortly after. Like many
other teenage couples, we made a mistake. I found out that I was
pregnant after we were in a car accident, and I had a test at the
hospital.

We were married June 28, 1990. The next 4 months passed very
quickly. Our daughter Miranda was born October 8, 1990.

Once Miranda arrived, our lives became very frantic. Being a
mother was much harder than I ever imagined. VVe found ourselves
up at all hours of the night and getting up early either for school
or Miranda.

Jamie found it very hard to get up for school some days, when he
had gotten home from work at 1:30 in the morning, and the baby
was still not sleeping through the night. But he made it every day
except for 5 during the 6-week grading period.

He tries really hard, and he is a good father. He studies, and
even though he had all A's and 13's, he almost failed because of the
attendance policy at school. Luckily, one of our assistant principals
hejped him get his absences excused.

e next 6 weeks, Miranda had an ear infection, and Jamie had
to miss several days again. Once again we were worried about his
failing even though his grades were above average.

He wants to keep working all that he can, and he is grateful for
all the hours he gets, and we need the money but I worry about
how tired he is.

What really seems to hurt us more than anything is the way
Jamie's work and hours are set up. He usually works from 3 p.m.
to 12 midnight or later, 4 days a week at a grocery store. This gives
him enough hours, but it makes it difficult for him to get enough
sleep for school.

Another problem with his work is that he gets no benefits. He
only works 39 hours a week and is not considered a full-time em-
ployee. He gets no health insurance, no vacations or bonus checks.
He works at the minimum wage for less than $5,500 a year, but
still we were told that we make too much for Medicaid.

Right now Miranda is the only one of us who has a Medicaid
card to help with the medical bills. If either of us were to get sick
or have an accident, there is no way we could make it because if
one of us spent a week or two in the hospital it would be more
than Jamie earns in a whole year of working.

We all get a little tired--I stay up until he gets home because I
am afraid to go to sleep alone. Miranda usually wakes up when he
comes home. NVe don't get to be all together much.

Even though the odds are against us, we are still holding onto
our dreams. Jamie hopes to start college next fall. He wants to
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teach math in high school. Once he gets through school and starts
teaching, I want to go to college. I also want to teach, but on an
elementary level.

A lot of our friends give up and leave school because it is so hard
to get by. But Jamie tells me that even if it is killing him to do this
now, it would be worse if we couldn't get to college because we
can't live the rest of our lives like this.

The last thing I would like to say is about where we live. We
shared my parents' house with my two brothen and Jamie and me
until after Miranda was born, when we moved to a trailer that we
rent from Jamie's parents. If they had not provided us this place to
rent, we could not have a home. We are not eligible for any kind of
low-income housing because of our age.

If we are supposed to live as adults, we should be treated as
adults. We try hard, but people look down on us anyway. A lot of
our friends have no place to go, and they must live with their kids
and their parents. It gets hard when it is crowded, but there really
isn't another choice. [Pause.]

The CHAIRMAN. It is all right, Stacey. Maybe you could continue
with the statement, Jamie. You are doing very well. It is all right.

Mr. GOINS. Even though we have had many problems, a lot of
other people in our area do, too. We live in East Tennessee in what
is referred to as the Appalachian poverty area, and as a whole the
living conditions are very poor. Our county has an unemployment
rate of 14.6 percentone of the highest in the State.

Many of our friends who are older, and some who are our age,
are out of school and facing the same economic problems. Some
have to quit school to hold down jobs and take care of their kids.

We are lucky that our parents can help us with Miranda and the
trailer because if you are as young as we are and don't have some-
one helping you from the outside, you can't make it at all.

Stacey and I thank you for inviting us here to talk to you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
As I understand it, Stwey, you look after your wonderful daugh-

ter Miranda most of the time; is that right?
Mrs. GOINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And Jamie, you go to school from what time to

what time?
Mr. GOINS. I go to school from S in the morning until 11:30 a.m. on

a coop program that allows me to work.
The CHAIRMAN. And then you start work in the afternoon until

around midnight or later. And to start school at 8 a.m.I don't
know how far away the school ishow long does it take you to get
there?

Mr. GOINS. About 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. So you are up early in the morning. Then do you

try to study in the afternoon, before work?
Mr. GOINS. I get a lot of my work done at school, but between

11:30 a.m. and :3 p.m., if we've got time, I will do my homework.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are doing pretty well at school, as I un-

derstand.
Mr. GOINS. YeS.
The CHAIRMAN. What did you say you wanted to do when you

finish school?
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Mr. Go Ists. Go to college. I hope to teach algebra or some type of
math in high school.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you like math?
Mr. Gomm. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you do well in math?
Mr. COINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have a critical national shortage in that

areaI am certain that we can use you.
As I understand it., Miranda is covered by Medicaid until the

time she is 6 years old; is that right? Could you tell us a little bit
about that. Jamie, what kind of medical cr Trage Miranda has, and
why you'll lose it when she turns 6 years old?

Mr. GOINS. She gets it until she is 6, and I reckon it covers her
fully up until that time if she gets sick or anything and has to stay
in the hospital for a while. But I'm not really sure why they cut
her off at 6.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it's the State law. We all have different
State laws, and they vary a great deal. But as I understand it, cov-
erage effectively terminates in the State of Tennestwe at the age of
6 for people with your income. And you don't get any health bene-
fits nowno retirement benefits, no vacation benefits, no health
benefits at all through your job?

Mr. Gongs. No.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are working at the minimum wage, is

that right?
Mr. COINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We hear a lot about how the minimum wage is

abused, and I think we have a very important example here.
Stacey, when Jamie is able to get through, do you intend to

return to school and try to complete high school?
Mrs. Gomm. I have a homebound teacher right now, and I am

going back to school the second semester, and then I want to grad-
uate and go on to college, too.

The CHAIRMAN. And what do you want to do?
Mrs. GOINS. I want to be a teacher, too.
The CHAnaimst. We have critical needs in the teaching profession

at this time, particularly in the areas of msth and science.
What do you find, Stacey, is the most difficult thing to deal with?
Mrs. GOINS. Well, I have really not seen a lot yet, because all I

am having to do right now is take care of Miranda, and I don't go
back to school until the end of this month. So I don't really know
what is hard yet. Jamie is really the one.

The CHAIRMAN. You are most concerned about him.
Mrs. COINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So you intend to go back to school later on this

month. How did you do in school?
Mrs. COINS. I made A's and B's.
The CHAIRMAN. Good.
Senator Thurmond, do you have any questions?
Senator THURMOND. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions

for this panel. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wellstone.
Senator Wxusrosm. First of all I want to thank you, Stacey and

Jamie, for being here. My wife's family is all from Kentucky, and
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we have a lot of good friends in East Tennessee, and it is good to
see you here.

Jamie, for yourselfStacey has expressed some of her concern
more about you, although I think taking care of a child is a big job,
and I'm sure you work very, very hard at itfor you, Jamie, it
sounds like you have just a ferocious schedule. What is the most
difficult thing for you?

Mr. GOINS. It would probably have to be that it doesn't really
seem like anybody takes us seriously. It doesn't matter where we
go, we're just treated as a 15 and a 17 year-old's, and then we have
to turn around and live as adults and are expected to act as such.
But we are never treated as such. I mean, none of the offices we go
into ever seem like they want to talk directly to us or anything.
We've got to provide for ourselves and so on, and yet they don t
seem to want to listen. They don't seem to want to help at all.

Senator WELLSTON& It seems like the two of you are pretty close
to one another; it seems like you are kind of a team and support
one another. How about with some of the other young people who
are your age and are in similar circumstancesare some of the
other younger people doing as well as you, or not? What do you see
with some of your friends?

Mr. GOINS. They seem to have a lot rougher time. If you are as
young as we are, if you are not adult age, 18, then you either live
with your mom and dad, or you don't live anywhere, because there
is no housing available to you whatsoever. And if you haven't got
someone to help you with your bills every once in a while, it is just
about impossible to make it on minimum wage the way they're
doing it.

Senator WELLgrosm. I wanted to also emphasize that although it
wasn't quite as difficult, Sheila and I were married when we were
19 and had a child a year later, and I remember if it weren't for
some help from our parents, we would have never been able to
make it. It was really tight.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to end up with two quick observations,
which are obvious but I feel like I need to say this very loudly and
clearly. One isand you have already said it wellboth Jamie and
Stacey have talked about their interest in teaching, and again, as
someone who has been a teacher my whole adult lifeyou talked
about not wanting to give up on your dreamdo not give up on
your dream. And because of what you all have been through and
how strong you are, you people are going ta have an empathy and
a feeling for kids that is going to make you absolutely outstanding
teachers. And if this country cannot support young people like you,
we're going to be in a lot of trouble. For our own national interest,
we need to support you. So make sure you don't give up on that
dream.

My second point is the obvious one, which is we go back again to
the health care costs. It is just so unfortunate that so many citizens
are without adequate coverage, you all included.

Thank you very much for being here. It means a lot to me that
you came.

The CHAIRMA N. Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Just briefly, Ms. Cox, you are the assistant princi-

pal?
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Ms. Cox. Yes.
Senator Dona How many students are in the school?
Ms. Cox. Currently we have about 1,456; sometimes we run as

h. h as 1,600.
nator DODD. What sort of program do you have? This is not an

isolated case, I am sure.
Ms. Cox. No, it is not isolated.
Senator DODD. How frequently does it occur?
Ms. Cox. In the past school year, 1989-90, we served 24 girV, in

Stacey's circumstances. It varies.
Senator DODD. Are most of those raising their children on their

own?
Ms. Cox. The majority of them become dependent on their fami-

lies for financial support; they live with their families. And some of
those families were already in financial straits before taking on
this added responsibility of their child's child. Sometimes it makes
a very volatile situation. It makes it very hard for them to make
ends meet when they were having trouble to begin with.

Many of the young girls do not have husbands. With SO and 90
percent of the pregnant girls dropping out of school, it is crucial to
have some kind of program. In the State of TN, the general assem-
bly passed legislation in 1986 that set up homebound instruction
for pregnant teenagers. They are taught in their home for a period
of 6 weeks, and the State reimburses the certified instructor.

Senator DODD. That is 6 weeks after the birth of the child?
Ms. Cox. No; it is 6 weeks as determined by the doctor. The

doctor determines when the young lady goes on homebound.
Senator DODD. When does that usually occur?
Ms. Cox. The majority of them, just previous to the birth; and it

can be extended beyond birth if the doctor certifies that there is a
need. Now, the need has to be from complications of the pregnancy.
It cannot simply be the fact that the mother has no one to keep the
child when she returns to school. It has to be a medical need, and
it can be extended every 10 weeks.

Senator DODD. But there is no period after the birth of the child?
Ms. Cox. Yes, if it encompasses that 6 weeks, or they go back to

the doctor and they are recertified. But the idea is to keep them
up-to-date as much as possible so that they can re-enter school.

Now, the big gap comes when it is time to go back to school, and
there is no funding for day care or a babysitter. So many times, the
young mothers are forced to choose. They either go back to school,
or they care for their child.

Senator DODD. What do you do at your school?
Ms. Cox. In Stacey's case, it just so happens that her mother is

working a shift that she will L9. able to care for the baby when
Stacey returns on January 28. The majority of cases like that,
there is someone who is willing to help. In 1989-90, ETHRA, the
East Tennessee Human Resource Agency, had funds that would
pay for someone to babysit while the mother returned to school.
Those funds were not available this year. So at this point, we have
no stopgap measure. If there is not a relative or a friend who can
help take care of the child when the student returns, she often
chooses not to return.
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Senator DODD. So you are losing about 90 percent of your preg-
nant students.

Ms. Cox. In 1989-90, out of the 24 that were served, 7 of those
young ladies graduated, and four chose not to return. So with 80 to
90 percent of the teenage mothers choosing to drop out, those 7 out
of our 24 would be approximately 30 percent who were helped.

Senator DODD. But those were primarily helped because there
was some relative or friend.

Ms. Cox. That's true.
Senator DODD. There was nothing there other than the system

that would assist them.
Ms. Cox. That is pretty much due to the local education agency.

There are programsout of 88 respondents to a survey that was
done by the joint committee, there were 10 programs in the State
of Tennessee that provided either day care or services or money for
babysitting services. We are not one of them, however.

Senator DODD. First of all, I am very impresaed, Stacey; you did a
very good job and were a gc;id witness. I appreciate your being
here. It takes a lot of courage to come and talk about your own per-
sonal circumstances, and you ought to know that you are not alone.
Obviously, there are literally thousands and thousands of Jaeople
like yourselves all across this country. You are lucky, and Miranda
is very, very lucky in the sense that Jamie is there, and there is a
father, and you've got a family intact here. It is going to be a tough
fight, but I've got a sense just listening to you this morning that
you will do fine.

We really appreciate your coming here this morning and, in a
very public way, talking about something that is very private. But
you ought to know that it helps a great deal. So thank you very
much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thurmond.
Senator THURMOND, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank all of you for coming this morning, and I'd like

to ask the teacher this question. Does the school have any program
to advise and meet with the high school students, to give them
advice, especially to girls, and assist them in trying to prevent
pregnancies?

Ms. Cox. Not within the school curriculum framework, we do
not.

Senator THURMOND. Do you think it would be a good idea if the
lady teachers could meet with the girls and talk with them, and
the male teachers meet with the boys and talk with them? Would
that be helpful'?

Ms. Cox. I would say that it is safe to say that every teacher in
my high school talks to students individually, not necessarily as
part of' a formalized course workwe do not liave a sex education
coursebut I would say that it is safe to say that most teachers are
concerned enough about young people that they try to encourage
respow ible actions among those young people.

Senator THURMOND. I m sure they do. I was a teacher once
myself, and I know of the interest that teachers have in their stu-
dents. But I am just wonderingthings have changed so, with tele-
vision today playing up sex, playing up violence. These children
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today are subjected to new influences that they didn't have when I
came along and you came along. I just wondered if there shouldn't
be more consultation with the students on the part of the teachers
now. When both parents are working, the children don't get the at-
tention they should. And it may not be the responsibility of the
schools; however, I think the schools could render a great service
as a matter of humanity if they would take a special interest in the
students from that standpoin r, and advise and assist them in every
way they could.

Ms. Cox. I certainly don't disagree with that, and there is coming
from the Tennessee legislature action in the State Department of
Education that says that sex education will be mandated. And then
you have all the concerns of a very conservative rural community
as to who teaches it, how much do they teach. That is a big concern
in a conservative community, just like Planned Parenthood. We
didn't have Planned Parenthood for a very long time because the
community resisted it.

Senator THURMOND. Nobody has a greater influence on children
than their teachers; I am convinced of that, and I think words from
a teacher in the right way and in the right spirit could do a great
deal in this crisis we are undergoing today with our young people.

Ms. Cox. I agree.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I would just point out that it was even the sug-

gestion that there might be some teachers who would be involved
in sex education that blocked our education bill in the last session.
As all of us know, having been through the family planning debate
and discussion, the idea that you would have school-based teaching
of this was sufficiently abhorrent to induce a filibuster in the U.S.
Senate in spite of the fact that no title X money dealing with
family planning is used for the school-based system, but just the
concept of it, even though we wrote it in.

So as Ms. Cox appropriately pointed out, this is not an easy
public policy matter. But I would agree with what Senator Thur-
mond has suggested, and perhaps we'll be more persuasive in this
Congress on some of those issues.

i too want to join in thanking all of you. You have demonstrated
enormous personal resilience, which is basically the essence hope-
fully of a successful and happy life. And although it is difficult
now, I join with those who have every sense of hope for your
future.

I want to thank you all very, very much. And the best way we
can thank you is to try to use your comments and your testimony
in trying to bring about some of the alterations and changes that
you suggest, and I think you've got a sense that we will commit
ourselves to do that.

Thank you very much.
We are pleased to welcome back to the Senate a friend and a

long-time champion for children, Governor Lawton Chiles. The
State of Florida is lucky to have a leader with the courage and
commitment of Governor Chiles.

Governor Chiles, we are delighted to have you back. We particu-
larly appreciate the fact that although you have only been Gover-
nor for 1 week, and we know all the complexities and pressures
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you are under, you chose to take the time to come up here to testi-
fy. It is just another contiriuing indication of your long-standing
commitment to children.

As the chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, we know of
your commitment to try and ensure that adequate resources for
the most vulnerable in oar society. You have chaired the National
Commission for the Prevention of Infant Mortalitywhich contin-
ues to do fine work. And you have been an advocate in the private
sector during the interim period before assuming the responsibil-
ities of being Governor. So in public life and out of public life, this
has been a longstanding personal commitment.

We are delighted to have you back as one of the outstanding na-
tional spokesmen for children and children's needs, and we look
forward to your comments and testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. LAWTON CHILES, GOVERNOR, FROM THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

Governor CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Thurmond,
and Senator Wellstone. I am very pleased to be testifying before
the committee.

I do come before the committee with a number of different per-
spectives, having served in the Senate for 18 years and, during that
time, being persuaded that we had to find ways in the budget to
ut children's programs and priorities at the head of the line. I

become increasingly frustrated by how those dollars seemed to end
up building bigger and bigger bureaucracies, with fewer dollars
going to children through many of those programs.

I come here now as the new Governor of Florida, who is about to
submit a budget to the State legislature that adequately funds
those same priorities that I had as a Senator.

I was inaugurated a week ago, and 2 days after that I had to cut
$270 million in spending to get the budget in balance; $74 million
of that came out of social service programs.

I also come here as the chairman of the National Commission to
Prevent Infant Mortality, and I am sad to say that Florida, with an
infant mortality rate of about 10.7 per 1,000 live births, is above
the national averageover double that of Japan. You will hear
more about this subject, I am sure, from Mayor Sharon Pratt
Dixon, because the District of Columbia's infant mortality rate is
worse than that of many poor countries.

The United States likes to think of itself as a superpower, but if
we go to our children's hospitals and our pediatric wards, we cer-
tainly get a different picture.

Most importantly, I come before the committee as the father of
four children and the grandfather of eight, who sees the breakdown
in our communities and the gaping rips and holes in our social
fabric. I also see our society's failure to invest sufficiently in pro-
grams that promote healthy futures for the next generation of
Americansprograms sur.h as prenatal care, developmental screen-
ing, nutrition, child care, family support, decent housing for the
poor, special education and so forth.

Before baseball entered the era of free agents and million-dollar
trades, there was a maxim that if you wanted to see what the
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future of a ball club was going to look like, look at their farm
system.

I want to tell you something about the likely future of Florida,
by telling you something about Florida's children. One out of 3 of
Florida's children live in, or close to, the povert3r line. One out of 3
of the 10 year-old girls in our State are going to be pregnant before
they turn 19. That same percentage, 1 in 3, will never graduate
from high school. One in 5 of our children are uninsured for hospi-
tal care, and it ia doubly as bad when you talk about insurance for
physician services.

Those statistics don't paint a pretty picture, but we feel we have
a responsibility to the people of Florida to try to change that and
to even the playing field so that all of our children get a fair share
and an equal opportunity.

When I was elected Governor, during the time of transition I sat
down and looked at the budgets for programs affecting children. I
looked at all of the Federal programs that are in place, programs
that I was proud to help launch, like Medicaid, WIC, Head Start,
and the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment
Program. I looked at the State budget, at the half billion dollars
that we are spending in the children, youth and families budget,
and the $86 million that we are spending in children's medical
services. I looked at those few dollars, and they confirmed what I
already knew: Children are not getting enough dollars in those
vital programs.

In our campaign across the State, wc.! heard over and over how
many waiting lists there are for pregnant mothers when they
sought health care. I was told the only children's program in Flori-
da operating without a waiting list is the morgue. That is a tragic
but true statement.

I realized that we couldn' do everything at once because the new
dollars are not there in the budget, but we have decided to do at
least one thing right and to do the other things as well as we can.
That one thing is very clearto make sure that every child born in
the State of Florida gets prenatal care. So in our first budget we
are going to reflect this baby step in turning around a generational
chain of child neglect.

Our infant mortality report card is nothing that Florida can be
proud of, but we are going to design a new course that will change
that.

For any State program to work, whether it is a program for pre-
natal care or one of juvenile services, there have to be partnerships
struck between the governments and the communities. One exam-
ple is a new program in Quincy, FL, in a small county west of Tal-
lahassee, which is about 65 percent black. It raised tobacco in an
earlier time. All that industry is gone, but it was a plantation econ-
omy. I spoke about Florida's infant mortality rate. Quincy's is
double the national average, but that situation is turning around
thanks to a program called Gadsden Citizens for Healthy Babies,
which teamed up with the Collins Center, that I had a chance to
direct. A remarkable woman named Sylvia Byrd directs a parent-
ing and life skills program for at-risk pregnant mothers. To serve
as role models, she has a network of "resource mothers." These are
women in the community who have successfully raised their chil-
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dren. They are the peer group of the community, arld they come
from the little towns of Sawdust and Greensboro. The role models
can relate to the young pregnant women who are out there. They
know them; they are their aunts, they are the people who know
something about them, and they caii tell them not to smoke and
not to drink, and they'd better not catch them doing that. The at-
risk mothers also can relate to the role models because they know
they care about them.

The problem facing State programs is not just a question of dol-
lars. We need better coordination between the State and Federal
Governments in the delivery of services to our children. We need
better coordination between the State houses and the local commu-
nity-based programs.

Community-based programs are the hope, the glimmer of light,
that make me firmly believe that we can turn the situation around
for our children. The Healthy Babies program is just one example
of the kind of creative and relatively inexpensive kinds of pro-
grams that can touch and transform children's livesSenator
Durenberger, you know what I am talking about.

Government should not worry about jurisdictional or agency
boundaries so much and instead should look at the child and his or
her best interests. The child on Medicaid is also the child on WIC,
and the child enrolled in Head Start will be getting Chapter I as-
sistance. The Federal programs, just like our State programs, must
not micromanage programs, tie the hands of the States and take
away the freedom to target programs to the most needy.

Federal funding should be targeted to outcomes, not to process.
States should be rewarded for what they actually do, and not be
tied up in knots with regulations and paperwork on how they
should do it.

A good example of what I am talking about is the MCH Block
Grant, the Title V program. The original intent of the block grants
was to provide more flexibility to the States and to diminish the
need for oversight. Instead the grant has accumulated some rules
and requirementsand don't get me wrongthose rules seem to be
very well-intentioned. One says 30 percent of the funds have to be
spent on children with special health care needs.

What about the States where that 30 percent is an irrelevant
target? Why not let the States determine which population group
needs what, and why not let the Fedetal Government judge those
States by the outcomes, not by technical observances of the law?

Another example is the Medicaid EPSDT program. Because of
the way the rules are written, a child can end up having to see 16
different providers instead of receiving coordinated care.

The Infant Mortality Commission is soon going to be releasing a
report on "One-Stop Shopping" to highlight what works in the co-
ordination of care and services in our communities. The more we
simplify the application process and find case managers who follow
a childone case manager who is managing that childco-locate
and coordinate services, and extend the operation of clinics into the
evening to accommodate working families, the more responsive our
social and human services delivery system will be.

Mr. Chairman, in Quincy, FL, when we were trying to start that
children's program. There was a Federal health clinic adjacent to
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the community health officer in the same buildingonly a wall
separated themand they corresponded with each other by mail.
They would not speak to each other; they would not pick up thetelephone and talk to each other. They mailed letters to each
other. That is the process that we see in many places.

One week into office, I have heard another example dealing withthe OBRAwe have a new acronym, the Official Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1989and the Federal regulations on community
health centers where the matrix of State and Federal regulations
and administrative requirements make no sense at all.

I am hoping that this committee will be sensitive to those prob-
lems and that we can work together to accomplish the same goal
we have before us, to give all children a chance and a future.

The blame doesn't fall just upon government. Providers of serv-
ices to children have to work better together. That can be accom-plished in many ways. The Infant Mortality Commission has just
begun a collaborative effort with 40 national health and education
organizations which have 11 million people serving our children's
health and educational needs.

I am excited about this project because it is going to change the
concept of what a school is. Traditionally, a school has been a
building open between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m., for 9 months of the year.We are trying to find ways to make that school the heart of the
community, where our children can go to school to be educated, to
get nutrition and health care assistance, to get counseling for the
wounds they have from home, to get developmental training andassistancein short, our schools have to look at the total needs of
the child and not just the educational needs.

What good is it for a child to sit in class when the child is sick
and can't get health care, the child is hungry and can't get food ornutrition assistance, or the child is terrified or scared because of a
traumatic home setting? Our schools in Florida are about to under-go a revolution.

I want to close by saying that all the dollars and programs andFederal and State assistance in the world are not going to meet the
most critical need that a child hasthe need to be cared for and
loved. No institution or government can provide this critical ele-
ment in a child's development.

Experts say that the key to the healthy development of infants
and children is found in the time and attention of caring adults,
and that so many of the most important patterns of emotional de-
velopment are laid down during the first 12 to 24 months of life.

We hope in Florida to set out on a path to create a new and
caring community. In such a community, where we realize that if
one child suffers, we all suffer, there we will find the secret to un-locking the gates that have imprisoned our children in childhoods
of neglect and loneliness. We are our brothers' and our sisters'
keepers. I don't have the formula for what makes a community
caring and loving, but I have had a chance to see so many exam-ples in Florida, and I am going to try to make that spirit spread
throughout the State. Together with a renewed commitment on therart of people, and with sufficient human and financial resourcesto address the needs of our children, I think Florida can discover a
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new greatnessthe wwer of a community that cares about each
and every one of its children.

I am delighted to have the opportunity to come before you, a
committee that has worked so long and hard on all of these pro-
grams, and give 'You my testimony.

The CHAiltstAw. Thank you very much, Senator Chiles, for an ex-
cellent commentary on some very special needs of infants and chil-

dren in this country.
We'll follow an 8-minute rule.
You bring a very special dimension to these problems, not only

your own personal commitment which has been ongoing and con-
tinuing, but from having served in the Senate and now as a Gover-

nor. You have a perspective about the pressures that come from
the expenditures of resources, taxpayers' funds, on these programs
from several vantage points.

A common criticism is that we can't solve problems by throwing
money at them. Therefore there is pressure on the Congress to
make sure we have focus and attention in targeting resources,
which bonds to a variety of different programs, to meet different
needs and results in the kind of bureaucracy that you talked about
and the separation of functions. And really, what you are talking
about is a comprehensive and holistic approach to dealing with
infant mortality and children's needs.

You mentioned outcomes. How do you really define and deter-
mine outcomes? You mentioned OBRA and the change in regula-
tions. Previously, community health centers could only recover 50

percent of their costs. We raised that up because of the financial
pressures on community health centers. There are fewer and fewer
people who are insured, for reasonf we won't bother getting into
now. And therefore community health centers are serving more
and more people without insurance, not getting adequate compen-
sation, and facing a serious financial crisis.

So we upped their Medicaid reimbursement rate, which means
both the Federal Government and the States have to come up with
that additional funding, which puts pressure on your State, but in-

creases access to services to those in need. And we get your com-

ment now about trying to target limited resources in areas where
you find are the greatest needs.

How do we really reconcile that? How do we deal with that as
sort of a general policy kind of question? You mentioned out-
comes--

Governor emus. There is no easy way and no simple way, and I
wish I could come up here and just lay out a simple little formula.
But I think if the Federal Government would say to the States,
"We will sit down with you, and we will design a program together
in which you will agree to certain accountability and certain out-
comes that you will reach, and we will free you and give you more
authority, but we will have a way, which you have agreed to, that
you will meet certain standards on outcomes." And that could be
an infant mortality outcome; it could be in certain health care. We
have to find that way and design that. That in effect is the carrot
and the stick. I think there has to be a penalty if you fail to meet
the outcome. We'rc talking about trying to do that in education.
We're talking about trying to send more of the dollars back to the
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local schools, where parents and principals and teachers will have
more authority in what they do. We're going to say we expect you
to produce a student who can read and write, who can have certain
abilities, and you have to agree with us as to what that should be;
and if you do it right, we're giving you much more authority and
more dollarsbut if you don't, literally, it is like the bank examin-
ersthey come in, and we can take over the bank. Now, we
haven't done that yet, but we're holding out that proposition to
teachers to do that.

What I think we're saying is don't grade juat by input numbers.
We've got to start looking at results, and we've got to design things
so that you get a reward for good results, and you get penalized for
not having good results.

The CHAIRMAN. I . Three years ago we passed what we
called JEDI, through= our committee and the Senate, which
dealt with the job training programs. For example, these young
witnesses, the Coins, who were here this morninga teenage preg-
nancy. History has shown us that there is a 90 percent chance that
she will be on welfare for the next 10 years, at a cost to the Feder-
al Government of about $44,000 and similar to the State.

So if the State puts up the money, it costs about $2,500-$2,800 for
training, depending upon the nature of the employment situation,
and gets the person employed, we can help people get off medicaid
and AFDC and save the government 7 years of welfare payments.
So couldn't the Federal Government create an incentive bonus pro-
gram which would reimburse the State maybe 70 percent the first
year, 50 percent if the young person stays off welfarewhich the
State might use as a revolving pool, and train other people.

I think conceptually there is broad agreement. The problem has
been in practice. For example, if you take Title II of the Higher
Education Act, which is basically a block grant to the States, there
is a general sense that it really hasn't shaped up. I'd be very inter-
ested in what has happened in the State of Florida.

Govt.! nor CHILES. I would not say that we should give block
grants without some agreement of what you expect from their pro-
grams.

The CHAIRMAN. As a politician, can't you see those who would be
opponents, saying here is the Federal Government dictating out-
comes to Florida, here is the Federal Government dictating to
Texas, here is the Federal Government dictating to Massachusetts?
You don't think that without objective criteriathat are applicable
across the country the Secretary of HHS or the Congress, and the
States would continue knocking heads? What if the criteria are
wrong?

Maybe we should do it. I'm just trying to hear you out on it. We
know the other isn't working.

Governor CHILES. That's exactly it. Why don't we tryand
maybe you ought to pick a couple of States, as we are going to pick
some counties in Florida. We have some counties that say to us,
"We are duplicating almost everything you are doing. We've got a
county health officer, we've got this, we've got that. Allow us to sit
down with you and design what we expect the outcomes to be, and
then give us the money, and let's don't duplicate these things."
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We're going to try that in a couple of counties right away. We're
Foing to tu it in a couple of our large counties, we're going to try
it in a medium-sized county, and we're going to try and find a clus-
ter of small counties that will agree that they will get together.
And we will no longer have two areas in aging, two areas in this,
two areas in that, with cross-purposes.

But I would not want to do that with the counties without some
agreement that is measurable of what the outcomes could be. And I
do not think the Federal Government should pass money back to
the States without some agreement as to what you expect the out-
comes to be. If you don't put that on, thenall of us like to be able
to have revenue that someone else has to raise that we don't have
to be accountable forthere has to be some accountability.

But goodness knows, as you said, Mr. Chairman, what we are
doing now is not working. And we are spending much of our re-
sources on paperwork, on regulations, and nothing is coming out
the bottom end.

The CHAIRMAN. I agree.
Governor CHILES And especially these 16 people who are han-

dling one case. We've got to get that down so if you allow States to
get case management where at least one person is following a
family and can really look at their total needs.

This whole concept that we've talked about of putting a child to-
gether so that we look at the hoalth and educational needs of that
child is one picture, not two separate things.

The CHAIRMAN. My time is up.
Senator Durenberger, I understand Senator Dodd has another

appointment---
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I got here last. I'm willing

to wait until the end.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we still follow that antiquated system of

seniority on the committee.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
First of all, Lawton, welcome. It is a pleasure to see you, and con-

gratulations. I appreciate your nice note, and I still hold you re-
sponsible for the fact that I still sit on the Budget Committee.
[Laughter.]

Just one quick point, Lawton. Last year we passed out of this
committee the Young Americans Act, which included authorization
for coordinated services, the "one-stop shopping." Our problem is
we have not yet been able to get an appropriation level to support
that, and that is an effort for this coming year. But conceptually,
particularly in the drug-related area, but not exclusively so, we
have been able to support that.

And in fact the witnesses before you very, very poignantly talked
about how difficult it is for them, the burden, the sort of self-de-
feating proposition of running all over the place trying to service
your family. So we hope that that legislationand again, I don't
need to tell you what it is like to try to get appropriations in these
difficult timesbut we think there is a strong case.

In fact, frankly, something from the Governors Association talk-
ing about the value of that to the Appropriations Committee, I
think would be of tremendous help to us in trying, with limited re-
sources, to get some assistance for it. But it is there and around.
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Governor CHILES. We will certainly look at that.
Senator DODD. We also chatted briefly with these parents about

the drug treatment programs, and I mentioned how valuable I
thought it was for parents to be able to keep their children, infant
children particularly, during drug treatment, for inpatient pro-
grams.

Too often we have seen in the past where our drug czars and so
forth have talked about basically indicting or prosecuting people
like this rather than appreciating the fact that you are scaring off
a significant percentage of the population that you are trying to
draw into treatment programs.

Our new drug czar is someone whom you have a rather intimate
knowledge of, and I wonder if you might share with the committee
what you think we might expect from our new drug czar when it
comes to treatment programs and so on, what his attitude is apt to
be.

Governor Cmus. Well, I certainly expect that we're going to
have someone who finally realizes that most of the drugs come into
the country through Florida and that therefore most of the money
and resources ot.wht to be spent in Florida. [Laughter.]

Senator DODD. 'How quickly you forget. [Laughter.]
Governor Ciiiis, I think that Florida has certainly been under

the gun as being an entry point, but also a place where crack co-
caine sort of entered the country or really, I am afraid, blossomed.
It is the drug that hit our rural areas; it hit areas where they had
never heard of drugs before, and it has been devastating. And the
treatment of crack cocaine addiction is one of the most difficult.

I would hope that Governor Martinez would be supportive of
treatment and looking at new ways of trying to do something. We
have some great programs in Florida, and I talked about them a lot
during my campaign where I discovered alternative methods of
treatment.

In Dade County, for example, they have set up a special drug
court that is an alternative to the prison system. They bring people
in, they treat them in an outpatient setting, they give them coun-
seling, not only drug and peer counseling but job counseling, very
intensive, and they test them regularly. They come before the
court every two to 3 weeks, and they get positive or negative feed-
back from the judge who is looking at their record and knows ex-
actly what they are about. They hold the charge over them, and
they only null pross it at the end of it.

This is a program that keeps some young people 9 months to I
year, carrying it out for about $500 per subjectyou can imagine
what it costs to incarcerate that person or just to even put him
through the processand it has a 90-some percent success rate
now. So it is remarkable.

I happened to attend one of their graduations and see some of
these people. They were not all black, they were not all Hispanic;
they were a cross-section of our culture, and their common charac-
ter was crack addiction. They were not all very young, and the
thing that was remarkable to me was the way the public defenders
and the prosecutors had gotten together with the police and with
the counselors and were using sort of a holistic approach and a lotof self-worth treatment in thereyou can do this, you can break
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this. I watched those people hug their counselors and their police
officers as they were graduating.

So this can be done, and it can be done in an outpatient setting. I
hope we can educate the drug czar and everybody about this. You
are on the right track.

Senator DODD. But you would anticipate, then, that we would be
looking at someone whose emphasis in this particular area would
be more on treatment than the prosecutorial or judicial system ap-
proach.

Governor Cmt-Es Yes, I think we've got to do that. Now, some-
times, as you know, you've got to have the hammer hanging over
them, and I think that is what gets people to treatment. If you are
addicted, you are not operating rationally, you are not operating
normally, and I think that the hammer has to be there. Sometimes
it is a senWnce to treatment, but it is still different from incarcer-
ation. It is a different thing.

Senator DODD. Of course, you were tremendously helpful over the
years on the children's agenda around here when you were a
member of the body, and of course, chairman of the Budget Com-
mittee, and wrestled with those questions of how we fund some of
these programs.

You have suggested already this morning I think a very creative
idea. Senator Kennedy is absolutely correct. Just in child care, I
can tell you the problem we had with the standards, where the
States and the Federal Government and the administration par-
ticularly were very upset about the fact that we might be setting
some minimum standards for what we would expect the States to
be able to meet, minimum standards in health and safety. We had
a very negative reaction to that because somehow that was the
Federal Government dictating to the States what they were sup-
posed to do.

So I am sort of' intrigued with the idea of setting those standards
and aski.,g the States and local governments to meet them.

But one of the ideas to try and deal with this problem that we
now for the first time seem to have developed as close to a critical
mass of consensus as I have seen in my 16 years in Congress on the
children's agenda, it seems to be--

Governor CHILES. Let me just say on the issue of stande.rdsand
that is kind of a "done deal" nowbut I think in a lot of areas if
you will set somebody up that you trust who is going to be setting
these, then you say to a State, "You must have your plan ap-
proved." But you in Congress try to write out everything, and I
think it is much better if you leave some discretion to someone else
to negotiate with the States because depending on which State it is,
they may be going from something that is so far down from what
you consider a minimum standard, that to raise them up a lot is
worth getting them to do something. So if someone could approve
thatand they have to have their plan approved before they get
the Federal money--I still would feel that might be good unless
your standards are awfully minimum.

Senator DODD. They are pretty minimum in that situation. But
let me ask you about this idea of what they are calling a national
children's trust fund I think you toyed with this idea when you
were budget chairman, where you'd take one-tenth of one percent
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of a payroll tax, for instance, that is about $30 or $40 billion a
year, which would be dedicated, say, to a children's fund, whether
it is Head Start or these treatment programs and so forth for chil-
dren.

Tell me what concepts you may have along those lines, what you
think of that idea. The obvious argument against is that, well, you
do it here, but what about the elderly, what about veterans and so
forth.

Governor emus. Well, children we know are the one area right
now that literally are not recognized. We said 35 or so years ago
that elderly citizens in this country were entitled to health care.
Now we argue about what that should be, whether it should be eye-
glasses and prescriptions or how far we go with it, and that was
the idea of the catastrophic bill that we have gone up and down on.

But we have not said that women and children in this country
are entitledentitledto health care. It is not an entitlement. So
if you did something that said we are going to take some funds,
and we literally are going to make an entitlement, then again, I
would say don't dedicate it to a single source-1 would again allow
it to be what a State could come up with in an approved plan, for
what would have to be approved, a three- or five-year plan, and
ways in which to grade them on that would give them a lot of flexi-
bility of how to deal with it.

Senator DODD. DOeS the concept of a trust fund appeal to you?
Governor CHILES. Very much sobecause again, I think there

has got to be some way of recognizing the rights of children, which
we have not done yet.

Senat Or DODD. My time has expired. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. I yield to my colleague Senator Thur-

mond.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Governor Chiles, Senator Chiles, we are glad to have you back

here.
Governor CHILkS. You played all those roles together yourself,

Governor/Senator, and I am just kind of doing it in reverseand
not with the longevity in either body.

Senator THURMOND. It is a changed situation since I was a gover-
nor, though. I was governor back in 1947 to 1951. I don't think we
had all the problems we have today.

Governor CHILES. It is a little different.
Senator THURMOND. So you have a lot to face, and I am sure you

will meet the challenge.
Governor, what do you consider to be the proper role of the Fed-

eral Government with respect to at-risk youth?
Governor Claus. Well, I think the proper role has to be that of

recognizing that the earliest intervention and prevention that we
can do with at-risk youth to try to keep that at-risk youth from be-
coming the one that we have to incarcerate later, that we have to
institutionalize later, or that becomes a permanent ward of our
welfare syst .m, so I think that role is to recognize that that ought
to be a prime place where we put some resources and that we try
to find the best ways to do that and that we enter into cooperative
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relationships with the States and local governments as to how to
do that.

Senator THURMOND. To what extent do you consider this coun-
try's past social policies have either promoted or hindered the de-
velopment of a strong family unit?

Governor CHILES. I think perhaps every institution of our coun-
try has some responsibility. But part of it is that in this informa-
tion age in which we live, everything has changedthe working
family relationship that we now see, the number of single-parent
families that we now see. Part of this has been an evolution that I
don't know that you can blame government for.

I think that what we have to understand is that government
could have a role and can have a role in trying to substitute for the
loss of the nuclear family, that family that used to be out there.
When I %Val? raisedand I am sure it was even more so when you
were being raised as a childI had a lot of "mamas" and "daddys"
out there, my neighbors and my aunts and uncles. If I skipped
school, somebody was watching me; I didn't really do that in a
vacuum. A lot of those people felt that they could snatch me up
and punish me or tell my parents what I was doing; they could cor-
rect me as fast as my parents could.

All that is gone. We don't have the family around. Both of the
parents are working. There are not aunts and uncles; there aren't
grandparents who are around. Our young people have lost that
kind of ability to parent. They don't know what a parent is sup-
posed to be doing now. And somehow that training just sort of took
place without us realizing it was happening before. Now we've got
to substitute for that.

So I think it is more of a reeognition of society than a fact of
saying it is the blame of the government; i think we've just got to
look at the world in which we find ourselves now. It is totally dif-
ferent.

Senator THURMOND. Governor, there are some social scientists,
commentators and editorial writers who subscribe to the view that
the biggest problem facing American children is not the lack of
adequate, subsidized day care, nutrition programs, or after-school
care, but rather a lack of time with and attention from their par-
ents.

To what extent do you find this statement to be an accurate re-
flection of our society?

Governor CHILES. I think it is very accurate. But I think again,
giving the world in which we find ourselvesor, 'et's take that
single parent, that mother, who has three or four children. Her
husband, or the father of those children, is not in the household,
not providing any help. She has to work. There is a limit to how
much time she can actually spend with those children. The same
thing is true in some dual-parent families where they are both
having to work.

So how do we substitute for that? Certainly for her to under-
stand that she must try to spend some quality time with her child
or children is tremendously important. But again I think we have
to find ways in which we can substitute, and we have to under-
stand that all of us have some responsibility in doing that.
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I have decided I am going to be a mentor now; I'm going to find
some at-risk youth that I am going to spend some time with. I said,
that in my inauguration speech, and it went over pretty well. Now
I've got to figure out how the heck to do it. That is goiN to be
more difficult. But I think it is a responsibility, Senator, that all of
us are going to have to recognize. We are going to have to take
part of this responsibility if we are going to truly be a community.

Senator THURMOND. Governor, in Florida have you found very
much abuse of women and abuse of children?

Governor Cmus. It is tremendous. I think we'll continue to get
that, but again, we tend to look for a simple solution that if we put
a strong enough criminal penalty with relevant counselling, we'll
get rid of it.

I am finding that where you find someone who is a child abuser
or a woman abuser, you will generally find someone who was
abused as a child. It is passed down. So it is again recognizing and
beginning to have crisis centers, centers where people can learn to
deal with their emotions, where couples can understand that when
they are in financial or emotional stress, they tend to turn around
and take it out on their children.

There are an awful lot of things that we need to do to try to deal
with this. Again, Senator, if you look at the resources, very little
resources are put in crisis centers. I have noticed that most of my
universities are cutting back moneys on their rape crisis centers at
a time when certainly the young women need that very much. It
tends to get left out.

Senator THURMOND. My time is up. Thank you very much. We're
glad to have you with us.

Governor Cnius. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Governor Chiles (with attachments)

follows:]

,1 2
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TESTIMONY OF GOVERNOR LAWTON CHILES
Before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

January 15, 1991

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee:

As you pointed out in your kind introduction, I come before this
Committee with a number of different perspectives.

--Here before the Committee as a former U.S. Senator who fought for
la years to find ways in the budget to put childrens' programs and
priorities at the head of the line, only to become increasingly
frustrated by how those dollars ended up building bigger
bureaucracies, with scant pennies getting to the children through
some of those programs;

--Here as the new Governor of Florida who is about to submit a
budget to the state Legislature that adequately funds those same
priorities I had as a Senator; I was inaugurated a week ago today,
and in my first week I had to cut $270M in spending to get the
budget in balance, with $74M of that coming out of social service
programs...;

--Here as Chairman of the National Commission to Prevent Infant
Mortality, and I am sad to say that in Florida the infant mortality
rate of 10.7 per 1,000 live births is above the national average,
and over double that of Japan. You will probably here about this
subject from Mayor Sharon Pratt-Dixon because the District of
Columbia's infant mortality rate is worse than that of many poor
countries. The United States likes to think of itself as a

superpower, but just go to the Children's Hospitals and the
pediatric wards, and you'll get a different picture;

--And most important, I come before the Committee as a father of
four children and a grandfather of eight, who sees the breakdown in
communiies and the gaping rips and holes in the social fabric, and
our society's failure to invest sufficiently in programs that
promote healthy futures for the next generation of Americans;
programs such as prenatal care, developmental screening, nutrition,
child care, family support and decent housing for the poor, special
edie.ation, and so forth.

FLoRankos CHILDRZN

Before baseball entered the era of free agents and million dollar
trades, there used to be a maxim: if you wanted to know what a
ball club was going to look like in the future - take a look at its
farm system.
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Let me tell you a little about the likely future of Florida by
telling you about Florida's children:
- -One of three of Florida's children lives in or close to the
poverty line;

- -One of three of our 10 year-old girls in our state will be
pregnant before she turns 19; that same percentage, one in three,
will never graduate from high school;

--One in five of our children are uninsurad for hospital care and
it is doubly as bad when you talk about insurance for physiclan
services.

Those statistics do not paint a pretty picture. I feel I have a
responsibility to the people of Florida to change that, and to even
the playing field so that all children in the state get a fair
chance and an equal opportunity. When I was elected Governor,
during the time of transition, I sat down and looked at the budgets
for programs affecting children. I looked at all the federal
programs that are in place programs which I was proud to help
launch, like Medicaid and WIC and Head Start and the Early and
Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment Program (EPSDT). I

looked at the state budget, at the half billion dollars we were
spending in the Children, Youth and Families budg and the $86M
we were spending in Children's Medical Services.

I looked at those Lew dollars and they confirmed what I already
knew: the children were not getting enough dollars for these vital
programs. In my campaign across the state I heard over and over
how there were waiting lists for pregnant mothers when they son;ht
health care. I was told that the only children's program in
Florida operating without a waiting list is the morgue. That 15 a
tragic but true statement.

So I realized that I could not do everything at once because new
dcllars rust aren't there in the budget, ana so I mane a decis.:r.:
do at least one thing right, and do the other things as weil as
can. For me, that one thing is very clear: make sure that every
child born Into the state cf Florida gets prenatal care. And se my
first budget will reflect this first, baby step in turning around
a generational chain of child neglect. Our infant mortality
reportcard is nothing that Florida can be proud of, ar:d I am
designing a new course that will change that.

But for any state program to work, whether it is a program for p:e-
natal care or one on juvenile services, there are going to have to
be partnerships stru:A between governments and the communities.
Take for example a new program in Quincy, Florida. I spoke atol:t.
Florida's infant mortality rate - Quincy's is double the national
average. But that situation is turning around, thanks to a program
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called the Gadsden Citizens for 10althy Babies which the Collins
Center teamed up with. A remarkable woman named Sylvia Byrd
directs a parenting and life skills program for at-risk pregnant

mothers. She has set up a netwtrk of °resource mothers" to serve

as role models for thse young mothers.

The problems facing state progress isn't just a question of
dollars. We need batter coordination between the state and federal
government in the delivery of services for our children, and we
need better coordination between the state houses and the local

communities. Community-based programs are the hope, the glimmers

of light, that make me firmly believe that we can turn the

situation around for our children. The Healthy Babies program is
just one example of the kind of creative, inexpensive kind of
programs that can touch and transform childrens' lives.

Government should not worry about jurisdictional or agency
boundaries so much and instead should look at the child and his or

her best interests. The child on Medicaid is also the child on
WIC, and the child enrolled in Head Start also will be getting
Chapter 1 assistance. The federal government must not micro-manage
programs and tie the hands of states and take away the freedom to
target programs to the most needy. Federal funding should be
targeted to outcomes, not process. States should be rewarded for
what they can do, and not be tied up in knots with regulations and
paperwork on how they should do it.

A good example of what I am talking about is the MCH Block Grant,

the Title V program. The original intent of the block grants was
to provide more flexibility to states and to diminish the need for

oversight. Instead the grant has accumulated some rules and
requirements - and don't get me wrong, those rules seem to be well-
intended. One says that 301 of the funds have to be spent on
children with special health care needs. But what about states
where that 30% is an irrelevant target? Why not let the states
determine which population group needs what, and why not let the
federal government judge those states by the outcomes and not by

the technical observances of the law?

Or another example: the Medicaid EPSDT program. Because of the
way the rules are written, a child can end up having to see 16
different providers instead of receiving coordinated care. The

Infant Mortality Commission will soon be releasing a report on "One

Stop Shopping" to highlight what works in the coordination of care

and services in our communities. The more we simplify the
application process, and find case managers, and co-locate
services, and extend the operation of clinics into the evening to
accommodate working families, the more responsive our social and

human services delivery system'will be.

I'm only one week into office and I've heard of other examples
dealing with OBRA 1989 and the federal regulations on Community
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Health Centers, where the matrix of stets and federal regulations
and administrative requirements makes no sense. I am hoping that
this Committee will be sensitive to these problems and that we can
work together to accomplish that same goal we have before us: to
give all children a chance, and a future.

The blame does not all fall upon government - providers of services
to children must work better together. This can be accomplished in
many ways. The Infant Mortality Commission has just begun a
collaborative effort with 40 national health and education
organizations involving 11 million people who serve our children's
health and educational needs. I am excited about tnis project
because it is going to change forever the concept of what a school
is. Traditionally, a school is a building open between 8 and 3 for
nine months of a year. I am trying to find wi.ys now to make the
school the heart of the community, where our children can go to
school to be educated, to get nutrition and health care assistance,
to get counseling for the wounds they have from their parents, to
get developmental training and assistance in short, our schools
must look at the total needs of the child, and not just the
educational ones. What good is it for a child to sit in a class
when that child is sick and can't get health care, or that child is
hungry and can't get food or nutrition assistance, or that child is
terrified or scarred because of a traumatic home setting? Our
schools in Florida are about to undergo a revolution.

I want to close by saying that all of ,hu dollars and programs and
federal and state assistance in the wor:d will not meet the most
critical need that a child has the need to be loved and cared
for and needed. No institution or government can provide this
critical element in a child's development. Experts say that the
key to healthy deve3opment in infants and children is found in the
time and attention of caring adults. These experts say that the
most important patterns of emotional development are laid down
during the first 12 to 24 months of life.

Florida is setting out on a path to create a new and caring
community. In such a community, we realize that if one child
suffers, we all suffer there we will find the secret to unlocking
the gates that have imprisoned our children in childhoods of
neglect and loneliness. We are our lo,-others' and sisters' keepers.
I don't have the formula for what makes a community caring and
loving, but I have seen so many wonderful examples in Florida and
I am going to try to make that spirit spread throughout the state.
Together with a renewed commitment on the part of people, and with
sufficient human and financial resources to address the needs of
cur children, I think Florida is going to discover a new greatness:
the power cf a community that cares about each and every one of its
children.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wel !stone.
Senator WELLSTONE. Governor Chiles, first of all let me apologize

to you for having to step outside right in the middle of your testi-
mony. What you say is very important to me.

One thing I want to fashion my attention on which is more in
the positivebecause you talked about this, and I think all of us
here today are painfully aware of the gap between what needs to
be done and the resources to work with. You said that the one
thing that you feel very strongly about is the importance of com-
munity-based programs. I took that to mean that you were apply-
ing this conceptually to a variety of different programs.

Governor CHILES. Absolutely.
Senator WEUSMNE. We heard the word "empowerment" a little

earlier with another panel. I wonder whether you could flesh that
out a little more for me and others.

Governor CHILES. Well, I was spending about 2 days a week when
I was campaigning. going around and finding some programs that
worked. That is one of the things that got me into the race for Gov-
ernor. I felt that basically we are gridlocked up here, the State gov-
ernment was gridlocked in Florida, but there was some life and vi-
tality going on at the local government, and a lot of it was partner-
ships between nonprofits and community/local governments, so to
speak. There were a lot of nonprofit volunteer groups that were
working.

What I found also was that in some part of the State, someone
had the answer that was working well in almost every problem
drug education, drug treatment, teenage pregnancy, hospiceall of
these thingsand that it wasn't as mu( ri having to go oot and
invent a solution; it was looking at the pieces of the mosaic that
were out there to see how you could put it all together'.

Nobody was doing it all, but everybody had a piece. What I want
to do is to try to offer the carrot, where you can, to get this infor-
mation out there. If you have a program that worksand I saw
some that worked well in other Stateslet's replicate it, let's copy
it, let's bring it together, and let's try to get communities to recog-
nize that we will allow themand what I heard over and over
again was "Don't give us any more money; just get out of our hair,
just leave us alone"almost "Free us and empower us."

What I found from case workers and our URS, which has about a
70 percent turnover, is that no one listens to what they have to
say, They are given a checklist, and they have to carry out these
things. It has not happened to them what Ford Motor Company did
in starting to listen to the shop room workers, So listening and
reading some of the literature that 's out, you come up with what
you call a community base. What does it mean? I don't know exact-
ly, but I know that it means we've got to quit doing what we are
doing now. The State government is just. as responsible as the Fed-
eral Government in our bureaucracy, top-driven, driving down. We
have got to again try to find ways tIlat we have competition in the
service between something the State is doing and something you
are doing in a private nonprofit. We have got. to find ways that we
look at the outcomes, grading on results. You have got to give
people some choice so you are allowing them to participate in deci-
sion making.
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All of these are parts of it, and goodness knows, we are just start-
ing in this, but to me it is the direction in which we ought to be
going. We are going to try to encourage that, I hope you all will
from up here or at least free us with waivers and so on so that we
can put the model out there.

I want Florida to be the lab for this. And if you will help me get
some waivers and so on, even with the existing dollars we Imre I
think we can do so much more.

I'd love to see the trust fund, but I'm not here pleading for addi-
tional dollars right now because I know the plight that you're in,
and you have to get this house in order. Just give us some flexibil-
ity in how we deal with it.

Senator WELISTONE. Mr, Chairman, I don't want to take up any
more time. I can't say it any better than the Governor. It is inter-
estingone thing that is great about campaigningand not all
things are great about campaigningis that you really do meet an
awful lot of people everywhere. I was struck by the fact that indeed
this is still a grassroots political culture in our country, and some
of the most exciting things really do happen at the community
level. So I just want to tell you that I hear you, loudly and clearly,
and I think you are absolutely right in terms of where the labora-
tories for change should be.

Governor CHILEs. There are some real heroes and heroines out
there, too, who are doing some wonderful, wonderful work at the
community level.

Senator WELL9T0NE. Thank you very much.
The CHMRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Paul, you are absolutely rightnobody can say it better than

Lawton Chiles. I must say it has been such a pleasure serving with
you here in the Senate, and I can just feel it is going to be even
more of a delight serving with you as governor.

When I went through the receiving line for Arnie Carlson, y,our
new colleague from Minnesota, I asked him, "How do you think
you are going to make it?" He said, "As long as I can keep my eve
on a vision and try to see where we ought to be, I think I II be
okay." As you know, he is already bogged down with a $2 billion
deficit and a number of other problems.

My prayer for you, Lawton, in the 4 years that you are Governor
is going to be that you are able to do just what you said today, that
is, keep your eye on the where we ought to be. Only that way are
you and the other people out there who are closest to all the folks
that Paul talked about every, single day are going to be able to pro-
vide us with the vision that we really need.

I have loved working with you on the Infant Mortality commis-
sion, and I understand that you are going to stay on as the chair-
man. I think that is fantastic. It really helps us a lot.

I have one question I'd like to ask you. I had thought of asking
the question of Jim Renier, who is coming behind you, from the
public/private sector. I want to read you the end excerpt of about a
W-page letter I received when I went to a small town in Minnesota.
It is a medium-sized rural town and is big enough to have about 90
or 100 kids in the second grade It has four different grades. This
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was written by all four of the teachers. She talks about how differ-
ent the society that she is seeing in the form of 7 year-olds is todaythan it was even 5 years ago. This is a 4 year-old letter.

Everything is in there, and the bottom line at the end is: "Teach-
ers have become nurses, babysitters--some are at school an hour
ahead of time. They have to be inside, as we cannot afford a play-ground supervisors before school, and there aren't any volunteers.
We serve as counselors. We serve as confidants. We serve as hug-
gers, which we seem to do more of every day. We teach parents.
We teach them to parent. We do secretarial work. We used to
teach reading, math, spelling, handwriting, social studies, science,
language, art, music and physical education. Now, it is drugs, alco-
hol, feelings, responsibility, sex, AIDS. What suffers? Reading, the
basics."

Actually, this is about a nine-page letter, and I have read it sooften and seen it so often since then that it almost hurts to read it.But you talked about outcomes, and you talked about demonstrat-
ing things like that. We have heard a lot recently about choice in
education. We say we ought to give people choices; we ought to em-power teachers to teach, and we ought to lift up education and get
some competition and choice.

But my fear as I read this is that these young people need somuch in addition to reading and all the basic skills that I becomeapprehensive about how you might incent that choice. And also, I
am asking you a question because you used the words, "case man-agement" or "care management." Those of us in the health carebusiness talk about this a lot. We are changing the way we bringproviders together and we interface with the individual in a differ-ent way.

I am just curious as to what your sort of incipient at this stagethinking is about a different role for the educator, or a differentrole for what we today call the public school. Maybe you could talkabout that a little bit.
Governor CHILE& We have what we call some communityschools, and I found them in several counties. It is intriguing tome, and that is what I was talking about in our testimony that wewant to see how we go to that. This is a school that I think looks ata whole child and the child's parents and recognizes the verythings that you said about this teacherbut why should the teach-er have to do all of that? Why don't we move onto the schoolgrounds a lot of the other services that we are now fragmenting

and offering and put them all together in this community school?
Why don t we open this school at about fi in the morning and

keep it open until 9 or 10 at night? Why don't we provide that atthis place there can be child care for younger children; it is openafter school, in a recreation setting, so that working parents canleave their children there, and they'll be getting some recreationand supervision. It is open year-around, and while we only havemaybe 180 days of school, we don't necessarily do it in a nine-month segment, but we do it in team teaching and team blocks
you know something about the year-around concept of schools, Ithinkbut seeing how that works. You can save 25 percent of yourconstruction cost if you keep a school open year-around, and reten-tion is so much better with those slower students because they
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aren't out 3 months out of the yearthey are out about 6 weeks in
the break timeand there are classes going so that you can move
them up or back in, without having the loss of time.

But we could deliver all of those services; get the counselors to
the school from the social service endwe have all different kinds
of counselorsbut provide that at night there could be parenting
classes there for the adults. That is what we call a community
school, and I think trying to at least encourage that happening by
taking away the roadblocks that are there preventing that, and
maybe offering some kind of inducements, carrots for doing that, I
think could lend an awful lot.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, along the line
of what the Governor said about demonstrations and so forth, I

think I should mention this to you in this setting, with the new
mayor of the District coming up. As much as I respect Florida and
Minnesota, I think one of the things we ought to think about this
year is our involvement in a genuine geographic community dem-
onstration, and I'd like to see it in the District of Columbia. I don't
know how they feel about this sort of thing or how you do--

Governor Cmucs. I applaud that.
Senator DURENBERGER [continuing.] But I think it would be a tre-

mendous opportunity for them and for us and for everyone else.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I think it would be an enormously

exciting challenge, Governor Chiles. A year ago we heard from Su-
perintendent Fernandez in Dade County about what was being
done down there with regard to mobilizing elderly people

Governor CHILES. Yes, he did a tremendous job. New York City
has stolen him now.

The CHAIRMAN. There was an $850 million bond issue that was
supported by almost 70 percent of the seniors. In my State you
can t get the seniors; they just won't support it because they
haven't got their kids in school. And he got them into this thing.

Governor CHILES. He allowed them to see what was happening.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly.
Governor Onus. He allowed them to participate; he got them to

have a stake in it. And it worked tremendously well because all of
these seniors are grandparents, they careand he proved that.

The CHAIRMAN. And at American Bankers Insurance, where they
are teaching K through 4 in the compahy facility, they have gone
from a turnover rate of 11-12 percent to 4 percent.

Governor CHILES. Y.,t works.
The CHAIRMAN. SO it makes financial sense and the retention

rate improves. They tell me that the families are having more chil-
dren, they are so happy down there.

Well, we want to thank you very much, and we want to keep in
touch with you and work closely with you and all the governors,
mayors, and others. As has been pointed out, you come with a very
unique perspective, and I think you have rung a lot of bells here.
So we want to work with you and learn from this experience, and
hopefully, be more responsible by using our i.esources effectively.

We know you came a long way and are returning immediately. It
; a tribute not only to your commitment to your constituents, but
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to the children not only of Florida but of the entire country. Weare very, very appreciative of your appearance today.
Governor C'musi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The opportunity tohave this dialogue and this partnership is what we are desperatelylooking for, and we thank you.
The CHmastAN. Thank you very much.
Senator THURMOND. Mr. chairman, I have some appointments,and I will have to leave, but I will ask unanimous consent that myopening statement follow that of the chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be so included.
[The prepared statement of Senator Thurmond followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR STROM THUr.MOND

Mr. Chairman: It is a privilege to be here this morning to receivetestimony on children, youth, and the American family. From theCreation to the present, the family has been the basic structure forthe existence of all of society throughout the world. It is the unitthrough which children mature and shape their values for a life-time. It is a basic structure which transcends time. As one com-mentator stated, "The family is the only social institution that ispresent in every single village, tribe, or Nation we know throughhistory." With this in mind, it is most important that our socialpolicies promote a strong family structure.
Earlier this century, former President Teddy Roosevelt madesome keen observations about the family which still apply in the1990's. In an address to the First International CAmgress on theWelfare of the Child, he stated ". . . it is the tasks connected withthe home that are the fundamental tasks of humanity. After all,we can get along for the time being with an inferior quality of suc-cess in other lines, political or business, or of any kind; because ifthere are failings in such matters we can make them good in thenext generation; but if the mother does not do her duty, there willeither be no next generation, or a next generation that is worsethan none at all. In other words, we cannot as a Nation get alongat all if we haven't the right kind of home life."
As we consider the testimony today, we should ask ourselves,"Just what is the proper role of the Federal Government with re-spect to the family and youth?" and "Do our current policies sup-port a strong family unit?"
Mr. Chairman, in closing I want to draw the attention of theCommittee to an excellent, 90-minute documentary prepared by theSouth Carolina Educational Television Network, in conjunctionwith Public Affairs Television and WNET of New York. Entitled"An Our Children," this program provides probing insights intomany of America's At-Risk Youth, who drop out of school or finishschool unprepared for life and work. As the documentary reveals,many of these problems are traceable to problems in the home life.This presentation also examines how committed adults and com-munity leaders around the Country are helping these youth ad-dress and overcome the daily challenges of life. I commend to theCommittee this fine program which is scheduled to air Nationallyon Wednesday, January 15, at 7:30 p.m. on PBS stations.
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Since 1958, South Carolina ETV has provided quality leadership

in educational programming, benefiting many thousands of chil-

dren, youth, and adults. In 1988, it was my pleasure to work with

youMr. Chairmanand this committee in enacting the Star
Schools legislation, which has enabled many underserved popula-
tions to receive instructionvia satellite telecoursesin Russian,

Japanese, Advanced Placement Economics, and Calculus. South
Carolina ETV has been an instrumental part of providing those
services, and it is my hope that the partnership that they have had
in this initiative will continue.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from our distinguished

panel of witnesses and reviewing their testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. We are now going to proceed out of order to ac-

commodate the extraordinarily busy schedule of the Mayor of the

City of Washington. We'll ask Sharon Pratt Dixon if she would be
good enough to come forward.

I want to apologize to the other witnesses, especially to Mr.
Renier, the CEO of Honeywell; we appreciate very much all the
witnesses' patience, and Mr. Renier, we are particularly apprecia-

tive of yours.
This is the first appearance of the Mayor on the Hill. She has

had a long and distinguished career both in the private and public
sectors. She faces enormous challenges in this community and has
targeted the special needs of children and youth as one of her high-

est priorities.
We are very grateful to you for coming up here and making a

presentation this morning, and we'll ask you to proceed in what-
ever way you wish,

STATEMENT OF HON. SHARON PRATT DIXON. MAYOR, DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA

Mayor DIXON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess for the record I should say my name is Sharon Pratt

Dixon, and I am the new Mayor of Washington, DC.
Before I get into the heart of my testimony, I want to thank you

for all the courtesies and the great help that Mr. Fraser has pro-
vided us; I do thank you very much for that.

I guess we all appreciate that I come before this committee at a
time of great and grave national concern, for there is indeed a
crisis in the Persian Gulf, but there is also very much a crisis here
at home.

I guess as well that as we gather on the occasion of the anniver-
sary of the birthday of the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., we
do so at a time that is punctuated with many ironies.

The first and most glaring irony of course is that the Reverend
Martin Luther King, Jr. was a man known as the "prince of

ace and yet we gather when the world is at the brink of war.
mehow I guess we all hope that his spirit and the purpose of his

life will envelope the world, that Saddam Hussein will retreat, and
that our troops will return safe and sound to this country.

I guess the other irony that earmarks this occasion is a recent
poll that was published just a few days ago in the year of 1991 that
suggested that a good many Americans still question the patriotism
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of membeni of my own community, the African American commu-
nity. That is indeed a great irony because I come from a segment of
our society that has contributed handsomely to America and have
given their lives since Crispus Attucks in the American Revolution;
the 54th Infantry in the Civil War, where men who were not even
free sacrificed their lives knowing that it may not make a differ-
ence, but merely for the glory of serving America; disproportionate
numbers in the Vietnam war, and unparalleled numbers now in
terms of being poised and prepared to serve in the Persian Gulf.

I come from the District of C,olumbia, where we will have more
troops than most States of this Union, and yet it is our misfortune,
our irony, that we did not even have a chance to cast a vote on so
solemn an occasion.

One way or the other, though, members of especially the minori-
ty communities of this country will experience casualties possibly,
whether it be on foreign soil or domestic soil.

In many ways, the reason that we are experiencing these casual-
ties in the District of Columbiaand I, I guess, am not unlike a
general as the Mayor of Washington, DCand every day we do
have casualties, roung men and women who are killed, maimed or
wounded in the streets of the Washington, because they are caught
up in a different kind of war, the drug war. And the reality of it is
that they have become trapped in this dynamic because of the fail-
ure of' our country to remain faithful to some of its own basic ethic.

America used to be a country that was committed to investing in
the future, where education was central to the thrust of what
America was about, and for the last decade or better, we have
walked away from education.

Sadly today, we have young people who are part of a school
system with a curriculum that in no way prepares them for the
world which they are about to enter, a curriculum in no way posed
to allow them to par zipate in what is now a global marketplace.

We have little in the way of support systems. Sadly, we have
walked away from Head Start and many programs of this kind. We
have little in the way of support for recreational programs and
sports programa and mentor programs and internships and, so
sadly, young people from our community see nothing in the way of
real potential when they come out of school and nothing in the
way of real opportunity on the horizon.

As a result, in an era where America especially celebrated the
quick benefits of capitalismand I, of course, come from that capi-
talist system and support itthe sad reality is there wasn't an op-
portunity available to them; the private sector was not involved in
their lives, not involved in the schools. And so as a consequence,
they have turned to the only capitalisio available to them, and that
is the illicit capitalism associated with the quick profits of the drug
trade.

I believe have desperately got to reorder our priorities, make
education a real priority again, to have dollars and resources avail-
able. We need to have Head Start. We need recreational program,
mentor programs, internship programs, because the reality of it is
that until we shift, our priorities we stand at greater risk on the
domestic front, I think, than we ever will on foreign soil.
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I want to commend all of yoa, and I appreciate the chance to be
here today, to have a chance a) speak to this very important issue
that I think stands real in terms of compromising the rich poten-
tial of our country.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, and we'll include your
entire statement in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Dixon follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAYOR SHARON PRATT DIXON

Mr. Chairman, my name is Sharon Pratt Dixon. I am the new Mayor of Washing-
ton, DC.

I come before this committee te speak at a time of grave national concern. There
is a crisis in the Gulf and there is a crisis here at home. Both are real and both are
the unintended but very real consequence of national policies established in the last
decade. The old bibliml admonishment that "what you sow, you shall reap" is up-
permost in my mind as this committee meets today.

This hearing is being held on the anniversary of Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
birthday. Doctor King was a preacher of nonviolence, a man of peace who believed,
as he wrote in his Nobel Prize Addresa, that "unarmed truth and unconditional
love" would have the "final word in reality." The "final word in reality" today is
the very real possibility of war in the Persian Gulf. Like all Americans it is my fer-
vent hope that "unarmed truth" will still prevail.

Before I speak to the direct concerns of this committeethe crisis here at home
I would like to take a moment to speak about the results of a recent poll conducted
by the National Opinion Research Center which indicates that "half ' of all white
Americans think that black Americans are "less patriotic."

We have a crisis here at home, in part, because of the cultural baggage of inequal-
ity; the assumption that Americans of color are somehow less qualified, less talent-
ed, and even less American; that aomehow we cannot and will not rise to our full
potential. These assumptions, particularly those which question our patriotism, are
egregious and fundamentally a distortion of the American ethic.

At this very moment, Black American soldiers are serving in disproportionate
numbers in American combat units as part of Operation Desert Shield. The District
of Columbia is highly represented. Indeed, we have one of the highest ratios of par-
ticipation in the country.

These soldiers are serving with distinction, honor, and courage. There is no more
powerful testimony to the patriotic ethic of the black American than thisthat
black Americans, throughout our history, have died for a vision of America nolne
and free even as they have remained in bondage to assumptions of inequality.

Now, let me speak to the crisis here at home. I am, as a Mayor, not unlike a gen-
eral in the field who receivee casualty reports from the battle front. Evelyday, there
are children dying, wounded or maimed.

This is my crisis. These are the children that I want to save. I am here today
because we must find a way to save them and in doing so save ourselves. Because
when a community limes its children, it loses its future capacity to exist.

The young people we are losing are not being lost because they aren't able. They
are very bright and very able. They simply have inculcated into their very fiber the
values of the fast pamd "let's have it all decade." They have become experts in in-
stant gratification; entrepreneurs in illicit capitalism. Deferred gratification is not
part of their lives. These young people see no potentialsadly, no horizon.

The corruption of their sense of esteem is a product of our own moral laxity. The
lack of anchors in their lives is our failure to inveet in the future. Our failure to
invest in education, child careour children. Because of our unbridled quest for in-
stant gratification, this Nation was riddled with all the wrong images of success
devoid of the basic American ethos. The consummate travesty of the last decade is
that we did not stop and think about who it is and what we are. There is, in my
opinion, little difference between the ethic of the inside trader of Wall Street and
the drug dealers on the streets of Washingtononly one sports a golden parachute
and the other gold chains.

So now, we reap the harvest of what we have sown. We are paying a handsome
price for setting aside our basic values: the value of excellence; of making an invest-
ment in the future; the value of commitment; the value of commitment to one an-
other.



These young people know that we have not prepared them for the future. They
recognize the dynamic of change. They get the drift very quickly that a total shift istaking place in our economic order and that they are not relevant or included inthis transformation.

We teach them skills for jobs that no longer exist. We offer them an educational
curriculum that is already outdated. We have done little to develop new opportuni-ties; to offer them the training they need to gain a secure foothold in the new eco-nomics. And, then we throw up our hands in mock surprise when they drop out ofschool and violently reject the basic norms of this society.

At some point this country will have to re-order its priorities. In the long term,the risk to our Nation's well:being is less in Persian Gulf but in 1,000 neighborhoodshere at home where a whole generation of young people is being lost to their ownviolent war of self-destruction.
We must provide our children with a new set of anchors. There is no extendedfamily as it use to be. Working mothers are now a reality and day care is not areality now. We are creating a new economic system for the 1990's which is in someways profoundly anti-parent; that gives parents strwling to save their childrenneither the means, the time, or the opportunity to instill basic values,
We are also creating an economic system that is still fixated on short-term gratifi-cation and short-term profit. America use to be known for its commitment to excel-

lence, to quality service, to being competitive in every sense of the word. We've lostthat edge. Our children know it. We have spent a decade investing in Mercedes andmonogram bags, instead of better schools and real work experience. So now we mustchange and change fundamentally.
I was elected Mayor of Washington because the people of this city have not givenup hope. We are not about to roll over and give up on ourselves. Quietly, block by

block, neighborhood by neighborhood, my city is striving to regain its potential; tosave itself. Every neighborhood in this city is rich with Ph.D's in survival; men andwomen who are mentoring, caring, and extending themselves in every possible way.I am a person of some determination, I do not 'believe in the insurmountable. Thesolution to the crisis here at home is one of ethics, new public-private partnerships,early prevention programs, and a recognition that these young people must be givensome positive message of hope; a message that sugests they have some relevantplace in our lives.
I know that the people of Washington, DC are helping to create this new publicethic. There is an enormous groundswell of support for mentoring programs, for theactive participation of church associations, non-profits, and the private sector. Thereis a new recognition that the totality of the problem requires a totality of response;that every segment of our commueity must participate.
We have for example, one organization, the Church Association for CommunityServices, a coalition of 120 churches of all faiths, which is currently sponsoring 15family assistance centers. These centers are multi-faceted, comprehensive and seekto be inclusive in helping every child and young adult cope in moments of crisis.This is the type of new anchor that must have our support.I agree with earlier witnesses who believe that intervention must be early, exten-sive and inclusive; that as a genera/ principle intervention must be on a continuum.And, I urge the committee to make every effort to create programs that enable us toreach these children at the earliest possible time.
I support with vigor the effort to pass the Family Medical Leave Act. America'sworkers shouldn't have to choose between the jobs they need and the families thatthey are striving to protect. I am pleased to say that the District's Family MedicalLeave Act goes into effect this April.
Let me close my testimony by thanking the committee for recognizing that thereis a crisis here at home; with real casualties; young people who know that they areforgotten; who are all too willing to give themselves over to their rage and anger.I believe that the crisis here on the home front can be solved. In the short timethat I have been Mayor of Washington, DC I have come to know, all too well, theconstraints of having no money.
But if we do not fix our sights on creating solutions, on funding creative andproven programs----new anchors of hope and economic promisethan we will surelylose yet another generation of young people to the violence of self-destruction. Thisis a price we cannot afford to pay either in the short-term or in the long term forthe well-being of this Nation.
I will be happy to answer any questions by committee members.
The CHAIRMAN. You are facing extraordinary challenges interms of infant mortality; the infant mortality here in the District
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is more than twice the national average. As I understand it, 40 per-

cent of pregnant women receive inadequate prenatal health care.
Almost half of the young people do not graduate from high school.

You have more youth in jail here than anyplace in the country.
How can we help? Let's start with that.
Mayor DIXON. Well, beyond some very obvious needs, we need re-

sources desperately in the District of Columbia. I think we can do a

far better jub of reaching young people at an earlier age. Part of
the dynamic of what we are facing is that it is not just a lack of
resources, but to restructure how the resources are spent.

Part of the problem is that we come from a community where 60

percent of the households are headed by women, with no support
systems available. So as a consequence, we need to reach young
people at an earlier age; we need to do a far better job of getting
information out; we need child care. Child care is a reality. The
time has come where we desperately need that kind of support.

So as a consequence it becomes a vicious cycle where children

are having children, which also contributes to the high infant mor-
tality rate. Until we begin to break this cycle, until we begin to
make an investment in terms of providing discipline to these young
people through much more structure in the classroom, having child

care, having Head Start and other types of support programs, the
vicious cycle will continue. And to do it allas you well know, the
District of Columbia is up against serious financial problems, and
part of it is because sadly, we have not gotten the kind of moneys
in terms of the Federal payment we needwe do need resources
and support to help make these programs a reality.

The CHAIRMAN. We have spent a good deal of time on the issues
of infant mortality and prenatal care during the course of the hear-
ings. One of the other areas we are very interested in is youth and
engaging those who have dropped out of the system; we are obvi-

ously trying to reduce the school dropout problem. Close to 800,000

youths in the country have dropped out of school in the course of a
year. So we need to look at how we deal with this problem and pro-
vide opportunity to our young people. Do you have any ideas about
how that can best be done? Can we provide enough skills so that
our young citizens begin to look to the future with some degree of

hope?
Mayor DIXON. I think the next witness is one whose program and

concepts are ones that we hope to emulate in Washington, DC. I
think if we can get much more in the way of hands-on involve-

ment, with solid mentor programs where young people can see
what opportunities might exist, especially in the private sector,
where we provide some structure but with it some hope for an al-
ternative life, I think it can begin to have quite a dramatic impact.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Senator Thurmond, do you have any ques-
tions?

Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to take this opportunity to welcome you here. I have an-

other appointment,and have got to leave, but I want to congratu-
late you on your election and wish you well during your adminis-

tration.
Mayor DIXON. Well, thank you, Senator. I appreciate it very,

very much.

5 4



The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wellstone.
Senator MILLSTONE. Mayor, it is good to see you here. I have two

quick comments. First, I want you to know for the record that I
think your statement about the votes is an important one. I am a
strong advocate of statehood for DC, and I think you should have
that representation in the Congress.

Mayor DIXON. I appreciate that.
Senator Wicu-sToNt. Maybe you can tell meI'm new to the

Senate, you are new to being Mayorwhat is the way that you
think Congress can be jolted to making the commitment of re-
sources so that mayors and local officials who are down there in
the trenches dealing with these problems will have the resources to
work with. I mean, we all understand the need for accountability.
We heard that from Governor Chiles. I think we all understand the
need for this not to be centralized, bureaucratized programs. We all
understand that much that is good will happen at the community
level.

But. you must come into this office with a sense ofI have heard
you speak; I know you have a great sense of justice, I know you are
really committed to serving the people in DC, and I also have the
idea that you've got a lot of hope about what can happen--what do
you see happening in this country politically over the next couple
of years so that we can begin to move in the direction that you
have outlined?

Mayor DIXON. Well, I think we all take pride in the fact that we
come from a country that for a long time has enjoyed a very com-
petitive edge in the world marketplace. I think we also appreciate
now that in many ways we are losing that. competitive edge. And
there is only one way, atJ the whole economic landscape of' the
world changes, and this country changes. and the city changes, and
that is for us to begin to make an investment in a changed curricu-
lum

We cannot possibly hope to compete with tlw curriculum and the
kind of emphasis on education, or indeed the lack of commitment
to research and development, that we have in America now.

I used to always make the comment that you always know the
American on "Nightline"---it is the one who always need the inter-
preter, even if they are an ambassador.

We have got to start preparing people to be a part of a bigger
world, of a larger marketplace. And that requires a different shift
in priorities.

The real risk is to what extent this country's competitive edge
may be lost in that marketplace and with it the great opportunities
that have been associated with America in the past. IIopefully that
reality will come through loud end clear in the days ahead.

Senator WKLUMNE. Do I have time. to ask one more question'?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, please.
Senator Wyals.rosne I asked you about your sense of the future

and hope, and I don't mean this to be a leading question, but I
need to hear this. We have the testimony here, and it is so impor-
thnt. and I think I really understand why you are mayor and what
you believe in and what you hope to do. As long as we are talking
about kids, you are in neighborhoods do kids have that hope'? Tell
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me a little bit about the state of young people, kids, what they are
thinking about right now or what they're not thinking about.

Mayor DixoN. Well, to a great extent we hear people talk about
a "lost generation," and in many ways we are losing young people.
But I have had the experience over the last 2 years particularly of
walking; the community and saying that if we meet them halfway,
they will respond. The problem has been that we have not met
them halfwayand they need more than conversation. They need
to see some tangible opportunities available to themjust the sim-
plest kinds of programs.

Again, if we could replicate the experience and the concept of
Honeywell throughout the community, it would make all the differ-
ence in the world. These young people know what opportunities
exist in this country, in part because of the modern information so-
ciety in which they live. What they have to see is that those oppor-
tunities are there for them as well.

I think it is in everybody's interestit is in the private sector's
interest as well as the interests of mayors as well as all of Amer-
icato have a greater partnership of the public and private com-
munities; start investing in young people so that we have a quality
work force, and at the same time, hopefully, excite them about
what potentials really exist in the future.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mayor, first, I'm glad you have your job

and I do not. I admire you greatly. I don't know you well, and I
hope that during the course of your term I will get to know you
personally.

Some of my friends have been very involved in different ways,
behind the scenes, in trying to hold up the political leadership of
the District of Columbia, and if Lawton Chiles thinks he's got a
tough job, he ought to try to get into your shoes.

But while he was testifying, I made a suggestion that isn't just
off-the-cuffI have been thinking about it a long time since I have
been living in this area and getting to know your predecessor and a
lot of other people. In education, it is hard to find the right Federal
role, and it is hard to define it. One of the things that Governor
Chiles suggested to us is that we find a way to "free" communities,
however we might define that, to deal with education in their own
wayLecause every community is different. To deal in their own
way with young people and the process of maturation as well as all
of the other needs that children have. The sort of unstated conclu-
sion that everybody you turn to who is close to young people today,
and you said it today so well in your own statement, is that you
can't just educate anymore, you can't just teach reading and writ-
ing and arithmeticyou have to teach hugging and feeling and all
these other things. Maybe it is time for us, at least as part of our
Federal responsibility, rather than defining a specific new way to
solve a need and then mandating that on whatever it is, 3,940 juris-
dictions all over America, for us to get a little chummier with one
community that is willing to have the Federal Government get
chummy with them. To enter into a contract over a long period of
time, maybe 9 or 10 years perhaps, if that is even feasible in this
day and age of accountability, and try to do a job of putting togeth-

6 1
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er a mutual social contract about what the young people of that
particular community ought to be 9 years from now or some other
period of time. To look at what we are already doing in community
services, mental health, health and so on, and free up some of this
stuff from our mandates, regulations, paperwork and all the rest,
and see if the community couldn't take it on.

And I know given the history, because we are so close to this city
that you have responsibility for, and we have a tendency to read
all the bad things about this city rather than the really good
things, but I personally believe there is a lot more good in this
community than some of the other things we read about it.

But I know there are going to be people who jump up and say
how can you trust the District of Columbia to spend this money,
and of all the places, this would be the last. It seems to me maybe
it ought to be the first if we are going to explore this idea. I'm just
planting a seed with you here today. I know it is tne kind of thing
that the chairman has long loved to work with in a variety of
ways, but maybe by way of a question, I am curious as to how you
as the MayorI know you are not the chairman of the school
board or anythingbut how you see your role and the role of
schools, public schools, in this communityif somehow we could
break down the artificial barriers and the regulations and explore
a more unique way of helping people up.

Governor Chiles said we have to find a way to measure it at the
end so that we can be satisfied with outcome. Is there any appeal
to you in that, or am I missing something?

Mayor DIXON. I think it is very attractive, and I would very
much welcome it, aslet me say, in keeping with part of what you
saidas someone who was born in Washington and has lived in
this city all of her life, I can tell you there is much that is good
about the city, and I think that such a partnership, in an erawhere we talk about public/private partnerships, it is more than
appropriate that there should be a Federal and local partnership.
And maybe it is even in keeping with the question that Senator
Wellstone put vo mehow can we make the pointmaybe Wash-
ington, DC can be a showcase to make that point. Maybe we can be
the ones who can be the example to set a new tone and a new di-
rection for the Nation.

So I would welcome it.
Senator DuttENBESGER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. It is nice to have you

with us.
Mayor DrcoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMA14. Mayor Dixon. I want to thank you for coming to

talk with us this morning. I know that we share many of the same
goals and this committee will watch with interest your rejuvena-tion of the District.

As we move forward with our children and youth agenda, we
look forward to working closely with you and Conference of Mayors
in an effort to empower families in cities across this country.

Thank you again for being here.
It is a real honor to welcome James Renier, the chairman and

chief executive officer of Honeywell and a trustee of the Committee

1; 2
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for Economic Development. Mr. Renier is the chairman of CED's
subcommittee on education and child development and is well-

known for his longstanding personal commitment to helping chil-

dren at risk.
I'd be glad to recognize the Senator from Minnesota.
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I am going to be

brief because you have stated the professional qualifications.
Jim sat in thi. room about 3 years ago with many of us who

were involved with child care and listened to all the authors who
were together for the first time I think talking about child care. At
the end of this conference he said, "Look, we'll take care of the
child care problem, we'll make our contribution to it. You've got so
many other problems to deal with in terms of the environment in
which these young people live and these workers live and so forth."

I admire Jim Renier for the incredible challenge that he has
taken on with Honeywell professionally, but I admire him even
more for the work that he and his wife Chris are doing in the com-
munity in a number of areas. Chris has her own commitment to
the future of our community in alternative community services for
the disadvantaged, and Jim is providing the leadership for a pro-
gram called Success by 6 which I trust that he will make some al-
lusion to here today. But it is sort of our community response,
started in Minneapolis, and now it has spread throughout the
whole metropolitan area; it is our response to the challenge that
these are community problems, not business or government or even
family problems.

I am proud of Jim Renier and proud of the institution that he
represents, and I am proud of the incredible contributions they
have made to our community in the past and will in the future.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. RENIER, CEO, HONEYWELL INC., AND

CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND CHILD DE-
VELOPMENT, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Mr. RENISa. Thank you very much, Dave.
Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the oppe::unity to address this

community on the critical importance of reinforcing America's
families and improving the prospects that all children will mature
into informed, responsible and productive citizens.

An expanded copy of my statement, which details data and rec-
ommendations, has been filed with the committee.

I am testifying today in two capacitiesas chairman and chief
executive officer of Honeywell, a global supplier of control prod-
ucts, systems and services, and as a trustee of the Committee for
Economic Development and chairman of CED's subcommittee on
education and child development.

CED is a national, nonprofit, nonpartisan research and education
organization, most of whose 250 trustees are top business leaders in
the United States.

As a business organization, CED believes that developing more
productive human resources is the single most important action
our Nat;on must take to regain its competitive strength.

f 3
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Twenty-rive percent of high school students fail to graduate, and
nearly as many more lack basic literacy in mathematics.

A new report prepared by CED calls on the Nation to redefine
education. We should recognize that the ability to learn must be
developed from conception onward; that learning readiness encom-

a child's development, and that education begins at
grsrtar What children learn or fail to learn in their earliest years
determines very much their adult life.

Children who are falling behind are mostly the poor, members of
minority groups, and children growing up in single-parent homes.
In 1989 close to 25 percent of children under the age 6 lived in pov-
erty, and more than one-fourth of all births were to unmarried
women. These trends are placing increased responsibility for child
development and learning readiness on institutions outside the
family.

Major responsibilities in supporting families and educating chil-
dren fall now to the government, to the schools and to the broad
community of citizens, private agencies, and yes, to business. In a
moment I'd like to outline the opportunities to make a difference
that each of them have in view of the CED.

First, I ask this committee to recognize three fundamentals of
education and child development. One is that we now know, just
like Governor Chiles said, what techniques work, and we can docu-
ment their effectiveness. But they seldom seem to get past the pilot
stage. Effective programs have been demonstrated; it is time now
to institutionalize many of them.

Second, our efforts should be commensurate with the task, not
piecemeal but comprehensive and coordinated.

And third, we need to enhance cooperation among the multitude
of public and private agencies. In California, for example, there are
160 p rams that are overseen by 37 separate agencies and 7 dif-
ferent epartmenta. They sometimes only succeed in getting in
each other's way, frankly.

Now I would like to turn to the resources available to address
these problems. In the private sector, community-wide organiza-
tions have shown that collaboration of all concerned agencies can
be an effective catalyst for change. A good working model for the
community-wide collaborative approach is the Success by 6 Pro-
gram in Minneapolis which I also chair.

As an example, a school designed for pregnant teenagers and
teenage mothers, taught and administered by the Minneapolis
public school system, has been established at Honeywell's head-
quarters. Community Health Services and United Way agencies
are also cooperating in the project; there is a multitude of them.

The responsibility of the Nation's schools is clear. They must be
prepared to educate children from more diverse social, economic
and, cultural backgrounds. But this requires schools to provide serv-
ices for children that go well beyond the traditional education, asDave said.

Since few schools have the resources for theses services, it is not
surprising that neither the academic nor the social agenda in this
institutions is being fully realized. Cmmunities and their schools
must, agre. on mutual responsibilities and goals. Where schools are
required to provide social services, communities must provide re-
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sources to support the foundation. When communities and govern-
ments can provide the services needed, schools must be allowed to
concentrate on their traditional role of teaching; it is going to help

the SAT scores.
CED's new report will also call on the Federal Government for

the broad-based leadership that makes child development and edu-
cation top national priorities.

We witnessed this kind of leadership in the last seseon with the
passage of historic full funding authorization for Head Start, and
we thank you, Mr. Chairman, President Bush and other key mem-
bers of the Congress and the administration for your vigorous sup-
port of this most critical program.

We still have a long way to go, and we believe that the govern-
ment should reconfirm its commitment by appropriate full funding
to Head Start, to the Women, Infant's and Children Nutrition Pro-

gram and to childhood immunizations. And we believe that govern-
ment should allow States and localities more flexibility in the use
of Federal funds, as many before me have said.

Business people understand that bolstering these programs re-
quires additional funding, but we will support your initiatives, The
United States Chamber of Commerce and the National Association
of Manufacturers, for example, are not known as champions of
1,ublic spending, but they backed the bill to expand Medicaid for
poor children, and the Business Roundtable has launched a nation-
al program to help implement the President's and the governors'
education goals for the year 2000.

Mr. Chairman, if we fail to nurture and educate all of our chil-
dren, we will close the doors of opportunity and exclude them from
the mainstream of American life. Business people and the Commit-
tee for Economic Development believe we can't afford to fail. At
stake is the survival of our free enterprise economy and our demo-
cratic way of life.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Renier follows:
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The Unftnishod Agenda in CNid Demicipment end Education
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Those who we fakng behind we mostfy the poor, member* of rninonty groups.

end clikdren growing op in aingle-parent homes More oftdren are being born into

poverty and to single mothers than ever before. Between 1070 and 1987. the poverty

rate tor children increased by hearty onethird. In 1989, dose to 25 percent of children

under the age of six lived in poverty. That same year, mom than one-fouth 0 ail births

wore to unmarried women. Although the maionty of poor cNidren sr. whit& a

disproportionate shwa we black. Hispanic, and Native American. They we two to three

times as likely to be poor as write

in times past, we ignored the problems of disadvantaged Widen or gave them

low priority. Our economy got away %Ott, this partly because unskilled manual labor and

iciw-sitiiied manufacturing jobs ware sufficientfy plentiful and well-paying to absorb

workers without highw-kwel skits.

We can't Afford to ignore them any longer. Out economy can't afford it and our

society can't afford rt. Twenty yews from now -- just as the baby boomers begin to

retro -- our naion could face a labor shortage SeVere enough to stifte business at

every level Labor force growth, which averaged 2.9 percent per year in the 1970s, wil

average onty one percent in the 1990s, tt could actually decline @arty in the next

century At the same time, there will be fewer working-age people to support the

burgeoning retired population, straining our nation's public and private retirement

systems

The bottom fine is that we can't delay making our nation's human resources

more productive

The first step to a more productive work force is tO ensure that the next

generation will be better prepared not only for work but as citizens, voters. and

parents

7
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CED is very proud of the tact that two ol its recent policy statements. jamitaip

Qszsafgrin and Chiklren inNeed, hays had a map( impact on education reform.

Both of those reports hoiped focus nabonal attention on the plight of disadvantaged

children. They warned that If we put a generation of our children at risk we !Neaten to

rip the social and economic fabdc of America.

DeaPite the irnpact of these hw reports. CEO's trustees did not beiieve that their

work is dons. On the contrary, they believe that the busk**, community mist continue

to drive the reform agenda if the real work of developing an educated citizenry is to be

accomplished. Accordingly, CED recently compieted a new paidy statement, titted flit

UntnigctivsalcANfflitylbsionizSZALiltaisantistiositzimIga whch I am
pleased to have chaired. Although the report will not be released until DOM month, I

would like to preview some of the key findings for this committee in the hope that the

ideas we have generated will assist the Committee as it addresses these pressing

issues.

The new report will call on the nation to deveiop a comprehensive and

coordinated human investment strategy that redefines education. The strategy

recognizes that the ability to learn must be developed from conception onward; that

learning readiness encompasses a child's physical, social, emotional, and cognitive

development; and that education is a process that begins at beet What chikiren learn

-- or fail to learn -- in their earliest years either helps them to bodoms self .

supporting adults or stunts their development and encourages dependency.

Society's first obligation to children is to guarantee a quailly education to all of

them, not just to the lucky few who happen to live in the right neighborhood Of who

have the nght parents who can work the system on their behalf. To meet this obligation,

rs
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we... must focus our energ - reforming not just our schools, but our

entire system of human investment

Profound social change has resuked more and more children being born et

risk. Even in families that we not considered disadvantaged - two-parent families

with incomes above the poverty line, for example - we have reason to be concerned.

Families in which the father wants and the mother stays at horns while the chliritenare

in school now account for only 6 percent of al %mikes. old wei over half of all mothers

with children under the age of six we hi the work force.

A typical threeyew-old in fullkirne chid care from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. spends

about half of his waking hours in the cans of adults other than his parents. For school-

age chicken who hsre in homes where all adults work full-time, a substantial part of tt e

day may be spent withaii arty adult guidance at al. These trends are placing

Increasing riisponsbility for chid deveiopment rod school readiness on institutions

outside the family. The result is stressed-out famlies. more tenuous family bonding,

and a generally weaker connection between the family, the school, and the community.

So first we must reinforce the family. ft is the center of every child's life, and any

intervention strategy that does not indude parents is likely to fail.

-
Almost all parents want the best for their children. Unfortunately, increasing

numbers of parents simply do not know how to provide the care and nurturing their

children need or do not have the resources required. A growing number of such

parents are teenagers, children at risk themselves. We must strengthen these families

by providing parents with the toois they need to do the best }ob they can. lft,gu,r).

Major responsibilities for supporting families and educating children fall to the

government, to the schools, and to the broad community of citizens, private agencies.
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and businesses. in a moment. lU outline theopportunities to make a difference triat

each of them have, in the view of CEO.

But first, I ask this Committee to recoontze throe fundamentals of education and

child development. One is that we now know what techniques work and can document

their effettNeness. However, few successful programs over get past the pilot stage and

seldom reach in0111 than a smaa percentage of the Etuldren who MOO them Effective
"P

programs have been demonstrated; it is time now to institutionakze them. eites,m,if

Second, our efforts should be commensurate with the task. Not piecemeal, but

comprehensive and coordinated. We need to stop Ooking at children and families in

terms of their dysfunctions and instead we must look at the dynamics of the family itself

a "whole child" and "whole family approach

And third, we need to break down the formidable barriers to commtinication and

cooperation among the multitude of public and private agencies. They are established

to help children and families, but sometimes only suoceed in getting in each other's

way. in California alone, there we 160 programs serving childrer; and youth that are

overseen by 37 separate agencies in seven different dapartments.

in the private sector, community-wide organizations have demonstrated
_

programs to help overcome such barriers. The collaboration of volunteer social

agencies and business, working with schools and local government, can be an effective

catalyst for change. A good working model for the community-wide, collaborative ,
approach is the Success by 6 program in'Minneapolis, which I also chair.

c.--

The Success by 6 initiative has created a powerful coalition of advocates tor LAI -.44V1411

children under six in which business leaders play a central role. The program's goals

are; First, to improve public information, policies, and programs for childhood health

7 ()
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and development from conception to age six. And second, to coordinate the efforts of

all organizations workkv in this field. Otfw communities are pursuing similar proiects,

including Milwaukee, Phoenix. Cincinnati. and Houston, The United Way of America is

exploring the replication of Success by 6 in selected cities around the nation.

An excellent example of community and schools working together is the New

Futures School in Aibuquerque, New Mexico. It is a school for pregnant teenagers and .4 4
Nt.P leteenage mothers within the public school system and supported by a nonprofit if

community-based organization. At Honeywell, we are bringing the same approach to 'Li I"

the Minneapolis public schools by establishing a similar facility at Honeywell's

slro"`headquarters building.

The responsibility of the nation's schools is dear: As we struggle to prepare

chlidren batter for school, schools must be prepared to educate children from more

diverse social, OCOA0MiC, and cultural backgrounds, And here, too, schools and

communities Must collaborate.

Mounting social pressures have forced pubic schools to assume responsib'L_Ities

for children that go well beyond thek traditional educational mission. As a result, many

public schools increasingly provide a wide range of social services, They often includetow1
free breaidast and lunch programs, health chnrcs, before- and after-school programs,

parent education, and child c.are centers. Much of this social activity is cnsis control,

pursued on an ad hoc oasis. Few schools have the financial resources, the trained I

personnel, or the administrative nevi:3441y to fill the social support needs of their

students. It is not surprising that in many schools, nerther the academic nor the social

agenda is being fulr realized.

Communities and their schools must agree on nutual responsit ilitir6 and :waist

Where schools are required to provide social services, communities must provide

7 1
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resources to support the function. When communities end governments can accept the

responsibility for sending children to school prepared to learn, sohoas must be Wowed

to concentrate on their traditional foie Of took:fling them.

CEO's new report will also call on the federal government to undertake critical

responsibilities on behalf of children. The federal government is best able to provide the

kind of 1:x0*d-based leadership that makes child development and education top

national phorities.

We witnessed this kind of leadership in the last session with the passage of

historic MI-funding authorization for Head Start, and we thank you, Mr. Chairman,

President Bush, and other key members of congress and the administration for your

vigorous support of this critical program. Nevirthelass, wit stie hay* i long way to go.

We believe that the federal government should reaffirm its commitment to

ensuring that the disadvantaged have access to quality education, A very practical

step, the full funding of Head Start, wirtich Congress has authonzed, should be a top

priority when rt is time for appropriations

In addition, the federal government should ensure adequate funding for those

programs that have proven to be good educational irtvestments, such as the Women's.

Infants, and Children's Nutrition Program and childhood immunizations
1.4+0

And the federal government should help states and localities in their efforts to

coordinate child development, education, and human resources policies. It would be

helpful to loosen some of the regulations governing federal funds, allowing more

flexibility for local decisions which can maximize their wise and effective use.

Business people understand that bolstering these programs requires additional

funding. But we support spending that helps families nurture their children and helps

7 2
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children grow and learn. The United States Chamber of Commerce, for example, is not

known as a champion of public spending, but they backed the bill to expand Medicate

for poor children. And the National Association of Manufacturer& also went tO bat fOr

the bill, saying It makes good business sense?

The future of America depends on the abilities of its people. Without a more

productive work force we cannot sustain nor can we improve the nation's standard of

living. And we can't compete.

Our soctety and economy have changed profoundly in the past twenty years.

These changes will overwhelm us tin/ass we ate willing to transform our system of

human investment to ensure that every child is prepared to be a productive citizen. If

we tail to nurture and educate of our children, we will dose the doors of opportunity

to a growing number of young peopie and exclude them trom the mainstream of

American life. The Committee for Economic Development and business people

everywhere believe we cannot afford the cost ot failure It is enormous, for at stake is

the survival of our free-enterpnse economy and our democratic way ot lite.

7 3
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CED Investment Plan
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I.

THE UNFINISHED AGENDA:
KEY IMPERATIVES FOR CHANGE

0 WA' tx 11 ' 1 't 111 I' It 1

r ,,,TrlirrrrirrrlirtrfP,t t if A

coo rn with the necessity for edueatinsair CaMn art foicing society to assume
in structure and stabilityI SI

greater responallity for the successful development and education of children. As a

first step, every community should conduct a formal assessmern of how it is addressing

the needs of children, parng particular attention to the barriers that prevent change.

2. Eimaramilffintniushilsirgg_thavisalmjtellthignattubmaglamilL
Family is

central to every child's life, but when parents cannot give adequate care especially

young parents who may not have even basic parenting skills society should provide the

kind of support and assistance that will teach them to nurture their chddren and help

strengthen their family.

3. Every sten_mhee and father whatatnot finished high school should have access to

specialized school maimed to deal withilttnroblems tcvn parents and (heir children,

Teenage parenthood is a major cause of dropmng out and family poverty. Programs

designed along the lines of Albuquerque's New Futures School help teen parents

develop the parenting, learning. and )ob skills they need while providing their children

with developmentally appropriate early childhood education.

Qsaith_emillhiLdhog_sticarrokilmirliktnitilattn_alicklitoth2timort_p_or
otherwise let misquote stressrition

forforntateducation at home, All children need to

experience successful mental. physical. social, and emotional development to be able to

successfully embrace educational and social opportunities. Whether called child care.

earls, childhood education, or preschool. all programs for young children should be

developmentally appropriate and focus on their educational needs. Public school

sysiems should recognize the importance of early childhood education to their
e.ducational mission and help to ensure that quality programs arc both available and

accessible to 41 children who need them.

Programs that address the_ttee4s achildren at must be flexible desirn,

administration. and fundiak Service providers oten operate under crippling

constraints and rigid funding dictated bs federal and state governments that often

prevent them from meeting the complex needs of the children and families they serve

411MI111M1111111MM111.-flIAM.
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6. $4gcessfUl. programs m he roadltitolkated_so that they ire jhoth mots available
We know what works in

education and child development, but ew success programs ever get past the pilot
stage and seldom reach more than a small percentage of the children who need them.

7. i a.... / '1",
Ii11 %N. .? _toal

1,2 11 ,-1.-011-171.71.....
multi on appropriate social a educationalommunities must reach a consensus

the public schools before school restructuring can take place. Business should
work with educators, public officials, and other leaders in the community to develop
goals for education and measures of performance that ref1ect the real skills and
knowledge that students will need when they embark on their adult responsibilities.

& Students must be encourated to take treater personal respoujblljtv for the success of
their own education. Only someone who is actively engaged in the learning process will
become an educated person. Business should work with educators. parents. and
students themselves to provide greater incentives for students to work hardcr and learn
better.

9. business should encoumice weir emploveetand other adults to volunteer In education
alig_ghilittvidununismajni, Volunteers are critical to the success ot many
programs that call for increased interaction between adults and children, such as
rnentoring and preschool. Business should also provide the training and support
necessary to ensure a successful voluriteer expenence.

10. business should take the lead ipidentifyintstrategieshr improvitmcbildren's
educational_develonment antLin determining what resources are needed to achieve
rtsy(u, Although many of the changes in public policy and practice that are needed to
improve child development and education will result in cost savings down the road, other
essential improvements will initially require new investments. Business should be willing,
if necessary, to lend its support to increasing taxes if the revenues generated are targeted
specifically to improving education and child development programs. State government
should be the prime target of business involvement in policy, since most decisions on
policy, practice, and funding in education and child development arc made in state
legislatures.
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'Success by Six': Opportunity in a crisis
About 6.500 chilctren are born each year in Minne-
apolis. Some 1.500 of them 21 percent are

to reach first grade less developed physical.
ly, less confident. less resilient emotionally or less
practiced mentails than is right for their age. Most
of these are children of the modern underclass.
Tbey desen e better breaks Instead of early failure
ihrj dew-% e -Success Dy

That catchs phrase descnbes the goal of a still-
evols ing L'nited %a ay effort to make better breaks
happen for underclass children and parents alike.
Suburbs and other cities besides Minneapolis have
a iarge stake in how the effort works. Children
whose circumstances thwart strong developmentlive in ail communities and increasingly art a
cnallenge to :he nation's social strength. They are
the most in danger of early defeat by inadequate
schools, of disbelief in their own abilities ofdrvpoing out. of delinquency and drugs and ot
enterma adulthood unqualified for work.

Besides the tragedy and in3u5tice of children de-
nied earl% gro%ing.up resources, the prospect of
workers unable to handle modem jobs and job
training has caught business leaders' attenuon.

A ear ago the business-sponsored Committee for
Economic Deselopment urged nationwide invest-

ment and innoYation in programs to sent endan.
gertd children from birth to school age. Executis es
from several Twin Cities companies sparked by
James Renter, chairman of Honeywell Inc
have followed up hem. On Success by Six commit-
tees of the United Way they have worked for
months with social.sers ice leaders and advocao
groups 10 design a comprehensive local approach

Success by SI; won't be a magic bullet or a :ix-
eserything .nstitution Instead, it will be mam
small on-the-street programs by many different
groups. combined with community-wtde informa-
tion programs and coordinated expanston of ap-
proaches that work best, an early pilot project. for
example. will be to hire mner-city residents as
trustworthY home visitors to help prospectise par-
ents take ads antage of early prenatal cart. Another
will bc to recruit and train 150 church congrega-
tions to offer inner-cits day care for young chil-
dren

ork required to undergird the powth of so many
Twin Cities children and support for so many
families is a laugh. long-term challenge. But it's
nowhere near so tough as would be the conse-
quences of ignoring the need. Renter rightly calls it
a crisis Success by Six demonstrates that the crisis
is an opportunity as well,
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Program seeks to help 'at-risk' children
3trategies include door-to-door campaign

tessklia
ill Writer

eighbors will go d(1411.1(14.100f if) 5(11
e v glues uf pfenatal Care under one
IS strategies announced 1hursday
help In estimated 1,k1) chtldren

,in "at tisk" tash year is Moine-
ions

lie door 10-411)05 at tty will hesns
the Phillips Nelahborhood of

uth Minneopolis and may be es .
soded it, illKer parts of the coy
llier slow/ma will be storted else.
I wie In the Minnropolis area

t'f strategies ale IrrendM in get
tolitien reads for kt hoot sca ially
"torsionally, physically and mentally
nd thus oret,ent later problems of
',employment. pos.rty, teen age
regnant, and crime

V.0 art m (lit midst of MIPS, hut
r ate ult4 beginning 10 see the

bnst,'" said James Renter, ci,air.
ran and chief est cutrve officer of
f.ne swell fru and chairman of the
mress by 6 committee that drafted
tie stialegies

Ire lull ealroi i,l th irrais *di tve
ory sodhtt in the year ituu when
oday s ttoldien under age 6 should

he entermg college or Joining the
work force," he said.

1 he committee of business, civic and
government leaders was assembled
by the United Way of Minneapolis
Area, whrch said yesterday that it)
implement the strategies, it has corn,
miltod S450,000 plus at least a 35
percent increase nest year in the
$60,000 it la giving this year Io early
chitdbood development programa.

After eight months of study the com-
mittee and a companion group or
social service orpnirations cunclud
ed that fanithes need to know more
about vadable services, agencies
need to mote themselves more acces-
sible and public and private organr.
tenons nerd to collaborate better

no instance, many women do not
trek early prenatal car: in the Mk
Nock Phdlips neighborhood of south
Minneapolis, where 110o0 'worrlc
lore in one of the city's poorest and
molt troubled areas

Patties horn to Phillips pars nts in
1986 were likelier to dic in infancy
than lr,hics in Minneapolis generally,
likelier to tse underweight and neatly
twice as lady lir lse loin mil ot
wedlock or to a girl under age 18

SLR h children are likelier than most
to have problems In school end kattet
lit Irk

1 lie Phillips stalisinet are "exception
st fur a community that has as many
resources as this," Mayor Don Fraser
said al yesterday's announcement.

lInder Ihe Soccess by 6 strategy, se v-
eta; neighborhood residents will be
trained as home visitors to seek out
womtn in early pregnancy and pin
them in touch with health and social
set v tee agencies. Committee
members sand the visitors, like the
population south and east of Inter.
sive Ilwya 94 and 15W, probably
will he disproportionately young and
nortorities, and the plogram should
Ionian a iiense of empowerment to
families living there

Planning for 1hr pilot piogram rs Iu
bigot nest month, sod tioileywell
and ihc I Itlited Way hart IlecAtcci
money toi it I four satd he hopcs the
effort eventually can be extended
throolltno, ie city

1 hc %Utica% hy 6 stlarego.s are aimed
al risco tom", l'ist tilenli
bcd hy the "Fillmore os rnhitstina
lull de, elopinelli fa young chnkben
pirvcriy, cultural and economic in.

t It I

"We are in the midst of a crisis, but
we are only beginning to see the
evidence."
-Jams R1/0/14, chakman and dial xacudvs officer

of fionaywall

sensitivity, lock of understanding of
the problem and a lack of IlwaienCia
and mobil:41ton of 'mien.

Some of Ihe waives

IS A "children and churches" pro-
gram unskr which 150 congregstions
will be recnoted to provide day care
for inner city children, and advocates
for children's comerns The program
already is underway with help from
the McKnight Foundation

111 Mobs to build stronger employer
support for ivorkcis with yowlers
children

111 A Ilnireri Way fttrided ftlaftrit
assemble the best nialerials shout
early child deselopinent and to dis
ti :Noe them to agencies and parents

Lauds to identity and build sop
port for "ellectrae, culturally senta .

toe early childhood programs

Renner said many of the strategies
will be extenakd In suburbs, where as
nisny or more children are "at risk

Ile estimated dm each dollar spent
on early chikthood development will
save S6 in societal costs tater

C'omnottre members acknowk.dged
that greater use of estsung set v FC41
will strain Ike system lhouunsfs in
children shoirkl be m the Minn-repo
Ins !lead Start program, which selves
about 115), they said

10 find 1hr necessary money "we; he
halknte," he said "What rs very

clear is that the stlkte will hare 10 help
if this is going tu wink over the lung
tun
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'Business Is often criticized for
putting too much emphasis on t
sho41 tem. But early childboac
education is one subject jwbra) v
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will pay off.'
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Teenage mothers in New Mexico get a
chance at better futures

Albworerosse. N.M.
As Minnesotan* perreb through
doutwiy. a boby looked oser its teen-
age mother's shoulder with Curt Out
brown eyes Then. as healthy babseh
lend to do ii grinned

Mother and OAi are doing fine,
thanks to a model program of the
alhuunerque Public Schools It's one
Minnesota would do well to emulate

I somehow ant to stt it on the
airitan and Nina it back i0
apoliS," said Jim Renter The Honey-
well (Mel eseCuti.e couldn't do Mai
hill he did the nett best thing Ile
look 20 Minnesotans, including I

;ov Marlene Johnson end Minne.
apolif Mayor Don Eraser. to Albu.
ouelque on two company rets Iasi
wtek to visit the New Futures
School The school serval pregnant
teenage gots and trenele mothers at
high tisk, of poweny Ana poor parent.
inj

The atleinatisc school has seised
more than SAO tdolescont parents
since its modest founding in 010 in

's Wl'A basement. 1 he girls get
counseling. bonito Carr. prenatal and
t hild rearing training, end child rate,
Mime with academe and rob-skills
tofses I heir habits eel 2 healthy

en!

ha;
Lsonard Inskipwmiimim
stilt The envitorstnent ts wenn and
supswetive

Sig yowl mothers, snme of them
victims isf sexual &No.., told how the
school tract helped hem gain kelt.
esteem, understonding, woth esperi
erste and confidence

"I may have made a mistake. hut
I've proved I can take care of my
daughter," one girl said Another,
with two loathes by or IS. now woi
full-time and attends the University
of Newt Messco. she muted ptuuilly
Mel etit hod rust gown an A plus Ott
a paper on teen pregnoncy "When I
had my baby I didn't know what to
espect.- bard a guil

schools had ISO sea education or
chtld,reanng cleats "My dauahter
.. makes me went to Et an educa.
bon." urd soother.

When asked about prranancy pre-
vention, the gals urged mote open
relationthipt with parents. education
of parents and Ma education on
schools "I neser heard about babies
screaming its the middle of the
night," one young brother said

Later Renter would say about the us
gifts "They'll do all tient Other
Minnesotans observed thar students
in ea-odors generally his4 good eye
tunlact with the viatica% I hst's
sign the school tuccessfully builds
self esteem.

The New Future* School gets the
basic state funding Out all New Men-
Ico schools receive. but it olso gels
Terrill federal, state and foundatton
aro for about 25 percoot of its operat.
Ing costs As a result, the school has
fire counselors, compared to one in
Mrniveapolis far a umil,ar.wievi body
of regular students,

I he school, whIch occutsses a new
building, hiss I CO dayware slots Stu-
dents work an hour a day serving
tither students' babies in day care or

child development. They sPead
lunchtime with their oats babeet

Last year, New Futures served Sal
clients to classes, but also pco.teled
personal and health counseling to
236 nonenrolled adokscents Among
enrolled Client& more then hslf bad a
Hispanic background Some wOrO as
young as If Only ont In 10 was
muffled Many had dropped out of
regular schools

Most of the !Minnesotans f amt. sway
impresled "Ins-red-bk." sard rime
Sett Ember Rochgott "Wonderful,"
said Mare Caskins, staloctale supeon
tendent al Minneapolot Public
Schools

Marlene lohnson sasd ihal Minneso,
ta has components of the New 1-ts
lutes pemem. trut nothing as tee Os
ai comPrehenstre. She toed St
Paul's Apt* Select fur adoltereni

irs proareM if similar. bul
doesn't anfVe the full district and has
fewer a...104W tS

Oaskins said that Minneapolis hos
several pregnaney-releted programs,
including day Care in a few schools,
aliernatrye education for dropouts.
(omits life oducatron and special self-
esteem flosses She would hke to set

GT)



UP a matlin ROWS. the
tuperinfeadent of schools and
school-hoard members. Realer wel-
comed age uka

Renter *erred on a nsismil Comm.
fee lot Economic Development Study
Ouch casks-seed item about the ru-
ing aumbers of Odocatiooally dosed.
vantagd youna peopk "The Amen
can Dream tut beedom, opportunity,
proopenty kW democratic mech.
ship) . le IA indisardy," the commit.
tee and "The mance cannot contort.
ue to compete and prosper on the

frarena when more than one .
of our children live in Nverly

and a third vow up la tsnoraher "
hte commit Ke emphasized hem%

Preschoolers

Tottowing that 1917 at) report,
genet headed s Mtnneaholtslinacci
pillectsmna

w
imglOugyak,

spe ignore
Tirmut the peoNem SOSO found that
too many poor peopk lack acress lo
Services

With Ranier tonbnums to Spearkid
the effort the United Way neat «4.0,
sullt faunas an awareness carnpargli
I-arty rn 1990 the or ney and the
Greater Minneapolis Chamber of
t ommeree so:, promote lob poitcoes

that Amor parenun4

Programs like New futures "don't
cost a too of remsteey," Remier SAO
Nil New Futures, whsch be calls the
best program of sts kind slumbers,
lets 41 the Sean of the peobkm- It
agems the future of Iwo generations

mothers and children. "The
reboot integrates much of what S4C.
ctss by 6 is attempting to aceom
pints" be mug.

SVCCtSS by 6 sad similar mentos
are aPaChdirSi legislators this year
wrested tidy-childhood fundung
Ilusintss executives joined child..
lemma &visors ta lobbytits to make
children's issues a higher pnonly.
The Mutinous Bemuse Pannership
is mid to be readying a took at arty.
chiklhood wows.

At Nester left the New Futures
School, he paused to look at !Wakes
on an outdoor shil4-.:itre area. "They
lay 11 wool Work la ishtlftpa," Rertier
said, reknina to a new program be.
tinning in a muniktetrue netghbor
hood on Minneapolis "Look at those
kids Imbed Ntspame, white "
New Futurer works And baton at
those Ws, Rooter could also see a
future they shouldn't be denied be.
cause of the tonchltuna ot their birth
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr, Renier.
Let me ask you what do you think are the basic barriers to

achieving the objectives of your panel?
Mr. RENIER. The basic barriers are first an understanding on the

part of the business community that education has changed drasti-
cally. Where years ago it was primarily an academic mission with
a very small social mission because the social mission was being
performed in the home, with the families, and in neighborhoods, as
you have heard here, it is now a big social mission in addition to
an academic mission. It might be wonderful to wish and hope that
we had the family structures around; they don't exist. We've got to
work with what we've got, and in order for us to succeed what
we've got to do is provide the support to the schools so that educa-
tion can be achieved with the help of the community.

It is a long answer to the question. Simply put, we've got to help
the ad hoc mission that teachers have taken on as almost mission-
aries as opposed to teachers; we've got to help them with support
from the community so that they can get back to teaching and so
that we can once again achieve educational goals.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you as a businessman and as a con-
cerned citizen deal with the argument that this is really secular
humanism. We hear people use that around here, and I always love
to ask them what it means, and that usually takes up the rest of
the hearing, listening to my colleagues describe what secular hu-
manism is. But what we are dealing with is our social mission and
the diversity of our society. You are, no doubt, aware of that kind
of debate and dialogueconcerning social spending. Do you have
any ideas as to how we can try and deal with that?

Mr. RENIER. I suspect you are asking me how business views this.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. RENIER. To put it my way, business io willing to undertake

almost any social mission if it supports education because it be-
lieves that the only hope is education to provide self-sufficiency,
which is also an objective that business feels has to be achieved,
and business does not understand well, other than from a charita-
ble point of view, the social mission in the schools and elsewhere
unless somehow it is tied in such a fashion that people advance in-
tellectually and education-wise and self-sufficiency-wise.

So the answer is very simple. If it does meet that criterion, get-
ting business involved is simple. If, on the other hand, it appears
simply as keeping people dependent upon a handout program of
government, business is not interested.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, in your report did you review
the programs' effectiveness? Clearly, you have identified immuniza-
tions prenatal health care, Head Start, and the WIC programs as
cost effective programs. I think most of us know that there have
been sufficient reviews and studies of these efforts which have
come up with favorable reviews. But did you get into a general
evaluation of the administrative expenses, bureaucracy fragmenta-
tion, and turf battlesdid you get into any review of programs
from that point of view, from a business management point of
view?

Mr. RENIER. In the study that I alluded to, we did not get into all
of the various, extensive organizational kinds of considerations one

83
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would want to consider in studying how to optimize the program orimprove it or whatever.

I can tell you, however, though, in the "Success by 6" effort, wehave gotten into it in the State of Minnesota, and we have done sojointly with the State government, with the local gave, nment, andI think we are getting a real good handle on what needs to be done.It does back to putting the emphasis on school readiness. In theState, for example, we have different organizations that havegrown up over the years traditionally. One is education, one is jobsand training, and one is health and human services, etc. And all ofthem are involved with school readiness, and in a sense none ofthem are.
The Department of Education is obviously extremely interestedin the academic role and is very, very concerned about the amountof time that teachers are srendmg on the readiness role.There is no mechanism, really, in the State government to dealwith the school readiness issue to the extent that it has to be dealtwith. There is a tremendous mechanism to deal with the academicand curricular role.
So what has to happen is that resources from all of these organi-zations and a restructuringthis is just me talking nowa restruc-turing is required which somehow enables the governments toreally work the school readiness problem.There are over 100,000 initiatives that business has with govern-ment in the United States today associated primarily with the aca-demic mission of the schools. The place where we are hurting is thesocial mission of the schools. And the bureaucracy that exists isalso organized to deal with the academic mission of the school butis not very well-organized to deal with the social mission of theschool.

I believe that without a lot of money this could be changed, andthe restructuring is not as much, I think, in the academic area re-quired as in the bureaucracies that need to address this issue.The CHAIRMAN. Finally, what can your group do to mobilize thebusiness community in support of these
recommendations, andwhat are you prepared to do?Mr. RENIER. First of all, speaking for the Business Roundtableand the CED, I think it is fairly obvious the studies they have donecarry a lot of weight and represent most of the companies through-out the United States, and I think they do speak with a voice, andthe report will come out very strongly and will certainly educateeverybody that we can get hold of and inform with regard to that.I think, however, the most important thing is that this reportalso describes a lot of private/public

initiativesCities and Schools,Success by 6in which the private sector has decided to be a cata-lyst to help the public sector achieve the objective of preparing kidsfor school at all levels.
It is very interesting in Minneapolis nowthe one initiative wehave, which I have just described, of coerse, very, very briefly, Suc-cess by 6, has been adopted by the United Way of America tospread across the entire United States. The key is institutionaliza-tion of what has been done.The little school we have developed as a pilot in Minneapolis isreally nothing more than a copy of a very successful school for

4
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teenage moms in Albuquerque called "New Futures" which has
been in business for 19 years and answers many of the questions
and does break the cycle; it has demonstrated that.

I think it is rather interesting, our little school is now up to 16
and going to 30. It is run by the Minneapolis school system. The
attendance rate now in that school is in excess of 80 percent. And
some very key thingswe don't ask the moms to start school at
7:20 in the morning. They start at 9:30; it is easier for them.

Another thing we do in that particular school is we don't ask
them to ever be separated from their children, and in fact we take
the opportunity to prepare their children for a career as well so
that the mom, when she graduates, has a future, the child has a
future in kindergarten. And we also have people there from the
community who help the moms learn to be moms, which is not a
trivial job-1 have eight children myself and acted as a "mom" at
one point.

So I believe very, very strongly that the role of business is cata-
lytic. I also believe that there are plenty of resources out there,
augmented by some strategic leadership on the part of the Federal
Government and some fii.ancial support in this area, can accom-
plish the .;ob. I really think it can be done. And I think the way to
get the business community involved is to establish the ultimate
goal as self-sufficiency in education, which is both necessary and
sufficient, and that in order to be educated, one has to be able to
eat, one has to have a place to live, one has to be healthy, etc. I
think these are all the necessary things that are required to
become educated. That is what we are about.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you've got me convinced.
Senator Durenberger.
Sena Or DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I share your

conviction as well.
Last week in an education hearing that the Senator from Massa-

chusetts chaired, he had a young student from Rutgers hereand
she talked about her mom as her educational advocate.

The CHAIRMAN. That's right. Her mother was a teacher.
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes. And she talked about this notion of

having choices as kids and so forth works as long as you've got an
educational advocateusually it is a parent; maybe it is going to
be Lawton Chiles as a mentor for some kid and so forthbut the
idea that we can have some expectations about change coming
through choice, which I happen to advocate as a principle, but that
it is easy to do without the greater involvement of others is a little
bit far-fetched.

But I think what is frustrating to all of us isand I can't help
but think about it in terms of lives lost in the Gulf, and the fact
that a minimum of two million Sudanese are going to die this
winter in the Sudan, deliberately, just because the President of
Sudan won't let anybody feed them. But despite all those kinds of
horrible things, we all know that the same thing is happening
right here, and I think various other witnesses have alluded to it.
We are dying a slower death. It is hard to deal with.

So I find a sense of urFency about how can we take "New Fu-
tures" or Sister Giovanni s Guadelupe Project in St. Paul and the
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program we are going to hear about in Belmont, MA, coming up
nexthow do you take that and get it going?

I need to ask you a question about the role of the business com-
munity that I've been thinking about since Ted Kolderie suggested
that I think about ithe said, using today's context, if Lawton
Chiles is r*ht, and we ought to shift from all of these mandated
programs, these 160 Federal and State programs, the paperwork
and the mandates and all that sort of stuff, and if we're going to
shift to some kind of an outcomes deal, you are going to wait for-
ever if you wait for the educational bureaucracy to agree on any of
these outcome studies because for one reason or another, they want
them to come out to make them feel comfortable.

So the question I ask you is since you are responsible for a fairly
large part of this larger community called the United States, which
provides the earning opportunities for a lot of these . ple, since
you are the experts, you and your colleagues write . 11 ks about4

having to do remedial education, it sounds to me like many of you
could 'be experts on outcomes. I guess my question is why doesn't
CEDmaybe it is in the reportwhy doesn't CED or the Business
Roundtable or some other medium take on, in an advisory status,
or maybe just say from now on this is what we're going to demand
from America. I know one of the problems is you'll t.e whatever
you can get because we are often short of workers and so forth
but have you thought at all aboutand I'm sorry I didn't mention
this to you before you came here today, because I really am inter-
ested in knowing why the business community, with its expertise
on what our societal expectations ought to be, doesn't take on the
job of trying to help the rest of us define outcomes.

Mr. RENIER. Outcome from the educational system.
Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
Mr. RENIER. Yes, I agree with that completely. We do treat this

in the report that this is what is required, without getting into
detail. Now, the Business Roundtable is focusing heavily on that
particular factor. I must say, however, that the emphasis is on aca-
demic outcome. My thesis is that is a very interesting theoretical
concept if you don't recognize what has to be done along with it,
and that is what is missing is that recognition.

Part of our role here is to get the word out about what is hap-
pening to kids and what is happening to etiucation. I think this
mechanism is a good one, and I think the private sector can help a
lot in that.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to commend you for taking the time

that you did on looking at children issues and heading up the CED
panel. I think you deserve a lot of credit. It is a tribute to you per-
sonally, and to your company. We talk about corporate responsibil-
ity, and I think you, and those who are associated with your com-
pany, should know how important this is and how helpful you have
been. It really is a very important responsibility and you obviously
take it very seriously. So I want to commend you and indicate that
I hope we can continue this effort. There may be other areas where
we have some differences, but we really ought to try and find ways
we can work together. I am certainly very, very interested in pur-
suing implementation of your upcoming report.

f;
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I also look forward to working closely with you, CED, and the
business roundtable on issues of school to work transition, mentor-
ing, and apprenticeships.

Once again, thank you for being here.
I see Senator Dodd has returned.
Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My apologies to you

and to the mayor, but I had a very important meeting this morning
that I could not avoid. I won't delay you any longer.

I know the questions that have already been asked covered the
turf pretty well. I would just add my compliments to you as well,
Mr. Renier, for what you have been doing. Certainly there is an
element of good will behind this, but I think what needs to be said
more often is that this isn't just a question of the notion of making
a charitable contribution to societythis is very much in self-inter-
est, and there is nothing wrong with that motivation.

Mr. HE,Nurs. You bet.
Senator DODD, It is a good, healthy motivation, and you don't

survive in business if you don't keep it in mind. What you have
done is you have made a very rational and cogent decision about a
corporation and its future, and simultaneously some people have
really benefited by it. But nonetheless I think it is important to
note the fact that this was a smart business decision. I think too
often we praise business people for doing it as if they have made a
contribution to some nice charity, and that is not really the case, is
it.

Senator DURENBERGER. I might say, Chris, that Honeywell for a
long time has maximized its allowable corporate contributions as
well.

Senator DODD. I know, and I am not minimizing the importance
of that. But what we need to convince business of is that this is a
good business decisionnot just that we want you to be a good cor-
porate citizen. This is a dollars-and-cents, smart decision to make
in terms of the future of your company and your corporation. And
if you never give a nickel to the United Fund, if you don't contrib-
ute a dime to any charitable organization, this is a smart decision.

Mr. RENIER. If you use the word "education," Senator, you can
sell it easily to business. That's my view.

Senator DODD. Congratulations. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. If you want to invest a little bit in Massachu-

setts, we'd be glad to talk to you.
Senator DURENBERGER. He is already there. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. We've had a good chance to go through those fa-

cilities.
Thank you very much.
Mr. RENTER, Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. On our next panel we are lucky to have two

service providers here today to tell us a little bit about life on the
front lines, what the problems are, what kinds of programs are
working, and what the Federal Government can do to help.

Our first witness is Robert Britt, a former congressman from
Greensboro, NC, founder and director of Project Uplift, a compre-
hensive program serving children and families, a low-income hous-
ing development.
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Mr. Britt, we applaud you for your commitment to a worthwhile
project, and we thank you for being here.

e are also glad to welcome Kevin Tarpley, the national youth
coordinator for YouthBuild, USA, a highly successful program
which trains high school dropouts to build low-income housing and
self-esteem. Mr. Tarpley is accompanied by Mr. Emmanuel Moore,
who is a participant in YouthBurld, Boston. We are glad to have
you both here.

Mr. Britt, I had the opportunity over the weekend to look over
your background. You were a member of a very prestigious law
firm and had an enormously lucrative practice there. You were
elected to Congress, then ran for re-election and lost by 86 votes
we always remember those votesand then, rather than returning
to the law firm, decided to involve yourself in this program, which
has been an extraordinary success. I think all of us hope when
talking about these values and ideals that we can have the kind of
commitment that you have demonstrated. It is enormously impres-
sive to me and it brings great credibility to your presentation.

Mr. Tarpley, we know you and Mr. Moore have an incredible
story that we look forward to hearing about in just a minute as
well.

Mr. Britt.

STATEMENTS OF ROBIN BRITT, FOUNDER, PROJECT upunr,
GREENSBORO, NC; AND KEVIN A. TARPLEY, YOUTH COORDINA-
TOR, YOUTHBUILD, BELMONT, MA, ACCOMPANIED BY EMMAN-
UEL MOORE

Mr. Blum Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement that I'd like to submit for the

record, and then I will summarize very briefly.
I'd like to begin by commending this committee on its many con-

tributions to the crisis at home with children and youth. The com-
prehensive child development program that you helped initiate,
your focus on fragmentation of services, and the emphasis on in-
vesting in what works I think are three of the most important
things that the Federal Government can be about, and I commend
you for that.

I guess if I were to describe what Project Uplift is doing, it is sort
of what Governor Chiles was talking about, trying to identify what
works in the realm of children and poverty, particular zero to 5,
and then pull those together in a mosaic to try to provide compre-
hensive services with a particular emphasis on existing services.

We have targeted community services on a single low-income
community, Ray Warren Homes, in Greensboro, NC, to demon-
strate that early, continuous and comprehensive intervention does
work.

Basically, there are three goals. One is to prepare the childwe
heard about school readiness earlierto prepare the child before
entering public school for success in school. But we feel you can't
do that in a vacuum, that you have also got to work with the
parent and move that parent toward self-sufficiency and build a
sense of self-worth in the parent, who really is the primary teacher
of the child, and to be able to share with them strategies and edu-

S S
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cational opportunities to improve their skills as the primary teach-
er.

Ultimately, the goal would be to allow families to take control of
their own livesagain a theme you have heard today.

We have two facilities in Uplifta child development center,
which basically enrolls the 4 year-olds from Ray Warren Homes
and offers them a very enriched curriculum. We use the High Scope
curriculum, which is a nationally recognized curriculum. We do a
full day of enriched child care, feeling importantly that when we
are providing early childhood education, we've got to give that
parent an opportunity to pursue his or her opportunities, and of
course, we have many more mothem than we do fathers.

The health care piece of this cannot be overestimated. I want to
talk more about that when I tell you briefly about maternal and
child health. The parental involvement in education, leadership de-
velopment, offering parents opportunities to make decisions about
the programs for their children and for themselves is very impor-
tant, as is brokering the existing resources. We have speech thera-
pists coming in to our center; we have psychologists working with
abuse children and their families; we have volunteers coming in
and working one-on-one; a foster grandparents program; a library
programa wealth of programs in the community. What we need
to do is take these various threads and weave them into a cohesive
fabric which then can be tailored to the goals and needs of the indi-
vidual family.

At our child development center we started an exciting new pro-
gram this fall, which is a computer learning program, working
with the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. There are
some special and perhaps unique advantages for the computers
with the disadvantaged child. We are doing that, but doing it with
a very heavy emphasis on developmental appropriateness. If it is
rote learning, the use of the computer actually can be injurious,
but if it is done right, and if it is done with developmental appro-
priateness, we think it can be on the cutting edge, and we think it
may prepare our children uniquely for school.

Our children happen to attend the Magnet School for Science
and Technology, so they will be exposed to computers as early as
second semester kindergarten, and we will have developed a com-
fort level for them to build success around.

So that is basically a quick summary of what is happening at our
child development center. But we see that only as one part. We
also have a family resource center located in this low-income hous-
ing community at Ray Warren Homes. There, the operating dy-
namics are collaboration in brokering of services for the adult.

We have a wonderful new program called "Motheread", which is
a family literacy program that builds on the motivation of the
parent to read to the child and at the same time improve the liter-
acy skills of the parent. Carefully selected children's books provide
opportunities for self-expression of deep-seated feeliogs and bond-
ing among those participants. The same instructor comes into our
child development center, working with the children on these ma-
terials, and then makes home visits to pull those pieces together
and to model story-telling to the parent.
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I mentioned collaboration, It is a critical ingredient of thismosaic. We work very closely with the resident's council of RayWarren Homes. In partnership with GATE, a local transportationagency, we have a 15-passenger van assigned to the residence coun-cil. We put out a newsletter with the residence council; we work onall activities through them.
A new and exciting development in this collaborative scheme is alifelong learning center at a nearby branch of the GreensboroPublic Library. Some residents came to us and said let's have aGED program. Instead of starting on our own, we went to the li-brary, and the program was begun there in partnership with thecommunity college, bringing in the instructor. There are tremen-dous possibilities of that extra resource, the life'ong learningcenter, including an intergenerational computer lw ing programthat we are talking about.

The community college partnerships are critical, but an equallyimportant part of that mosaic is the barriers that exist to services.Barrier removal is important. We never offer an adult activitywithout child care. We focus on transportation as an issue. Thefragmentation of services is an equally important barrier as well asregulatory paperwork and red tape that are genuine barriers toaccess, as this committee has articulated so well and in the past.A new program that is very vital and perhaps as important asany other is the maternal and child health program What we werelearning was that 30 percent of our children when they enrolled inour child development center had a health impairment: of somekind.
All three of my children had inner ear infections; in fact, myeldest son's eardrum burst when he was a young child. We were onthe phone to the doctor, getting the antibiotics, and the next morn-ing they are fine.
Iliese children have no phone in their homes; they don't haveany transportation late at night; they certainly don't have the $20to buy the antibiotics that may make the difference between ahearing impairment and no hearing impairment. They may get theantibiotics the next day from the county health department, butthat may be too late.
So we decided that literally 2 year-old children were being des-tined to fail in school and fail in life for want of $20 worth of anti-biotics. We started the maternal and child health program in part-nership with the Guilford County Health Department, contractingwith them for a public health nurse to be stationed in Ray Warren.This nurse will be focusing on prevention, making home visits, fol-lowing a very extensive protocol to ensure that all the childrenwho enroll will receive the health care they need to begin life andbe able to achieve in school and thereafter.Finally, the other piece that we feel is critical in these communi-ty-based programs is community education and community involve-ment. We have to raise the consciousness of the community to thefact that these issues are issues of our children and our families.We have had over 100 presentations to civic clubs and other or-ganizations; over 200 visitors have passed through our doors sincewe opened the family resource center and the child developmentcenter 2 years ago, and over 200 volunteers have participated
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either at the child development center, family resource center, or

in an extensive task force process.
We have got to build a base of public understanding and support

because that is central to the long-term success of initiatives for

children and families.
That is a very quick overview, Mr. Chairman, but my full state-

ment will be in the record.
The CHAIRMAN.

You've given us a lot to think about, and we'll

come back to questions, but we'll hear from Mr. Tarpley first.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Britt (with attachments) follows:1

1
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There is a time bomb ticking in our society. It is the ocial explosiveof childhood poverty.
It portends a future underclasm unequipped to hold thejobs of tomorrow and unable to find success in life.

Its destructiveness Willimpose unacceptable human, eocial and economic costs upon America if we stAndidle.

The umconscioneble litany of facts and figures
regarding children mndfamilia, in poverty is well known to this Committee. Children and single femaleheads of household ocepriee a high percentage

of America's poor. The face ofpoverty in America today Le that of a child and it. soother.

The disastrous implications of childhood poverty are also well known. Theintractable problems associated with low birth weight, infant mortality.developmental dalaye, infant bonding and stimulation,
hearing and speechimpairment, school failure and drop out, teenage pregnancy, juveniledelinquency, welfare dependency and hard core unemployment - all directlycorrelate to childhood poverty. For example, SOS of the inmates in prison inMorth Carolina today grew up in poverty.

Surprisingly, however, we do know some things that work to change theoutcomes for children -- especially early, continuous And comprehensiveintervention. We also know that these interventions
such 4111 maternal and childhealth care, arly childhood education and support of the young child's familyAre extremely cost effective.

UPLIPT'S PROGRAM

Nearly 4 years ago, Uplift began planning a model program for low incomefamilies to demonstrate that early, sustained and comprehensive interventionworks. For two years, it has operated a Child Development Center and a FamilyResource center in Greensboro, North Carolina as components of a modeldemonstration program. Uplift's' gamo plan ham been to target community servicesand resources upon a single low income
neighhorhood through a collaborative,public/private model and, over time, to evaluate results.

The goal Le to prepere the child for success in public school and to movethe parent toward
self sufficiency and a stronger sense of golf worth. Theultimate objective is to enable familiec to take control of their own lives.

"Numbers have not been emphasized
and tho project has been kept smallintentionally. Lisbeth Schorr cite smallness ae a characterietic of manyprograms that work in her book NIttin 211r Reach; breaking tile Cvcie 214JVantage. Services are mainly limited to Ray Warren Homes, A low Incomithousing community of around 235 families. It is expected that Uplift's newMaternal and Child Heelth Program will serve around SO families and 75 children.The Child Development

center offers the nationally recognized High/Scope

1
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curriculum and a full day of child care to 20 four year olds each year, This

repreterts a majority of the children of
that ago in Ray Warren. Uplift's

prioary focus is upon families with young children although the Family Resource

Center's comeunity
building activities ars

Offered to all 235 families in Ray

Marren.

Child Development Canter

In a recent visit to Uplift's Child
Development canter (CDC) with a

foundation representative,
the magnitude of existing resources in the community

and the power of brokering those resources
to benefit young

children was brought

home in a powerful way. Let me share that
xperience with you.

Cut front was the library bookmobile
which brings books on weekly basis

to the CDC. As we passed the
kitchen, a volunteer was working one on one with

child. Inside the classroom were Foster
Grandparents under a federal program as

well as interns from N.C. AST University.
The teachers had just finished

High/Scope training, an enriched curriculum
built on a long history of sucoses

with disadvantaged children. The children were
lining up to go to the branch

library two blocks away for story telling and puppetry. Afterward', they

returned for a hot lunch provided through the Child Care Food Program which also

funds breakfast nd two snacks daily.

On other days, field trips to the zoo,
Natural Science Center, airport,

hospital, circus, fire department,
farm, etc. cffer what are often new and

important learning
experiences for the children. Twice week speech therapists

from the Greensboro
Public Schools work with children who need their services

under Public Law 99-45/. A local psychologist
generously donates his time to

work with abused children and thir parents.

This year the children received
extensive health arid developmental

screenings by the Developmental tvaluatlon
Center of the N.C. Division of

Maternal and Child Caro. Children with special needs are referred to

appropriate programs within the various agencies in the community.

A local lawyer has volunteered her time to bring appropriate role models

into thr classroom. These are often
followed by visits to tha Individual's

worksite (dentist's office, hospital, etc.).
On a recurring basis the Sycamore

Center, a local substance abuse agency
provides a puppet show designed for four

year olds which deals with substance abuse and prevention.
In the summer the

children receive five weeks of swimming instruction through the Greensboro Parks

and Recreation
Department, giving a tremendous boost to self esteem.

A study by an intern placed the value of the services
brokered by Uplift

from August,l989 through
August, 1990 at over S58,000.00.

This did not take

into account services
to which a monetary

value could not easily be assigned

(health screening,
student interns, etc.).

It is not likely that our childran

would access many of thee. group services
without the existence of uplift or

similar programs.

Parental invo)vement is
emphasized at the Child Development Center.

Parents are Invited into the clasiroom to bet with the children. They also are

invited to serve on the Parente Action Committee
which makes decisions about the

CDC program,
undertake. projects, and

develops its own leadership. Parent

2
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education classes drawing upon local resources such as Sennett college arm held
monthly.

The transition to kindergarten is eased by a visit to the neighborhood
school the child will attend. Pareots are also encouraged to visit, in order to
establish ralationehipe with the teachers and principal.

Objective* of the CDC for the child include building the child's self
esteem', school readiness end social skills. Por perents, the main objective is
to nurture their roles as primary teachers of their children. lf, as several
parents reported, they and their children come to place higher premium on
e ducation, then the CDC has succeeded.

Computer learaisg Preemie

An exciting 00w COmputer Learning Proves was added at the Child
Development Center this year in colltboration with the University of Worth
Carolina at Oreeciahor0 (OWC-G) funded by Glaxo Corporation with computers
donated by Apple Computer. With a heavy emphasis on developmental
appropriateness, children are introduced tO the computer by MC-0 graduate
students and trained undergraduate*. Dr. James Wateon at UWC-0 is developing
computer mofteeze for early childhood including interactive videodisc
applications which show great promise. The computer may have unigua
applications for disadvantaged children. It is non-judgemental, patient,
provides instant feedback and the child is in control. Personal interaction
with the instructor at the computer is key and intergenerational models
involving parent and child are envisioned.

The elementary school to which Ray Warren children are assigned is a
Magnet School for Science and Technology. This means Uplift's children, who
will be exposed to the computer am early As the second semester of kindergarten,
will already have developed a 'comfort level with the computer.

Family Iteemarce Center

The rosily Resource Center brokers resources to groups of parents and to
individual families providing access to needed services and opening doors of
opportunity for the adult.

MDTHIRRAD is a femily literacy program offered to Uplift parents through
partnership with the Greensboro Public schools, Greensboro College, maTUSRSAD,
Inc., UNC-G, MIA, Inc. and Uplift. It Is funded by a federel Sven start grant
awarded to the Greensboro Public Schools. MOTHZRRAD'e guiding principle is that
the parent-child bond cam motivate parents to improve their own literacy skills.
Surveys show thst being able to read to a child is one of the stronger
incentives for adult literacy development. Sy encouraging 'lap reading' to
their children, MDTWZRZAD not only enhances parents' literacy skills but also
helps provide home environeent where children have more opportunities to reach
their full potential as learners.

Using carefully selvoted children's literature, the mOTHEREAG instructor
works with the parents in an informal support group setting.

3
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The Sharing xperienced helps break feelings of Social isolation.

The inatructor also has story sharing time with the Children at the Child

Development Center so the children are exposed to the same materials. Home

visits will tie the learning experiences of the parent and child together and

Oodel story telling in the home. MOTH:MAD is *learner centered*, which means

it Le designed to meet specific goal Or need of the learner.

Dr. Judy Cheatham, a nationally recognised literacy expert from Greenaboro

College, and Dr. Afton Watilion of UMCG will design two year follow-on prOgra0

for families as their children enter public school. This coMponent, which will

continu to provide computer learning to the children in after-school programs

in kindergarten and first grade and family literacy activitiee for the families,

is a part of the Hewn Start grant.

Collaboration is the touchstone of the Family Resource Center. This fall

resident of Ray Warren came to the Pasaily Resource Center requesting a GED

course (0eadiril liplivialInCy Degree). In partnership with the Lifelong Learning

Center at the nearby branch of the Greensboro Public Library the crouree was

offered at the library with Ray Warren adults forming a core group. Child care

was provided by uplift at the Family Resource Canter. Many other Areas cf

cooperation are being explored with the Lifelong Learning Center, including

intergenerational computer learning.

On a periodic basis, Guilford Technical Community College offers a Human

Resource Development Course (HRD) at Uplift'. Family Resource Center. The /MD

course builds self esteem, helps students prepare rmumes, reviews lob interview

technique., has a jol, placement feature, and trr,cks new omployees for several

months. Uplift hosts and helps publicise thie course in the community when it

ie offered.

Close cooperation with the Ray Warren Residents' Council is an Lmportant

function of the Family Resource Center Director. A Ray Warren newsletter is

published five times a year with the cooperation of the Residents Council

highlighting activities and opportunities in the community. Input from the

Residents Council and from participants is sought for all Uplift's activities.

GATT, a local non-profit transportation agency, at Uplift's urging
assigned a fifteen passengwr van to the Rey Warren Reidnts Council. The van

ix available for Residents Council activities as well as field trips for

Uplift's Child Development Center snd to meet transportatici needs at the family

Remource Center.

Maternal and Child esalth Program

A major new initiative of the Family Resource Center is the Mmcernal and

Child Health Program which w..11 begin early in 1991. In partnership with the

Guilford County Health Department, the program will bring to Ray Warren Homes

those health components that can best Go delivered in neighborhood setting. It

will also make more accessible to reeidents those maternal and child health

services that are available only at public health clinics by removing barriers

such as day care and transportation. Uplift will subcontract with the county
Health Department for a public health nurse who will be stationed in Ray Warren

Home*.

4
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Comprehensive health service.; for each child and mother enrolled representmajor Oompoeent, Ite *sample, expectant mothers would have access to theMaalth Departmeat's Maternity Clinic, high Risk Clinic (if needed), thm Womenand Infants Program (WIC), etc. Infants and toddlers will receive fullisemioisatioe nutritioaal end *that healtb services.

The oomponent that focuses om preveation is tha Child Care CoordinationProgram.. This program provides regularly scheduled in-home tracking by thepublic health num assigned to Pay Marren to assure that infanta and coddlersand their families receive the medical attention,
developmental guidance, andmedical referrals they need. Mermally limited In scope (for example, to lowbirth vaight babies), this pcograa's prot000l will be followed for ell /layMama infanta gad toddlers who are enrolled.

lealth educatioe mad parent support groups are aoother oomponent of thaMaternal and Child Sealth Care Program. isall informal group* of parents willbe famed to interact
around bealth issues and to function as a support group.MAY aiADY is a family literecy program designed around maternal and childhealth Wino; that is being developed by NOTURIAD. It will aleo be implementedas past of the Maternal and

Child health Program.

Commasity Sem:sties mole /evolvement

Uplift wea founded to raise coo:am:gnome to the problems of children endfamiliee in yoverty and to translate that concern into concrete programa ofcommuaity action. Commuoity educatioa and mobilisation remain a high priority.Over 200 groups, community
leaders, elected officials and other individuals havetoured Uplift's facilities
stove it opened in 1951. Nearly 100 presentationshave been made to civic

organisations, religious institutions and other forums.Keerly 200 volunteers have
coatributed either directly in the Child Developmentor Pamily Ineouroe °meters or through a community task force procona. Upliftinitiated aued wee the lead &gooey for a day long focus on arly intervention forchildreo in poverty co-sponsored by the Greensboro and high eoint Chambers ofCoMmerce, Jaycees, and Junior Leagues end seven other organisations. over 300business and community leaders participated. Uplift believes building a base ofpublic support and understanding is central to the long term success ofinitiatives for children and families.

001DIVO PSISCIPLSS

Certain guiding principles undergird Uplift's program onny of which aredrawn from the Family
amoource Coalition in Chicago which has played animportant role in clarifying Uplift's vision. Uplift's focus is on the lamily .recognieing that the problem* of oelther child nor adult can be solved in 4vacuum. The fragmmotatioo of ascetics. (not to mention the confusing variationin eligibility requiremeote)

paws. a formidable barrier to servkces for lowincoome families. To be successful the threads of all services must be woveninto a mingle cohesive
fabric that in turn must be tailored to the needs Andgoats of the family.

compreheneive fforts wh.,ch focus services on the familyhove the best chance of succese,
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A 'bottom up"
trategy has been followed by Uplift on the assumption that

only through 'hands on" engagement can we identify problems and conceptualize

solutions.
keeping 'one foot in the trenches' is a prerequisite to

understanding the needs and problems of the family and the care giver. It is

also felt that the local community
opt only is the proving ground but the

appropriate level at which to target state and federal resources
for the family.

Repowerment of the family is a major objective. Uplift endeavors to

ngage families in mak:Log
decisions about their programa, to build their *ensue

of *elf worth, to remand them of their strengths and skille, to encourage self-

help and outreach to others aod to share strategies of how to negotiate the

social systems On their own. A non-deficit
approach that build. on the

strengths of families
instead of accentuating

weaknesses help* empower the

family.

Accountability end
evaluation are the keys to quality. Too often success

is msaeured by the number of
"contacts" with the family. Contacts can be good

or bad. Uplift hopes to develop outcome oriented measures of slICCIIIss

incorpOreting new evaluation techniques as they are developed locally end

nationally.

terriers to services are much disoussed but rarely addressed

comprehensively.
Legislation may contain "child care' funding but the reality

is that no licensed day-care center
can displace a full time, long term slot for

a part day stipend. The ties involved in pursuing and
filing for reimbureement

for temporary
child care often is not worth the compensation received. Uplift

made key operational
decision to provide child oars for all its adult

activities. It works. Similar efforts ars
being made to insure that

transportation is not a barrier. A long range goal of Uplift is '.ihe systematic

documentation of federal and state leoislative
and regulatory barriers which

post disincentives to participation and Lepediments to tucceesful

leplementation.

SVALUATIoe

In nepth
valuations of all components of

Uplift's program have been

commissioned beginning
with the current

operating cycle (August, 1990 - July,

1991). An independent
evaluator, Dr. Judith Penny (whose

doctorate is in Child

Development and Teeily
Relations). has bean engaged by the Greensboro Public

Schools to provide
evaluation at the local level for the !von Start Program

which includes the NOTHERRAD PrOgram,
Uplift also has

contracted with Dr. Penny

to valuate all aspects of Uplift's program.

The Uplift
valuation plan will compare statistical

data and outcomes of

children end parents enrolled in Uplift's programs with control groups of

similarly situeted
children and families.

SAILY CRILDMOOD INITIATIVL

Serly Childhood
Initiative (ECI) is a non-profit companion

corporation to

Uplift founded by Randolph Johnston. It helps local
communities in North

Caroline work :ooard an integrated system of health end humen services. Its

emphasis likewise is on early, continuous
and comprehensive

services for young

several community
models that build upon Uplift's experience. It is expected

that these comprehensive, colleborativw
models will be tailored to the needs of

the individual community. The boards of ICI and Uplift are considering merger

of the two non-profit corporations
with !CI providing the field operations for

the oombined entity.
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Mr. TARPLEY. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

It is an honor to be here before the committee and the U.S.
Senate here. My name is Kevin Tarp ley. I am currently serving in
a paid position as the national youth coordinator, which is a life
mission for me, in servicing young people.

As the national youth coordinator, I am paid a salary to do that
which I love and have done for over 15 years. And I have done this
because someone else has taken out time for me. I was not always
paid for doing what I'm doing now. It was out of a sense of mission
to young people and to myself because so often as a young person, I
was denied the abihty to do what was right; I was always told that
I was too young, and it was not my time.

So many young people have heard that message, and so they
have turned to other things in this country today. Before, it was
"Be a good scout; do what is right for yourself and for America."
But that has changed somewhat.

I have brought a young man with me, Mr. Emmanuel Moore,
who is a part of Youth Build Boston. I brought him here not be-
cause I wanted him to make a great speech, or I wanted him to be
present for token reasons. I brought him here because this is an-
other part of his leadership developmentbeing able to sit in the
halls of power and the U.S. government, and say to you face-to-
face: "This is what I need as a young man who is hurting, as a
young man who has been unemployed, as a young man who has
suffered in the streets of Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan, or Boston
as a whole." This is why he is here today.

YouthBuild U.S.A. is a construction training program that takes
young people such as Fmmanuel, who have said 'I don't want to be
part of the streets anymore; I don't want to be part of the gang
situation anymore; I don't want to sell druFs anymore; I don't want
to kill anymore; I don't want to be killed, and we give them some
hope by taking them and training them in construction, in rehab-
bing old homes that could be utilized to house the homeless, for
low-income families, for young people such as Emmanuel himself.

As well, we work on the GED side of the scope because just
teaching construction is not enough if he is not ready to read, write
and do arithmetic, which is required for construction, to read a
blueprint, to add inches and yards.

So that is what YouthBuild is about. It is also about the leader-
ship development aspect. I listen to Emmanuel. I ask, "What are
your life dreams, Emmanuel? What do you desire to do in this
world, and how can I help? I don't just want to be there for you
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. in the evening; I want to know what I can
do for you in your life until you are ready to move on." It is not to
create dependency; it is to acknowledge that you do have support,
which many of the young people, when we talk to them, that's one

, of their biggest grips: "If someone just supported me, if someone
just believed in me. This is what YouthBuild is about. It is more
than just doing construction, bricks and mortar.

We tend to overlook people who are trying to do what is right in
the community because, as one of the Senators mentioned, people
want to feel comfortable. Well, adults want to feel comfortable, too.

1n2
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They don't want to have to work beyond that scheduled work time.
They want to finish work and go home and be with their families.

Well, as a provider in this particular field, I recognize the fact
that that is not possible, because their problems don't stop at 5
p.m. when our work day ends at 5 p.m ; it tends to go beyond that.

The CHAIRMAN. Kevin, I'm going to give you another couple min-
utes, and then I want to hear from Emmanuel and ask some ques-
tions.

Mr. TARPLEY. Yes, sir. So what we are trying to do is exhibit
fully the values of being responsible and productive citizens
through hard work; speaking openly and truthfully to one another,
and doing whatever is necessary to involve young people in the
process.

I would like to enter into the record at this time a detailed de-
scription of the YouthBuild program, "Notes Towards a National
Youth Policy" written by Dorothy Stoneman; articles from the
Boston Globe; and the Youth Council as another alternative to
dealing with many of the problems that our young people face. I'd
like to place that in the record with the testimony, and I will yield
the floor so you may ask questions to Emmanuel.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, and we'll include those
materials in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tarpley {with attachments) fol-
lows:1

13
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Testimony
of

Kevin A. Tarpley, National Youth Coordinator
National Office , Youtheuild, USA

6000 day honorable members of the U.S. Senate, my name is Kevin A. Terpley.
I'm current;y being paid to fulfill my life's mission, in service to youth. I'm
employed by YouthBuild USA as the National Youth Coordinator. As the
national coordinator I'm paid 0 salary to do that which I love and had done
for free for over 15 years. I do this because someone once took out the time
for me.

ft is an honor to sit here before those who have the wlfl to make some key
changes in America. Yes, yOu have the power to influence the way that
adults in the United States of America think. nut, who speaks for the youth
of America, whO Shell stand from among the largest group of people in this
country and in the world and be officially recognized as the leaders of
America's youth7 They art there, we negotiate with them everyday. They
are real. Some are positive and some are negative.

In the positive sense they ere young entertainers, football players,
basketball players, producers, tO narne just a few. These ere the leaders
of young Americans because they ars most visible to young America. These
People have great influence over Americans and their families.

in the negative sense they are gang members, drug aealers, hate groups ancl
piers.They too, have great influence over young Americans and their
families. These aro the other young Americans that are most visible day to
day to other young Americans.

We tend to over look those who ere working hard in their communities to do
that which is most honorable end correct. Those young men and women who
really care about their town, state ancl country. Those wno hove a world
,dielan Those young people who are saying, -Count me In.l want to JOIn this
most noire effort to preserve life, liberty and happiness for all.- We tend to
turn our back on thorn because they prove not to be a problem

There Must be balence. They are the key to ell tne concerns of youth and
family because they are able to see the needs. They are mOre Often then not,
ready to commit themselves to a long term effort to do that which Is needed
if we ars Wiling to train, listen and follow up on recommendation that they
Pring to our attention. Many of these young people are from those families In

1°4
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crisis. They ere looking to fit in through service to others

I believe that the young people who are in trouble are products of the whole
society, what I like to think of as the American family, not just a product
of their nuclear family. Therefore, we as a national family need to take
responsibility for all the hurts that young people within their own families
and without their own families are suffering. You see, I believe, and I know
because I've seen it over end over again, that even a child coming out of the
worst situation can change if someone takes the time to genuinely care
about whet will happen to him or her, while having the patience to bear
the pains of caring. And while that Person is taking time tO care, he must
also,

I) Exhibit fully the values of being a responsible and productive citizen
through herd work (as a volunteer or at some full time/ Part time job). This
encourages the work ethic, Self help end self-ssteem.

2) Speak openly and truthfully with that young person and respect his or her
right to believe, think and dream visionary thoughts. Encourage trust and
invite the thought process to go deeper through discussions and setting
goals and a plan of action to reach those goals.

3) Do whatever is necessary to assist that child, young person or young adult
tO achieve those positive goals.

So you see what have stated are those things that we should find present
in a family. Well, it Is sad to say that In many cases we Ore not finding this
type of support at home because families In crisis have something that has
stooped or interrupted the process which makes a family a family, Some
thing or some system has taken away that sense of self which could have
made that family strong end effective. Whole families are being wiped
c,ut by another family member, or in some cases young people are killing
themselves because they believe that whatever the problem is, its their
fault, The cause of this goes well beyond the family, put the curs lies in
finding new positive substitutes for family, both short and long term.

There ere those who say that you can not replace the family. I would dare to
argue. Young people have turned to gangs, making their own families in hopes
of creating a better life for themselves through that of a new family where
they ere the ones being depended on for love, guidance, support and hope,

1 5
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yojnoi people nave Peen luce.: enough tc find a mentor, or a church
gro,le, or a corrirnuffity-besea orgemZetion wnicn provides the kinO of
personal caring and sense of family that allows the young person to survive
with anent values All too many young people ere not finding anyeody, and
they're just giving up,

We at Youth thoid USA believe that young people need programs which are
consciously designed to Counteract the particular forms Of mistreatment
which have affected them. Theughtful professionals need to analyze the
nature of the mistreatment received by each group of young people and then
chart a course which 13 elametrically opposed te the past mistreatment To
do that, here, let's look at the mistreatment

Young people in tow-resource communities have lived in relative poverty and
powerlessness ln an affluent society which values wealth and power, and
which hes given them little respect, little opportunity, little of importance
to do, enti has not cared enough to protect them from the temptations of
drugs, from physical decay of their environment, from the breakdown of
their families and overwork of their parents and even from homelessness,
hunger, and automatic weapons.

To succeed to the maximum extent, a program must dramatically reverse
this pest experience It should Dear no resemblance to the Institutions and
attitude:, that have so fer Cisappointed and hurt our young people

We must, in designing youth orogrems, chart a course which is sc rilfTerent
from the past hurts that the program will free tie the young people's hest
energij, Intelligence, trust, end hope, and engage them In the process of
taking charge of their own lives end contributing to their communities.

The ordgrams must, theretve, inude the to' ir pGS11.1ve elements, in
contrast to the past experience of the young people:

-pro1ounC respect for their intelligence;
-edme agree or Power for them over their immediate environment,
-protection from disaster, or at least the support to cope with it;
-meaningful end important work;
-real, patient caring for their development,
-very high standards end expectations;

Ft;
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-actual teaching of tkills,
-consistently positive values;
-femily-like suPtiort end appreciation from peers end adults;

-understanding of the proud and unique history of their people;

-heightened awareness of present-Caw world and their important place in it;

-a path to future opticrtunitg;
-real concern and action from the agency about changing the condittons that

have af fected them end the PeOple theiJ love;
- run.

i further believe that America needs to continuallg address aduitism,
racism, greed, selfishness and the failure of local, state, and federal

government to adopt and maintain 0 full array of educational, employment

and youth development programs to meet the needs of young People and

families, This will have tO include programs that could not be measured

tomrnrrow, Out would require us to wait years in order see their affect. For

example, one of the most effective programs that MO not make it through

budget cuts in the late 70's was the ETA program which rm a produCt 01.

deceuse of that program, members of my family of eight had hopes of job
opportunities. Six out of 0 (light) Of us received jobs under that Program.

All eight of us ere working today because we were given the opportunity to

experience how good It felt to make our living, end the freedom to bt
responsible with pur own earnings. This was a good program gone to the

way side. I can't help but think of how many young people we could hove
saved from the drug trade had a program like CETA been around today. i'm

sure the projected 30 billion dollars that we are spending on the so called

-War on Drugs" could have been more effective had CETA been saved

The Youtitand program, now spreading across the country, is another

solution In YouthBuild programs young people who have dropped out oi

schddi are trained in construction skills while they rehabilitate abandoned

t)uilcings to provide affordable permanent housing for homeless or very low

inc:,rne people. They attend academic classes for 50X of the program Major
emphasis is place on providing opportunities for young people to develop es
leaders through making decisions affecting the program and its policies, and
through Involvement in community life,

In addition, within each YouthBuild program we try to include the
comprehensive positive elements I have listed above, to meet the needs of
young people who have withdrawn from the mainstream institutions of

1 P 7
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socie14.

At this point 1'd like tO enter int: the record ; fuller oescription of the
youtilluild program, end Notes Towere a National Youth Police, by Dorothy
Stanenien, President Of Youtheulid USA.

With In every institution affecting young people, youth empowerment is
neeoed However, empowering youth will happen only once what we call

-acultism is recognize and dealt wite What le adultism7 Adultism Is
Parel;e1 to racism and sexism, and JuSt as pervasive, Adultiem refers to all

the attitudes end behaviors that flow from the conviction that adults are
sueerior to young people, always have the best ideas, have the right to
control all the Institutions attended bW young Derwie and, beyond, have the

right to control, punish, hit, end literally own, their children.

Aeultism leaves young people very poweriees, and conditions all of us when
we are very young to accept various degrees of powerlessness for the rest

of our lives.

Adults fear giving young people the right to share in the direction in which
tc steer the boat. I can't help but to believe that adults fear for their Jobs

anC positions. But in fact young people must learn to take charge , resolve
proplems in 0 peaceful manner, plan for their futures as well as America's

future They must believe that they are Important

In the case of young people A' no re DPOr, thee heve been further mistreatet
we have allowee the poveriess te Pe reoee Raped of their identity, rape(' of
theer way of life, end roped ef abl;ity to make a hving AnO, Pecause
this, Our national Security 1.,i; at ;:teke

There i3 no netL:rel reseuroe that s ImpOrtant tO p-ctect, frohe
irr,cUrtaht to fir, for trier that cf yeutri and the family. Sc tO that. if I may
De so bold, I would like to add., ciernaOS r,ere enO now Is the time for :his
committee tO hcnorably submit to ite fe:low congressional ocileagues a

new :eclaration of War Agamst Poverty

can't help but to think of the billions c' dollars that we ere committing to
the operation ir the Persian ;.J17, anc how we fall to reoOVIZe trial if we

put that kind of money into fighting poyertg that we coulO win You knhw,
the pwverty prOvem PIO not ftil. was working in many respects, Put the

ins
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government celled off the flget.

I can't help but think about the bilhons of dollars that we are going tO
allocate to save banks, NASA cost over-runs, etc. and then think about the
money thet we ere spending daily in other countries in the interest of
national security. Well. I believe that our security Is threatened not from
merely the outside, but equally from within. Americans are killing each
other in record numberS.

Government Itself can be a place of learning, but adults must recognize that
young people nave sometning to offer . For example, local and state
governments have in some communities established Youth Councils, Youth
Commissions or Youth Advisory Boards. But many of them are merely going
through the motions, with no significant Influence, Do you learn medicine
by arecticing on deed bodies forever/ Nc, at some Point we say to our
medical students that you must work es an Intern under the supervision of
an experienced doctor before recleving the blessing of the state to practice
medicine, So, wny can't we prepare young people to cope witn life Dy
training them? This will translate into strong families in the long run.

Yes, -Everyone can be greet, because everyone can serve, the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Sr once said, I soy, In order for families to stop suffering we as
3 nation must understand that we are all family and that our young people
reeke up that family. They too ere Individuals end we must ceallenge them to
be tne best that they can be. They must nave the opportunity to succeed as
well as refl. We tend to think the latter will be the case. It is said that what
you pelleve most is what generally win happen. If you have no faith In them ,
then why should they believe in themselves

The hares anc heroines of America must nO longer be just the man end
women who meet on the field of athletic competition, We muSt turn and
geve recognition to that young man end young women who have given of
themselves to triumof, over the evils of poverty. Those heroes are out there.

brought a young Men with me who may not know It tut he Is one of those
heroes

es a fcerner gong member ene a person who sold drugs es a means to get
what he wanted because jobs are not eaey to get, the pay wes much better
tnen what ethers were paying, he was his own boss. He has been wounded in
a gun fight and is a father of three. He has decided that his family, hIS sons,
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ore more import eel then ;ne moneu. and he furiher recoomzes that what he
was doing wet, not wortr the ;rise thei the street life required.

He often tells me that I mate tne elite. eat In his life but, you see, he has
made the difference in mint I meg this young men ane about 25 other
young people in the local Youth5uild 5oston program as my joint
reeponsibility with their families end the other Youth Build Boston staff
persons Many of us ere not )ust working at a jet,. It is o mission to save
America. R Is a mission to save young people, it is a mission to hold up a
mirror so that they can see the beauty in themselves, to Open doors that
seem to be locked, 10 Say to the rest of the national community that young
people - regareiess of their background - do cere about what is happening in
this world, it is critical that we all stop to listen, end that we unclerstene
that es soon as the society Offers the opportunity, through programs such
as Youth Build, young People seize the opportunity end reveal their heroism.

Members of tnis honoreele Denel, I stand ready personally to serve my
country In whatever way possible. I am happy to be working tor Youtheulld
USA, because we are meking a difference.

I thank you for giving me this opportunity to share with you mg views Are
there ane questions

1 1 0
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MEMBERS OF THE YOUTHBUILD COALITION

National Organizations: ACORN. AttftfiCan Fiiesids Service Committee, National

outh Program. American Youth Work Center. Association for Community Based

Education, Children of War. Children's Defense Fund. The Enterprise Foundation.

run Employment Action Council. Housing Assistance Council. Human Environment

Center. National AssociMion of Housing Cooperative& National Association of Service

and Conservation Corps. National Child Labor Committee. National Coalition for the

Homeless National Conpess for Zommunity Economic Development. National Urban

League. National Youth Leadership Council. 70,001 Training and Employment Instihne.

NouthAction.

Alabama: Federation of Southern Cooperatives, Epes. Arizona: Chicanos Por La

Causa, Phoenix California: California Literacy Inc., San Francisco. Centro de la RAU.

Long Beach Chinese Commumty Housing Corporation. San Francisco. Clare

Foundation Teen Center, Santa Monica. Cleland House of Neighborly Service. Los

Angeles Downtown YMCA, San Francisco. East Bay Conservation Corps, Oakland

Escuela de la Raza Unida, Blythe. Korean Community Center of the East Bay, Oakland

Los Angelef. Service and Consery anon Corps Mendocino County Service and

Conservation Corps. Reality House West, San Francisco. San Francisco Conservation

Corps San Pedro Service and Conservation Corps. Santa Ana Neighborhood Housmg

Service*. Shred of Dignity, San Francisco. Synergy Building Systems, San Francisco

Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation. San Francisco. Watts Labor

Community Action Committee, Los Angeles. Colorado: Brothers Redevelopment,

Inc Connecticut: Neighborhood Development Associates, New Haven

Northeastern Connecticut CDC. rxin lets(' n Save the Children Federation, Westpnt

Florida: Florida Low Income Housing Coalition, Tallahassee Lutheran Social Seri ices

of Northeast Florida tH.E.A R Monn-Dade Neighborhood Housing Services New

Centurv Development Corporation, Miami North Florida Educational and Develot zent

Corp. Gretna Northwest CDC West Palm Beach Professional Employment and Training

Services. Clearwater. Tallahassee Urhan League. Vocational Education. West Palm

Beach Georgia: Degalb EOA, Decatur Georgia Housing Coalition, Atlanta

Illinots: Chicago Coalition on Youth Employment. Chicago Renewal Society. Chicago

Student Advisory Council Demicco Youth Services, Chicago. Eighteenth Street

Development Corporation, Chicago Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, Chicago

Iowa! Children's Square, U.S.A., Council Bluffs. Indiana: Historic Landmark

Foundation of Indiana, Indianapolis Tree of Life Ministeries tor Economic Development

and Care Center. Gary. Westside Cooperative Organization, Indianapolis Kentucky:

Kentucky Housing Development Corporation, Manchester. Louisiana: Central City

Housing Development, New Orleans. Malne: Building Alternatives, Inc.

Community Employment Proiect, Portland. Portland West Neighborhood Planning

Council Maryland; CityHomes, Inc , Baltimore. Community Survival Center,

Baltimore. District of Columbia Youth Council, NAACP, Oxon Hill Jubilee Jobs of

Baltimore Montgomery County Service and Conservation Corps. South Baltimore Youth

Center. 'Massachusetts: Citizens' Housing and Planning Association, Boston

Dorchester Bay Economic Development Corporation. Just-A-Start, Cambridge

Massachusetts Association of CDC's, Boston. Nuestra Comunidad Development

The YoultIBuild Coattron 366 ItAarsn Street . Belmont. MA 02178 517 489 3400
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CC'SpOrailt,r, TZLktn}r% Nur% a Fweranza, Hohoke Quin:t Gotet a Hou..ng
Corporaiwn. Dorchester ihv S .; rLl. Research Group. Int , Boton Thi Svmer.
Cnrooration. Inc Teens A$ Communot Resource,. Boston Tem Cut Corporation.
Boston Lrhan Edge Housing Corporation. Roshurs i outhBuild Boston MichIgen:
Flin: Cornmunit De% elopmeni Corporation Nelson Neighborhood Improvement
Association, Muskegon Operation Self-Determination, Saginay,
National 1 outh Leadershio Council. Roseville MIsalasippl: Community Resource
Group. Jack.son MS Housing Coalition, Jackson Rural CDC, Menden Hall

EHS ,1outh Education and Health in Soutar& Nebraske: Chicano Awareness
Center, Omaha Nevada: Nevada Association of Latin Americans, Las Vegas
New Jersey: City of Camden Youth Commission Enterprise CDC, Jersey City
New ark Apartment Improvement Program N Dept. of Corrections, Juvenile Servsces.
Trenton Urban League of Essex County, Newark New Mexico: South West
Organizing Pro)ect, Albuquerque Mana de Albuquerque. Niew York: Banana Kent
Bronx Bedford Stuyvesant YMCA, Brooklyn, Catholic Chanties. Syracuse Cay Council
of Rochester Coalition for Twenty Million Dollars, 150 member agencies. NY C
Colonial Park Communit, Services. Inc , NYC Eaststde Improvement Society, N1C
Good Shephard Services. NYC Henry Street Settlement, NYC Hope Community in ,

NYC Pratt Institute Center for Community and Environmental Development, Brooklyn
Rockland Community Action Council, Nanuet F and E Roosevelt Institute, C
Steuben Churchpeople Agatnst Poverty, NYC Worker Ownership Resource Center,
Elmira 1 outh Action Program of the East Harlem Block Schools Oh10: Assoctation
for a Better Communitt , Canton El Centro de Servicio Sociales, Lorain United labor
Agency, Cleveland Youngstown Youth Council Oregon: Northeast CDC, Portland
Penneylvants: Germantown Women Educational Protect, Philadelphia GRIT (Girl
Renovators in Training). Philadelphia Habitat for Humanity, Philadelphia House of
I:mop, Philadelphia Norris Square Civic Association. Philadelphia Northern
Cambria CDC, Barnesboro Philadelphia Youth Service Corps Pittsburgh Jobs for Peace
Women s Community RevitaltIation Protect, Philadelphia South Carolina: Fairfield
United Action, lenkinsville Tennessee. Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprises, Inc
Woodland Community Lend Trust. Clairtield Texii: Mociacion Pro Servictos
Sociales, Laredo Inner City CDC. Dallas Mission Service Pro7ect, Mission Utah:
Neighborhood Housing Services, Salt Lake City Vermont: Burlington Youth
Employment Spectrum Inc , Burlington Vermont Youth Conservation Corps.
Waterbury VirglnIII: Hispanos Unidos. Falls Church. Wisoonsin: Northwest Side
CDC, Milwaukee Centro de la Comunidad Unida, Milwaukee bvsenington, D.C,:
ARCH (Action to Rehabilitate Community Housing) Council for Community-Based
Development Homelessness Information Exchange Latin Amerian s outtv Center
NAACP Youth Caucus

The YouthBulio Coatiton 366 Marsh Street &mom MA 02178 617, as 34x
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YOUTH BUILD COALITION
366 Marsh St., Belmont Mat. 021711

tel (617) 489-3400

Introduction to YouthBuild

The YouthBuld mommenk gnawing out of the Youth Action Rog= in East
Harlem in 19S3 and already attending to Slily-five OAK ts creating a groundswell of
pmgams whet en committed to enabling young pee* to iebuild their
communsties and tales charge of their cam Wes The vehicle for this is the
Youthauild pogam We are bulking this movement by doing the following

providing technical assistance and extensive trainmg to gaups committed
to developing YouthBuild progams

organizing the YouthBuild Coalition to advocate for funding and to hnk
witemsted gimps with each other

g a nanonal core of youth leaders who can share leadership of the
YouthBub Coahhon

povidang training to adults * theory and method of youth leadership
development as a central part of youth programmg

nitre are cuerently Osprey live groups in twenty-four states wtio want to mount
YouthBuild pagans% twenty of *Midi have begun pilot progams or serious
plannmg There me cure hundred and My goups who haw* joined the Coaletion
Them are My young people from ten states In the leadership com, seven of whom are
on the Steering Unmade* of the Youthlkald Coalition, along with seven adult
leaders of local propels

Simian, of Toutlelvild Progran1 Dirs4n

In Youthhald progams, yowl people with an interest ei rebuilding their
communibes am trained in constnon skills ice six to eighteen months, while they
rehabaitate abandoned buildings to provide affordable permanent housing for
homeless or very low income people

1 ! 3
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ai:end academic classes :or hat: ot,the program :one. mastering basic skills andprepann tor their high school ecanaleric diploma kiso both mio the program artIndividual counsetinE, peer support groups, dnyer's hcense trammg recreation. andcult4ral actisines

Mai or emphasis is placed on provrdmg opportunities ror young people to developasleaders through makngdecisions atiectmg the pmgram and Ks policies, throughimolvement m community lite, and through leadership trammg

At the end at the program graduates obtain unsubsidued jobs m the consouchonindustry where they urn Ow to S1640 an hour Foi3owup counseling andsupport groups are available Every eat ts made during the program and afterwardsto include trainees in pre.apprentriceshap programs so that they may gain entry intothe OOTiSOIL-ttnn-ntiated unsons

The program is comprehensive It works extremely well for young men who havedropped out of schoot met a gves them a chanceto play a profoundly useful andrespected role in their convnunity. baking the TTIOSt essentsal commodtty needed bytheir families and neighbos affordable hourang Thts restores them to the tradinonalrole filled by young men in healthy commteWies The progam also works well foryoung women interested in non -traditional careers

Origins and Background oit YoutisBuild Program

The YosithBtnkt program was pooeered by the Youth Action Program or the fastHarlem Block Schools between 197S and Plect In 1%4. responding to an upsurge 01community suppon tor YouthBuild. the New York Cary Department el Employmentreplicated it by funding two additional agenoes One of these, the Banana KellyCommunity Improvement Association in the South Bronx has tomed the YouthAction Program m providing assistance to other groups through the nationalYoutnBuild Coalition

In addition. PublIc/ ?mate Ventures, a national research and demonstration agency,has proven a vanaoon of the model workable in mom than a dozen cities under thename I kiition Corafmnsy kiptxtrineo

Replication Process

We are provichng general information. Including a comprehensive implementationmanual tO all interested
groups, and trwitmg all to penodic thireday trainingseminars

We expect to work closely thnoughout the potram's implementation a plannedrephcanon and technical assistance process wrth ten selected groups i. h o possess ahigh level of commitment, organizalscrial capaoty, and philosophical agreement We

1 1 4
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have detailed an elevenstage process of replIcation including an evaluation

component in the third and fourth years

When funds become available, we %WI povtde planning rants to selected strong

groups.

In the cument period replication is dependent on prtvate funds and locally-rased

public. funds.

Prospects for Padic Funds

The YouthBuild AC of 1990, authorizing SZCO million for Youthlkdd programs

edmtnistered through HUI), was introduced with fony-three cosponsors m the winter

of 1990 by Concessman Major Owens al Brooklyn. Several Senators have incoressed

tnterest UI mtroductng the bill in the Senate. The bill has the informal support al HUI"

We hope to see this b411 passed by 1993

Mearnvtde, the YouthBuild concept has been built into National Youth Service

legislation which passed both Houses tri October 1990 As a result, federal funds will

very likely be appropriated by the end of 1991 IK malion tn 1991 and $5 million in

199:i

Youth( luild USA

Since the YouthBuild effort has taken oil with great momentum, the Youth Action

Pivigrarn is incorporating
YouthBuild USA as a separate rational organization which

fl can-y out the YouthBuild replication process, provide training in youth leadership

development to interested youth-rtwolving organizations, and continue ensuring

that the YouthBuild
Coalition has an Impact on national policy affecting young

Peo

1 1 5
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YOUNGSTOWN TOITTN comm.
OffICE OP TNA KAMA

CITY Of YOUNGSTOWN TOUTS COUNCIL DY-LAWS
MAULS

i. tba youth of the City of Yousestoom Youth
Council do hereby committ ourselvesto the goel of improvies

ourselves through perticipation in tho Youth LeadershipDevelopment Proeram. It is our desire to join io with other
citizens, civic

leaders. buslases leeders am4 public earvents to enhance our city's growth.Thorofare. as we serve, listem to, represent and Address the concerns of local
youth. we Shall do eco with 'ado, reimport.

commitmemt. creativity loyalty .and justice for all. Inturn, mm reaffirm
an improvement in the quality oflife for young people. which Udall translate

into an improvement for lateryears of that youthful life. This we support with all our heart, mind and
soul, so help us God.

.

AATICLE I

Youngstown Youth Council

Office of the Mayor

26 South Phelps Street

Younsmtown, Ohio A4503

Section 1. The arm of this body
shall be the City of Youngstown YouthCouncil.

Section 2. The principle office of this holly shall be located at26 South Phelps Street.

ARTICLE II

Purpose:

Section 1. The Youth Couocil is to merve, listen to. represent. ands4dreas the concerns
of local youth in all natter..

Section 2. The Youth Council is to iaitiate, organize, mod superviseprograms awl projects which
shall benefit the youth ot Youngstown;

-1-
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ARTICLI II

Section 2. (cont.)

and advise the
Mayor. City Council and other governmental

agencies oo all issues that affect youth; and to work with

and aid in tha
coordination of existina youth programa in

order to create better
total youth programming.

These programa

shell be open to all youth of Youngstown.

Section 3. Members of the Youngetown
Youth Council shall servo as members

of Community Soards,
boards of Director., Park and Recreation

Commission, Federal Pleas and any other boards, committees,

commissions, etc., est up to address the concern, and problesa

that tha city's youthful
population must face. Youth must

take part in developing tha resolution to
problame as well

as be victim; of those concerns or problems. They *hall

be afforded tha same rights granted all members serving on

the boarda, commissions,
councils, and committees therein.

Section 4. The Youth Council *hall seek training in grantsmanship to

secure funds for the operation of tha Youth Council and shall

assist other youth orisoted organieetions.
i.e. Soya Club,

Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Jewish Community Center, Associated

Neighborhood Cantor and shall mature funds for programs that

are educational,
culturel, civic and recreational.

Section 5. The Youth Council
shall mit aside WE of its program funde

to address the needs of mloority groups in hish "at-risk"

areas. (minority
meaning-- a groun

differing esp, in race,

religion, or ethnic
background from the majority of A population.

Tha state or time of being under legal age.) This action

is viewed as a must, for we wish to wept...
that a lack of

*elf help Is the true problem.
Our action is to encourage

self help.

ARTICLE III

Youth Council Jurisdiction:

The jurisdiction of the Youngstown Youth
Council shall be the youth popu-

lation of Youngstown who are registered
members of the Youth Council.

The Couocil shall
represent end shall be ultimetely

responsible to this

population.. (A Council
District shell be a local senior high school

from which five representatives sr* elected.)

ARTICLE IV

Membership:

Section 1. Representation:
The Council shall be

composed of representatives

elected (or selected) from the youth
population of Youogstown

over which it has jurisdiction. These representatives shall

be elected from each senior high
school, with each school

-2-
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ARTICLE IV

Section 1. (cont.)

serving as an hietton district asid aa district of youth
populatioa for this Council. Zack oeolor high school Ohallelect (im Septamber of each year) 0410 fresbnin and one at-largtslumber fro* that district.

Alpo, lit-large members shall
soiree a ase year tar*.

Section 2. The Weyer Moll appoint four youth members to tha Council,
City Comacil shall appoint seven youth to the Council Coot
per City Cowell Ximber) Rath youth organitatioo that becomes
a registered mombor of tbm Youngstown Youth Council shall
*lett or select ONO membar

from Chair group to acrve on theCouocil.

Sectioo 1. Tem of office: A represaatative *hall serve a two yearterm.

A) Moos eligibla to run for re-eleetioo must hors two yearsof high school loft or will be attending Youngstowa StateUniversity for the nest CVO years. (Able CO cosmic to
meetings according to jab aasianmeots.)

I) All other represmatatives
shall saris a ma year termami may re-apply, i.e.

at-large reprusentativos, communityyouth orgmmisatioso college sad adult appointsos.
Section 4. College stodamts amd adults shall be appointed to cht Councilby the Mayor, City Comocil

and Y.S.U. board of Trustes.
A) The boyar shall appoint tbre* and City Couocil shall

appoint sevan. Wolf (5) of thaw cbosen should bo io
the tee rano, of 15-25, th* othar half (5) abould be26 or older.

5) The Youngstown State board of Trustees shall appoint
five (5) to the Youth Couscil, ell should be 21 yearsof ago or older.

C) Mayoral, Couocilmatic amd Trustees appoint:mots or re-
appointment* thrill be med4 0O4O a year during cht month
of Jamuary.

Section 5. Classificatioe:

A) Council Woober: A persoo elect*d/appointed to the YouthCoumcil from city high school or by the Mayor, City
Council or the Youmptoon State Soard of Trustees. An
official Coumcil membor carries one vote in *11 full
comma moetiogs.

I) Associate.: Ilia Youth Council shall declare thoss persons
in district* that are intarested in tha activitise end
procedures of the Council

as associate *mbar. of cht
Youth Council. ASAOCLACCO2 shall have no vote to the
Council nod shall hold no office units* they are filling
the uoespirad term of * council member uosble to fulfill
his/her respomaibilities.

-3-
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ARTICLE IV

beetles S. (cont.)

C) Ex-officials: The Youth Council shall have an Advisory

Board which ehail include all student body presidents

of a local district, who are not elected as official

Council miegthers. They shall only advise the Council.

Sectioa b. Removal from office and filling of vacencies:

A) Removal of Council geohers:
Council members shall bo

removed automatically and
permanently for the following

reasons:

1. Ao excess of four (4) absence. from regularly scheduled

Youth Council meetiogs.

2. Failure to comply with the purpose stated in Article II.

3. Failure to carry out duties as an officer or C000cil

member.

4.
Failure to behave in a manner becomion an officer

of the Youth Council.

I) Procedures for removal: Any Council member say file

with the Couacil President any person's name for review

by a Trial board
consistion of the Executive Director,

three adult appointees, one
youth amebar from each school.

one college student,
the President of the Youth Council

sod the Executive Secretary. The pereon filing tho name

shall appear before the Trial board to discuas his/her

reason for filing. Tba persoo accused shall also appear

before the Trial board to argue his/her came. The Couacil

President shall preside over
tho board; it shall Wu:

2/3 eajority vote of the board preseot for removal.

Any member determined to fit this description atoll be

aotified of their status in writing by the Executive

board and will be asked to appear at a Trial 'board hearing

to show cause why he/she should not be removed from the

Youth Council.

C) filling Vacancies:
Vacancies shall be filled by a vote

of ths Council persons of the district inwhich the vacancy

has occurred, by the
appointment where Mayoral. Council

and Trustees appointments
have been vacated and by vote

or selection by
registered youth groups that art represented

on tha Youth Council.

Section 7. Hastings:

A) terslar merino: The Youth Council shall meet in general

sesaion twice a month and the Executive board shall meet

once a month in regular session.

S) Emergency Executive board
session/ :my be called when

the Cheirmao/President
and three other goobers of the

Executive Board have deemed it necessary to address a

matter of xtrema urgency
and importaoce which caonot

-4-
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AATICLI IV

Section 1-11 (coot.)

be delayed until the next regelArly
scheduled meetingof the Teeth Commell. In this case, the Isecetive Soardshall alae haws the power to act

os 'behalf of the ToothCouncil. Amy farther action will require roll call,Orme vets a tha
senbervitip. The results of this phooepell Shell be entered into the minutes of the east gesers1neeties.

C) Weal district
moulage; Teeth Connell free echool districtsare meeserased to attend student

council imetiags togather andier share
infelmatioe, amd to briag forth saycoecarms of the ere/eats

is their district.
Also, couacilpersons should bald

a caucus oeca a week to wordiest.cancers. with ether commell pereoaa from their district.TO All special unetiage shall rot/vire four days mailingsotica, too days phone attics.
Section P. Dress Codes

A) The Tenagetome
Tooth Council bolas

the official youthrepresentativee Mall uphold hish staodard of self-estern.therefore, as am effort to exhibit
that, Couecil somber*are to dreee ia the

folloglag mensers Dories a regularor special benigees
meetimg of the General Assembly,Lobby eessines or public affairs,

where the Cowell isis the vele of peddle official or present before otherhigh reeking
officials, Conseil

members are to dressis besieges suite or shirt awl
tie for male 'webers andhominess esits,

drowses, or skirt sod
blouse for females.Darius Secretive

Swims, dress should be coefortableyet, preseetable. The Cowmen
executive officer shall*leo Worm the coomell oe dress
for events as well.

ARTICLE V

Officers:

Section 1. Rascutiv. Officers: Tbe following
officers shall be lectedby majority vote of tbo enseers

present at a spacial meetingfor the semeral
menbership. President, First

Vice-President,Second Vice-President,
Third Vice-Freeident,

tascutive Secretary,Adeisistrative Secretary amd Treaaurer.
A) Presidents The Fruitiest shall act be coosidered

a evesberof sey particular
district. Se/she shall be responsiblefor ell Council

activities. Se/she shall preside overmeetings sod Trial hoard hearings.
The ?resident isresponsible for keeping

Uwe Couocil focused on its purposesod shall be tho official
spobaspereoo/representativeof the Council

unless be/atm
designate someone else.

1 2 0
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Settles 1-A (cont.)
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I. The President upon
election to office shall serve

a rim year tars. unless
lut/she le fulfilling

an incoe7

plated term for someone who could not fulfill his/her

II. Ite ?resident shall appoint
committee chairpersons

where the Ey-Lawe
ha* not designated such.

III. The ?resident
shall have the

authority to appoint

committees,
commisaions, boards

and panels to study

special concerns or may request that committees.

commissions, boards
appoint or designate a sub-committee

to mist, those concerns.

IV. The ?resident
shall assign projezts co appropriate

committee and may resseign such projects In his/her

judgement.
All youth Council

officers and members

ars responsible
to the President

for the proper per-

formance of their duties.

V. The ?resident
shall be kept

informed on all issues

by committee
officers of all present issues.

VI. The President
of the Youth

Council shall be ewers

end knowledgeable
of Parliamentary Procedures.

VII, The Youth Council
President shall

jointly work with

the Youth Council
Chief Executive Officer (Youth

Council Director) in the
development of Council propose,

projects etc.

N) First Vice-Presidentl
Shall preside over the Council

in the absence
of the President.

1. The First
Vice-President shall serve so the Chairmen

of the Membership Committee.

II. In the absence
of the Council

President, the First

Vice-Preeidant hall essume
all duties of the President.

He/shet shall carry
our his/her

duties just as the

President would
have done hed he/she been President.

III. The First Vict-President shall
become Presidsot in

the event the
President can no longer fulfill his/her

duties due to impeachment, resignation
or death.

IV. The First Vico-President shall
report directly to

the President.
Me/rhe shall commit

his/her service.

to the
?resident and shall

assist the Preeident in

his efforts to meet the goals of the Council.

V. The First
Vice-President should be knowledgeable

of Parliamentary
Procedures.

C) Second Vice-President:
Shall preside over the Council

in the atsonce
of the President and First Vice-President.

-6-
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ARTICLE V

Section I -C (coot.)

I. The Seeped
Vice-Prsideet than serve as chairmaoof the Research

Committee.
II. The locoed Vice-President

shall &mum all the dutiesof the Frealdent.
Me/she ehail cam out hishber&ale. just as if he/she wore Presidest.

III. The Secoed
Vice-Fresideet 'shall become First Vice-Fresidentin the evemt that the ?rapidest can mo Imager fulfillhis/her duties amd he/she is *screed by the FirstVice-firseidest. Is tha event tha

Fresideat and theFirst Vice-fresideet
can no longer fulfill theirpositioms, the locoed
Vice-Fresidant ellen becomePresident of the Council snd lections

shall be calledfor by the llectioa
Commiesioest is the fora of areaolutiom stating ouch a need. The llection Commiseionershall call for such
election within 50 days thereafter.0 Third

Vice-Presidestt Shell preside over the Council inthe slowpoke, of the
Fresidost, First

Vice-President andSecond Vice-Fresident.

I. The Third
Vies-President must ba 26 years of seeor older to encourage

youth sad adults
creating partur-ition, to addreee

the seeds of youth.
11. The Third

Vice-ftesidest shall become Second Vice-Presidentin the event the President can so Imager fulfillhis/ber duties amd behilmi is ouceead by the Firstand locoed
Vice-Fresidests. Is the *vest the President,First and locoed

Vice-Preeidents can no longer fulfilltheir positiome, the Third Vice-Presidest than become?resident of the council and lections shall be calledfor by the ['amass
Commissioner in the form of aresolutioa stating *nth a seed. The Electioti Comeaseimershall call for ouch
lectioo witbio ID day. thereafter.III. Tba Third

Vice-President shall *ores am chairmanof (ha Auxiliary
Committee.

IV. In the event that the Third Viee-Fresident
Shallbecome Presidamt, the raskisa of committees accordiogto the Conseil Ily-Lawe,

shall determine bow the actingFirst, locoed, and Third Vice-Presidents shell be'elected until lections can be held. This ehouldonly be. dome so that
an organised leadership

structurees* be mmisteinad.

I1) Executive Secretary: Shall earn ea the
persocial secretaryto the President

as well as chief of staff.
I. As chief of staff, all appointments to sea the Presidentshall ha held by the Executive secretary.

7-
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ARTICLE V

Section 1-1 (cont.)

II. All executive loud members
shall cluck and turn

in reports for Cho President over
to the Executive

Secretary.

XII. Serve as secretary of tba Izscutive Saari. Record

minutes at maatiuge.
Provide the Administrative

Secretary with minutes
for distribution at general

mmetissa.

IV. Call members during
roll call, vote at wattage,

roll call votes by pbooa during
emergeocy sessions.

V. Tha Executive
Secretary shall have the authority

to appoint five (5) clerk* to
assist him/her in the

day to day duties.

I) Administrative Secretary:
Shall record minuts at the

;general sessions.

I. Administrative Secretary
shall have the following

duties;

1. Call or send out notices of meetings to mashers

and school district buildines.

2. Coordinate sll committee
secretaries; advise them

as to when
committee report. are to be turned in.

II. Serve as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee.

III. The Administrative
Secrotary shall have the authority

co appoint five (5)
administrative clerks to /waist

his/bar in the day to day duties.

G) Treseurer!
Shall be responsible

for all funds raised,

spout or allocated to the Youth Council.

M) Standing Committees!

1. Executive Soard
S. Program Committee

2. Judiciary Committee
9. Lobby Committee

1. Trial board
10. Cultural Committee

4. Membership Committee
II. Youth and Police Relations Srd.

5. Corresponding Committee 12. Health Commission

6. Crum, Committee
13. Education/Employment

Review Srd.

7. Research Committee
14. Park 4 Recreation Commission

ARTICLE VI

Standios Cosmittaess

A) Ixecutive Board

Section 1. The following parsons
shall sake up the Ezecutivt board;

-8-
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MULE VI
Section 1.
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A)

(cont.)

The rresident. First Vice-President, Second Vice-Presideot.
Third Vice-President, Sescutive Secretary. Treaeurer, three
college students, tun adult ;appointees and the Executive
Director or hIsher appointee.

Section 2. The Executive Saari shall have the following dutieis

A) ?lam sonde for gemeral sessions.

2) Coordinate and noeitor activities of committees, task
forces, sad all special projects.

C) Ensure follow up or; any action taken by the Youngstown
Youth Council.

D) Draft tbe yearly calendar.

E) Draft the semi-axonal report to the Mayor and City Counci.t.

1) Evaluate the attendance and participatiou of members
during their term and WS appropriate reports to the
Youth Council.

G) Appoint at least ona af their members to serve on each
youth Committee or Task Force,

Section 3. Tha Executive Board shall be required to bold one regular
monthly meeting.

I) Judiciary Committee

Section 1. This committee shall be chased by the Admingstrative Secretary
of the Youth Council. The Judiciary Committee shall draft
propose* changes im the governina rules for Youth Council
approval. They shall keep the Youth Council informed on
any changes to the soverniag rules must be referred to the
Judiciary Committee for a reading and proper wording prior
to adoption.

Section 2. The Committee shall have the responsibility to resolve disputes
or questions concerniag the interpretation of the soverning
rules. The committee shall be the final arbitrator of any
issues or disputes referred to it for resolution. Anf member
of the Yout4 Conseil shall have the right co request that
the cheir commis meeting for the purpose of resolving
a governing rule, issue or dispute. The Chair shall appoint
four (4) youth nmmiers from the general body to serve on
the committee, two (2) collage students and two (2) adults.
The Administrative Secretary is an automatic member and shall
serve as chairman of tha committee. Upon convening for the
first meeting the committee shall elect a First Vice-Cheirman,
Second Vice-Chairman and a Secretary.

Section 3. Ma Judiciary Committee hell serve as the legislative comeittee
whereas; recommendatioes to the Mayor. City Council And other
governmental agencies inwhich changes dealing with city ordinances

- 4-
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ARTICLE VI I)

Section 3. (cont.)

!bard policy or changes in state law, must go before said

committee. (Presentation of recommendations by authors.
aseigpment to committee. coesidaration by committee, readins
and discusaion by the General Asseibly, finally, motion to

accept or reject.) The Aasembly mey vote eumpand Council
rules and debate aaid issue and vote on recoemendetion(s).

Section 4. The Judiciary Coemittes Chairmen may recommend Sgt-at-arme

who will keep order on the floor of the Assembly. The Sgt-st-erma

must be approved by the Council President and then brought
to the floor for approval. A majority vote in favor shall

confirm or deny candidate to the position.

C) Trial Board:

Sect/au 1. The Trial Board shell conaist of the Executive Director of
the Youth Council, three (3) adult members of the Youth Council.

one youth froe each high school, one college studeot, the

Youth Council President and the Executive Secretary.

Section 2. The Trial Board shall review the followiog:

A) The attendance record. Failure to attend four (4) consecutive

meetings will result in a hearing to understand the reason

for much action.

3) Failure to comply with the purpose stated in Article II.

C) Failure to carry out duties as an officer or councilperson.

D) Failure to maintain manners of an officer.

0) Neebership Committee: The Membership Committee shall monitor the Council

meebership. They shall be responsible for tha filling out of Youth Council
membership forme, of youth and/or youth groups who wish to become pert

of the Youngstown Youth Council. The Membership Committee shell put in

place a Youth Council Membership Policy booklet and ehall be the determioins

factor as to what groups shall serve on the Council, based on the nulber

of seats that will be open.

Section 1. The comeittes shell establish how many Caste ths Council
should declare open and the ores of representation. Thereafter,

the committee shell recommend approval of said formula.

Section 2. The First Vice-President of the Council shall Chair this

committee. At the first meeting. the committee shall elect
a First Vice-Chairman, Second Vice-Cheirean and a secretary.

Section 3. The committee shall be responsible for notifying washers

and appropriate bodies of the appointment of new members.

They shall also maintain a file on ell members.

Biotic:0 4. The Membership Committee shall stabliab a sub-comnittee
called the Elections Commission. The Chairmen of the Membership

Committee shall then appoint a Commissioner. The Commispioner

shall appoint his/her staff from those serving on the Membership

-ID-
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AATICLS VI 0)

Seettioa 4. (coat.)

Committees. The Klectiom Commission Ikon he respoasible
for maeitariae lectioma,

reelection*, selection sae appointmentof member, to the Younestown Youth Cowell. The Commissioagull develop hamdbook which ebell explain election: proceduresawl shall he responsible for all Youth Cowell elect/assthereafter.

Section 5. TA4 Membership We-Committee,
the Ilectioa Commission shall

upon request of the Council
Presidest present a resolutioo

which will _tate the positioaa that will imp voted on andthe date irdleicb paid
tlectioss will teas place.

1) Corrampondencet Committee:

Section I. The Correspondence Committees shall be made up of three (3) +adultmembers. two (2) collage
'students, sad six (6) Youth Couacilpommel.

Section 2. The Correspoadesce Committee shall bd reepoasible for commie:A-ratios with the area menu media, other youth comacile,
ane.developmeet of public spaskisg workabope.

Section 3. Tha Correspoadascs Committee *hell also develop proposalfor a youth Prorated
mewsperor, radio abow mead television

show, to highlight the comcaraa of youth and their proposedablution to the Unless.

Se:otiose 4. 7114 Pres. Secretary shall be as automatic lumber of thiscommitted.

1) Grants Committee:

Section 1. A committee shall ha astsblielesi
to develop grew* for programato be operated by the Youth Council.

Sectioa 2. The (tants Committee *hall **cure tutees to *foist area youth
organisations that milli, to operate educational, cultural,civic and recreatioaal

oriented programa. Mons funds shallbe allocated is ouch a beehive that clued sttentioa is paidto Article Il Sortie* 5. ?urpoene.
Sectioa 1. The Greats Committee shall isA4 ongoing workabope to trainas weeny Councilpersoma

possible in the art of writing groats.
Section 4. The Croats Committee shall

hold hearings, eolicit expertvolunteer mistime in the development of grants.
G) Sudget/Controlling Saari:

Sectioa 1. A Youth Council hudget
*hell he drafted by the planner andYouth Couacil treasurer. The budget shall be presented to

thee General Assembly ace later them March First. Zech committeehaa the right to request monies to bet pieced in a discretionarycoat that meet be approved by the General Aesambly and theControlling board.

Section 2. Audests for each committee will be made possible when funds

12f;
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ARTICLE VI 0)

Settinn 2. (coot.)

ate available. Therefore, each committee oust have their

requeet in oo later than December 31st of each year.

Section 3. Committees boards and commissioee that fail to reqoest monies

and later desire funds moat request
their funds by preseotioe

a proposal before the Cemerel Ammembly. A vote will ba required

in fa7or of the proposal prior to fundiog by the Cootrollime

board. The proposal must receive 2/3 of the vote." preeeet

in order to he funded.

Section 4. The Cootrollitte !Ward /ball
optimist of the followine; The

Youth Council Treasurer, two (2) reorseentatives appointed

by Ow Youth Council President, the Youth Council Director,

Deputy Director, Planner, the Mayor or appointee, the Finance

Director or appointee, the Chairmen
of the City Council Finance

Committee or appointee.

Section 5. The Controlling board shall he chaired hy the Youth Council

Treasurer. The board shall elect a First Vice-Cbeirman,

Second Vice-Chairman and a Secretary.

H) Research Committees

Sectioo 1. The Research Committee
shall study 'matters that require indepth

study. This committee shall serve se a think tank for the

Council.

Section 2. The Research Committee
eht.1.1 serve as the fact finding committee

for the council. This coemittee *hall undertake projects

that require eomewhat loog period of time before an issu

cao be easily resolved.

Section 3. This committee shall be chaired by the Second Vice-President

of the Council.

Section 4. Upon the first meeting of the
committee, a First Vice-Chairean,

Second Vice-Chairman, end secretary shell be elected by the

committee members.

1) Program. Committees

Section I. The Pr'gram Committee shall coordinate time. piece, date.

speakers and guests, as well as the theme of programa by

end for the council.

Section 2. The Program COmmitree shall
give the President of the council

an opportuoity to take part in all council progress. this

shall be done in direct relations to recoil:titian of the President

being the spokeepersoo of the council.

Section 3. The Program Committee shall work with other Youth Council

members as well sa Associate members
who wish to assist in

the development of programa through the proves committee.

Also, the Program Committee shell work with Youth Council

staff on all projects.

-12-
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ARTICLK VI I)

lifetime 4. (coot.)

Section' 4. Upoa tha first onetime of the committee, a First Vice-Chairmaa.Socomd Vica-Chaissms amd
**oratory shall be electod hythe cammitteo membere.

4 Lobby Committoss

K)

I.)

lentiolk I. Ike Lobby Committoe
shall lobby all city officials, busioesaloaders amd civic Leader. for support of major projects,issues. am4 cameras of the Youth Couscil.

Stctiom 2, The Lobby Committal
shoal taka part in %laic Spaakiag Workshops,this shall be a toquirommmt to serve om said committee. Eachcommittee* mamhor will be required to *peek at a jives functionto help promo** the efforts of ths common.

Soctioa 3. limbers of the committee shmll serve as a spookars bureauamd st the
reqesat or dizactios of the Couocil President,somber. of this group shall speak IN the behalf of the council.Soctiom 4. Upoe tbe first meetimg the committee

shall slact a FirstVics-Choirmoa, &woad
Ilice-Chairwese amd a 000sotory.Culture Committoo:

Sectima 1. The Culturv Committee
shall promote coltural

aobiovementsof all *thole groups. It is the duty of
chi, committee topromote understmodiag moms all people.

Section 2. Upos the first memtiag the spoilt*.
Shall *loot a ?trotVics-Chairsaa. locoed Vice-Cheinsue sad secretary.Youth mad Police

Relations Soard(f.d.P.1.11.):
Sactioo 1. The Youth /mad Police kalatioas Soard thall serve a* thelink betimes the youth of Youogitowo sod law anforcementarmies of the City of Yowaastowm; Youngstowa Folic. Departmont,!Wooing County Sheriff

Departmest. Toumgatowm State UniversityPolice. amd the Mahosimg Comity Juvemilo
Justice Center.Tha committee, shall uork to improve

commuoications betwoeneh* groups.

Section 2. Tha Y.A.P.R.S. shall hold seminars,
workshop. and conference.on youth mod Law.

Ike board shall Mdis
recommoodations oochaoges in the lave sad shall work with
officials to cluing.lows both locally mod statewide. Whoa possible, the board*hell work to cham$. Lamm cm a satioeal level.

3. The board shall address stowing coocarea of youth such asgangs, drugs mad youth
om youth crime., as well as othors.The board shall

outlis. proorame aod projscts to addresschaos coacerms.

4. Ths ammbars of this board &hall maintain a hish loyal ofconfidentiality in regards
to information obtained by improvedlioes of communicetio

o. in regards to crime.
committed byyouth ono adults

that offset youth.

Sectioo

&action

1
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ARTICLE VI L)

Section 5. (cont.)

Section 5. Upon the first
meeting of the Y.A.P.R.R.. the board embers

shall elect on adult First
Vice-Chairman, Second Vice-Chairman

and a secretary.
The Chairman of the Board will be appointed

by the Youth Council President.

N) Education/Youth Employsent
Review Board:

Section 1. The Education/Youth
Employment aeview

Soerd(f.Y.R. Review

Board) shall hold ongoing
examinations of the Educetional

sad imploymmot
process which effect youth.

Section 2. Tos board shall
work with existing

&senates to steer youth

in peed of educational and employment services
to those agencies

that can best serve them.

Section 1. The board shall
cooduct eaminers,

workshops and conferences

within schools,
canters, etc..

where youth tend to gather

in large numbers.
The boari shall

also recruit youth for

training programs,
therefore, tha committee shall become

knowledgeable of area. state and oational training programs

that will best service the youthlul community.

Section 4. The board chairmao
shall appoint two

(2) youth washer* per

school system to attend Boards of Education meetings tow

report back to the hoard on matters
that will effect youth.

The committee shell report to the general body of the council

ell getters which
have been placed in ordet of priority for

m.
the council to sddrese and/or

work to rewire.

Section 5. The board shall sake recommendations
to the Youth Council

to forvard to the proapective
agency regards to the matter

being considered.

Sectioo 6. The board shall
elect a First Vice

-Chai^men. Second Vice-Chairman

and a secretary upoll,
the first westing.

7-

,11

ARTICLE VII

boards, Committee..
Commissions, Panels:

Section 1. All boards, committesa, commiasions
and panel* oust hold

querterly ,-etreste per
request of the Council President Auld

Youth Couocil director.
keel-eats will be held to tallow for

extensive plannine
sessions, evaluation

and collaboration

on projects, progrnm issues
and other couocil business. Also,

it is to be used as a trainine
secsion for those who serve

on said boards, cognately's*,
coemiseious and panals. The

Youth Couocil
staff hall be responsible for location end

providing materiels,
apsakere. arc., for such functions upon

written request of said chairperson
and signeture of the

Coomcil President.

Section 2. The boards,
committees, commissions

and panels shall have

-14-
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ARTICLI VII

Section 2. (coot.)

odults sarvins as members who shall be aqual to youth embers
but, they shall also bs siveo respoct to togarla to the knowladge
and experiases that they have volusteored to share with the
Youth. Therefor*, 1st it be known that the objective of
adults and youth serving together is AU attempt to create
partnership sad not craw* classes roes adults sad youth.

Sectioa 1. Whera the ly-tews of the council do not *tato who Shall serve
as chairman, the Youth Council Presidant shall Select th
chairman of said board, committee, commission mad Pdm4I-
Upon the first meetiog tba said board, comnittas, COURilii00
and paaal shall elect officers who will be Neld raspoasible
for the fusctioolas of said board, committee, commission
and pantl.

AMTICUE VIII

Staffs

Section 1. Ths Youth Council shall have an Mministrativo staff to cooduct
day to day busioseo on bahalf of the Youth Council.

Suction 2. The staff shall consist of sad Isecutive Director, Deputy
Director/Prosram Coordinator, Planner/Lassa:ober, Youth Coordinator
and a sacratary.

Section 3. An Internship Program &hall he estoblished when fuads become
available, Ito positioas shell ha related first to programa
withim city soveromeati *stood, education and public servica
and third. Waimea. The staff shall be mponsible for
development of said prograa.

Section 4. Ite Mayor shall appoint the Youth Council Director. The
Director shall soros until ouch time he is no looser able
to fulfill his/hsr duties. Upon much time, the lirector
shall maks a recommondation to the Mayor sad the Youth Council
as to who shall succeod his/her.

Section 5. Tho Diractor of the council shall intsrview csadidatea for
tha position of Deputy Director/Program Coordinator, Planner/
Sesimarchar. Youth Coordinator sod Secretary. lie shall then
resarve the risht to salect his staff.

Section 6. Tha Youth Council adainistrative staff hall be paid from
fuods sraatad, donated or haired to the Youth Ccuocil.

A) Federal grants D) Private donations

11) State grants 11) Foundatioos

C) Public donatioos 10) Industrial

Section 7. An account shall be established for travel which will allow
staff and a numbor of Councilpersons the necessary opportunity

130
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ARTICLI VIII

Sectios 7. (cost.)

to travel to othor Touch Council projscts. couferesces, etc..

to wins program already im operation, also to **coo:Alia

crossly. davelopmest for the Youmgmtowo Youth Council.

ARTICLE II

General Provisions:

Section 1. Quorums In ovular to carry out formal busimasa. tbo council

must bawl a quorum prosest. A quorum than consist of s

majority of tbs membership of the group thot Ls mietins.

A quorum may be obtained by recognisiag prosy rotas, but

parlous relimquilbing vote. snot !Abdicate so is writing to

tile chairman.

Sectioo a. Varlismontary Autboritys The rulsa costainad in *Roberts

Solos of ardor. Shall rovers tbs Youth Council to *lob they

are applicable and is Oki* thay are net isconsistoot with

the ly-Lawm or the special lose at ardor of the Routh Casual.

Eactioo 3. Fiscal years fast council members shall rolisquIsh all power

sod rsopomaibility by the sod of tbsir school yam with sew

Mohan cabin over at tbat time.

Sactiou 4. Ammodummtss Mass Ily-Lewo msy be amoadod at any
mooting of the Yonagstown Youth Council, oaly if a writtoo

copy of tike proposed mendmmst change is sest tes days in

advance to all sombers of tbe council for review. Chen at

che next regular swing I/S rots in favor of tho proposed

amendment shall be required.

Adopt64 / /

Isvistd 8 / 1 / 88
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Detailed Description of the Youth Build Program

Youth Build prepares young people who have dropped out of school for careers
in construction by employing them as trainees in actual rehabilitation of vacant,
abandoned buildings into housing for low-income and homeless people. During
the program the young people al tertuite on-site weeks 0/supervised constniction
work with off-site academic and job skills training and counseling. Theprogram
is embedded in a context of leadership development and youth governance.

At the conclusion of the contract, the trainees sre placed in construction-related
jobs. The rehsbilitated housing is owned and managed by the community-based
organization as permanent low-income housing.

The Thirteen Program Components

Overall, the program for the young people enrolled in YouthEuild will consist of
the following distinct components:

1) Worksite training on a closely supervised construction site with
high standards of teamwork and productivity, with a ratio of no more
than seven young people per supervisor.

2) Cognitive skills development aimed at preparing students for the
high school equivalency (GED) exsmination, with the understsnding
that for many students basic literacy must precede intensive
preparation for the GED exam. Cultural history and current events are
also part of the academic curriculum.

3) Counseling to assist trainees in handling critical life needs that
might otherwise interfere with achievements 01 and #2 above. Linking
young people with other community resources as appropriate to assist
with problems related to health, housing, child Care, family, or legal
emergencies will be a part of the counseling process, but direct
personal counseling from program staff will be available for all
uainees.

4) Referral to appropriate oilier resources for drug addiction or
psychiatric problems.

5) Classroom training in construction terminology and concrpts.
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6) Diver's education to obtain a drives's liana, increasing
employability in the construction field.

7) Individual and peer counseling to reflect an life goals, use of
money, personal relaticmships, drugs, and values.

0 laadaship opportunities to develop dedsion-maldng speaking,
group fadlitatkm, and negotiating skills, espedally through a youth
advisory committee with mal decision-making input within the
program, but also including activities in the comntunity through which
young peopk can have a positive effect on public policy affecting
youth.

9) Participation in cultural events and program enhancements that
add fun and closeness to the program, such as sports, plays, weekend
retreats, and blips.

10) Pre-employment training focused in job-seeking skills and general
preparation for handling oneself responsibly in the "world of work."

11) Cr:ordination and integration into pre-apprentice and
apprenticeship programs, as possible.

12) Placement in unsubsidized pbs.

13) Follow-up counseling and support groups for young peaple
placed in unsubsidized jobs.

Program Qualities

Program "conponents" is one way of getting an overview of the YouthBuild
program. Another way, equally valuable, is to look at the qualities of the
program svhith mustbe inherent in all components for them to crea tea meaningful
and integrated whole.

Our way a determining these qualities is to analyze the form of consistent
mistreatment the young people in our program have experienced, and chart a
course which is directly opposite to the past experiences. Our young people have
lived in relative poverty and powerlessness in an affluent society which values
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wealth and power, and which has given them little respect, little opportunity,
little of importance to do, and has not clued enough to protcct them from the
temptations of drugs, from the physical decay of their environment from the
breakdown of their familiei and overwork of their parents, and even from
homelessness and hunger.

To succeed to the maximum extent, a program must dramatically reverse this
past experience. It should bear no resemblance to the institutions and attitudes
that have so far disappointed and hurt our young people.

It must, therefore, include the following positive elements:

Profound respect for their intelligence.

Power for them over their immediate environment.

Protection, as much as possible, from disaster, or at least the support
necessary to survive it.

Meaningful and important work.

Real, patient caring for their development.

Actual teaching of skills.

Consistently positive values.

Family-like support and appreciation from peers and adults.

High standards and expectations.

Understanding of the proud and unique history of their people.

Heightened awareness of the present day world and their important
place in it.

A path to future opportunity.

Real concern and action from the agency about chanpg the conditions
that have affected them and the people they love.0
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1

NOTSS TOWARD A NATIONAL YOUTH POLICY
by Dorothy Stoneman, 1989

There has been some discussion among advocates for youth services
scout whether lack of resources or lack of knowledge or lack of will is

the key factor explaining the lack of a comprehensive and effective
system of youth services in the United States.

Of course, once they are listed, it appears evident that we have a

terrible combination of all three Shortages.

However, I believe the conceptual problem is a greater obstacle
than the resource problem. If adequate resources were available to
build a comprehensive system of youth-serving programa, given the
current emphasis on youth deviance as the motivation for funding
programs, and the current lack of understanding of what is needed by
young people in low income communities, the system built would likely
fail as badly as the public schools have failed in the recent period.

The public schools have less resource problem than most human
services: they have stable funding, trained staff, public support, and

a comprehensive system developed by professionals over nearly two

centuries. They have, nonetheless, failed poor children.

The issue of the public schools is important in any discussion of

a system of youth services because one malor obstacle to running a good
youth program is the failure of the public schools.

Sven when a director of a youth program succeeds in raising enough
fueds, attracting and holding a committed and talented staff, training

them, and providing the young people with thrilling opportunities to
develop themselves in a context of community service and ethical
values, what he or she runs smack up against Is the feet that the young
people have not been educated and will not succeed in the world unless

the youth program Itself corrects the academic deficiencies, and
sometimes the attitudes, left aver from the school system's failure.

As a result, a comprehensive youth program must include a high
school equivalency program, an alternative high school, a tutoring
program, an education coordinator who acts as advocate for students
within the schools, nd an organizer of student governments to try to
improve the schools. This la an absurd situation. More than any other
single thing, it I. demoralizing to staff in the youth program.

Furthermore, it is the very failure of the public school system
which creates the urgent need for youth programs In poor communities.
It is, therefore, tine that those of us who have devoted ourselves to
building good youth programs outside the public schools atop ignoring
the central problem of the schools' failure. A comprehensive system of
youth development must include all the central institutions devoted to

young people.

Of course, it might equally well be said that there is another
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fundamental institution whose failure creates an obstacle for the
school system, and for the young people: namely, the family. This is
also true, and requires Its own thoroughgoing nalysis, t least part
of which will include the fact that the failure of the educational
system is preventing large numbers of young people from being prepared
for a successful economic life, and they therefore cannot support their
families and their children. But regardless of the full analysis of
the difficulties of family life, the inter-relationships between the
institutions within a community must be considered. A drastic system
of community rehabilitation is needed. A maior shake-up is called for,
in which the hierarchy of power and the decision-making roles are
re-shuffled, enlisting the best energies and intelligence of the
community people who have most to gain by improvements in local
institutions, and who have suffered most from the misunderstandings of
the powers-that-be.

one of these misundetstandings, is, indeed, the idea that the
purpose of youth programs should be to correct youth deviancy. In this
mind-set the young people are seen as the problem to be solved, the
people with character disorders and moral weaknesses, the failures who
have dropped out of the mainstream and need to be re-directed and
guided back through remedial rescues. Of course, a view that sees the
young people as the problem tends not to inspire btoad support within
our political system, because the majority of people don't really
believe in spending resources to help deviants. Neither does this
mindset - that the morally or intellectually inferior young people ate
the problem - inspire the devoted participation of the young people
themselves.

Another of the misconceptions is the idea that government should
fund programs which are targeted to eliminate a particular "deficit in

particular population group ond thereby prepare the young person to
enter the mainstream. For example, six month training prooram is
supposed to reclaim a 20 year old from six years of street life,
correct his academic and attitudinal problems, and send him on his way,
gainfully and permanently mployed by the private sector.

ghort-ter* interventions can not succeed In correcting the lack of
a cohesive and continuous set of relationships and opportunities that
guide the younger generation into a productive role In a welcoming
community.

Youth programs must be longterm, available throughout the
adolescence and pre-adolescence of the neighborhood's youth, and must
themselves create thical communities of support, opportunity,
challenge, and productive involvement in the world.

The underlying issues, are, of course, the issue, of clams and
race. It Is the issue of two Asiatics*. In general, the people who are
making policy governing the funding and availability of youth programs
are middle and upper middle class white people who are raising their
children in attractive, well-organized, well-funded communities whose
public schools are adeguete, whose recseational programs are
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impressive, whose churches are replete with youth groups and Junior
choirs, whose unemployment rate is low, whose drug end alcohol problem

is behind closed doors, and whose opportunity structure is visible and

intact. No wonder that they imagine youth programa to be peripheral,
problem-solving, picking up the pieces with those few young people who

couldn't make It in the mainstream and who need special treatment or

opportunities.

They understandably do not realize that the situation is reversed
in most poor communities. The mainstream isn't working. The central
institutions, more than they provide opportunities, play an oppressive
role, or are under such duress themselves that they can barely
function. The parents and tht teachere are struggling against
insuperable odds, trying to hcld their families and classrooms together

under the cumulative pressure of poverty, hopelessness, violence, the

drug industry, racism, and lack of education and reSources.

It therefore falls to the youth program to develop a system of
opportunities end support, a mini-community that can be "like a family"

and can supplement the school system and the employment system enough
to compete with the addictive chaos of the street and the tight
organization of the drug industry with its highly accessible system of

opportunities.

We need to replace the concept of the "deviant individual" with

the concept of the "oppressed community". This goes against the grain
of our society, which resists seeing "oppression" anywhere in this land

of opportunity. But it will be most helpful to face this reality and
beqin to deal with it. it ir not that particular individuals have
failed and need help; it is that whole communities are under such
pressure that only thy exceptional people succeed. The majority of
people in oppressed communities need new systems of opportunity and
support that compensate for the absence of adequate systems.

They also need programa which ate consciously designed to
counteract the particular forms of oppression which have affected the
young people. Thoughtful professionals need to analyze the nature of
the Mistreatment received by young people in the oppressed community,
and then chart a course which is diaeetrically opposed to the past
mistreatment. To do that here, let's look at the mistreatment.

Young people in oppressed communities have lived In relative
poverty and powerlessness in an affluent society which values wealth
and power, and which has given them little respect, little opportunity,
Iittle of importance to do, and has not cared enough to protect them
from the temptations of drugs, from the physical decay of their
environment, from the breakdown of their families and overwork of their
parents, and even from homelessness and hunger.

To succeed to the maximum extent, a program must dramatically
reverse this past experience. It should bear no resemblance to the
institutions and attitudes that have so far disappointed and hurt our
young people.
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We must, in designing youth programs, chart a course which is so
different from the past hurts that the program will free up the young
people's best energy, intelligence, trust, and hope, and engage them In
the process of taking charge of their own lives and contributing to
their communities.

The programa must, therefore, include the following positive
elements, In contrast to the past xperience of the young people:

-profound respect for their intelligence;
-power for them over their immediate environment;
-protection from disaster;
-meaningful and important work;
-teal, patient caring for their development;
-very high tandards and expectations;
-actual teaching of skills;
-consistently positive values;
-family-like support and appreciation
from peers and adults;

-understanding of the proud and unique history
of their people;

-heightened awareness of the prescat-day world
and their important place in it;
-a path to future opportunity;
-real concern and action from the agency about
changing the conditions that have affected them
and the people they love.

If the combination of our school system and employment system
incli4de4 all of these elements it would not be failing.

Thf,e elements also 90 a long way to eliminating the problem of
attracting and retaining competent staff in the youth programa. Adult
staff need to lot inspired by the vision and mission of the youth
program as much as the young people do. When there is real concern and
action from the youth agency about changing conditions in the
community, and when young people are truly respected and engaged in
meaningful work while being developed as leaders who expect to have
power over their immediate environment, adult staff begin to get real
satisfaction from their own participation.

For example, let me briefly describe a successful project of the
Youth Action Program of the Xast Harlem Block schools.

Young people who have dropped out of school are invited to Join an
employment training program. They attend school half time and work on
a construction site the cther half, receiving close supervision and
training, plus a wage for their work. At the construction site they
rehabilitate an abandoned building, creating the most valuable
commodity in their community: permanent housing for homeless and low
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income people. At the school they do their academic work in small
groups, with individual attention, and have access to counseling,
recreation, weekend retreats, and peer support groups. They
participate In a governing council which Nelms on-going decisions about
the program, in weekly consultation with the director. Avenues for
broader participation In community life IWO consistently opened, along
with future job opportunities.

This program works to inspire and reclaim young adults from active
street /ifs. It includes all the essential elements.

The fact that program operators sometimes hit upon a program
design like this one which does counteract past mistreatment and
therefore works, tends to create a kind of single-issue focus among
advocates, who eagerly try to get at least enough resources to
replicate one successful model.

Given the current political reality, the best way leaders in the
youth field have found to increase tha resources available to youth
programs is to fashion progress which work, and then persuade the
legislators that more such programs should be fundwd. We can't wait
for the illusive national policy supporting comprehensive youth
development. V. have had to tone what we know works, and form
coalitions which can sell it to the public right now. If we create a
confusing geography of funding streass going this way and that, then so
be it. At least there will be funding streams for what we have proven
viable, and at least there will not be a hugs bureaucracy which sops up
billions of dollars and fails anyway because it doesn't understand the
difference between an oppressed community and a deviant or inadequate
individual.

This single issue advocacy doesn't do much, however, to solve the
overall lack of understanding, will, and resources for a comprehensive
youth development policy.

But before we get to a comprehensive policy, 1 believe there Is
another ignificant concept which the malotity of youth-serving
institutions do not understand. This la the concept of wadultism". It
refers to all the attitudes and behaviors which flow from the idea that
adults are superior to young people and have the right to control,
direct, punish, reward, and deprive young people as the adults decide
is appropriate. Tills rather far-reaching disrespect of young people
makes it difficult for schools, parents, and youth programa to engage
the young people. It is shocking how little respect we show fur the
intelligence, insight, and lodgment of young people. This lack of
respect is one of the meior barriers to creating effective youth
programs, and effective schools.

The training of adults in how to give real respect, is one of the
central training needs for youth workers. Until it is understood,
training is likely to be about how to give *services" to *clients".
The training should, instead, emphasize how to organize groups to take
responsibility for their surroundings, while helping members of the
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group simultaneously take responsibility for their individual lives.

Implicit In this is the necessity of our youth programs putting
emphasis on leadership development and community service. If the
purpose of youth programming Is to develop ethical, skilled, unselfish,
and committed leadership for our communities and nation, the content
and results are very different from wtat is produced by programs whose
purpose Is to reclaim deviants. Of course, the approach, since it
assumes the young people have enormous value, Itself counteracts past
mistreatment and thereby provides a basis for engaging alienated young
people.

A comprehensive system of youth programming ought to emphasize
leadership development and community service for the following reasons:

1) Every youth program and school would itself be improved if
governed with real input from young people.

2) Leadership can engage young people intensely and deeply,
liberating their best energies.

3) Real decision-making responsibility can heal the two deepest
wounds of our young people:

-low self-esteem due to consistent
invalidation of their intelligence;

-feelings of powerlessness, and its companion anger,
due to being raised in a thoroughly
adult-dominated world, which has not listened
to the ideas of the young people.

4) the society needs more ethical and effective leaders at every
level.

Recommendations:

Despite the fact that there Is much work to do on the conceptual
misunderstandings imbedded in our current policies and programa, it is
still important that we begin to sketch out the real meat of what might
be a comprehensive policy. Too often we decry the absence of national
policy, and call for commissions to develop policy, while we continue
to pursue to the best of our ability various important single-issue
policies.

Selow are set of recommendations which could serve as draft
set of goals for national policy. If implesented, I believe these
would, as a set, make a guslitative difference in the relationship of
young people to society in the United States. They would also require
massive and coordinated funding.

1 4
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1) A system of community service oppertunities in every
neighborhood, starting in third grade and going through age 21, with
many projects initiated and governed by teen-agers, with exchange and
communication between different communities, and an extensive system of
awards in every community, county, city, state, and nationally. as

moch attention and prestige should be svallable for outstanding
community service as for outstanding athletic or musical performance.
The media should saturate the irwaves with videos of young people
improving their environment and caring for people. These community
service programs should, in most cases, be run by community based
agencies.

2) A "second-chance" system of guaranteed lob training
opportunities for all young people who drop out of high school. These
lob training opportunities should be varied, appropriate to the current
lob market, and accompanied by intensive academic remediation,
counseling, leadership development, lob placement assistance,
recreation and cultural opportunities. This should be associated with
an overhaul of the vocational education system. Such a spites of
entitlement exists in Sweden, Germany, Kngland, and other Suropean
countries.

3) A national campaign to employ youth in a highly visible effort
to tackle the most glaring problea(s) of our society, demonstrating
their important role as productive citizens. Currently, the best
approach would be an aggressive national campaign to employ and educate
young people in the rehabilitation and construction of affordable
housing for homeless people. The focus might be different in different
decades. In underdeveloped countries youth involvement in massive
lite-acy campaigns has played a similar role. During the Depression
yout.' involvement in the Conservation corps was similar; under Kennedy,
the ieace Corps provided the inspiration and symbolism, although it was
desigoed for upper middle class college graduates. What wer need in
this decade is a visible, productive, dramatic role for inner city
Black and Latin young people; thus my recommendation for rebuilding
abandoned government-owned property to provide housing for homeless
people.

4) A revamping of the public schools in oppressed communities
through a process of giving support to alternative schools within the
public school system. The monolithic and failing public school system
needs to be challenged internally to liberate the creative energies of
its best educators. This has worked in Zest Karla*, New York, under
the guidance of Anthony Alvarado, who as Superintendent gave free reign
to exceptional teachers to create their own innovative Junior high
schools within the existing school buildings, and then allowed students
and parents to choose which one they would attend. The results were
excellent.

5) Retraining of public school teachers and restructuring of
public schoolsin oppressed communities to put responsibility for
results squarely on the professionals, and to put the methods of
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wetting high expectations, demonstrating real caring, and building real
relationships with students front and miter in pedagogical theory.

6) Access by all low income students to Individual tutoring and
mentoring services available through the school or through community
based organisations. Individual tutoring and small group instruction
systemetically offered within the schools to all students who fall
behind more than one and a half grade levels.

7) A wall publicized guarantee of scholarship support tor every
low income student whose academic success entitles him or her to go to
college,

I) Institutionalization, In all collages and graduate schools of
education and social work, of courses focused on understanding
oppression and adultiam; on practices of leadership development,
empowerment, and community organizing; on cultural and racial history
and communication.

ill Establishment of 4 one-year masters degree program at several
universities focused on youthwork and management of community based
organizations. Emphasis in these programs an leadership development as
the theme and purpose, with social services and education organized
around this central thrust.

10) Extensive programa of cultural and community exchange, bringing
young people together in community service programs, travel, and
thoughtful exchange, internationally as well as nationally. Programa
like the Children of War Tour, experiment in International Living,
Crossroads Africa, American Friends Service Committee, and others
should he publicised, funded, and made broadly available. Local
exchanges between communities should be fostered.

11) Extensive organization of team sport and of music instruction
in every community, using the public schools' facilities, starting in
third grade and up through high school, engaging all young people who
want to participate In intracommunity and intercommunity tournaments
and concerts.

12) A Community Hotline in every town or neighborhood which young
people can call or visit if they want to discuss confidential problems.
It should be outside of the school, A little booklet should be
routinely distributed the first day of school, and at other entry
points in churches and youth programa, starting when the children are
seven years old. The booklet should invite people to use the Community
Hotline if they have problems with family, friends, child abuse, drugs,
alcohol, suicide, sex, phobias, over-eating, loneliness, or depression.
The problese should be sensitively described, with pictures. Local
media should publicize it. Counselors and therapists should be
available to meet the demand.

13) All of the above programa should be implemented with
significant youth Involvement In the design, governance, systems of
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evaluation and accountability, staff selection, and long-range

planning. This should be done both as leadership development for the
youth, and ms a method of Insuring that the programs truly serve the
needs and aspirations of the young people. This would, incidentally,
help solve staffing problems longterm by insuring that many young
people aspired to be youthworkers and teachers when they grew up.

In Conclusion:

The above recommendations could be discussed, expanded, and
budgeted by a gathering of national advocates, including young people.
The results could be set forth as a document for future action by
funders, advocates, and legislators. If ide are to get beyond
single-issue advocacy, we will need a substantial group to think and
act toward an overall vision.

Most comprehensive community-based youth programs, operating in

isolation and with autonomous planning, find themselves responding to
local conditions by trying to create the above 13 program components,
or sume sub-set of them, independently, from scratch, filling the gaps
left by our crumbling communities, schools, vocational schools,
families, and employment system. This is /mother absurd situation.

Of course, if we must do it, as we have been, then increased
funding for those of us so engaged is the first requirement. But

perhaps we can at the same time work together to create a more rational

situation.

In fact, many of the above oblectives are already in the works, to
one extent or another, on some advocate's or legislator's drawing
board. But this is occurring as a piecemeal approach, oftentimes in
funding competition with one another.

Even if in political practice we must proceed one item at a time,
it would be better if a critical mass of advocates could agree on an
over-all set of goals which would serve as a vision toward which we
would be moving.
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The CHAIRMAN. Emmanuel, I have just a few questions. I under-
stand you were involved in what would be perceived as gang activi-
ty at one time, and involved in other kinds of illicit behavior?

Mr. MOORS. Yes, I was inv3Ived in a gang for 3 years, I was a
drug dealer, a gang member, and other sorts of stuff similar to
that.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. And then at some time you decided to get
out of the gang, as I understand; is that right?

Mr. Moms.. Yes. I wanted to get out of the gang.
The CHAIRMAN. And how did you get into the Youth Build pro-

gram?
Mr. MOORS. Well, 1 day I just sat down with my mother, and I

had thought there was no love there for me, but I had a talk with
my mother, and she said that she really did care for me; I had
thought nobody cared for me and my family. So she told me that
times are hard now. You've got to realize that she raised 13 of us,
and I arL the baby of the family, and she didn't want anything to
happen to me. I've been shot three times, and she said three times,
you're out; next time, I would be six feet under.

So I decided that I didn't want to go that way anymore.
The CHAIRMAN. And so you got involved in this program?
Mr. Moon. Yes, I got involved with the Youth Build program.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you hear about it?
Mr. MOORS. My sister was looking in the ads, and she told me

she'd seen a job in the ads, and she talked to me about it, and she
explained to me what it was about. So I went down there and ap-
plied, and I got into the program.

The CHAIRMAN. Then it made a difference in your life? Are you
happier?

Mr. Mooitz. Yes, I'm happier, much happier.
The CHAIRMAN. It's still hard, though, isn't it?
Mr. MOORS. Yes, it's still hard, it's still hard, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You've still got to sort of gut it out every day, I'll

bet, a little bit,
Mr. MOORS. Yes. It's day by day, slowly.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you deal with your old pals when they

say you've sort of copped out on being part of the gang and stopped
hanging out with them, and now you're doing this other thing; how
do you deal with that?

Mr. MOORE. Well, when they tell me that I copped outwell, it's
not really like they're saying you copped out. As long as they're
doing something with their lives, and I'm doing something with my
lifethey say you just left, with no notice, or something like that,
but they're still there for me even if I go out or something like
that. But otherwise, I just don:t hang with them or get in any trou-
ble.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I'll tell you somethingyou may not be-
lieve it, but I hope you bet they're ver) jealous of you,
and I'll bet they envy you in a very real way. I don't know whether
you feel that or whether you know it, but ill bet you're really
making them think about some things.

You re really setting an extraordinary example, and I think you
ought to be proud and know that inside, every day when you are
working things through and getting by in a day by day way.
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Let me ask Mr. Britt, you are basically doing this without Feder-
al funds; you are doing it out there with local, community, charita-
ble, religious groups and so on. How do you develop credibility with
the various foundations, business and religious groups?

Mr. Burr. Well, I think you get it done by putting it together
and seeing that it does work. And I think t,he right direction was
laid out here today, and that is let's don't go looking for things out
there that we know work; now it is time to pull those threads to-
gether into that mosaic so we can do a comprehensive approach.

I think the fact that we are taking those steps to try to piece
those pieces together into some kind of cohesive fabric is the reason
that we have had the success that is needed.

The other thing is the fact that this crisis literally has placed us
on a collision course with the future, and I think the zecognition of
that is mobilizing people behind these efforts.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think your experience is applicable city-
wide and statewide and even nationwide?

Mr. BRITT. Absolutely. In fact we have already helped establish a
companion corporation that is going to other counties in North
Carolina to help them integrate programs into some kind of com-
prehensive effort. But again, it is working with existing agencies,
and there is a collaborative effort. The only power you have is the
power of the good idea, executed.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dodd.
Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman, let me first of all echo your com-

ments regattling the involvement in the gang. Emmanuel, your
concerns about what is down the roadand this may sound a little
hollow, I suppose, coming here to a congressional hearingbut you
are out of the system, and you are going to have a future, a tre-
mendous future. And that may not be as clear to you today as it
will be with each passing day, but with each passing day, each
morning that you wake up and you are not involved in that, the
realization of that will become clearer and clearer. In fact, one
morning very shortly you are going to wake up, and you are going
to wonder why this was ever even a question in your mind. And
then my hope would be that having made that decision and taken
that turn and having had those opportunities that are available to
you, that you wouldn't forget about it, and that you would go ba..1
in, in a sense, because no one can carry that letter more effectively
than someone who has been a part of it.

I can sit up here and talk about it until I am blue in the face,
but frankly, I don't relate tremendously to that, and you know it
and I know itbut you do, and in a sense the only burden you
really bear is whether or not you can go back in and make a differ-
ence in the lives of one or two or three other people. That is a vic-
tory, by the way, a major victory. You don't have to change the
world; if you can change one or two people's attitudes about life,
that is a tremendous, tremendous accomplishment, just as your
mother did in your case. I am sure you are grateful to her for
many things, but you will never be more grateful to her than you
will be for the fact that she made a difference in your life in terms
of the decision you made. So I would just urge you to do that,

And Mr. Britt, it's nice to know there is a life after Congress. I
was sitting here, listening to you, and I suppose all of us at one
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time or another wonder about what we would do if we weren't
here, and I have often thought that doing something along the
lines that you are doing has a tremendous amount of appeal, and I
commend you for that. I think it is terrific, and I think some of the
most thoughtful ideasI love the literacy idea, the reading, and
what that means to a child, but using it as a vehicle as well to im-
prove the literacy skills of the parents, particularly the mothers,
since in most cases they are sinsle mothers raising those children.

Mr. Burr. Incidentally, that is part of a Federal prorani, Even
Start. It is in partnership with the Greensboro pubic schools,
funded by Even Start.

Senator Donn. I think it's terrific, and I am grateful to you for
mentioning the fact that we've sort of gotten ahead of things. That
isn't always the case here in Congress, but it is nice to know that
we have actually done something that people are asking us to do,
and that is on the coordinated services approach with the Younger
Americans Act. We managed to get the authorization for that, and
now if we can get some money behind it, it will really help in that
regard. But that isn't always the case, as you know.

Mr. Barrr. Let me remark, for example, on a comment you made
earlier, and that was the separation of the child from the parent in
a drug situation. I asked the president of the residents' council at
Ray Warren Homes what the greatest barrier to people entering
substance abuse treatment was. I expected the typical answer
about child care, day care, transportation, or whatever. She said
the greatest barrier to entering sitance abuse treatment was the
fear of losing the child.

Senator DODD. We've got a billwe didn't get it done last year; it
was one of the few things I guess we did not get done on this com-
mittee under the chairman's leadershipbut it is the COSA bill,
Children of Substance Abusers. And among other things it is de-
signed to be of assistance to children and families in that particu-
lar situation.

We want to take a good, hard lookand I don't know how much
jurisdiction we end up with because a lot of it may end up in tax
areasat foster care, where if you can just begin to educate court
personnel and others. They are not evil people; they don't wake up
in the morning wondering how many kids they can take away from
their parents. But it has become sort of the first reaction--you've
got a problem, and the first thing is get that kid out of the house.

And I have often said that at the end of the day you may have
no other choice but to make that decision to get that child out of
that environment; that may be the only thing you can do. But if
you begin the day thinking about how can I keep that family to-
gether, what can we do in order to make it possible for that mother
and that child, or that father and that child, to stay together, and
can we work that out. If you begin thinking that way each morn-
ing, I think you can cut into that case load dramatically, if you
start looking at treatment programs in light of how you keep
people together rather than splitting them up. So there are a whole
variety of things that can be done along those lines. And again, the
reason I say that is because I think every person that I have talked
to who works in this area will tell you that is the formulation for
success; that's it. It is not complicated. You may not have success
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with that, but you almost guarantee failure if you break the family
apart. That much we do know.

So I guess I should reword that a little bit, I don't think it guar-
antees success at all, but in the ahence of it, you are not going to
be very successful and will waste a lot of money.

Anyway, I thank you as well for being here today; and Emman-
uel, particularly, for coming forward. I expect to see you back here
with some frequency, talking about these things in your adult life,
caring about these issues, and as you go ahead in your own person-
al life, but not forgetting where you came from. It is very impor-
tant that you never forget where you came from and that you
make sure you go backbecause someone helped you, someone
stood up and turned a light on for you. Now you've got to turn
some lights on for people as well. If you'll do that, you will have a
very full and rich life.

Thank you.
Mr. MOORE. You are welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Tarpley, we want to thank you as well. You say you enjoy

this work, and you are geffing paid for it, but I think some of us
have some appreciation DI the daily challenges that you are facing.
You are good to spend the time and to be the kind of example you
obviously are.

So I want to thank all of you very much.
Are you in school now, Emmanuel; you're going for the part

work/part schoolis that the way it goes?
Mr. MOORE. That's correct. One week, you do construction, and 1

week, you go to school.
The CHAIRMAN. Good, great. We are delighted to have you here

and congratulate you, and we thank this panel very, very much.
!Additional statements and articles supplied for the record

follow:I
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STATEMENT

THE

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Kr. Chairman and Members of the Committees

The National Xdooation Association represents more than

2 million education employees in the nation's elementary,

secondary, vocational, and postsecondary education

institutions. We appreciate this opportunity to share our

views on an issue of vital importance to our nation's

futures the American family.

The United States is not simply a flag; not merely a

set of principles set out on parchment; not solely defined

by the boundaries of its territory. The United States is

its people -- a diverse and dynamic assembly who share a

commitment to common ideals. In a very real sense, we are

all in the same boat. If there is injustice against some,

all of us share the responsibility and must bear the

consequences. If some suffer hunger, hoselessnese, illness,

ignorance -- or all of those conditions and more -- it

touches all of us in direct ways.

Yet today, far too many of our people are confined to

lives of hopelessness and despair.

There is no need here to recite statistics about the

number of children in poverty, the incidence of preventable

medical problems, or the numbers on student achievement as

measured by standardised tests. This Committee ham boon in

the forefront of national efforts to bring attention to

thse problems, and more importantly, to develop successful

strategies for cooperative community-based programs that
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meet human needs. We applaud the Committee Members'

dedication and concrn.

This hearing is dedicated to finding solutions. The

members of our organization, who work with children and

families throughout the U.S., Share your hope that we con

implement community-based programs that strengthen America's

most precious resource: its people.

Lessons of the Past

We have learned a great deal over the past 25 years

about what works in education and related prograes.

Unfortunately, the resources we have committed to effective

programs has never been sufficient to realize the vision of

the men and women who first designed these programs.

In 1965, with the leadership of former schoolteacher

President Lyndon Johnson and bipartisan support of Congress,

the U.S. established the Economic Opportunity Act, the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and the Higher

Education Act.

Programs created that year -- Head Start, Title I :math

and reading programs, and
postsecondary financial aid -- aro

the cornerstone of our nation's educational efforts. The

most important step our nation can take is to build on that

cornerstone.

Today, the federal government falls far short of the

promise extended in 1965. Successful education programs

have been systematically underfunded since they were
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created. Moreover, a downward trend over the past decade

has lad to serious deficiencies in important education

priorities. The longer the U.S. delays an investment in

preventative measures -- nutrition, health care, and

education -- the more Americans must ultimately pay for

remedial and curative programs.

Where we stand

In 1990-91, deep gaps exist between education supply

and demand:

Head Start preschool programs for low-income children

and families will serve about 450,000 three-, four-,

and five-year-olds, less than 20 percent of the 2.5

million eligible children. FY91 appropriations are

sufficient to raise that percent to 22 or 23 percent --

still leas than a quarter of those in need of help.

Fully funding Head Start would cost at least $7 billion

in the current budget year.

Chapter 1 reading and math programs for disadvantaged

students will serve about 6 million children -- half of

the elementary and secondary students living in

poverty. FY91 appropriations are sufficient to raise

that percentage to some 65 percent. Serving all

school-aged children in poverty would cost

approximately $10 billion in the current budget year.
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Bilingual EducatAon Act programs will serve some

254,000 students with limited proficiency in English,

about 15 percent of the students identified by states

as needing assistance, and only 5.6 percent of the

number of school-aged youth the 1980 Census counted as

having limited proficiency in English. Serving all

students in need of services would cost some $1.3

billion this year.

Federally mandated special education programs under the

Education for the Handicapped will serve some 4.4

million children. The federal government will pay only

7 percent the costs above the average per pupil

e xpenditure, that is -- about 4 percent of the total

costs of serving handicapped students. Meeting the

federal commitment to share 40 percent of the costs

above the average per pupil expenditures would cost

almost $8.5 billion; fully funding handicapped

e ducation programs would cost between $40 and $50

billion.

National Goals in Xduoation

We recognize that the focus of these hearings is not

education alone. And yet, our educational effort is

inextricably linked with everything else we hope to

accomplish as a nation. And everything we do as a nation

has a bearing on the quality of our educational system.

1 5 ri
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A year ago, the President and the nation's governors

mat to establish national goals in education. NEA seabers

had tremendous optimism that the definition of those goals

would begin a trend to make education a true national

priority.

The first of these goals speaks directly to the issues

before this Cosaittee now. Our nation's executive leaders

pledged that by the and of this decade, all children in

Anerica will start school ready to learn.

School readiness depends on parents' ability to assure

their children's emotional, developmental, social, health,

and nutritional needs are met. When the family structure is

incapable of providing such support, public agencies must

have the programs and resuarces to serve Children's needs.

State and federal agencies must help establish and maintain

programs that contribute to the health and well-being of

disadvantaged children from birth.

As many as 5 million children below the age of six live

in poverty. Poverty cripples every aspect of children's

physical, emotional, and intellectual development. As the

Committee for Economic Development has repeatedly stated:

"Early intervention in the lives of disadvantaged youth is

the most effective strategy for school improvement."

The National Education Association believes the

following programs are necessary to meet the goal of school

readiness.
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Prenatal Caro. State and federal governments aust

cooperate to provide better access to prenatal care,

including proper nutrition. At the same time, public and

private agencies must work cooperatively in education

efforts to assure that women of child-bearing age understand

the importance of prenatal care to child developsent.

Parent Iduoation. Many young parents lack the kLowledge

or resources to properly feed and care for children. Some

lack reading skills necessary to nurture Children's

intellectual development. Parent education programs are

desperately needed -- and are most effective when connected

to child care and human services programs where skills can

be reinforced.

Health Care. Soma 37 million Americans are uninsured,

and as many as 54 million Americans are underinsured. Of

the uninsured, at least one-fourth are children. Access to

quality, affordable health cars must be available to all

Americans. Expanding medical coverage will help assure that

physical impediments to learning are identified and treated.

Nutrition. Extensive research has demonstrated a

direct relationship between nutrition and intellectual

development. Good nutrition is essential, especially in the

early years when children develop so rapidly. The

Supplemental Feeding Program for Women, Infants, and

Childre- (WIC) now serves some 4.6 million low-income

pregnant and postpartum women and children under the age of

four, about half of those in need. Food Steeps and WIC

1r17
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should bo funded at levels adequate to serve all eligible

persons.

Services for the homeless, As many as 100,000 children

in America are growing up on the streets, in cars, in

abandoned buildings, and in transient hotels. Community-

based efforts to reach these Children and provide programs

that meet both physical and developmental needs must be

established and maintained by both public and private

agencies.

Child oars. The quality of child cars and education

ars inextricably linked. Six out of 10 women with Children

under the age of six are employed outside the home. States

should sat standards for health and safety, preparation of

providers, and class sire to ensure that child care programs

offer more than custodial cars. Financial support must be

provided to expand access for those children who need

quality child care the most. Public-supported child care

programs should include children from various economic,

racial, and ethnic backgrounds to avoid social

stratification.

Head Start. The successful federal Head Start program

must have resources adequate to serve all eligible Children.

In 1989-90, less than one-fifth of all eligible 3-, 4-, and

5-year-olds have access to Head Start's education,

nutrition, and health care services. The federal government

must provide the resources to establish full-day and year-

round programs and to attract and retain quality staff.

1 5 S
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loas-to-sohool transition. Public education should be

available to Children beginning at ago 3, and schools should

establish programs in the early grades that help ease the

transition from home to school. School-based child care,

including early childhood education and before- and after-

school programs should become a part of every school.

These represent some important stops that public

agencies ahould take to help address the concerns identified

by this Committee. Most of these proposals aro already in

operation to some extent supported by federal, state, local,

or private resources. However, the federal government must

make a far greater commitment if Aaarica is to adequately

serve the needs of children and families.

Operation Jump Start

We would like to take this opportuaity to highlight a

fundamentally new approach to educational and developmental

needs of disadvantaged school-aged youth called Operation

Jump Start.

About one-third of the nearly 26 million children in

our nation's elementary schools face troubled academic

futures. To help those youngsters, NM proposes an

intensive readiness session for elementary students who need

extra attention.

Operation Jump Start would provide these children with

an additional two weeks in their school environment. The

focus would be on readiness -- on a high energy jolt for the

1 5 9
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millions of children for Mhos more personal relationships

with teachers, greater confidence in the sdhool environment,

and closer relationship. between sdhool staff and families

could make the difference between success and failure.

Operation JUep Start would be a cooperative program

among the federal government, the states, and local school

districts and would be designed to serve one-third of the

elementary school population -- just over $5 sillion

youngsters.

Under this proposal, a new $1.1 billion progras of

federal assistance would be established by Congress and

administered by tha U.S. Department of Education. The

Department would allocate these funds to the states by

formula, with each state receiving a basic floor amount as

wall as additional resources based on its drop out rate.

States would be required to match the federal contribution.

Local school districts participating in this project will be

asked to provide "in kind" expenses. The proportion of

state to local contribution would be determined by each

state, but in no came could the federal there exceed 50

percent.

States would also be allotted an amount equal to 5

percent of their Jump Start allocation for the purpose of

helping prepare sdhool personnel conduct Operation Jump

start programs. The Secretary of Education would also

saintain a small discretionary fund for technical assistance

to states and localities.

1 f;
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Every school district would be eligible to participate

in Operation Jump Start. Local school districts wishing to

do so would apply directly to their State Department of

Education, which will have the responsibility of allocating

these resources based on elementary school population and

school district dropout rates. Jump Start funds would be

used almost exclusively for actual program operation with

strict limits on administrative or other expenses.

Operation Jump Start would fund intensive readiness

sessions for elementary school students for two weeks before

the regular school year. Classes would be limited to 15

students. When possible, the teachers would be those the

students will have during the regular school year.

Each morning the students will meet with their teacher

in an effort to develop greater personal relationships with

the teacher and school staff as well as greater confidence

in the school environment. Teachers participating in

Operation Jump Start will use the afternoons to contact and

confer with parents, review student needs, and explain

future lesson plans. A strong follow-up component during

the school year is envisioned as part of the program. The

content and structure of this follow-up component will be

locally determined.

The actual selection of students to participate in

Operation Jump start and the classroom activities themselves

will both be locally-designed education decisions.
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Participation in Operation Jump Start would be

completely voluntary -- for school districts, parents, and

educational personnel. It is anticipated that school staff

would be compensated at a rate equal to their compensation

(salary and benefits) during the regular school year.

Conclusion

Throughout history, our nation has shown the ability to

meet tremendous challenges. Future generations will not

judge us alone on our technological wizardry, our response

to national economic crises, or on our place in the

international arena. Our descendents will judge us on the

quality of life of people living in these times, and whether

or not our society was just in the distribution of the

nation's great resources.

Through this hearing, and subsequent actions that

result from the Committee's conclusions, you have the

opportunity to write a chapter in our nation's history

books. It's up to this Congress and the President to

determine whether that chapter will be headed "Toward a More

Perfect Union" or "The Beginning of the End."

Thank you.

1 Pa
41-187 0 - 91 - 6
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YWCA
itio USA

The YWCA of the U.S.A. congratulates Senator Kennedy and

members of the Lebor and Sumo% Naeources Committee for
leadership on behalf of children end youth and for
efforts to ensure that young people receive the services
they need in order to successfully make the transition

into adulthood.

Through its service and advaoscy vener eal. across the

United Stets., the YWCA knows firsthand the need for
coordinWhodoomprebensiveserviess for families in crisis
and for those at risk of crisis. The INCA's concern for
progressive family policy is reflected in its 1988-1991
loOlic Policy Priorities, which include:

Child CAWS. The TWCA of the U.S.A. applauds the
Congress and the Labor and Numen nesources Cbmmittee
for the 'Child Cars and Dennalcoment Slack Grant.° The
YWCA urges thm Labor end *seen Neecuroma Committee to
exercise its oversight authority to ensure that states
aro serving thoee families most in need and that
states are moving towards developing coordinated child

oars services. W. also urge the Committee to examine
states' programa in the areas of program quality,
training, and child cars worker salary and benefit
improvements.

o Teen Pregnancy Prevention. Because teen pregnancy
affects all aspects of a young women's development,
the YWCA mupports programa that enhance life options
for teena and prevent unwanted pregnancy. The
National Board of the TWCA of the U.S.A. supports
Titl X of the Publio Health Services Act because
services funded through Titl X generally offer a
comprehensive, coonlimumlaperwech to teen pregpumnoy
prevention. The YWCA of the U.S.A. also supports
young womon's aromas to the full range of reproductive
serviced, including prenatal care, contraception, and
abortion.

o Health Cars. The YWCA of the U.S.A. urges the
Congress to appropriate funds for expended and
improved community-based health cue services for
women and girls. The YWCA also supports increased
funding for programs to reduce the incidence of
substance tbumbe and AIDS/HIV education.

o aquity. N. cannot ignore the fact that raciSO and
sexism aro among the reasens that women end people of
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oolor are over-represented among the poor. Tim YWCA therefore
urges congress to work towards the elimination of racism and
sexism, as ,011 as dieorimination based on national origin,
color, age, religion, disability, and sexual orientation,
promote multi -cultural education, and support sex equity in
eduoation and Job trainima.

CritiOal emerging issues identified by the YWCA of the U.S.A.,
National Board, include:

o iducation.

Multicultural education for all children. MUlticultural
education will ensure academic success and help develop
attitudes and behavior that Can contribute to the
elimination of racism.

Chapter I Funding. Th. YWCA of the U.S.A. supports
increased funding for the Chapter 1 Program serving
children in poverty end children with special needs.

iducation for Homeless Children. In the last year's re-
authorization of the M.:Kinney Act, COngreas directed the
states to work towards eliminating barriers to education
faced by hoagies. children. The Committee is urged to
exercise its oversigh: authority to ensure that statea
comply with the new maLdatm.

o The Young Americans Act. The Young Aserioana Act, which was
enacted in 1990, holds the potentiel to fill a critical need
identified by the Committee. Tha Young Americans Act cells on
stet.a to examine their current service delivery structure and
to improve and coordinate services to children and youth.
However, the Young Americans Act reoeived'no appropriation for
FY 1990. The YWCA urges Congress to fully fund the Act in FY
1992.

0 niftily and Medical Leave. Changing demographics, work patterns,
and demands on feminine call for new approaches to balancing
family and work responsibilities. The YWCA of the U.S.A.,
National Board, endorsed the Family and Medical Leave Act
because it offers a step toward economic security for women and
their families.

The YWCA of the U.S.A. thanks the Chairman and the Committee for
their commitment to Children and youth because the aupport of those
who make public policy is critical if was are to overcome the
problem plaguing our families.

For more information, contact
Beverly Stripling, Director of Public Policy
Nancy Hirehbein, Washington Representative
(202) 628-3636.

January 14, /991

1 4
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 15, 1991

INO

EMPOWERING CHILDREN AND YOUNG FAMILIES OF POVERTY
TO SZ SUCCESSFUL

AGENDA Foie ThE IS2ND CONGRESS
GORDON M. AMBACH

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COUNCIL OF CHIEF SUM SCHOOL. OFFICERS

Tbe bearing today of thr and Human Resources Committee addresses the
most aitical domestic challenge facing the Natioa and the 102nd Congress: bow to
empower America's children and young families in poverty to achieve success.

The Council a Chief Sum School Officers commends the focus of the Committee
on strategics to overcome child poverty and its devastating cosu to indMduals and the
nation.

We urge the Committee to start 1991 by moving the Equity and Excellence in
Education Act to President Bush's desk. This Act provides the framework for support of die
Naticnal Goals for Education and a focus oa central activities to help children and families
out a poverty.

We applaud the Cocomittee's support in the proposed Youth Empowerment
Strategies (YES) for full funding of proven effective programs now reaching only a small
percentage of eliglbie children end adults including Head Start, Chapter 1, IDEA,

vccetional and adult education. Fuli funding is key to an effective national
respoase to families in crisis.

(Nu Council is committed to assuring educational success for all students, with (goal
of achieving virtually 100% high school graduation by the turn of the century. This year we
emphasize, as the Committee does, the critical stage okoanecting school and employment.
The attached statement of our huidcat, Herbert Grover, Superintendent of Public
Imauctiost for the State ci Wiscoasin, lays out our agenda. We will work with the
Committee on new legishuion towatd this end.

1 f:5
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We oder the following recommendations for ousideration by the committee and
request that these vowels be incorporated in the Youth Enspowerment Strategies:

o Authorize the sebool-based preschool and before- and after-school child care
component in schools 'which President Bush forced out of the child cart legislation
passed by the 101st Cowes.

o Link delivery of Mediesid services to Chapter 1 with provisions for such funds to be
used for peeventive care, screening, immunization and other critical intaventions in
the Nation's poorest schools.

o Fad litste the school-to-ma transitioa by augmenting the 8% funds under .1TPA for
edtscatiocal linkage sith a shift in focus ol the IVA programs for in4chool youth
to transitioo from school to employment.

We appreciate the opportunity to state our concerns and to work with the committee
toward pmviding the means for children and Esatikes of poverty to become successful.
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FOR IMMEDLATE RELEASE
December 7, 1990

A S
IMPERATIVE FOR THE NS

CONNECTING SCHOOL AND EMPLOYMENT
HERBERT J. GROVER

STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF WISCONSIN
PRESIDENT-ELECT. COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

Our nation has an eztraordinaty opportunity for nutior change in the way we prepare
the nation's youths for employment. There is a readiness for change in business and
industry. We must develop a readiness for change in schools and colleges and build the
connections which provide opportunities for the lorgonen half: and to those students who
have been preparing In general but going nowhere 'specific' to connect with the productive
society.

The Council of Chief State School Officers is in a unique position to assemble the
resources and to organize the policy debates and developments that will change the
effectiveness of preparatioo for employmetn. This is hist risk activity. ff it is successrul,
schooling and learning for bur portions of our youth will be very different in the future
from that of the past. Our wort is based oo these assumptions:

1. Employes will dump the paths through which their employees are
inunduced so work and learn at the work site.

2. Schools and colleges ars prepared to revise the places, times. ptrsonne
materials and tedtniques through which students learn to be produc:Ac
egiPliarel

3. Motivation of routts to learn successfully both general knowledge a--
employment cepaddes will be increased by connecting education more close .
to the work she amid specific future employment.

4. Youth will develop adult rapoosibility more rapidly sod effectively throw -
early COMINt1o111 with adults at the work site.

S. Different disposition' to learn for certain students will be more effectiNe
satis5ed through Miter opportunities to lean bands-on at the work site

-More-

1 r 7
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Finally, the Counell has a capacity to promote rtsuucturing learnihg at it relates to
connecting school end employment. This involves revisions in the curriculum, material*
equipment, mamemststa, and teacher prsparadoc and ceniflcation

No one pan of the system can be changed without some counterpart revisions. To
undertake this task requires considerable resources. We have already approached major
foundaGons and corporations for assistance. We will prepare applicatioos for grwernmental
funds as U.

Our work through the year will be under the guidance ofa special task force. We
will be aided by the advice of several capons in the field who will save as a task group of
consultants. We will rely heavily oo key persons in lead states for analysis and design of
implementing projects. As ha been the case with Council Monde* during the pass few
years, we expect the forms on "Connecting School and Employment' to be a cootinuing
priority for the next three years.

This is a bold agenda. It is America's agenda for the decade. Our Council looks
forward to joining with partners in businesses, education and government to accomplish it.

etedlet

The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) is a nationwide non-profit organization
of the 57 public officials who bead departure= of education in every state, the District of
Columbia. the five extra-state jurisdictions, and the Department of Defense Dependent
Schools. CCSSO is located at 400 Nortb Capitol Street, NW: Washington, D.C., 20001; 202/
393-8161.
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THE NATIONAL
MEDIA OUTREACH CENTER
t 7 DI ft Mina
M M4JT WOOIM ELL

Media and Outreach Provide
Power for Change

Traditionally, tbe &mate Labor and Human Resources Committee las
exambied Om broad-based picture of challenges facing our nations
workforce. This year, the special emphasis is placed on making effective
investments in America's Ware by supportiag families currently In crisis.

The Nadonal Media Outreach Omer, QED Conummicaticas Inc., shares this Com=
caw= and goal to ovum= the ehalkages facing familks in crisis.

We being a unique perspective for theComminees consideration. The National Media

Outreach Center has &dopm1 an infrastructureof over 20,000 coosnunity g;roups at the

grasanou level addressing lhcaicy. menacin& and alcohol and other drug use.

We pwm that these groups be integrated into the systems that service at risk youth Rad

fanlUes. Th energy. enthusias"\ anti:kills of these volunteers can enhance the preventive

measures, program aocess, and istamentice emphasis being placed on legislation for

children and fimilies. They provide direct access to the heart ci our nation's communities
which, when given even a notarial snows of support. are the mama catelyst for change!

425 Projea Limmey US. (PLUS) taskfarces were established in 1985, and the

number has surpassed 500 in recent months. PLUS is a pint project of PBS and

Cicikil arks/ABC, mud km enabled local literacy provs access to training,

evaAtadom. recruiting, jimeEng, and other perdnent irforirtadon and resources.

They aid networked through a monthly newskater and are iroolned in adult, family,

wyrijoire, and prison Literacy, at well as learning disabilities. PLUS truk for'ret

are shpponed by 147 notional organlastiont including the American Library
Association, the Association of haler lcagues. and the American Bar Association.

The US. Deparmsear af Education crass the PLUS task forces with a 14%

increase in the number of Mt.4 education students ivitionally.

a The National Memar Network is pretend)* comprised of more than 300 local
proWders nationwide. These bidibiatioals receiveprint and video

ordains, directory, and gimbal:ion materials, At uell as a quarterly newsletter to

keep them up-404iste about national mertioring acdvities, Mentor Nenvork Consaas

also partner with business and education to involve cornmunities in men:0ring

youth.

The Chemical People Network, established in 1983, is comprised of 8 ,000

volunteer task forces focused totally on illegal alcohol and other drug ate. 20,000
Chemical Peopk Nemorik looal koders are sent a bimonthly newsletter keeping

them qi so date on the progress of die dory cf their counterparu nationwide.

(417) 622.1491
4802 Fifth Awnue Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Ira
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The National Media agreed Coster has an active psitnmblp with over 100 national
organisations, including the United Way of America, the U. . Chamber of Commerce, the
National AL'Aanca of Business, the AFL-C10, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National
Amociation of Private Induatry Councils, and the US. Depertments of Education and
!shoe. Feedback form individuals and mom= sePesented in dime drnmic
iefrastmennes and partnerships identifies what must happen to mote effectively meet the
needs of the youth and Walks of our Nuke. Based on this information. the Comer
recommends integrating the following peojecn/prostsms which utilize the existing
network&

Alcohol sad Other Drugs

A unique and powerful alliance has formed a pilot project called EVERYTHING COUNTS,
funded by Governor Robert P. Casey's Office and the Scaiffe Foundation. Tbis project
will Moose communisies on how to chatige oornity norms around the use of alcohol
and other ditap with similar results as was done with cigarette smoking and seat-belt use.
The combination of a massive awareness =Rip with culturally appropriate conanunity
training. implementation, and action to change certain auhucles, behaviors, and practices
that result in h&nuM, and many times deadly, effects of addictive substance& The result
will be a healthier lifestyle and environment far ail pilot-site residents.

Upon successful .". ietion of this pilot ptoject in Allegheny County. the EVERYTHING
COUNTS model to be made available to Chemical Peopl t forces for
implementation in their own communities.

Meotoring

Utilizing the juganamesggc/iginack, several necessary programs may be
implemented in individual communities,

Working with Child Welfare, Family Soviets, and Children and Youth Services, dar,!'3
pilot sites where volunteer families and groups will be mouited from community
establishments, such as businesses, churches, end sYnegoeues- The volunteers will be
trained to provide 'wort, following a waessional intervention by local social workers,
by "adopting-a-family" in crisis to provide =rosins activities to all family members. The
volunteers will be serviced with on-site training, resource materials, and monitoring by the
ne works in existence.

Working with local schools and businesses. mentor providers will establish after-school
programs for latch-key youth in grades IC - 12.

Provide the 'TPA with access to the volunteer mentors needed to enable every youth
olved with the TTPA to have a appropriate mentor. Mentors will be trained to teach job

skills, self-esteem, and long-term planning.

Literacy

Develop video and print how-to instaials for families and licensed daycare providers
*ems the nation to impkment "reading comets" utilizing Reading Rainbow, Mr. Rogers
Neighborhood, and Sesame Street 'The how-to materials will be distributed through the
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Ellaliskfaces, the National Association for the Education of the Young Mild, and
Head:tam Emmet

Public television has shady maimed two videos madded, "Parenting Senuefzeforrised
Accessing Schools" and Mune A's for Prokssiona ls and At Risk Families
by Michael Fox. Ramat Iva Dam= of PLAN (Push theracy Action Now), "Parenting
Small= for Accessing Schools" trains mum who hive been unable so understand and
work with the wheal symas kern swam& for assisting thek children with bocarwat

mat cud" building pannelmacher communication, and identifying theirlet= needs

Prdessionals who coottnadly come in contact with at risk familia benefit frau 1"1bree
A's for Psofeukmals and At Risk Families," featuring a panel discussion about awareness,
access, and advocacy techniques m help low-Hamm pumas suppor their children in
school.

We recemmend that these tapes be placed in an clinics and governmental waiting moms that
service at risk families and youth.

To enable the valuate= infrastrucares so function and motivue Erma pasticipation on
behalf of rauth and families it is tecommended that the Pennsylvanians Aware mini-grant
mg:ram which is funded by do Office of Governor Casey, be maned and replicated

Mini-grants oi no more than $50010 $2,500 to volunteer task forces axe an anceptionally
con-effective way to mobilize community actioo. The PA Aware model could be used so
inspire many preps to acaxmlish even greater gosh, as this model shows appreciation
for volunteerism and covers expemes

1 7 1
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ETV NETWORK

tlautheardowlETVP,Mhpcx*
Ommiw L 21121kNwoodAwue
C444"bia. &NM CaroMa 2S2'O

FrATEMENT BY HENRY J. CAUTNEN. PRESIDENT. SOILTH CAROLINA ETV REGARDING SC

HENRY J CALITSEN
P7wW,OM

Joe ; Aso

AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE, _JANUARY 1L. 1221.

MR. CHAIRMAN. SENATOR HATCH AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS!

IT IS MN PLEASURE TO SUBMIT TESTIMONY TODAY REGARDING souTH CAROLINA

ETV'S NATIONAL OUTREACH INITIATIVE REALIZING AMERICA'S HOPE, A PRoJEcT

FOCUSING ON AMERICA'S AT-RISK YOUTH. THE PROJECT'S COAL IS TO FIND IMMEDIATE

AND LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS TO PUTTING ALL OF AMERICA'S YOUNG PEOPLE ON THE ROAD

TO SATISFYING AND PRODUCTIVE LIVES SC ETV IS PROUD TO LEAD THk NATION IN THIS

EFFORT WHICH WILL BEGIN WITH THE NATIONAL PREMIERE OF ALL OUR CHILDREN. WE

LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE TO SUPPORT

AMERICAN FAMILIES IN CRISIS.

SINCE 1958, THE SOUTH CAROLINA ETV NETWORK HAS BEEN DEDICATED TO

PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATIONAL AND FAMILY PROGRAMMING FOR ALL SOUTH

CAROLINIANS. FOR LESS THAN ONE PERCENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA'S EDUCATION BUDGET,

ETV SERVES OVER 500,000 ScHoOL CHILDREN AND BRINGS MONTHLY TRAINING PROGRAMS

TO 25,264 MEDICAL PERSONNEL AN.) 6,500 LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, IN ADDITION,-*

7,182 SOUTH CAROLINIANS ATTEND COLLEGE THROUGH ETV TELECOURSES FROM oUR EARLY

CHILDHOOD MEDIA TRAINING PROJECT, WHICH EDUCATES EARLY CHILDHOOD PROFESSIONALS

ACRUSS SOUTH CAROLINA VIA VIDEOTAPES, TO OUR ADULT 1ITERACY EFFORTS WHICH ARE

DESIGNED TO INVOLVE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY IN THE STATE'S LITERACY PROGRAMS, SC

ETV IS EFFECTIVELY BRINGING EDUCATION HOmE TO SOUTH CAROLINA.

A SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN SC ETV AND THE SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN

RESOURCES coMmITTEE HAS ALREADY BEEN ESTABLISHED. IN 1988, THROUGH THE

LEADERSHIP OF SENATOR KENNEDY AND SENATOR THURMOND, coNGREsS APPROVED
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LEGISATION KNON AS STAR SCHOOLS. THE FROJECT'S GoAL IS TO IMPRoVE INSTRUCTION

IN SUBJECTS SUCH AS MATH. SCIENCE, AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN TRADITIONALLY

UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS AND AREAS WITH SCARCE RESOURCES. OUR INVOLVEMENT IN

STAR SCHOOLS IS ADMINISTERED THROUGH THE SATELLITE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

CONSORTIUM (SERc) WHICH IS COKPOSSED OF 23 STATE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORKS.

IN 1989-1990, SC ETV PRODUCED FOUR OF THE SEVEN HIGH SCHOoL COURSES DELIVERED

UNDER THE SERc UMBRELLA INCLUDING RUSSIAN I. A.P. ECONOMICS (MACRO), A.P

ECONOMICS (MICRO) AND A.P. CALcULUS FOR TEACHERS, A COLLEGE CREDIT coURsE.

THE sTAR SCHOOLS PROGRAM HAS BEEN A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS ESPECIALLY IN

RURAL AREAS IN SOUTH CAROLINA ALONE. A TOTAL OF 32 HIGH SCHOOLS, AND 224

STUDENTS ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED IN THE EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE PROGRAM. THE SERC

pRocRAM HAS ALSO CONTRIBUTED GREATLY IN OVERCOMING TEACHER SHORTAGES. FOR

EXAMPLE, SCHOOLS WITH LIMITED RESOURCES THAT ARE UNABLE TO HIRE FOREIGN

LANGUAGE TEACHERS ARE FINDING SERC OFFERS THE EXPERIENCED TEACHERS THAT EACH

STUDENT DESERVES. IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER HERE THAT FOREIGN LANGUAGE

CREDITS ARE OFTEN A PREREQUSITE To COLLEGE ENTRANCE FoR MANY STUDENTS.

THROUGH THIS PROGRAM Sc ETV, SERC. AND THE sENATE LABOR AND HUMAN

RESOURCES COMMITTEE HAVE ESTABLISHED A MEANS To IMPROVE AMERIcA'S

COMPETITIVENESS IN BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, EDUCATION AND INTERNATION/V.. EXCHANGE.

THIS, HoWEVER, IS oNLY A BEGINNING. IT IS MY HOPE THAT IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE

WE CAN, WITH YOUR SUPPORT, IMPLEMEAT A PROGRAM WHICH WILL ALLoW Us TO REAcH

ALL 50 STATES WITH STAR sCHoOLs INITIATIVES THROUGH AN EXPANDED AND CONTINUING

NATIONAL SATELLITE EDUCATION PROGRAM. OUR COUNTRY CAN PROVIWZ A NATIONAL

HIGHWAY IN THE SKIES THAT COULD REAcH ALL STUDENTS NO MATTER HOW

GEOGRAPHICALLY ISOLATED OR ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED. FOR THE FIRST TIME

EVER, WE HAVE WITHIN oUR GRASP THE MEANS To PROVIDE STUDENTS FROM ALL SOCIAL

AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN EDUCATION AND A SECURE
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FOUNDATION FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE.

TOMORROW EVENING AT 8:00 pn, SOUTH CAROLINA ETV WILL REAFFIRM ITS

COMMITMENT TO THE AMERICAN FAMILY AND TO EDUCATION WITH THE PREMIERE OF ALL

OUR CHILDREN HOSTED SY AWARD WINNING JOURNALIST BILL MOYERS. THIS 90-MINUTE

DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCED BY SC ETV, PUBLIC AFFAIRS TELEVISION, INC, AND WNET-TV,

USHERS IN PUBLIC BROADCASTING'S 1991 EMPHASIS TITLED, "THE FAMILY. ALL

TOGETHER NOW," BY EXAMINING THE CHALLENGES FACING AMERICAN YOUNG PEOPLE

GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL UNPREPARED FOR LIFE AND WORK. THE PROGRAM

REPRESENTS ONE COMPONENT OF REALIZING AMERICA'S HOPE AND OFFERS A LOOK AT

SEVERAL INITIATIVES FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY WHICH ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN

TN! LIVES OF AMERICA'S YOUNG PEOPLE. THE FILM WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY

,1VE 60 MINUTE EXCHANGE FROM LONOSTREET THEATRE IN COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

HOSTED BY MOYERS AND INCLUDING PANELISTS FROM THE CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND, THE

MAINE FAMILY VIOLENCE PROJECT, PROJECT PRIME, SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS,

BELLSOUTH AND OTHERS,

BILL MOYERS' DEDICATION AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE MOTT FOUNDATION AND

GENERAL MOTORS TO THIS PROJECT CANNOT BE OVERESTIMATED, FOR YOUR INFORMATION,

I HAVE INCLUDED A FEATURE ON ALL OUR CHILDREN WRITTEN BY MR. MOYERS FOR THE

RECORD. HIS COMMITMENT TO AMERICA'S YOUTH IS STRONG AND CLEAR. I ENCOURAGE THE

MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE AND THEIR STAFFS TO WATCH THIS IMPORTANT

DOCUMENTARY, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR RESPONSES TO IT.

THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF WHAT I HOPE WILL BE A CONTINUATION OF THE

PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN SC ETV, THE OTHER 22 SERC STATES, PBS AND YOUR COMMITTEE.

TOGETHER, WE CAN IMPACT THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION AND THE LIVES OF THE CITIZENS

WE ALL SEEK TO SERVE IN THE WORDS OF BILL MOYERS, "THE VICTORIES ARE SMALL,

THE STRUGGLE DAILY, BUT THE STAKES ARE LARCE FOR THESE KIDS AND AMERICA'S

FUTURE.*
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feature for ALL OUR Ciii/DREN
ViVOIlea artery

When the noted praychologet end educator Kenneth Oark mint mai a report ha

had just helped to mite celled 'America's Sham America's Hook' about the mations of

young piaci* tato are not mowed kr lie and wont, I quicidy Weed through the pages

for a sense of La merge 'arid I oouldn't put it doom Hors was a deer and

uneinching story ot a nation/ tragedy. Mr reeding I. I wrote On. Cis& this report should

be turned Into a docurnentery fent The story of these young piaci* should be tad, I.

tkaid, in the idiom of the day - the tiS kluges that would enstie us to awe the trail as

teenagers arperience I. On. Ow* called and sea enthusisabc about the idea ALL OUR

CRAMMER II the meta of his kelpie:kn.

The report's bright red cover conveyed its urgency Red is the coim for danger,

and danger is whet America I courting by negacting ks children. if It were disclosed

tomorrow thst this country Intended to snatch awry third chid from the classroom and

ensue hi figure in Mar I Wove most of us woad be hooted But this is already

happening M41Ions or young people are doomed to icw-paying )obe ol bare sum's*,

t hey %NA S aa, doomed to frustrated and unproduclIve liyes Some 1100,000 students

oath year &op oit, hal to graduate. or finish school unprepared for further education As

a malt. America's stalky to compete in the worid ka compromised, even as we rue

abandoning mem, in our woridorar to allanorkin end dependency

Stut there is borne good news. In many communkies acmes Ow country,

committed adults through innovate., programs are heicang teenagers to survive strive,

and succeed. Producer Tom Cast:1W and I haw documented their experinnce in AU-

OUR CHiLDRE-N. a sot Mel Premieres on thitataciaxAmousa..111ALliz.m.sc_Eiti

Ott report doesn't presume to singe oul the best teachers or &coma-prevention

programs in the country Nor does k romantldra the modest succeaaes ot the young

1 5
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people in the tam Rather., we we trying to show how small victor** cen be won in the Irres of children

who, if one teacher toid us, have banked so meny failures they don't know what *mons *

Mar months of reasemit kw cheer/ three reptleentelve iocatiche In COumbut Indians, we

vise the Joy *We Program. which is attempting So buld the selfweeem of kids who are trying to mom

onto the bottom rung of eockeya ladder. One of the youngest. is a 15-yew-old named Jake, who,

hwing struggled exough drugs and a Satanic cult, returned to schOol end even hold down a pad-time

fob tutoring second °racism

In San Antonio, Twee. we focus on two prissrams. One, 70001, helps dropouts study

Inclepandentty for the *Owe11 of a high echoed diploma (the GED) and another, TAPP (Teenage

Parenting Program), mattes teen perents to stay in school try proedits2 day care and epeeist classes in

parenting skis the augment the usual curia:team. Hera wa rnat a young woman, Annette. who %hal

surptised when she became pregnant Seams or TAPP, 'he is now caring for het child Male staying hi

Wh001, and Annette is determined to *ewe the We el dependency the beaks mow teen mews

At out third location. Cambridgt mataachomat w salad al Rinckja and Latin, a Public high

school known as the alms meter of beekstball taws Patric* Ewing and Rummel Robinson For the past

several years il toss been gainkig a rextation in education On** for serving the inriVictual needs of a

multiracial student body ol 2200 through an array of innovative programa under one roof. For example

in a student-run cooperathre catering sank*, former cimpocts prepare hundreds ol lunches for the cay's

Read Stad program white shoo Mending regtfar cia.ses. Severe students told me they woad nod be in

schtol today if I ware not tor this program We also meet a young Jamaican. Marsha. who was let by

het parents to fend for hermit in the Slam She has overcome poor health and a disciplinary

Ouspeneon to gradual* and to van a scholarship al a funiot collage in Boston.

The programs that we Isatured in our Om have well aspects in common. Students receive

indArklue attention Masses env livey end (suety smell Troche,* end edninietrators won< cioasty

together in IS1401alg student progress Young people are expected to be reaponsibisi The ireuence oi

the school does not slop when class ends. Not surprisingly, tisachets ere friends and mentors as waif as

(more)
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Instructors.

Perhaps the phenomenon dam most sispriesd me is that mom o thip kid* I met were brIoN,

eophaticetal. end aiming. So they as wailing with *snow problem that cannot to lak outside

the Woodhouse door every morning. They come *cm broken homes. Some have been abused. They

are not wolloil econonlosay. They hew used drupe or akohoi. And most ci them know that even N

they meta k through schu l. there is no guarantee they Ind a niche In the economy Verna these

odd* most of them kids struggle not to Oa up. and NI ban, their trochees fittall Ic ;Iwo up on them.

#0.

'Editors note: AU. OUR CHILDREN with NM 'foyers a a producaon of Fhiteic Maks Teievaion. Inc
end South Carolina ETV, end I presented by Saab Camara ETV and WNET/Nov Yak Funding is
provided by the Cher* Stewart Moe Foundation end General Motors as one of Its Mark al Emergence
Presents:ions.

For tub* inionnetion contact Owen Comore A:rimless
(212} 750-5555

November 1990
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YOUTH AND AMERICAS FUTURE
THE WILLIAM T. GRANT FOUNDATKA

COMMISSION ON WORK, FAMILY AND CITIZENSHIPCAONVilrfal

mined CmoloPe UMW al Wow...

To: Ms lisiserable Edward la Lasso:1y
Chairman, Committee os Labor sad Human Resources
Gaited Slates Totssats

From: Harold Howe It Cluirmaa, sad
gassed liaise/la, Seedy Director
William 1'. Grant Fosuadatios Comminioa oa

Work, Family *ad Citissaskip

Ws applaud you heariap ois the seeds of Americas families, with their specie!
emphasis awn early childhood Imam sad epos chartiag s course for youth I. the trassitioa
to reMmasible ada/thood and productive empioyaseat. We audentsad that your efforts will (I)
easPhuisestratealas to bliss sew toadies to eels:slag programs with proves records of semen
ii serving the most needy childrea aad famiuics. (2) twomete changes that will mahe mgeh
effective programs more easily svsilable to those who nord them, and (3) considar additional
isitiatives that may be needed.

We enthaniallMally IIIIP9Ott these object i vca of your Committee's agenda and submit this
statemeat as a costribetioa floss our Commission as Youth and America's Future to the
importaat isfarmatios-getherias sad thisking that you aid your colleagues will undertake.

First, we wish to usdesliae the extreme gravity of the issues you ate examining. One
way to do that is to pretcat some evideace about Dee State that is st Of sear Ilse top or most
asseasseeuts of the fifty States ia the Prowisloa of special services far seedy childrea. It is aState with which yea, Mr. Chairman, are gaite familiar the Commonwealth of hisissachesetts.Oa the day that yea hold your first lariaton the matters outlistd, approximatelY 241
bribies will be bora Is hismachasetts. The prospects for these new citiuss are grim:

2 will die within the first throe weeks. If all of them were black, sir would soon
be goat.-

14 of them will weigh Ices than S. pounds sad be in the high.risk category of
low birth weight.

1001 CametictA Avenue, N W . Sate 301. Washington, D C 20036-5541
(2021775 9131
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20 will have mothers ander the age of 20.

14 will find themselves la povertystrickea families sad face the attendant perils

of inadeouste nutrition, medical care, housing, sad similar circumstances. If all

were bora in Boston, 20 percent of the white babies would be poor, as would 33

Percent of the blacks and 75 percent of the Hispanics.

29 will have some physical or mental disability, most of these conditions

traceable to lack of prenatal care aid other effects of poverty.

Over half of teenage mothers in this group will have had no prenatal care.

This recital could go on at length, but that is not needed to *Ake a simPle but important

inLitikeetlatinentesilirgulesimigLikxam
We don't even have such a safety net that works

in the few States doine the relatively best job for children and youth. We have some useful

programs in place; we know what to do zo make their services more comprehensive. Yet we are

unable to muster the political will, a. either the ttate or national level, to act on what we know.

And this is true despite our knowledge, for example, that a low birth-weight baby is likely to

con taxpayers between $20,000 and $40,000 for early care alone.

There is a vast amount of evidence from many source' both to document the many

unmet needs arid to identify ways of making substantial progress in meeting them. Because we

have been contacted by your staff before this hesring we know that you are well attuned to

the available sources of thinking and planning on these matters. We call to your special

attention as sources of information the aunnrous child advocacy groups in the United States.

Working in particular cities or within a state, these agencies are on the front Hoe of identifying

problems and proposing solutions for them. Probably the best known of such groups is the

Children's Defense Fund with i:s nationwide reach. The Mattschusetts Advocacy Center in

Boston provided us with the information concerning your state. There is also a Natioilal

Coalition of Advocates for Students, a membership organizetion for all child advocacy groups.
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Its office is Jo Nom km, but its agenda is aatioawide. Its meat study of the fortunes of

immigrant children, pkw Yawl, is well worth year atteatioa. laCoggl, published by the

Coster for tbe Study of Social Policy, is an extremely useful source of state-by-state data on

child well-being.

As you taro your inquiry to yosth and their traasition to work, other sound reaOurCCS

are available. Oar Commiesion has made a wide-rangiag exploratioa of what is known about

the needs and problems of youth is America lad how to deal with thew perticu tarty those who

go to work after high school rather than going oa immediately to further education. This

group of approximately half of each age cohort of 16-24 year-olds 20 million young people

is the object of oar Commission% filial report eatitkd, Ilteagueguten_lialf.:_fithhus_to

Sucoa..for.11meaimaistal/WiLiea (November 190). This study is a guide to

many other solid studies of youth issues, as well ass source for initiatives on behalf of youth

at all levels of eovernmeat aid in the public, private and noaprof it !sectors.

Becalm moor your majoe foci is tbe treasition to employment of high school graduates,

we call your spools* @Matisse to just mac of the numerous recommendations in The Foreottet1

lulL - the buss poteatial of as effort to expand the concept of youth apprenticeship is a

central bundles block in helping our young people succeed both ia school and, afterwards, in

the world of work. A December conference in Washington, DC organized by our Commission

aid co-sponsosed by 36 other agencies aad organizations addressed the potential of youth

apprenticeship as as especially promisiag "pathway to success" for many young men and

women. That meeting sparked continuing efforts in this direction by employers, educators,

unions, sod a variety of aeganizatioas interested in both strengthening the American workforce

and =skins schooling more effective for young people. We strongly recommend that your

Committee consider youth apprenticeship ss part of your agenda for future inquiry.

Finally, we call to your atteation the simple fact that almost every nation in the world

with a =oder* economy does much mere than the United States to provide for the two major

3
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igAriagshaajuistagglaimajghs that today characterim their first years of employment and too

often lead to fruattatioa, failure, and a variety of social pathologies.

Accompanylag this statement is a reeest article by Harold Howe which offers some

thoughts about the importaace of families in aU a' the natters discussed here.

We commend you, Mr. Chairman and the Committee, for addressing these complex and

extraordinarily important matters. flat you are willing to tackle these Questions of

unparalleled import not only speaks well for you but gives Mope to all those who art workina

for a stronger and more Just America.

4
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sold mem* altael t wea astd
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eve Americana worked together with
as elk Oalf lo *vivo them ques-
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in two remota oath The Far.
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mirk on than in the 16-24 age group
who do not attend coley& we neom
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community-, and school.ri:sted WAWA
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that concern all youth. I menbon tho
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you know thst it hio had a powerful
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fiemli Kim femme U.S. Cemeatiehmer
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ecionotnic competmon on a worldwide
bmis. arsd a the sane tune viketvog
the glowing propoehon ot parietal
woriulll whom honeona are limited
by poverty, dientsenalon. and met,
Orem schools, three emeoners are
advocating incromed espenditures art
hmXh. nutrition child cue, and
*Mooing A Maori mooed by the
COMM*, on 40110fNe Development
beers witness to doe motto, its mit
as Invoutirs la Oaf Children

indexed 1001t Ot thi* type ot think.
irtg appeared at the recant "4WIIITUt
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education) MOM &vadat* [now,.
hies in these realms come from
mason' offices. bustries Waders.
school leaders, and elsewhere In
several areal' of Ronda a very
levet pcuperty tas supports coun-
tywide endeavots to make cony
prehenene youth programs more
available
2 $takinkk reviews of services for
chddren and youth So create better
coonfinstest plant-wig of then
needs throughout each state In ef
krt, this is an effort to create
greater awareness Of what's goIng
on, so that gape can be identified.
duplications diacouraged. agewdes
slaved to each othee's roles. arid
iurrent hinds used mote equitably
and efficiently Such surveys have
emoted in Illinois. California. and

nuMber of other states Harold
Richmond at the University of Chi-
cago has been a leader in re
searching and colleting this infor
minion
3 On the oattorial tniot nine niaiiit
organiutiona including the
American Public Welfare Associa-
tion, the Council of Chet State
School Officers. the National Alb,
ance of Suarness. and the Natrona)
Governors Associationbanded
together tot a lotnt pubbrabon ents
tied Nor Part nrnhipa blunmore f
Striae is flu. curly Supper) Ait or
198$ Among their cennal obtet
twee wete the following (al To
forge critical connection. between
schools and other support services
hI To build a more comprehensive

and effectIve system for all youth
and adults at nfic and RI To re-
duce the number of atnsk learners
thmugh tatty intervertnons in
Wankel and communities de-
figned to prevent the development

patholosses among the
young
nus topic of providing better coot

dination arid improved availability of
the many services we provide foe the
young is not a new idea It hat been
Around foe many years and moat
people tn service agencies with a con .
cern for young people art bored with

it rngy accept the continuing turf
battles among nval agencies a. in-
evitaNe

yet, as the song goes. thW sint
necessarily so Particularly sr the
local level. it Is quite possible to cut
the Gordan knot of romplekitv.
malty and irieffineticy It's time we
stattesS working on this front in most

Thr pwilkAgfon of sria0f sivii
r clam Foundeson tor St us

1
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communities But there is one point
at least it. altering this pot at the na-
tional level I can't help wondeting
whether the pattiopalion a the Na
tionel Governon' A.,,ocaiton In the
Noe Partoetshrpe publecatlon ta a sig.
ma/ thet et the nest "education surn
mit" planned far February, the gov-
ernors might declare as one of their
goal. the reduction of poverty in the
U S through ingorous implementa-
tion of the Family Support Act of
IQIB hkolung could do more for
education in tho country The gover-
nors most learn to think of familren
as educational institutions that are as
important as school

. Mal Ittcott Changes lit the
Ctireassowisces el the Young
Mimi Theo Moor Powerfully?

I'd like so document further the sig-
nthcance ot poverty in eroding Me
educational base provided by the
family wtth particutar reference to
the place of young tamales in Amy,
Kan society during the last 25 year
To quote from the Final &Tref of the
W T Grant Foundation Commission
'One of the cruelest myths of ion-

temporary American life is the itaim
that our economy is healthy beeauie
unemployment is relatively low F rn,
pkwrnent data obscure the radical lob
market change-s od recent years the
increase or one-parent tarnilies the
growing number o working pont
and part-how workers as well as the
large number of people who have
simply stoppod ?oolong for wort
Noncollege,hound young people, tri
partxillar land therefore, their chit
drenl, are beset sin every war with
cocurnstances that ("TN* limit their
prospects The institution of the
young family has become danger,
ously instable Here is some evi
(knee tin these points

The median IfICINThe in comparable
dollart of Lama** headed by 20.
24.year-04ds WI 27 pesvent tram
1973 to 19416 No other ege group
suffered %Oulu reduction
The proportion of 20-24-yearold
Taiell able to support a *emits of
three above the poverty tune de,
dined dunng the same period by
25 percent
In lofin. about .11 percent ot alf
tannbes headed by a person under
25 was in poverty douloie the rate
that essited iii lub7 The proportion

of impoverished Nadi families was
even Nigher
The prevailing response to the

ploblem of children treated by this
situation in young families is simplis-
tic It says "If diver kids would
shape up arid work harder in si hoot,
they could find lobe and become
better off." That is a half-truth It is
flushing down the drain thousands
of *se young people whose fortunes
IVO be Improved The combsned
forces of school improvement a di,
tea attack on poverty through the
Family Support Act, and considerable
reihniking It:VW IV., our comnium
tisk help and support the young. can
make a difference that whikOs be
themselves cannot produce

Another recent change in the lives
of children arid Youth is a decline 411
the oppotetionnes they' have to as.
karate with adults in 'eta% e that are
rewarding to them When on: ail,.
young people today what the, want
horn adults, the most common an,
steer we tound tt as a chance ti,

talk In the husde and bustle ill
both parents worlung And sonirhut-
sng to work, in the enervating loneli-
ness of watching TV with parents hvi
not euhanging thoughts and feel .
ings, in the competing demands toe
Youth's rime at school in part-time

and in peer group ntuals vie
hare iocreasingli discounted the
value or famely ocianons as A path
to matuntr Lsood researih repotts
the decline of this stgnitstartr element
in the lives of the young Vs, have
not found wavs tO give them respon
sibilities that provide them with tasks
that matter to adults as well as to
thernselyn, and lk.1 contribute to their
self-esteem while building their ma,
turtty Too miny of the patt dime tubs
Ihr1' Set are strtcily routine arid otter
little opportunity for leadership f re.
ouentiy they afe supervised by other
kids whose esefillle of uthonts is
unconsteuctiye. and often tweeds re
sentment Our main meliaage to uto
teenagers ha. been 'StaV 0.11 of
trouble, don't do the things we
adufts do becaux they are bad for
you, work hard in school hesause

that wilt ptepare you for lite even
though the people in school can r es-
plain ki you the usefulness ot the
thoigs you am learning there I as-

sume th ii you are sultkientiv tainil
um- with the trapunaea of our youth
to swift inesvagos to m.ske it unriese*
',ars for me to elaborate them Isere

WINTER 1990 7
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STATEMENT ON THE STATUS AND NEEDS Of HISPANIC FAIMUES AND YOUTH
PREPARED SY SONIA M. PERU, POUCY ANALYST,

POUCY ANALYSIS CENTER, NATIONAL COUNCIL Of LA RAZA

I. INTRODUCTION

Ma Nation& Coo ateil of La Rags apposians the epportunity to submit this statement on the mods of

America's &mhos and youth.

nu National Council of LI RASO (NCLR) is Washington, D.C..hased national organization dedicated

to improvIn.g life opportunities for Hissenim in tie UMW! Stearn. NCLR serves as an umbrella organisation

for 121 "affiliatere Hispanic commemity-bund groove %tea provide mamloyment, education, health, housing.

inumgration, and meal marricxe o about ow mallson Hispanics manually.

Thsa atatasuant provides an overview of Um economic surto of Hispanic families us/ youth and

desenbes three meat NCLR worts foamed on Mews central to undeestamdsas and improving Hoparna aocial

and economic Oahu. educat. Miming. and stretegtesi focused on single mothers.

IL OVERVIEW

Ilati from the U.S. Cam* Bureau indicate Ass, ie 1989. flumanics totaled 20.1 irulhio or $.2% of

Me U.S. populatun The U.S. Hispanic community is mulnracis/ and diverse. The four major Hispanic

subgroups err Mexicsn Asia:mans (62.6%). Puerto Ricans (11.(%), Contra) and South Amerwana (12.7%), and

Cubans (5.3%). ln 1989, 92% of Hispank bousetions wen in urban 1141114.

Two fak-ta lughlight tbe noncis 01 Hispanic hurdler Fun, Hispanics Ur a 'VMS porulassoo. Their

median or of 25 is levee years younger dam rho of mon-Hirponics. :wont Hispanics are more likeiy to be

poor dim non-Hopasurs. In 1919. am in four (23.7%) Himaic (=Slim lived below the poverty low, LS

conpaned to Ices than one in tem (9,4%) of the sioa.Hisperuc pv.:eilation. The youthfulness of the Hiqrnc

population and its current incioecolonic neus portmd dire onsequences for an entire pneratlon of young

people -- ss wen es for the nation in which they will play so increasingly Important rule.

A. Rectni Tread'

As NCL-Ws 1939 wort The Devade of the Mspaniu illustrated,the socimconomic mfaws of HispAnn

1
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lin bee rows progressively eons is tits pot donde. Is fool, Hensska ste the may mislistasic group to

lave esperenced so inpronammt in drat otioneoansnic NON *ming this period. wins other gimps

eapssisseed at leost inefenne sows* visa Specifically:

Is 1911. Hepatica Went 23% non laxly to bet poor ties they want almost yaws sortior,

Tim nadir family name far Latinos is IWO sass $21,1100 ten-this& thet of mos-Latino families

($31,300); end

Munn ow Twist (23,1%) of Magma Similes ens nsisteimod try wows; ha (49.1%) of dime

Walks livo4 in poverty 19119. Mang Hiegesic ethgrompa, Panto Rims had the highast rotes of

fends iteriship: Aeon two El five (39.6%) of theme bales wen neinsined by a noon with so

Isitehosi mean Ths penny ran for then Wellies is neat acre acne: deist thies-fiftha (51.!%) of

than Wailes wee poor is 1919,

B. The Current Stens

Hinnies csatrest wed sed ecosonic ono resnena low. Pm sanspie,

Arbough Ilimpance boa higher labor form penicipenos miss thse sontliansioa the imediss nooses

of Henson novied-oompie famine spelled any goon 70% tint of Whits nenied-oomplm families in

19$1. Is Wt. nom thon one is five (22%) Herman west* faithes with related citikkat mem poor

n 191111 cowered to Imin tams an is Ns eas-Hiegesic work* Amain.

The seniority of poor Hepatic immllies ths Nest* poor. Accosting lo tie Oren on Hodges

end Policy Priorities, im MSS woo dm rano ia fro, (62.2%) poor Hispoic 11610iN bed at lent an

work* waratym. Moreover, Cern aim Moo show den needy two of awry dim (64.3%) Pox

Hepatic families with Wilms had st 1 employed indivishen. rot sire amble to snaps

poverty.

Hieponic clikires ars tinily to live im e working poor or lain paned family. Not surprinagly, almost

two in five (374%) Hinson &dam, comma to am is sez (17.3%) soe-Hepasic children wee

poor in 19Sh. That rale is nes higher for Panto Rims ckiklines: goon balf (49%) lived et poverty

not yen. In offline. al:cordial to the histrh 1909 Comet Populstios Savoy:

Aiwa; the nom dem ate querbor of Helpmates living is poverty se the United Sion ia 19111,

anon half wen claim ender the agsof 1I,

While Hiepomic childnim comprised 11% ofall thanes a tam country. tiny accommei for 21%

or ore mane of ell children living is poverty Ian yen.

IlL Iwo, ISSUES

The Nationsl Council ot La Reis Ms ramrod nen mom molts on twee costal to ismenoving the

owes-men for Hispanic fansbes sal youth. Hispasic EdoicatioLA Statistical Parma: provides a pont of

the niticationel sous ossi once of Hiapance. ?Wag Aweigh the Own. Mira* Underrepnculwation ffi

2
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"IPA desonlies the psiticapstias of Hirseks I. the /ob Thesis red Partsmhip worm and the policy

cbantlle that could *rove die participant*. On My Choc Merino Aserfore eems, Self-Sagrtieecy, and the

Feeely Syron, Aar dmaribm the chiglesess facies Hispanic angle =them The folias ars hishlishia from

thew three reports.

A. Mi. oak BArceehew A amidatiesi Peer*

Hispeake sis the swe liodwodiscated group is ths United Shim About 43% al Hammes ased 19

ran old mod over are sot erolied is high =boat asd have ao high acbool diploma. Mimes Hopestics ased

16-17, almost ose ia five (19.5%) hes leil school without a diploma, oompansd to lees Ms um is 16 Blacks

(6.0%) mid am is 15 Whines (7.1%). ls the am of lusher Micence, may 10.0% of Hispanics 25 years end

over hive completed four or more yem of college. compered so 11.316 of Mocks and 20.9% of Whites,

There are a near al mites Mt Coarse, do Dominions of Education, the Executive Branch, arid

stata mad local education aracies cm take to eddies the crisis is /iispasic educuaeo. tech u:

Full unpkomitetxra sad careful manor* of the Executive Order re Huguse: Education:

lammed and hairs tarrised federal funding for Hood Stan, Clepter 1 mod Bilinswal Education
prOgnaillt;

Primotioa of partiamboo of roceoescally disadvantaged sod lioated English proficient Hispank
childnes us Head Start eel other wimples early chiklhood education-rialated pogrom

Delivery of educatics services sarichasem programs for imams, collar counaehns and literacy
development &mesh comounity-heeed carsizetime sod other Mims with proven track records of
salvias an /hepatic ctimeele sod ascoungemese of partesrair For &livery of ouch service' buweee
comessaities, schools, mf the impasse amor. Netit's Niro EXCEL (Excellence iss Community
Cdocariaaid Lesdership) is se example of a sitiosside demosantice program testing six community.
hued 'daemon =Ma at 32 Mos is It Mies mad the Markt of CA141101661. Prehoinary Project
EXCEL ders suggest Ms tame stadm-bared programs which typically cost lam thst $50,000 per
year to serve Newest 30 to 50 makes -- cas lead to sissificeet measurabk treprovemeta Lfl studeet
parforemece, as wufis. mimes is parental expeccumis of sad involvement in their children's
aducance:

Development of a composheasiva dm bane oe Hispeog oducstional musics sad oci panicipsaioa and
eligibility rates of Hispanics in edwatica-related program a the federal. sate. and local levels, as well
as ninety disestoiriaboa of each dots.

3
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B. Fig* Amok Mr ("maw liktmok Usionvemmarnms M IZTA

Mamma are *overlay undentspossmed is lob Tridents Pertnerthip Act ()TPA) programs. Hiepanic

participation in TIPA hes bow lower oonipanid to penvious federal trsainis programs includins some posistiag

its potriscamor. the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. For mample, Himmics compoiss 21% of

the aligibie population of youth dropouts, but 14% of those who maccessfully coalmine TTPA. About 26% of

Himanka wbo go throust 1TPA do not fied employment

NMI reoumenends tbat Congress:

Clanfy end nardeifine target population,' to more dowdy reflect the charactensics of the individuals who
naid issrvices;

Mandate the use of community-based organisations le the design and delivery of setvidie to the hard-
to-sew sad dun participation oe Pnvetti Industry Councils;

Meadow that no less than otie-half of the 6% sstsside used hy Sawa to pnwide locative grants for
programa esceeding percents:we standards be used to reward program for serving hard-to-sieve
individuals;

Raise tbe cap on supportive ovv1CeliC watt eXPenenee. lad tideds-lumed Parreels;

Increme approprustioali for "TPA.

C. Oa My Omw Maxima Amminas lanseas, 54'ApyleMocy. ad Ms Family Smpori Ant

Staff from NCLR's Poverty Prosct concluded focus group discumiam with 57 Maracas American

women in four low-inorsne commututios. All of the woolen were under age 21: 75%-ha1 never been maned.

Approximaxely half (47%) of these women receive benefits from the Aid to Familia* watt Dopeocirrei CluWmn

(AFDC) program. Although the finale's from this study cannot be goonsbrod to the Hispanic population

°vixen. they do suggest tome policy and rural issues which respiut stunts*.

The women in dime focus groups were pninanly concerned vAth s lack of good yobs ln the word; of

cos %omen from Man% Texas. 'The typo of pis avsslabic don't pay aweigh to live on. Aocolding to the

Census Surwsu. in 5989, the poverty rate awns working Hispanic single mothers was 38.5%. These young

wanton were also conceensii that available Jobs did not provide hcoefits. such rs builds tnsurance. The

Cluldreo's Defense Fund has found that in 1984. 30% of Hispanic adoleecents and 44% of Hisparuc young

adults had no boattb insurance

4
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Thew women wens also comemed allow oxen to jobs. For usample, thus women described the

difficulty of gettieig a job whom toy h d Inking but a o nimo wad asperkeice. They a/so described the

probissu with firming child cats and wilb Gadis4 chid cam Which they comodered acoectebte. "I mods say

boyfriend's mother go out ned become a foestsd] day csm nothew became I am so married about laving
dams with nismom,* comminied am young worm "I bought averyikits for bar. I stayed broke stostah

jtiet to do it bemene 1 am so monied Mow the lids.' The woos" is those focus pave also hoed

uurgwilatice problems. As one women hom ?boats *wined. Truntiortation ves.dd ha reel important, if
they could Mitt se with that.'

Staff of local organizetioes to thee. four Was rho emphensed the difficulties of developing minas
without *whim' comnswity orgesicedoms. noose ocommeld that *there wee this wet school prow=
for teemege pentute, hut it um as the met mitte and no me wafted to go over here because they didn't fleel

comforodile is a Bleck seighborbood. Another argued dm Forams "Mould find doom people so the

commisity who am reeinesed and mead mad me them as obsimels of comeseisicetioo,

Iv. CONCLUSION

Taken together, thaw theve 'worts, as wail as other mocha mei acosionw status isclicsiors. demosurete
the ustuficest disedvamage facing Histisetc Wilma stad youth. They also highlight oppodurutim that can be
offered to Hopsoics, red the ability of Himessics to tura such ocnoeutitim isto mew* for themselves sod the

,netits. We oosinseod this committee for its Mesta= to WI se cittical issues and tinicome fwther isterectioa.

1 9 2
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American Academy of Pediatrics

THE NEEDS OF AMERICAN CHILDREN AND YOUTH

It is a terrible mistake to put at risk, for no good reason,

America's most precious assets, its children. All children,

regardless of the income level of their parent(s), deserve

and need appropriate
nutrition and health care, a safe place

to live and a quality education. The American Academy of

Pediatrics represents 40,000 pediatricians who are committed

to the promotion of infant, child and adolescent health.

Investing in programs for children greatly improves the

chance for each child born in the United States to develop to

their fullest potential and become a healthy, productive

citizen.

Fortunately, most of our children are born healthy and

continue to thrive if they have access to and receive basic

health care services. But far too many of our infants and

children die needlessly, or suffer from disease, disability,

injury, or abuse. We need a national policy which supports

families and promotes the healthy growth and development of

every child.

We applaud the committee's interest in reviewing programs for

children and recommend the following areas for your close

attention.

Preventive care, early treatment of acute illnesses, and

accessible, affordable
primary care are the health services

to which too many children do not have adequate access.

Often, these services can
eliminate the need for more costly

procedures and can minimize the extent of hospital care

required.

Lack of preventive care can lead to dire consequences.

Studies show that uninsured children are approximately 20

percent more likely to be reported in poor health and are

less likely to be immunized than those with insurance. One

in three poor children is not immunized at age two against

rubella, measles and mumps. Coincident with declining

immunization rates, epidemics of measles are occurring in

many cities throughout our country with as many as 30,000

cases and deaths of 60 children reported in 1990. The nmmber

of reported cases of mumps is also rising. This is

particularly disturbing
considering that public health

officials anticipated
eradication of measles by the year

2000.

Lead poisoning, another problem that can be minimized or

eliminated through preventive health services, poses another

'Rigor health threat to our children. Virtually all children

in the United States are exposed to lead that has been

dispersed in air, dust and soil by the combustion of leaded

gasoline. Several hundred thousand
children, most of them

living in older houses, are at risk of ingesting lead-based

paint as well as lead-bearing soil and house dust

contaminated by the deterioration of lead-based paint. The

significant harm to the health and educational potential of

our children could be alleviated with abatement, screening,

early d..tection and treatment.

1 P 3
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while some aspects of the infant mortality puzzle remain
unsolved, the wisdom of feeding pregnant women and infants is
without question. The Academy strongly supports the Special
Supplemental rood Program for Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC), which provides food supplements, nutrition education
and counseling and coordination with ongoing preventive care
for vulnerable groups. The national WIC valuation study
demonstrated significant benefits of the program on
participation in prenatal care and on reduction in fetal and
arly infant deaths. The study also demonstrated that
participation Improved the dietary status of women, which can
influence future pregnancy outcomes.

The WIC program has been successful in improving the health
and reducing the morbidity in infants and children. The
success of the program should be extended to those eligible
individuals not being served... currently 50 percent.

Prenatal care deserves special mention. Oler 14 million
women of childbearing age do not have insurance for prenatal
care, maternity care or both. One out of every four pregnant
women receives no prenatal care during her first trimester.
As a result, undetected problems may unnecessarily complicate
pregnancies. Lack of counseling about proper nutrition and
about the use of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs, can result in
low birthweight babies and a high rate of infant mortality.
In fact, our infant mortality rate places us 22nd among the
nations of this world. We must act now to reverse this
unacceptable rate of fetal loss and demonstrate our
willingness to provide future generations with the healthy
start which they deserve.

For infants and children with disabilities, the Academy
recommends a nationwide system of comprehensive early
intervention services. Such an approach, as outlined under
the Education of the Handicapped Act, would ensure that the
needs of these children are appropriately identified,
evaluated and diignosed so that necessary services can be
prescribed and initiated. Early intervention can affect
school readiness and improve a child's opportunities.

With the foundation laid for a healthy birth and the
provision of appropriate preventive health services, a
child's educational needs must be considered next. Head
Start, the federal program which provides low-income
preschoolers and their families with an array of education,
nutrition, health and social services, plays an important
role in the overall health care of our children. It has been
repeatedly proven in its 25 years of operation that Head
Start is successful in helpin; disadvantaged children learn
social skills and basic lessons needed to get them ready for
school. Currently only 20 percent of eligible children are
being served by Head Start, but legislation enacted last year
will bring all eligible children into the program by 1994.
It is important that necesbary funds be appropriated for thit.
program in coming years.

In Conclusion, the Academy concurs with the committee's
decision to invest in programs for children and families
designed to prevent or alleviate the cycle of poverty and
despair. It is time for the United States to become a nation
that makes the health and well being of children its highest
priority. We look forward to working with you to give oux
rhildren the chances they deserve.

194
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PREPAREDSTATIMENTIYMARIEMATAIM.COMISMONEROFTHE
MASSAMETTSDEPARIVENTOFSOCIALIVIVICEIMISALFOPMEMERICMPUSUCWILFARE

ASSOCSAnOtrilNAIIONALCOMONSONONMILDIWARIANDIAMPIESENVATIONANDTHE
NOONALCOUNCILMITATEHUMANOEMMINEAMOMOIATONS

This testimony is submitted by Maria Mateva, commissioner of the
Massachusetts Department of Social Services on behalf of the
American Public Welfare Association's Netional nomminsion on
Child Welfare ane Fanny Preservttion and the National Council of

Stele Human Service Administrators. AFWA represents the cabinet-
level officials in the 50 states responSible for administering
publicly-funded human services, including the child welfare,

foater care, independent living, and adoption assistance

prorrams.

The purpom of this testimony is to outline the recommendations
of the APWA's National Commission on Child Welfare and Family
Preservation, of which I am a member. These recommendations were
released on January 7, 1991 and provide a new framework for
children and family services: a framework that is more responsive
to familien' naiads and can help families before they ar in

crisis.

For the last two years the Commission -- reprimented by the
individuals vested with the public responsibility to oversee
child protective earvioes, foster care, and adoption -- hsa been

examining the complex pressures and changing realities of public
child welfare through testimony from over 40 witnesses at public
hearings across the country and consultation with experts in the

field of child welfare. The recommendations released last weak
may require fundamental shifts in both actions and
philosophies -- before this new approach can become a reality.
But we ars coaraitted to the belief that.the family is the single
moat powerful influence for ensuring childran's healthy social
development and mental and physical well-being, and that troubled
families often require support to help prepare children for
adulthood. Our children's future, the future of our families,

and the future of our nation, depends upon this commitment.

ttAtatesinLattlaiLEE21121sa
The problems we need to address are well known
agencies received 2.4 million reports of child
-- sore than twice the number in 1980. MI are
children in foster care today than at any time
There were 36C0000 children in substitute cars
nearly 304 more than in 1986.

. Last year our
abuse and neglect
placing more
in the 19110s.
in fiscal 1989,

our families are being devastated by the crack cocaine epidesic
-it is the largest single factor driving the upsurge in abuse and
neglect reports and foster cara placements. In Illinois, the
number of substance affected infants jumped by 403 percent

between 1986 and 1988. In California, the number of children
with parental alcohol or drug dependency involved in CPS cases

increased by nearly 83 perrent over three years.
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There are other statistics that are less familiar. Last year the
Comsission surveyed child welfare services and staffing across
the country to obtain a baseline On what is actually available
( ... I ee. t. , American Public
welfare Association, 1990). Of the 40 different child welfare
services listed, only three -- only three -- are available
uniforely statewide: child protective services, foster care, and
special needs adoptions. Ranking at the bottom of services in
torus of availability are intensive home-based services, the
preventive services that have been proven effective with troubled
families.

Almost 90 percent of the states reported difficulty recruiting
and retaining child welfare staff; and in far too many instances
staff have insufficient training, are overburdened with huge
caseloads, and face rapid burnout. Understandably so: some of us
routinely send caseworkers into neighborhoods and homes that
local police hesitate to enter.

The coamisrion's proposals attempt to cosbat what we know is
happening to children and families. If we value families because
they are where and how children grow best, we must support
families. The following spells out the Coasission's prescription
for how we, as a nation, can do that.

514121Nating-iAailiii_SQL_Muilthx_ghilLstszaloaatias

All families need soma help at some time. That fact underlies
the first component in our proposed new framework for children
and family services. Whether it is a need to have a question
about parenting answered, or a referral for child care, families
need a place to go or a resource to call, nearby, in the
neighborhood.

Component I, Supporting Families for Healthy child Development.
offers an array of primary prevention programs and services to
families in neighborhoods. Locally controlled, the programs
would respond to community needs and provide all families with
opportunities fOr healthy growth to prevent the need for more
intensive or intrusive services. Services offered would be
voluntarily selected by families to meet their individual needs
and interests. They would be available to any family that wants
to participate. They would be nonjudgemental and would build on
family strengths and their capacity to meet children's needs.
They would bo available through community service networks that
reflect local needs and interests.

The Commission commends Congress for passage of the Family
Resource and Support programs authorized through the Human
Services Reauthorization Act of 1990. While w question how far
$30 million will go toward our vision of the development of these

-2-
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programs in ail communities across the country, vs applaud the
recognition of the value of thse programs to support all
fasilies.

Today there are good models that reflect this approach, but they
are few and far between. our social institutions and government
suet see that every community offers early intervention services
to families.

The econd component of our new framework, Assisting Families and
children in Need, is intended to offer assistance to strengthen
and preserve fasilies before their problems becose severe.
Families needing help may be experiencing more than one problem
-- poverty, unesployment, poor health, headlessness -- or they
may be suffering emotional or behavioral problame. Assistance
would be organized to help the family as a whole with whatever
unique set of difficulties exists. N. must get away frou the
practice of compartsentaliting specific probleas sending
families here for medical care, there for housing help, yet
another location for counseling.

Component IX services would be voluntary, nonpunitive, and
culturally responsive. resins* would use the services when they
are in need and their involvesent would end when the problem has
been resolved. Services would include a mix of prevention and
early intervention programs, delivered through community-based
services. Those services -- whether part of a centralised agency
or multiple institutions -- will provide intake and assessment,
referral to service providers, advocacy for service development
and interagency coordination, and case management to assure that
services are received and needs are met.

In order for this coaponent to work, the capacity of many other
systems, such as health, mental heelth, juvenile justice,
substance abuse, education, and social and economic services,
must be improved to ensure the delivery of coordinated,
collaborative, family-focused assistance. The establishment of
these services will also require a deliberate, up-front federal
cossitment of resources in the form of challenge grants to states
to promote the development of the community-based statewide
family service programs. The grants would require state and local
commitments, including private resources in public-private
partnership*.

Rzsztaraing_Atigissiansillitalictag_Shilstriz
The third cosponent of the Commission's proposal, Protecting
Abused and Neglected Children, is the lement that most closely
reaemblos today's public child welfare system. child protective

-3-
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services is a public responsibility and that responsibility will
remain; but to effectively servo children and families, cPS must
be part of a much broader children and family service system and
a shared community concern.

To provide effective protective services, we must agree on a
common definition of child maltreatment; we Mist promote a
family-focused approach to services; and ws mist expand the array
of services available to children in need of protection. There
has been a debate within child welfare about jugst who is th
client -- is it the Child or is it the family? This proposal
represents A major shift in eaphasis in the child welfare
community because we, today, acknowledge that the client is --
and must be -- the family.

It is simply not effective, nor humane, to lift a vulnerable
child out of a particular environment, and then place the child
back into the family environment without looking at the needs of
that individual family -- needs that say encompass housing,
health care, and drug or alcohol abuse counseling. To ffectively
help the child we must view the family as a whole. We must build
on family strengths and work, realistically, on preserving the
family unit for the stke of the child. Tnis means that CPS must
be closely coordinated with other social, economic, health, and
mental health services.

Today child protective services are seriously understaffed and
underfunded; our survey published in our ractbook demonstrates
the difficulty of recruiting and retaining skilled staff. We need
both better trained and better paid staff. W need, as well,
bettor support for foster parents in terse of ongoing training
and financial compensation.

As a first step to providing long needed federal relief to the
CPS system, the Comsission supports passage of S. 3132,
introduced by Senator Christopher Dodd (D-Conn) last year. This
legislation, the CPS Systems Improvement Act of 1990, would
provide $100 million to CPS ag,....,cies across the country to
improve their systems in the areas of intake, investigation, risk
assessment, staffing, training, and much more in order to keep up
with the burgeoning reports of abuse and neglect. This
legislation should receive srious attention during
reauthorization o: the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
this year.

Lzadarshiu.-REMirMAti
U. are firmly convinced that no amount of tinkering with the CPS
system will provide solutions to problems facing familiew today.
Families need earlier, more intensiv services. Until the first
two components described above are in place, our CPS sytems will
continue to be little more than crisia-driven emergency rooms for
children and families.
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The proposals we describe today call on a variety of actors for
leadership -- from the White House to mayors, offices to our
neighborhoods. Wo call on our national polioymakers to support
stat and local capacity to offer the full rang. of services
families need. We call on them to develop a national "Stat. of
the ramily and Child,' assessment so that we can actually measure
the effectiveness of programs in tams of their outcomes, not
merely in terms of numbers served. We call, particularly, on our
collective bosses -- the govenore -- to be the linchpin in these
proposals. Ws propose that governors designate the agency to
carry out a new state children and family service network, and
that they use their own considerable clout to prostate the
development of comeunity programs.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit written textisony to the
Committee. We look forward to working with you during the 102nd
Congrees on thee. important issues for children and their
families.

-5--
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AtA NEWS RELEASE

FOR 144SDIATE RSLSAS8 January 15, 1991

For further information contact: Brenda Laukaitis
202/789-7447

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF
CHILDREN, FAMILIES TOP PRIORITY: AMA

The American Medical Association commends the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources for its leadership in placing the needs of
America's families at the top of its agenda for the 102nd
Congress. There is no more important set of public policy
concerns than the variety of issues impacting the health and
well-being of our nation's families.

(learly, access to health care is a key need which is not being
met in far too many American families. An estimated 33 million
Americans most from families of the working poor -- have no
medical insurance coverage. Millions of others hove inadequtr.e
coverage.

This lack of access to adequate health care coverage only adds to
the difficult issues families and children face on a daily basis;
violence, substance abuse, unintended pregnancies, sexually-
transmitted diseases, HIV/AIDS and other problems. These are
identified in the attached executive summary to the first volume
of the AAA's Profiles of Adolescent Health Series, ntitled
"America's Adolescents: How Healthy Are They?'

we are pleased that Congress this past year demonstrated its
commitment to help many of these individuals by approving a
phase-in of Medicaid coverage for children under 19 years of aqr
who live below the poverty level. While this expansion is
encouraging, it will prove to be too slow for some and will not
be enough to help most of the parents of these children. Steps
must be taken to insure that all individuals have access to
affordable, quality health care. (The AMA presented Health Access
America, the AMA's 16-point plan for expanding access to health
care, to this Committee on Jan. 10, 1991.)

The AMA is confident that the Committee's attention to the
family's need for adequate health care, as well as the other
issues threatening the family's well-being, will help bring about
the necessary action to insure a healthy future for all American
families.

I
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AMERICAN MEDICAL ASIOCUMON PROMS Of ADOLESCENT REAM SERIES - VOLUME I
AMERICA'S ADOLESCENT& NOW HEALTHY ARE TNETT

SY JANET E. GA* PHD, IN COLUMNIATION W1Th DALE A. SLYTH,
AMUR S. MX AND UNA LUNDGREN DAVERAS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Americoi Ado:racemes: !low Hee likr .4re Ther?
Volume One in the Atirl Prtfiles o Mdoleactry Health SfRig

As the .t.isr 2000 approaches_ many adolescents in the United States s ill
experience problems that threaten not only their current health but also
their ability to become heakhy adults capabk of leading full. productiie
lives. The American Medical Association has bag been concerned about
adolescent health aid bow it can be improved. The task is coinplex be-
cause !nenv adolescent health problems are intimately linked 'kith
titr:a; qerformance. family retationships. poverty. and the general life,th .
that adokscena experience in their communities.

Although serious. chronic medical and psychiatric disorders affect appruio-
inately 2 million adolewenot (6% of the adokuent population). masi !
more adolescents today are at risk for death and other poor health nut.
comes tbat are not primarily biomedical in origin. Contemporary threat-. ti
adolescent health, the so-called 'social morbidities: an primarili the
result of social environment and/or behavior. Social morbidities include
suicide, homicide. Intbstana abuse. sexually transmitted diseases (STIN),
unintended pregnatry. and the human iminunodeficiency vuus (HIV)
infection that can lead to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome ( 11Drit

Medical and social science research on adoleace:.:1 has revealed tan dis-
turbing trends. First. many health peobkins are affecting adolescent, sr
younger ages. Fix example. dse &aka in age at flat intercourse (mid
delay in comraceptive use by young sexually active adolescents.) hat.
produced increased rates of sexually transmitted disease among sillily--
cents. Gonocrhea rites are actually higher among texual4 actise 15. to
19-year-okls than among 20- to 24-year-olds. Mo e adokscents are 41«,
experimenting with harmful substances at younger ages. Foe e %ample
between the 1950s and the 1980s the parentage of students alio hail
tried an illicit whitener prior to the 10th grade rose from less than 1% to
30%. A second disturbing trend is the simultaneous involvement of iuiih
in several health duestening behaviors, such as drug use. delinque14.1
unprotected as- and sex with many partners. Approximately 25% tit
adolescents lead -higt risk" lifestyles that result in iniury, hospnaltraii
Of other unhealthy consequences.

Of course. mon adolescents do not lead dangerous lives but neither .141 thrt
take precautions to ensure good health. such as getting adequate nut mom
and exercise. More than half of adolescent* do not use seat belts. and
report nding in an automobile with a driver who ha. been drinkunt or
Laing drugs.
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The AMA recognizes that in order to plan effective prevention and inter
vention strategies that will ensure healthy transition to adulthood. it is
imponant to understand the prevaknce and seventy of adolescent health
probkms. the groups of adolescents who are most affected by particular
health threats. and the arras in which adolescent health has improyed or
deteriorated. The following farts highlight the health status of adoleweots
in terms of violence. injury. and abuse: substance use: sesuality: HIV/
AIDS: mental health and disorders: and general physical health.

%Melees*, latery, asa ammo
iolence and injury account for three of four adolescent deaths More than

3 of 10 adolescents Who die ire killed in a motor vehicle accident, and half
of these accidents involve alcohol.

The homwide rate has doubled among 10- to 14-year-olds during the past
20 years Homicide is the leading cause of death among black 15- to 10.
vear-olds.

Over the past 20 years the suicide rate tnpkd atnong 10- to 14-vear-ohis
and doubled among .15- to 1Q-year-olds, Whites are 3 times more likely
than blacks to die of suicide.

Abuse and neglect increased 74% during the past decade, and adolescents
experieoce more abuse and neglect than younger children do. Conse-
quent-es a abuse include depression. insomnia. and other psychological
difficulties during adolescence and adulthood.

folmeamse
\ inety-two perrent of high school seniors, have consumed alcohol at kW.;
once. ts0% have tried marijuana. and 15% have tried cocaine. .Ahhough
drug use is often considered an adolescent problem. expenmentation
frequently begins before adolescence. and use of some substances is more
prevaknt among young adults 18 to 25 years of age.

White adolescents are more likely than black or I lispanic adolescents to
experiment ith alcohol, tobacco, and Milt other drugs. They arr ako
more likeh to become hean users of all harmful substances except alcohol.
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SlaPttaflee li,e proceeds in stages. l4)bll(t4) Iii,hnI. ,r marimatia ao lw
-gateway drup." othsrances that Ms, lead tu the use of oilier drug..
Adolescents ho currently drink alcohol are 10 rime. more likely than
nondrinkers to use mantuana and 11 times mon likely to toe cocoon.

Since the lite Prth there has been a decline arming ittlolerent, ii
rem smoking and in the it.e 44 most illicit drugs. Donna this
Iva. a dramatic increase in the perceived hannfulnes. of dings
reported by adolescents.

Sasso Milly
By the time they. are 18 years old. b3% of boys and 11% of girls are
sexually write. Approximately NO% of American adoiewent. Iht tint ft..-
comrareptives the find time they have ntercourse. Half of premarital
pregnancies occur within the lint h months after sewsl mniation
percent of adokacrot women become pregnant each year. and 4% hair Itit
abortion.

Adolescents who get pregnant while in high school are more
not of school. become dependent on welfare, and become single parents

Between 1950 and 198.1 the nonmarital birth rate among thilr. rut
younger than 20 years of age increased 300% for whites and 1ti%
blacks. Approsimareh 2.5 million adolescents have had a sesoalli
mined disease. and one in four sexually active adolescents will cifin a. t nit
STD before graduating from high school. Sexually transmitted ult-rutse
rams are subetantialh higher among black than white adolescent-

1111104/11111

Vlore than two of three adolescents wnh AIDS were infected throlivh
sexual contact ith adults rilthough only. 440 people with %ID,' t I, %,1
than 1%) are between 13 and 19 yean of age. the presalence of III%
infection AMIllit adolescents is a source of concern. Because it tate- ui

estimated 5 to 10 years for the HIV infection to mutt in AlDs malt%
young adults who have AIDS contracted the virus as adolescent- 11
nlately 20% of people identified as having AIDS are between 20 mitt
years of age.
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Mesiasi Nod& end Iliserdara
Alcohol and drug abuse. suicide. homicide. and other health problems that
occur among adokscents an- frequently considered symptoms Of psycho .

kfical distress

Mental disorders affect b34.000 adolescents and account for 32% id
disabilities among 10- to 18-year-o1ds.

lt is estimated that 5 million children and adolescents nerd mental health
services but do not receive them.

The 10% increase in the psychiatric hospitalization of adolescents during
the past decade has generated controversy over the appropriate array of
psychological treatments availabk to adolescents.

Pfryoisel Mosta
Children in poverty are in poorer health and are significanth less likeh ro
have health insurance than are children in families with annual incomes
over S35.000.

Approximately 5% of adolescents are obese. and as many as 23% arr
overweight. Between 1% and 2% of adolescents hay* persistent hyperteti.
won, a condition linked to heart disease and stroke in adults.

These health problems offer ample cause for concern, but they arr. not
Msurmountable. Through appropriate prevention and intervention efforts
improvements in adolescent health can occur. Improvements in access to
and use of health services are pan of the answer. Today there are several
noteworthy programs and initiatives taking place in communities and in
organized medicine.

It is imperative that such efforts are responsive 10 demogrsphie changc- tit
the adolescent population. Over the next 10 years. increasing numbers of
adolescents will come from economically disadvantaged and minonrs
backgrounds. As the year 2000 approaches it is critical that government
business, foundations. community groups. schools. organized medicine.
and other interested groups cooperate and coordinate activities to promote
adolescent health and well-being. thereby ensuring that each young person
has an opportunity to contribute to and share in the nation's prospenty
and reach his or her potential.
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PREPARED STANMENT BY DAM LEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECIOR,
OF NE CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA (CW1.11)

Good morning Mr. Chairsan and members of the panel, I as David
Liederman, Executive Director, of the Child Welfare League of
Aserica(CML1). I would first like to thank you for inviting us to
express our viawm on the needs of children and fasilies and to
command you and the Committee for holding this hearing. It is
essential that events in the Middle East not divert attention
from shameful conditions here at home for many American children
and families.

The Child Welfare League of America is the oldest and largest
membership organization of child serving agencies with more than
630 somber agencies throughout Worth America. We ars coeprisod of
both public and voluntary non-profit providers serving 2.3
million children, youth and their families in need of family
support services, emergency shelter, out...of-home care,
(including family foster care, group care and residential
treatment), adoption and teen pregnancy services. The children
and youth served by CWLA members are deprived, neglected and/or
abused; in other words, CMLA agencies work with some of the most
troubled and needy children and families in the country.

Let se begin by expressing our support of the committee's
intention to make the connection between investments in
America's future and supporting families currently in crisis.
Although the United States is the leading nation in the
industrialised world, our support for children and families falls
far behind other countries. A recent article in the Washington
Post told a °tale of two nations° by comparing the supports and
financial allowances and payments for families with children in
West Gersany with the meager supports in the United States. The
article listed a whole host of payments and allowances that every
German fasily with children receives. These allowances and
payments ar not based on income. There is another entirely
different set of payeents for low-inccee families. Political
rhetoric about °preserving families° doss not pay for food,
clothing, shelter, and education for children. A middle-class
German conteeplating a third child can expect to pay no medical
expenses and receive tax and cash savings of about $5000 in the
first year of a child's life. Germans are mystified by tales of
family financial havoc caused by an additional child. While
Gareany and the United States are major rivals in international
economic competition, the Germans have shown a willingness to
sake needed investments in human capital while Children and
families in America are being sorely neglected. It is easy to
predict who will win the economic competition if America does not
alter its course.

One of every five American children lives in poverty; one of
every four homeless people is a child. The proportion of poor
children in the U.S. is higher than that in seven other
industrial democraciis, including the United Eingdos and West
Germany. By the year 2000 an stimated one-third of all young
American, will be disadvantaged, and demographic changes trends
indicate that the number of children in this country is
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shrinking. By th year 2000, the pool of young workers age 16-24will shrink by almost 400. If our diminishing numbers of childrenare not able to become self-sufficient productive adults, oureconomy won't be able to function. Until now we as nation havewaited until children's problems were severe before we steppedin. This has led to costly fragmented funding and treatment ofproblems. Cur jails and detention centers are more full than theyhave ever been. More young people ar crippled by substanc abusethan ever before and murder is a national epidasic.

If we shift our strategy and invest money now in a comprehensiveapproach, intervening before problems become severs andinsolvable, we can save lives and soney. By facing these problemsnow, we can immure that this nation will remain a world leader.
The Child Ilelfare League of America urges ths President and theCongxeme to laundh a major tem year Childrem's Initiative,investing $10 billion of new money seal year tor affordeblehousing, drug treatment, services and supports to preservefamilies, improvements in foster cure,

sore Programs forcare and independent living, better dhild protective servtrandChild abuse prevention and treatment.

The congress, and this committee in particular, have demonstratedan understanding of the vast needs of children and families byauthorising many cost effective children's programs. Now theCongress needs to assure that existing programs are fully fundedso that all families and children who need the services receivethem. CWLA supports the committee's plan to seek additional fundsfor programs that currently reach a small percentage of childrenin need. CULA also supports the committee's intention to reviewnev and existing programs, removing barriers to integration andproviding incentives tor further collaboration. W. especiallyappreciated the committee's leadership on the Young Ammrican'sAct during the last session and hope that the new law will befunded this year so that families who have multiple problems canaccess system of comprehensive,
coordinated programs.

CWLA is particularly interested in working with the committee onits *Youth Empowerment
Stratogimm*(YES). It is essential that thecongress create a mechanism that allows for outreach to, andreferral of, hard-to-reach youth including homeless and runawayyouth, youth involved with the juvenile justice system, and youthin foatar care for participation in alternative programs whichseek reintegration into the community.

A recent report by the Progressive Policy Institute entitled"Putting Children Firsts A Progressive Family Policy for the1990e, calls for the country to place the family at the centerof our thinking about social issues and children at the center ofour thinking about the family. CWLA believes that the best way toput children first is to shift our spending priorities andisplexent a major ten year Children's initiative and begin tomaks a serious difference
for children-One child at a time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT SY THE HONORABLE SIDNEY J. BARTHELEMY, MAYOR OF NEW ORLEANS, AND

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL LEAGUE OFCMS

Good Morning, Mr. Chairmen And Members of the Committee. I am

Sidney Barthelemy, Mayor of New Orleans. I am testifying on

behalf of the National League of Citis - the largest end oldest

organisation representing public elected officials, from over

12,000 cities and towns across America.

/ appreciate this
opportunity to share the views of the National

League of Cities on topic of overpowering concern to the local

elected officials across the country: The Status of Children and

Youth in America.

Cities aro whore our children live, grow, become educated, work

and support families. It is in the national interest to assiut

local lected officials As we strive to maintain our cities.

It has been evident for some time that there is a growing gap

between rich and poor, and it's mor than just money. The

perpetuation of an "underclass," if you will, is shaking the very

foundation of our nation. The underclass is not only poor

financially, but poor in employment skills and education. Those

who make up this underclass are victims of societys major ills;

drug abuse, crime, poverty, and inadequate health care. But we

have lost the federal
partnership to face these issues with

anything but weak rhetoric,

In America today, 1 out of 4 teenagers will drop out of high

school: 4 out of 10 teenage girls will become pregnant; 1 out 4

teenagers will become problem drinkers; a teenager commits

suicide once ovary ten minutes. For black teenagers, there is a

higher likelihood of being the victim of a murder than going to

college. These are our children - our YUTURI.

We entered the Persian Gulf hostilities because our very way of

life was threatened. Thus, we are expending unlimited resource";

of dollars, blood, sweat, ingenuity and
commitment on a threat

from overseas.

But at home in our cities and towns, we are fa,N4d with more

homicides than we faced in any year in Vietnam. It took one

killing to make the decision to invade Panama, and yet as many a:;

33,000 persons will die from AIDS this year alone with little

notice. Municipal leaders have a sense that A dark cloud is

hanging over the future of our cities.

This sense of foreboding is illustrated by our recently released

annual opinion survey.
Asked how they would reply to a friends

inquiry about the prospects
in their community for a young person

to find work and begin a career, 22 pares/It said their outlook

was "poor," while 59 percent said "fair," and only 19 percent

felt opportunities were great.
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The previous adminietration set tone of disinvestment in cities
and towns under the guise of new federalism. It cut out the
cities and cut out the local governments. It mandated new
responsibility, but cut revenue-sharing and Urban Development
Action Grants. Kow the cities aro reeling from those decisions.
Coapounding that, the new federal budget liv eliminate. any
increased investment in our citise and towns and these families
and children at risk. Our abilities and resources as municipal
officials are strained as never before. ha the sefety net has
eroded, more and more Amaricans have turned to 911 as the last
resort.

Over the past decade, federal spending has more than doubled,
foreign aid has increased dramatically, the national debt has
tripled, yet federal eid to cities 4nd towns has been cut by oyar
70 percent.

The disparity between rich and pour cities and towns has grown,
as the federal government has disinvested and relinquished its
role of evening out disparities. In 1970, an average family in
Detroit's income was Oa percent as large as a family in the
Detroit suburbs. Today it ir only 50 percent as large.

In ssall, rural towns and in large urban centers, there hes been
a sharp erosion of families and family incomes creating a
destructive spiral: As the city revenue base declines, the
quality of services is reduced, but taxes incriase. Middle
income familiee and businesses re moving, leaving behind a
depleted tax belle with substantially greater par capita needs.

And yet today, bureaucrats can agree at four 01clock on a Sunday
afternoon to bailout 4 major bank and all it's depositors in the
Bahamas - because "it's too igportant to fail" - but no one can
discus* Philadelphia or East Gt. Louis, or other American
hosetowne. Apperently they're not important enough to save.

And yet unlike banks, Philadelphia is the home to thousands and
thousands of infants and children, not wealthy depositors. since
when Is the wealth of a foreign depositor in the bahamas sore
isportant than the future of more than 100,000 young Americans?

Today, we have more than 500,000 young American men and women
risking their lives in the Persian Gulf. W. are expending as
much as $1 billion per day. K. perceive an extraordinary
coaeltment of sophisticated weapons and leadership. And we truly
wonder what if the nation made the same commitmer -. to join with
the leaders of America's cities and towns to invest in the future
of our own children?

We believe the nation must pay more than lip service to these
children. They represent the foundation of our future. A
campaign to invest our energies, resourcefulness, and talent now
win render it both more expensive and the nation far lee'
coapetitive later.
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Mr. Chairman, w believe the Congress must reconsider and
redefine national security. It is no longer sufficient to
measur that security by the strength of our nuclear capacity, or
the siva of our military budget. For the threat our nation faces
today is conomic more than military.

We, today, have a whole generation of young people in our cities
who will become the work force of the nation in the next century.
In Celifornia, a majority of those ntering the workforce by the
year 2000 will be minorities.

Should their future be denominated in yen and marks. Can we
afford not to invest in the public and human infrastructure
critical to maintain the economic competitiveness of our nation?

Under the new budget agreement, the federal government can
continue to spend unlimited sums to bail out the S&L's and pay
for the Persian Gulf war, but cannot provide for increased
funding for fighting the war on drugs, Heed Start, education,
housing or community development. Nor can there be an increase
for infrastructure or any other American investment for the next
three years.

NLC's Hoard of Directors adopted a resolution at our recent
congress of cities conferenc in Houston proposed by our Economic
Conversion Task Forc. The hundrds of thousands of young
American men and women fighting in the Middle East come from
cities and towns in every corner of Amrica and our hearts,
goodwill, and prayers aro with them. The resolution, however,
calls for a redefining of national security, shifts in spending
from defense to dosestic programs, and support for those affected
by cuts in defens spending.

The three-step conversion process would:

1. Call on the federal government to redefine national security
to confront the threats to our nation of illiteracy, poverty,
infant mortality, lack of education, drug dependency, and
crumbling infrastructure - threats that are as; serious as foreign
weapons.

2. Provide a 30 percent reduction in defense spending to a level
no greater than $200 billion in budget authority and outlays in
1996. Of those savings, 60 percent must be dedicated to reducing
the federal debt and deficit, and 40 percent to shifting funds to
reinvestment in towns and cities. Along with those cuts, there
must be retraining for workers affected by the shift and cuts in
troop levels: federal grants and loans to cities to reduce fiscal
disparities; education programs, funding for scientists,
engineers, and other occupations affected by reductions in the
defense industry; and infrastructure investments to raise
productivity and stimulate cominerce.
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3. Military conversion must be given the same treatment as other
*canonic conversions, with the federal government providing
planning aid end notification to the comsunities affected, impact
eAd for public schools and universities that have received
education funds tram the Department of Defense, and increased
youth opportunities to maks up tor the reduction of military
service opportunities.

urge Congress to take a closer look at the idea of ahifting
funds out of defense to domestic programs as a way to increase
spending for domestic programa and at the same time addressing
the deficit as agreed to under the budget reconciliation law.

Last year, the Department of Defense Pentagon budget and the
Labor Department worked out an agreement that culminated in a
shifting of funds from the Pentagon budget to the Department of
Labor's XTPA Title III, Mae program to bolster job training and
retraining services for workers that will loss their job. because
of military base closings.

The only way we can be competitive is to invest in cities,
recause the cities are where the economiox of the states end of
this nation ars. Most or Aserica's assets are located in the
cities. Our institution, of higher oducation ars located in
cities. So are our centers of addicine, science and technology.

Just as we all offer our hopes, prayers and commiteent to every
youngster fighting in the Persian Gulf, I would hope the federal
govermment and the American people would join us in the ease
effort for those youngsters struggling so hard to sake it in our
cities.

Their future is, after all, our future.

2 1 0
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THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES INTERNATIONAL, INC.

January 23, 1991

The Honorable Edward X. Mennedy
Chairman
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
428 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairsant

The Association of Junior Leagues International, Inc., (AJLI)
was pleased to attend the Senate Labor and Hunan Resources
Committee hearing on January 15 on youth empowersent strategies.
We applaud your continued commitment to America's families in
crisis. Our nation's . **Mee, particularly those headed by
teenage parents, face an increasingly Challenging and cosplex
future, yet all too frequently they are inadequately prepared
educationally, emotionally and socially to survive as a family unit
in society.

For almost 90 years, Junior Leagues have been involved in
thousands of youth serving progress, ranging from shelters for
runaways to court appointed special advocates. The 277 Junior
Leagues which comprise the AJLI -- of which 267 are in the United
States -- provide more than 8 aillion hours of volunteer service
annually to various programs and direct service activities, many of
them related to the needs of youth. Two such programs which are
national desonstration initiatives are the Teen Outreach Program
(TOP), and the Middle School Improvement Program (MSIP.)

TEEM OUTRIACE PIQGR4M ITOP)

Teen Outreach was initially developed in 1978. It is a

school-based teenage pregnancy prevention program designed to
decrease the incidence of teen pregnancies and to increase the
number of vulnerable teens who do successfully graduate from high
school. Over the years, the AJLI has expanded TOP to 90 classrooms
in 32 cities involving over 1400 students.

The need for programs such as TOP are great, and continues to
grow along with rapid increase in the high school dropout rate and
adolescent pregnancy. In 1988, one in four high school dropouts
was unemployed. Each year's class of school dropouts coots the
nation more than $240 billion in lost earnings and foregone taxes

GEC FIRNT AVENUE NEW F()Ht\, 101.)16 52.11 EISA 1 ;' I.' lut 71'4t,
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over a lifetime. Adolescent parental or both sexes tend to drop out
of secondary schools at higher rates. From 1980 to 1985, 11
percent of resales age 15 to 19 became pregnant each year. By th
time women reach the ago of 20, 18 percent will have had one
abortion, and 20 percent will have had a birth. Approximately 57
percent Of these births will be to single parents.

The logic behind reaching out to those young people before
they dropout or become pregnant is clear. Such proactive immures
save immeasurable future financial and human resources, and help
ensure that tommorow's adults are contributants to, not just
recipients of a productive society. The social and economic
consequences that ore related to teen pregnancy include a much
greater risk of low birthweight infants who require intensive and
expansive medical treatmaint. According to the National Commission
on Infant Mortality, the average cost of "graduating" a sick infant
from neonatal intensive car is anywhere from $20,000 to 8100,000.
These children often experience developmental lags and lifelong
disabilities. In addition, the nation as a whole loses the
potential contribution each individual may ha,.^. achieved had ha or
she not become a parent too early. Finally, the dollar cost in
public assistance to support families begun by adolescent parents
in 1988 through the following twenty years is estimated to be $5.98
billion.

In an attempt to proactively address these related epidemics,
TOP has been designed to help adolescents see themselvee as
effective contributing members of their comaunity by placing them
as weekly volunteers in comeunity agencies. TOP participants in
junior high often volunteer in groups while those in high school
volunteer as individuals. These volunteer experiences can include
reading to younger ohilden, tutoring English as a second language,
working in museums, hospitals, and nursing homes, or working on a
community project such as a food drive.

TOP also provides for a regular group experience (15-20 male
and female teens) in which an adult facilitator (leader) encourages
the young people to talk about their experiences and reflect on
them in a safe, supportive environment. Participants learn from
each other and the group experience itself about key subjects such
as personal feelings, accountabilAy, problem solving and other
issues of interest to the group. Enclosed is a more detailed fact
sheets about this program that we hope you will consider including
in the hearing record of January 15.

212
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The Middle School Improvement Program (MSIP), which began in
1989, was developed to help local Junior Leagues create community-
based collaborations focused on the needs of underserved urban
adolescents in the middle grades. MSIP is currently funded as part
of the Program for Disadvantaged Youth, Middle Grades Initiative,
of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation. The initial pilot phase
has bean implemented by 25 Junior Leagues within the United States.

The MSIP is another example of the action the mu has taken
in an attempt to prevent vulnerable teenagers from becoaing high
school dropouts. In researching this epidemic, the Association
noted chat the seeds of failure, for the majority of secondary
school students, are oftn sown during the middle grades years and
before. Further, the Association believes strongly that the
problems confronting education do not develop in the isolated
vacuum of a school system; thus, strong partnerships with schools
and communities must be forged to ensure that education reform will
result fros a strong community-wide vision for change. Finally, it
was clear that true education reform cannot be achieved through any
single strategy attempted in a short time frame.

The MSIP, therefore, was designed with the goal of encouraging
and supporting selected urban school districts to develop and
provide an education of high xpectations, high content, and high
support for underserved youth in middle grades. The guiding
principle in reaching this goal is the building of school-community
partnerships with the capacity for sustained and multi-faceted
strategic responses which will support a heightened vision for
ducation reform.

In working with the MSIP, Junior Leagues assume a pivotal rola
in forming collaborations for citizen advocacy and citizen support
for improvement in their school systems. Each League participating
in the program forms or joins a collaboration composed of teachers,
school administrators, civic leaders, parents, and others who play
critical roles in the initiation and implementation of systemic
change in the ducation of early adoloscents.

Junior Leagues in cities where co1laborations have not been
formed assess community interest and readiness, identify and
initiate contact with potential collaborative partners, and develop
plans for building a collaboration. Leagues in cities where
collaboration. have already been developed continue their
leadership roles by working in conjunction with existing efforts.

2r3
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Though primary authority to implement restructuring and other
oducation initiatives typically rests with schc-il districts, broad-
based community oollaborations can garner or parallel isTrovements
which are consistant or complementary with school distr et
initiated reforms. 'Inclosed is a fact sheet providing more details
about this program that we hope you will oonaidar including in the
bearing rizoord of January 15.

The Association of Junior Leagues International, Inc., is an
organization of women committad to promoting voluntarism and
improving the ammunity through the affective actice and leadership
of trainad voluntsers. Today there are 277 Laagues represonting
over 184,000 members in the United States, Canada, Bari**, and
Groot Britain.

The Association balieves that there continues to be a critical
nosed for supportive measures designed to assist families in crisis
and to radium tha vulnerability of many more familia* who may be
nearing the brink of crisis. Ws look forward to working with you
and your staff to address this mcet isportant issus.

,

. Barinsau
Second Vice-President
Chair, Research, Policy and Program
Committee

enclosuras

2 1 ,1
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SHEET

_ Middle School
improvement Program

The Association of Junior Leagues lesernstional. Inc, is a trcenen's vdnettay cesaninntioe

conduits of 277 Wax Less= with mons thee 1881000 individual =mhos ecconiased so

women' vdtmoden sod istapowiss the soY dnon8it las effective actioe and kadoship of

ississed The Mine Lapis love a lens cf ninon foe edication and ate

caw* involved in nornaous isiouives addrestins in Widen in ihe Middle Sch001

Inaptovetorm Programa.

MIDDLE SCHOOL DAFROVEMENT PROORAM

The Middle School Impsovesoms Psopm (MSIP) width b-w m 1_989, wu developed to help

loco haw Lassa aloe consonsity-bmed collsbonidoes cc the weds of endoserved

oaton adoleseents is the saddle gado. MS1P is emtmk funded as put el the Pro.= for
Dissivantased Youth, Kiddie *sties laidative, of the Una McConeell Clark Fnradoion. The

initial pilot phase has Wes inspleammed by 25 Junior Leagues within she United Stales.

PROORAM camcnvEs

The Middle School Inessoverneat Programhas been designed to enCourage and support selected

=NW school &snit= vo develop and provide an education of high :variations, Irgh content. and

high suppoo for disadvanosed youth in the middle Lodes.

LOCAL =ATMS

In working with the Kiddie School lzaptovenX Propos; Junior Leagues assume a pivool role

jr formaat_collaterasions fcr ass and cid= suppact fee impowcnentin their school

syscms. Each League poticipadng in the pop= kens cc pins a collaboticion composed of

tc achess. school admietiensosi, civic Was, palmus and os who play critical roles in tic

initiation and implementation of sysonale done sn the educazioa early adokseena.

Justia Leagues in rides wham collaboradoeshave no been formed, assess ecconty lumen and

tradinesL. sad initiate coma wish poiential collaborative pavers. and develop plans fa

bulidins a collaboation LeiVmi in eines wires calibrations heve already been developed

coodswe their kadership mks bywinkles in cottjuoclian with existing; effons.

Though pigmy authority 10 bnylleacceeresaumning rod othm eduescion initiatives typically %vas

with school diadem bead-based onninunitycollaborations can pm: support for slew initiatives

as well as for supplemental orperalld 'cowman= which are coasistent or ecospletamenuy with

school thanks initimed reforms.

AlLI SEVICE

A111 works with and provides &mica so 25Junior Lassoes impioneodes the Middle School
Program through trainins conferencot *Moth enuerials, phase consultutona. snd

=Luxe designed so a she developmem eiconniunity-besod advocacy groups.
Written macrials ixlude an MSIP Rao= Masud. Cecies cithe Wool are available as cost so
echo innior Lopes and ossosizatioas imemood in Woad= team

Far mos issformadon please =met

The Association of Junior Laves Intemutional. b.
660 First Avenue
New York, NY 100164241

ATTN: Middle School Inyvvement Frog=
212/683-1515
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TEEN OUTREACH:

THE FIFTH YEAR OF NATIONAL REPLICATION

DATA FROM THE 128849 SCHOOL YEAR

This report was prepared by Susan Philliber, Ph.D. of Millibar
Research Associatss awl Joseph Allan, Ph.D. of the Univarsity of
VirgiAia. Additional information on these data may be obtained
from Philliber Research Associates, 145 Lucas Avenue, Accord, NY,
12404, or by calling (914) 651 -9120.

Information on the Teen Outreach program may be obtainsdfrosKathy
Herr*, Association of Junior Loagues International, 660 First
Avenue, New York, NY, 10016, or by calling (212) 653-1515.
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throughout the school year. Most importantly, we wish to thank the
Teen Outreach facilitators and their Junior League colloegues from
throughout the United States and Canada Woo have gathered the data
to make this evaluation Possible. We appreciate their time, their
attention to detail and deadlines, and their efforts to **cure
local comparison groups for this analysis. W hops that thesa data
ars usefUl to thee as they continua to offer Toon Outreach in their
own communitiss.
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INTRODUCTION

Tean Outraach is a school-bseed program for adoleecents

designod to prevent early prognanoy, to encourage regular progress

in school, and to relieve sany of the root causes of problams

facing youth today. Tbe program seeks to reach its goal. through

a combination of small group discussion strategies using its awn

cuiviculum, and by providing volunteer service experience in the

community for its young participants. It is, in other words, a

program designed to promote positive life options.

In 1981, the Junior League of St. Louis assumed a major role

in promoting and randing the Teen Outreach PrograL, which had

begun in 1978 as a collaborative effort betwegn the Danforth

Foundation and the St. Louis Public Schools. In 1983, funding was

obtainod from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation to begin a

three-year national replication of Toon Outreach. By 1987 a second

three-year national replication effort bogan under the direction

of the Association of Junior Leagues International, in cooperation

with the American Association of School Administrators.

Table 1 shows the grawth of Teen outreach since 1984. The

number of Teen Outic:...n sits, has increased from 8, in the 1984-85

school year, to almost 90 in 1989-90. Similarly, the numbar of

students enrolled in the program has increased by almost seven-fold

to over 1,000 in the 1988-89 school year.

3
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TABU 1: TU warn OP Tele OUTRUCI, 2.114 90 1990

School Year Students Cities Sites

1984-85 148 8 7

1985-86 444 16 24
1986-87 632 15 35
1987-88 782 14 44
1988-89 1028 28 60
1989-90 (estimated) -- -- 87

This report evaluates the success of Teen Outreach in 1988-

89, the fifth year of national replication. Thirty-five sites

located in 141 cities hay, contributed data to the evaluation (sea

Table 2). Together the sites enrolled 542 students in Teen

Outreach at the beginning of the school year.

The local Teen Outreach sites range in sire from 5 students

in Bristol, Rhode Island, to 23 students in Charlotte, North

Carolina. Biddle schools, junior highs, and senior highs all servo

as sites for Teen Outreach. The average Teen Outreach site enrolls

15 students.

4
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TAILS 2:
Tel TRall MMUS sAMPLS tit 19811-89

twin Outreach
studsnts

Site 5542

Coaparison
Students

5w554

algudg
Centennial High School, Pueblo
South High School, Pueblo (Xello)
South High School, Pueblo (Wagner)

=RUA
Howard Middle School, Orlando

lifitids Jr High/Community iducation, 50iSt

13
12

10

18

14

21
15
14
15
19
14
19
111

20

22
12
17

16

15

20
15
16
15
19
14
19
15
20

18

stftatibigh Sdhool, Chicagoli
DuSable Nigh School, Chicago
Xenwood Academy, Chicago
Lake View HS, Chicago (Paterson)
Lake View HS, Chicago (Rembert)
Orr Community Academy, Chicago-Calhoun

Savoy
Valensiano
Williams

HAailkka
Cecil Rhodos, Winnipeg

Massachusetts
Carew Hill Girls Club, Springfield

Aliment*
Plymouth Christian Youth Canter, Minneapolis
South High School, Minnsapolis
Work Opportunity Center, Minneapolis

KlISSUA
Savannah R-III High School, St. Joseph

Igkriii11
Bryan High School, Omaha
Hale Junior High, omaha
Norris JUnior High, Omaha
south High School, Omaha

Imila
Middletown High School, Middletown
Monroe Woodbury High School, Central Valley
Pins Sush High School, Pine bush

13
19
$

25

12
16
20
17

20
21
12

11
11
8

25'

11
17
20
19

28
21
12

2 9
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Tam TIM OOTRXACS SAMS IX 1998-99, continued

Teen Outreach
Students

Sits W1,542

Comparison
Students
M.PSS4

MAXIA-CACOILMA
Hortheest Middle School, Charlotte

gbia

23 16

Kirk Middle School, East Cleveland (Cyrus) lo 12

Pinalli
Creswell High School, Creswell

skaga_IlLand

13 14

Bristol High School, Bristol (frausel) 19 18
Bristol High School, Bristol (Butler) 5 5

Rehm Middle School, Abilene 16 14
Woodson opportunity Center, Abilene 16 16

Yirainii
Sales High School, Sales' 9 9

Note: The totals at the top of each page are the number of
students on which intake data were received. Some of that%
students were lost to follow-up (see text) and were subsequently
removed from the data set.

6
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THE EVALUATION DESIGN

The evaluation design for Toon Outreach relies on the

utilisation of common reporting forms at all sites. Loch site

recruits a local coeparison group at the beoginning of each school

year, preferably using true random assignment procedures. When

this is not possiblo, the comparison students are generally nomad

by the program participants as young peoplo they knew who might

have fillsd out the intake forms **bout liks you did.w In 1219-

90, for the first time, five sites were ablo to use randomisation

procedures to assign students to their Tien Outrsach or control

groups. This report presents data ssparately for this moors

rigorously matchod sample, so well as for the total national

sample.

The evaluation of TOW% Outmatch has always monitored the

following outcoms variables for both program students and their

comparisons:

school suspension

1.1.0.11. failure of courses in school

1.60.0. dropping out of school, and

pregnancies.

However, bacause the previous evaluation data for these

indicators have boon rather consistently positive, the 1911-59

evaluation reported hers also gathered data on:

1.1.1.6. arrests

skipping school

7
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use of alcohol or marijuana

having sexual intercourse

using contraception when sexually active

joining after-school activities

getting an award

getting on the honor roll, and

educational aspirations.

wore added to explore other impacts that Teen

Outreach might be having on young people and to sensitize our

measures to both positive and negative outcomes.

The evaluation is thus somewhat demanding for a school-based

progras of this kind in that it measures almost exclusively

behavioral outcomes, neglecting the traditional emphasis on

participant testimonials, knowledge change, or attitude change.

This evaluation of Teen Outreach reports outcome measures on

these variables at the end of the school year for all students

originally enrolled in the program, regardless of thir

attendance at the program or volunteer work pattern.

At the beginning of the 1981-89 school year, 48 Teen

Outreach sites submitted intake or baseline data forms as part of

the evaluation. At the end of the year, 12 of these sites failed

to submit any exit forma at all. Six of these sites were in one

location where the program was now and no comparison sites were

available.

Anong sites participating in the evaluation, loss to

follow-up has been extremely low throughout the five years of the

0
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program's evaluation. This year, 47 or 1.7% of the Teen outreach

tudents were lost, while 64 or 11.6% of the comparison students

could not be accounted for at the end of the school year. The

total loss to follow-up in the 1981-19 sample is thus 10.1%.

While this overall loss is acceptably low, and the Teen

Outreach students who were lost do not differ from the comparison

students who were lost in their demographic characteristics, they

do differ in two other ways. The lost Teen Outreach students

were more likely to have gotten awards in the previous year than

were the students from the coaparison group who were lost. Also,

the lost Teen Outreach students very, less likely to report being

previously suspended than were the lost comparison students.

9
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN OUTREACH STUDENTS

Tallh Outreach studsats enter the program in a variety of

ways. At sumo schools, they volunteer to participate, responding

to announceaents of the program on posters or in the school

media. At other sites, students are targeted hy the program

facilitators or counselors as "high risk" for school leaving or

pregnancy. ,t still other schools, facilitators seek out

students who are not yt exhibiting negative behaviors but who

could become high risk. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the

national saaple *f Teen Outreach students and their cosparisons

in 19$2-119.

Over 75 percent of those enrolled in Teen Outreach

nationwide are females. They range in age from 11 to 21, with an

average age of 14.9 years. A sisilar range occurs in grade

level, le.th students as young as the fifth grade and as old as

high school seniors. About 40 percent of the Teen Outreach

students are black, another 40 percent are white, and 13 percent

are Hispanic. Those in other race/ethnicity groups include

mostly Native Americans and Asians.

About 41 percent of thes young people come from non-intact

families and about a fifth have mothers and fathers with less

than a high school educetion. Howver, there is such variation

in the sociovoonasic level of the families of Teen Outreach

students, since almost 30 percent of their mothers have at least

some college education. It is important to note in Table 3 that

in 19811-89 students in Teen Outreach were significantly more

likely than their comparisons to be femal, a difference which

will be controlled in the analyses reported below.

10
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TABLE 3:
DEROORAPAIC OURACTERISTICS OF TUN OUTREACH AND

OOMPARISOX STUDZAT81 1948-119

Bearf:i
f,'Nale,1
r;Famalew,7r7f,s

MIRK

14'

1640k-
17,4
1821

29.7
50.2

2.9

Race
Black,

'White'
Hispanic
ASSAM,
:Native America

Lived with*" ,

?lather and fathe
'Other on1y,-11*
Father on1y,4"
Guardian
Other arrangemen '

40.1
.40.6

,/13.4

4.7-1%
0.61214'

tatly",t

288 .58.8

171 '34.8
1.8
2.0
2.6

191 0'39.1

62

1:1N4 0.8

281..,

11 2.7
24 ,

**Difference between the Teen Outreach and comparison students is
statistically signif4cant at p<.01

11
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TABLE 3 (Con't):

Mother's EducationPn!,),Vf.R.t .

%Ties than high schooli-. -c, ..4

k igh school graduata0W
'Acme col1egaf..TikRP."*.01*,
I'Collego graduate plma
R!.Don't know,4C4ff...,:.°,,:....., .

Father's Educationzl,>. .''''',

'Less than high school:1
"High school aduate 4, ,
one collog -?-.' ".-

*liege graduate -lus.oft
'Don' kn- -r
. , . -:,,: e -,,,,,:

11;:4314,,'r

51d,17.5 "
173#10)N35.6I
894i18.3
7ec 15.2

r\v\

Note: The totals vary somewhat from 495 (Teen Outreach students) and
490 (comparison studants) due to selected missing information on each
variable.

12
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RISK FACTORS AT PROGRAM ENTRY

Table 4 shows tha baseline or program entry measures of

program outcomes. It is important to examine these factors se

they appeared when the Teen Outreach and comparison students

entered the program year in order to a) describe the kind of

population being served by Teen outreach, and 2) to insure that

these are indeed, two well-matched groups of students. In the

year before entry into the program, over 4 percent of the Teen

Outreach students bad already been pregnant at least once. Over

17 percent Of them had been suspended and 5 percent of them

reported having been arrested. Almost 40 percent reported

failing courses in the year before the program began ind lir 30

percent had skipped school.

Over a third had used alcohol or marijuana during the past

sonth and over a fifth had had intercourse during that month.

Only 41 percent of those having had intercourse had used any tors

of contraception.

On the positive side, almost 60 percent said they had gotten

some kind of an award. slightly over a fourth wore on the honor

roll in the previous year. Virtually all the students asserted

at tha beginning of the school year that they intended to

complete both high school and college, an overstatement of likely

adhievement that is common among surveys of this kind.

13
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TABLE 4:
Ries INDICATORS roa TEEN OUTREACX AND COMPALISON STUDENTS

AT =Tails igss-09

Teen Outreach
Students

N41115 RA*100

Comparison
Students

N**490 V*100

NA,

Negative Sobeviors-
,

'.7been pregnan

'Last year ever"
get suspended4t.
get arrestod
fail courses.;
skip schoo4-

'.I.ast month ever .

used alcohol/muigu
intercours

1:used contraceptio
§t

Positive Sehaviors

Last year
get awards
get on the honor roll

85 17.3

1904' s;I: 311.s

151 30.9

86 ',17.6
27 '5.5

'V141 29.

Educational Aspirations

Complete High School._
likely ,

unlikely

vp

29, 33.7 v, 4121
94,

33** 40.7 47

283

480
10

Complete Col,legai°
likely
unlikely

57.9
25.7

98.0
2.0

397 81.0
93 19.0

251 51.3*
149 30.5

474 97.7
11 2.3

387 79.6
99 20.4

*The difference between Teen Outreach end comparison students is
statistically significant at p<.05

For purposes of comparison, it is important to note in Table

4 that Teen Outreach students were signif:cantly less likely than

their comparisons to have been pregnant before they began Teen

Outreach. Teen Outreach students were more likely to have gotten

award* prior to the start of the program year.

la
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THE OUTCOMES OF TEEN OUTREACH

Table 3 shows end-of -the-yaar data for T. outreach

students and their cosparisons on each of the program outcomes.

Those data do SOT take into account any of the differeocos

betwsan Tsen Outreach students and comparisons that have been

mentioned above. Nevarthelass, those data indicate that Teen

Outraach students had lower rates on all of tbe negative

behaviors shown in Table 5 than did the comparison studsnts at

the and of the school yaar. The rates of pregnancy, suspansion,

arrest, course failure and of saxual intsroourse ware

significantly lower among Teen Outreach students. In addition,

the Teen Outreach students had significantly lowar rates of

school leaving. T.en Outreach studants were also less likely to

use alcohol or marijuana than wars comparison students in the

month prior to the and of the progras year, although this

difference was not statistically significant.

The Toon Outreach atudants also ahow an advantage on the

other bohaviors in Table S. They ware more likely to bave gotten

aNards, although some of these say have been givan in Teen

Outreach itself. In addition, mom Teem Outraach studentarthaa

cosparisons thought thay wvuld finish high school and collage.

16
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TABLE 5:
oUTCOMTS rOR TUN =IMO( AND coHpARIsoN sTUDENTs

AT PROGRAM Uni 1,811-119

Teen Outreach comparison
Students Students

14495 4.1100 NI-490 410100

Negative Sehaviors

During this school year-
get prognant-
gat suspended.
get arrested.
fail coursIs..:;,
skip school

'

%.1.6 3.2
63 12.8

- 12 2.5
34.4
27.20-29

12233.4':
761/4,;1'\20.8,.

47NA 61.8

Last month aver--,
used alodhol/sari
had intercourosik
protected b contraCe

"
positive Behaviore

During this school -ear
gat awards'
gat on the honor roll:

N

Educational Aspirations'

Complete High School
likely
unlikely

s-

104
30 6.5**

200 41.4*
152) 32.4

Complete Collogel.
likely

-

Continuing in echo*
graduated:
Yes
No

57.6 181
106

39.4***",
22.5

468 98.1 428 93.2
- 9 1.9 31 6.gt*IN

383 80.8
- 91 19.2

486 98.6,-
1.4:

:

331 72.4
124 27.6**

*Difference between Teen Outrach and comparison students is
statistically significant at p<.05

**Difference between Teen Outreach and comparison students is
statistically significant at pc.01

***Difference between Teen Outrtach and comparison students is
statistically significant at p<.001
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Whils these outcomes suggest that Teen Outre4ch does indeed,

have a variety of beneficial impacts for the young people

enrolled in the program, it is important to examine these

differences still further to be sure that Teen Outreach per se is

the likely cause of these advantages.

Figure 1 begins this task by showing data on 11 potential

measures of change among Teen Outreach And cosparison students.

The Figure shoes the percentage of students in each group who had

been pregnant, who were failing courses, were suspended, who were

skipping school, were arrested, or wto were using alcohol or

marijrana before the program, but who stopped or lessened these

negative behaviors during the program year. The Figure also

showy what percentage of Teen Outreach and comparison students

had not received awards or were not on the honor roll in the year

before the program, but who achieved these goals during the

program year. By examining outcomes in this way, any differences

between the Teen Outreach and cosparison students in the baseline

levels of these behaviors before the progras began are controlled

or held constant.

For each of the indicators in Figure 1, Teen outreach

students are advantaged. These differences ware statistically

significant for fewer repeat pregnancies, stopping school

suspension, failing fewer courses, and skipping school less

often. Teen outreach students were also significantly more

likely than comparison students to begin to get awards this year

and to have their aspirations to complete college raised.

18
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yet another test of whether these. differences between Teen

outreach and comparison students are truly due to the program

itself can be provided by controlling for other possible

background differences which could be related to program

outcosas. In other words, it ix important to know what the net

impact of participation in Teen Outreach is, after controlling

for background characteristics and baseline levels of outcoses.

Figure 2 shows which of the program outcomes are still

significantly related to participating in Teen Outreach, NET of

the Impact of both of these kinds of variables. Of all the

outcoses examined hare, only using alcohol or marijuana lees

frequently and raising aspirations to finish high school are not

significantly related to participating in Teen Outreach, net of

the impact of family intactness, sother's education, grads in

school, gender, and prior levels of tha same behavior.

However, net of these background characteristics and prior

levels of these behaviors, participation in Tean Outreach is

negatively related to pregnancy, suspension, getting arrested,

failing courses, and skipping school. Being in Teen Outreach is

positively related to using contraception when a student is

sexually active, to getting awards and to getting on the honor

roll, to raising college aspirations, and to staying in school.

This suggests that the impacts of Teen Outreach are robust and

that they cannot be explained away by other variables like

background characteristics or prior levels of these behaviors.

20
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FIGURE 2:
A OCIRKARY OF TXX INFECT! OF swum= MOULACTIRISTICS,

MOM LIVRIAI OF sERAVIOR ARD PARTECIFATIOR XX ISIN ORT114011
ON MORNS ouroomm

Is this outogas sionificantiv_related to--
Same bohavior Family Mother's (lead. Being in

Outcosas last year Intact Education Level Gender Teen Outreach

Getting pregnant
or causing pregnancy *** -- *** **

Getting suspeadod *** .... -- .** .*

Getting arrostod a** -- -- * -- **

Failing courses 411. -- -- --

Skipping sdhool less KA -- Ire. *

Using alcohol/
marijuana lams MA &

Improving use of
contraosption Eh ** .*

Getting awards ** * _.. ***

Getting on honor roll ... * -- a *

Staying in school o** a* -- *

Raising aspirations to
--finish high school NA

--finish college NA ***

Note: the relationship is statistically significant at p < .05
i65 the relationship is statistically significant at p < .01

*** the relationship is statistically significant at p < ,001
Thee* data were produced with the use of logistic rogression equations.

NA this variable was t:n. included in the equation sine./ the dependent variable was
itswlf a change indioato....
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THE DATA FROM THE RANDOM ASSIGNMENT SITES

While these data are impressive, they remain vulnerable to

the criticism tnat these are yet unmeasured differences between

the Teen Outreace and comparison students that may be causing the

Teen Outreadh students to Appear advantaged. For example,

perhaps tne Teen Outreach students were more motivated to join n

program like this, and it is this additional motivation, rather

then the program itself, that causes their outcomes to be better.

In order to test wnether this might be the case, it is

necessary to locate a pool of students, all of whom try to get

into the program, and then randomly assign tnem to either Teen

Outreach or a control group. During the 1980-60 program year,

this procedure was :mod at 5 Teen Outrea0h sites where

facilitators had a larger pool of students who wanted to join

Teen Outreach then could be enrolled. These sites and the number

of students they enrolled in Teen Outreach and a control group,

are shown in Table 6.

TABig 6: TUM TIMM imams mem ASUGUMSMT sresss 3.9611-69

TIMM ouTnacm COMPAM150*
II ITS STUDIMTS BTDOODITS

(number) (number)
79 119

mama
wam=1

Orlando-ftward Middle School 12 12

=ZHOU
Chicago-Lakeliew SS (lambert) IS 19
Chicago-Orr Community Academy

(Savoy) 16 19

Chicago-Orr Community Academy
(Williams) 16 20

MUM
Omaha-South High School 17 19
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These randomly assigned Teen outreach and control group

students do not differ from each other in their gender, age,

grade, number of siblings, race, intactness of family, or

parents, education. They also do not differ on any of the

baseline indicators of program outcomes that have been shown

above. in other words, the two groupe appear to be truly well

matched, in spite of their relatively small number.

Table 7 shows the prograa outcome data for these randomly

assigned students. It is important to note hero that the smiler

ize of this randomly assigned sample maka the achievement of

statistical signiticanoe more difficult than it is in the larger

group of some 1,000 students. Still, in the rendes assignment

group, the Teen Outreach students had significantly lower rotes

of suspension, arreat and failing courses than did the oomperison

students. They were also significantly more likely to get awards

during the program year.

All of the other OtitCOMMS shown in Table 7 ore in the hoped-

for direction, with the exception of use of alcohol and marijuana

and the use of contraception. Teen Outreach students wore

slightly more likely to report using alcohol and marijuana in the

month prior to the end of the program than were the control

students, and a lower percentage of the sexually active Teen

Outreach students were protected by contraception in that month.

The small size of this random aesignment sample limited the

use of sultivariato analysis with this group in order to see if

the advantage of the Teen outreach students would persist even

when background characteristics and baseline measures were

controlled. However, ths use of logistic regression did permit

analysis of whether the Teen Outreach advantage persisted in

23
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rates Of school suspension and course railurs, when these

controls were introduced. The findings of this work showed that

participating in Teen Outreach contributed signifimintly to lover

rates of school suspension and course failure, net of these other

variables, even in this small, randomly assigned sample.

Overall, than, these findings from a group of randomly

assigned atudants support tha fall evaluation for 19$4-$9 and are

consistent with the previous five years of evaluation of this

program.

24
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TABU 7:
OUTCOMAS POR RANDOMLY AMMON= 11140 OOTAMADS AND COMPARIe04 STUMM

AI WOMAN RMITI 1946-09

Teen Outreach Caspar-ism%
Students Students

Ss 72 ts120 Ws 42 ts100

It iv. ashav

ing this .0400
et prognan-
st susparA--
get arrest--
fail cours*
skip.school

pmemmidAMY
t sonth

alcohol/ear
intercour--

14. hAt _000%_

t we *shay

mq this ,m4.4MMR1
got ava
st on ths how molt

,

, A N*
continuing in sc_AboitUalkoi;?
rim:Lusted

,IssA
No#0

1.2

1.3
!A
4.4

3
30
4

47

3.4
33.7**N.,!'
4.611ANN.
54.4"7-ii.' "

as.

S.`

a

.7 3

J

2.-
4414

see

A

snls

ere-

47r' 97.6
2W1k(1.4

*Differsnca between leen OutreaCh and comparison students is

statistically significant at p4.05
iptaffsrancs botween Teem Outreach and comparison studnts is
statistically significant at p.01

0**Diffarancs between Teen Outmatch and comparison students is

statistically significant at p<.0o1
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A SUMMARY OF FIVE YEARS OF REPLICATION

This report has presented data on program outcomes in Ten

Outreach tor Issa-eit. However, since 155e-15, tha program 11.,3

utilized the evaluation strategy reported here to measure program

outcomes among both Taan Outreach students and locally chosen

cceparisons. How do these fifth year results compare to those

reported in the first four years?

!Figure 3 suemarises the impacts of Teen Outreach on th four

outcome variables for which we have dets in all five years. In all

five years, the majority of differences between the program and

comparison students are in tha desired direction. Also, in each

year, some of these differences are statistically significant in the

raw data, before any prior risk differences are controlled. Perhaps

most importantly, in each of the five years, the Teen Outreach

students had significantly lower rates than did comparison students in

half or more of these negative behaviors. The school dropout rates

and the pregnancy rates have been significantly lower for Teen

outreach students in ach of the five years of national replication.

These are results that, to our knowledge, are not replicable by

any other program of this kind in the nation. The random assignment

results obtained this year add yet additional strength to the

conclusion that Teen Outreach is program that works. During the

1089-90 school year, additional sites are participating in the more

rigorous random assignment procedure so that these data too are likely

to be strengthened within the next year.

2 6
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OUT
19$4-85
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OUT

1.1 Teen Outreach Studente

1,15-44
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OUT

1114-117
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*
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1,117-111
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AMERICAN MEDICAL. ASSOCIATION
SID AOKI H STATE SIRE) T CIOCA00. ILIINOiS MAUD PNONE (312) 4414-5000 TVA 1110 2214300

AYES I TOM MD
EBOTAAPAI VAPAPodenil

January 24, 1991

The S000rable Edward I. Keanedy
Chairman
Committee au Labor and lumen Resources
United States Semite
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Boom 421
Bashinatoo, DC 20510

Dear Chairs's* Kennedy:

Ths American Medical Association is pleased to provide the enclosed
statmeent for imolusiom im the record of the January 15, 1991 hearing.

. The AKA
commends t Committee om sod lumen Resources for holding this
important bearing ead es look forward to working with you and the
Committee on initiatives to protect our children and to assure access to
adequate health care for American families.

SI , t.

We are pleased to share this statement with the Committee, and thank
you for allowing us the opportunity to present our views.

JST/d113

enclosure

Sincerely,

9ames S. Todd, SD

delasstgeodie

211
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STAMM
of the

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCUTION

to the

Committee on Labor and %man Rbsources
United States Senate

RE: Children and Youth: the Crisis at Home
for American Families

January 24, 1991

Nb set of public policy concerns is more critical to the expectations

of this nation than the issues impacting the health and well-being of

America's children and families. For this reason, the American Medical

Association commends the Committee on Labor and Human Resources for

placing the needs of America's families at the head of its agenda for the

102nd Congress. We appreciate this opportunity to share with the

Ccemittee our view that adequate health care -- and, sore specifically,

access to affordable, quality health care services -- ic essential to the

comprehensive initiatives being considered by the Committee for

espaliering families.

An overwhelming array of problems confront families today, from the

beginning of their children's lives through adolescence and into young

adulthood. Inadequate access to basic health care services for far too

many Aaerican families, coupled with poverty and numerous other social

prOaleas that encompass teenage pregnancies and alcohol and drug abuse.

result in unacceptably high infant mortality rates. These same problems.

added to an explosion of violence silted particularly at minority young
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men, more and more are changing adolescence from a time to grow and

develop into a time mean simply to survive.

Children who are victimized by these problems typically cannot

fulfill their potentials and may be left with little to offer society

when they do become adults, a difficulty that becomes especially acute in

an economic climate of lisited resources. A debilitating cycle of

victimization is set to begin or, more likely, to continue into a third

or fourth generation of families in trouble.

Cssuushanilys.AnaosheA
Tha difficulties coofroating families are complex, which is why the

AMA is pleased that the Committee intends to pursue comprehensive

initiatives to offer assistance to America's families. As briefly

outlined in materials provided by the Committee, the Youth Empowerment

Strategies (YES) has the broad support of the AMA.

The AMA agrees with the Committee that family probless must be

approached from severei directions so that integrated strategies for

dealing with the various problems that families face can be implemented.

In this context, we$ believe, it is first and foremost our responsibility

to advocate for the health care needs of patients and to look at the

probleas confronting families from the perspective of Aedical needs.

However, we know that, especially when the needs of children and families

are concerned, the lines between health care and other concerns like

education and social welfare are rot easily drawn.

Nearly each problea confronting families bears this out. Poor health

care can easily result in specific problems that keep children from

2 3
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learning. Conversely, better educational opportunities provide better

inforsation about health care, leading to opportunities for better

health. The problem of substance abuse, which is closely related to

emotional health and social concerns, to adolescent difficulties and

group behaviors, carries critical medical implicatioos, and the most

effective deterrent say be education. While one elesient leading to high

infant mortality rates is poor access to adequate prenatal and neonatal

nedical care, this problem, as well as the related problem of high

teenage pregnancy rates, also is linked to poor education, poverty, and

substance abuse problems. Much has been attempted in dealing with these

problems individually. Now, the time has come for these concerns to be

dealt with in a coordinated sanner.

Uniljng for Bealibier Childrqo

In 1990, the AMA, toeether with the National Association of State

Boards of Education, issued a CODE BLUE warning about the health of

America's youth. CODE BLUE is a call used in hospitals to signal a

life-threatening emergency, bringing to the critical patient various

health professionals to perform extraordinary actions to save the

patient's life. Just al CODE BLUE in a hospital brings together a

eulti -specialty team to meet an emergeocy, the CODE BLUE concept applies

to the multifaceted probleas facing the nation's children.

The CODE BLUE report (a copy of which accoapanies this statement)

documents the probleas: suicide atteapt rates have reached 10 percent

among boys and 18 percent among girls; 39 percent of surveyed high school

seniors reporting getting drunk within the past two weeks; hosicide is
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the leading cause of death among 1S-19 year-old blacks; there are About 1

million adolescent pregnancies a year, a rate of nearly 1 in every 10:

HIV/AIDS infections Among Children are rising; thousands of young people

do not finish school sea year; and poverty rates among families with

childreu between 6 and 17 years old have risen dramatically, from 13.5

percent in 1969 to 23 percent in 1986.

The CODE BLUE report also calls for the implementation of a

comprehensive set of achievable solutioos. no report asks for a

guarantee that all youth have access to health care, including increasing

public health and school health services. It also urges that schools

play a strooger role in improving adolescent health, id pectins

emotional, social, and physical nee& as a means to accomplish sdbools'

education mission. Most important, however, is the report's call for a

new approach to coordinating services to youth. It recommends that

communities become the front line In the battle for adolescent health,

that local governments, school boards, and local public health agencies

take responsibility for ensuring that youth receive health services.

Further, the report calls for a new approach among health, social

service, and educatioa providers. These entities need to work

collaboratively to meet the needs of youth.

The CODE BLUE alert cannot be taken lightly. Without new approaches

at the community level that ensure collaborative efforts among all

providers of services to our children, there is little hope for the next

generation of adult Americans that our youth represent.

The Next Initiativex

Clearly, the Committee has come to the same general conclusive as the
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COOE BLUE report, recognising the urgency and the interdependence of the

problems facine our Children. We fully Agree with the Committee's call

for increased coordination of comprehensive strategies and strong

linkeges to parent groups, business, and community-based youth service

organizations to keep adolescents in school, to prevent teenage

pregnancies, to provide health care end support to teenage parents, to

prevent substance abuse, and to assist youth in preparing for

employment. We are pleased that there is also a call for an evaluation

of all programs affecting low-income Children and families in order to

improve effectiveness of programs and to eliminate unnecessary

bureaucratization.

The AMA is also pleased that health cars concerns have been

identified in the Committee's initiatives. We join with the Committee in

calline for full funding of effective programs that currently only serve

a small percentage of thoas who are income eligible, incluaing the WIC

program and the prenatal health cars availeble under Medicaid. we also

agree with the need to simplify the process of accessing Medicaid and to

provide for outreach and incentives to states to provide for coordination

of services.

Finally, we believe the Committee has properly identified

professional liability as one of the major problems inhibitine the

possibility of increasing the provider pool in order to increase access

to prenatal and other medical care. Extending federal tort claim

protection to Community Health Centers would certainly help, but we

believe the solutions need to be far more readhing. Patients' access to

adequate numbers of providers is Wu hampered by the liability burden.
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The AMA has repeatedly called for measures, at both the state and federal

levels, to lessen the professional liability coats of physicians.

Because of these high costs, many family practitioners have been forced

out of the practice of obstetrics, and even physicians who specialize ia

obstetric. have given up their obstetric practices. Far too many

children and preanant women are at risk for the simple reason that not

enough physicians are available to provide prenatal care and to deliver

children. Me urge the Committee to endorse Senator Hatch's proposals in

this area. These initiatives re the outgrowth of years of study and are

supported by a large coalitioo of medical groups.

These problems are compounded by reimbursement rates under Medicaid

that do not allow physicians to cover their cost for providing care to

pregnant women and children. In OBRA 1919, provisions ware included to

require reimbursement rates for obstetrical and pediatric care under

Medicaid that would guarantee access comparable to that of nod -Medicaid

populations. We are pleased to see that tho Health Care Financing

Administration has begun to enforce these requirements. V. would hope

that states and the federal government can work together to ensure that

reimbursement rates allow Medicaid beneficiaries the access to the

medical care so necessary to their well -beins.

Conchal%)

The AMA is encouraged by recent successes in expandina health care

access to families and children in need. In 1990, Congress took large

step in ensuring health care access to needy families by providing for A

phase-in of Medicaid to all children from families with incomes below 100

percent of poverty. This followed commitments in 19119 to provide health
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care to prevent memo and yang children up to 133 percent of poverty,

and to require adequate reimbursement rates for obstetric and pediatric

services under Medicaid.

Yet, these steps are only a beginning. The AMA has alreaAy shared

with tbe Committee our comprehensive propoeal BagithArcess America -.

for ensurina all Americans' access to quality, affordable health CATO.

V. believe that if this proposal can be implemented, an important part of

the problems facieg this nation's children and families can be

addressed. Yet, we recognise that, even if implemented, it would still

ooly be a part of the comprehensive solution that is necessary to protect

the future of our children and families. /hat is why we stand ready to

cooperate in any way we CAO tO assist the Committee in its effort to

implesent in the 102nd Congress its comprehensive initiatives to help

children and (amilies.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee stands in recess.
IWhereupon, at 12:47 p.m, the committee was adjourned.)
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